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Abstract (EN)

This dissertation presents applied research on the electron irradiation-induced emission of electrons and
molecules and thermally controlled gas adsorption and desorption at cryogenic temperatures. Various
technical-grade metal surfaces and functional surface coatings and treatments are studied under condi-
tions relevant to many technical applications. A particular focus is on understanding the electron cloud
and dynamic vacuum phenomena in CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which operates at cryogenic
temperatures below 20K. Its electron cloud is characterised by low energies in 0–1 keV range but high
doses up to 10mC.mm−2. Such conditions are controllably reproduced in a newly developed cryogenic
laboratory setup designed for collector-based measurements of Secondary electron emission (SEY), elec-
tron stimulated desorption (ESD), and temperature programmed desorption (TPD) at high sensitivity,
precision, and accuracy. The experimental results are acquired, analysed and systematically discussed in
detail. Finally, semiempirical parametric models of the SEY and ESD yields are developed to capture
the energy, dose, angle, temperature and composition dependencies, allowing further use in the field.
While emphasising the LHC’s electron cloud-induced dynamic vacuum effect and related phenomena, the
research findings are interpreted in a generalist manner, making them relevant to other accelerators and
technical applications.

Keywords:
secondary electron emission, electron stimulated desorption, temperature programmed desorption,
cryogenic temperatures, cryosorbed gases, technical-grade metals, coatings and treatments
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Abstrakt (CZ)

Tato disertačńı práce se zabývá aplikovaným výzkumem emise elektron̊u a molekul vyvolané elektronovým
zářeńım a tepelně ř́ızenou adsorpci a desorpci plyn̊u za kryogenńıch teplot. Studovány jsou r̊uzné tech-
nické kovové povrchy a funkčńı povlaky a povrchové úpravy za podmı́nek relevantńıch pro mnoho tech-
nických aplikaćı. Zvláštńı pozornost se věnuje jev̊um elektronového oblaku a dynamického vakua ve
Velkém hadronovém urychlovači (LHC), který pracuje za kryogenńıch teplot pod 20K, a jehož elektronový
oblak má ńızké energie v rozmeźı 0–1 keV ale vysoké dávky až po 10mC.mm−2. Takové podmı́nky lze
ř́ızeně reprodukovat v nově vyvinutém kryogenńım laboratorńım systému určeném pro vysoce citlivé a
přesné kolektorové měřeńı sekundárńı elektronové emise (SEY), elektronově stimulované desorpce (ESD)
a teplotně programované desorpce (TPD). Źıskané experimentálńı výsledky jsou podrobně analyzovány
a systematicky diskutovány. Nakonec jsou vyvinuty semiempirické parametrické modely pro jevy SEY a
ESD, které zachycuj́ı závislosti na energii, dávce, úhlu, teplotě a složeńı a umožňuj́ı daľśı využit́ı výsledk̊u
v této oblasti. Přestože je kladen d̊uraz na efekt dynamického vakua vyvolaný elektronovým mrakem na
urychlovači LHC a souvisej́ıćı jevy, jsou výsledky výzkumu interpretovány obecně, takže jsou relevantńı
i pro jiné urychlovače a technické aplikace.

Kĺıčová slova:
sekundárńı elektronová emise, elektronově stimulovaná desorpce, teplotně programovaná desorpce
kryogenńı teploty, kryosorbované plyny, technické kovové povrchy, povrchové úpravy
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Introduction

This vacuum science-oriented dissertation consists of four major parts that aim first to motivate the
curious reader, then state the research niche, guide through the applied research work, and ultimately
reconnect to the experimental results’ applicability within the applied research field. The phenomena of
secondary electron emission (SEY), electron stimulated desorption (ESD) and temperature programmed
desorption (TPD) are investigated at a range of surfaces and conditions relevant for many technical
applications. Yet, a particular focus is placed on understanding the electron cloud-induced dynamic
vacuum effect in CERN’s Large Hadron Collider, the LHC.

The first two Chapters 1 and 2 outline the context of the problematics arising from electron irradiation
of technical-grade metal surfaces, and introduce this research field’s state-of-the-art. Careful analysis of
the problematics allows for setting experimental goals and methods to study the underlying physical
phenomena and correctly interpreting the experimental observations.

The experimental Chapter 4 describes the commissioning of the experimental setup and the method-
ology developed to study in detail the desired phenomena. The setup is calibrated to deliver quantitative
results of SEY, ESD and TPD in the targeted conditions of temperature, pressure and energy range
relevant to the LHC operation. The developed laboratory experiment grants an unprecedented research
capability in terms of the range of controllable parameters, sensitivity, precision and accuracy. The range
of observables provides a synergic view of the electron-induced emission of electrons and molecules, along
with thermally controlled gas adsorption and desorption.

The following Chapter 5 presents the acquired experimental results that are immediately discussed
from the experimental and physics standpoint, transforming data into knowledge. The SEY is addressed
first as the origin of the electron cloud activity and is followed by the ESD that links it to the dynamic
vacuum effect, both observed in the LHC. The irradiation and environmental parameters are system-
atically addressed, allowing to disentangle the influence of the primary electron energy, dose, angle,
surface temperature, treatments and cryosorbed gases. The TPD measurements then follow as a means
to characterise specific surfaces of treatments and the impact of cryosorbed gases on the SEY and ESD.

Finally, the last Chapter 6 elaborates on the direct applicability of the research results and the
knowledge derived from within. Although the relevance to the LHC is imperative, the research results
are interpreted in a rather generalist manner and other accelerators and technical applications are also
addressed where possible. Ultimately, the state-of-the-art theory-backed understanding can be leveraged
to generalise the emergent dependencies for further use, as attempted here.

Altogether, this dissertation aspires to intertwine the engineering perspective on the matter with
the theoretical background necessary for a correct data interpretation to deliver comprehensible and
applicable research results.

May the reader share the author’s joy in the discovery process!
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Motivation and objectives
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1.1 CERN’s accelerator complex

CERN’s accelerator complex consists of a chain of accelerator rings that circulate and accelerate high-
energy proton and ion beams and provide them to various experiments, as schematised in Figure 1.1. At
its end lies the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] a proton storage ring built at an industrial scale of 27 km,
capable of storing high-intensity proton beams and accelerating them from the injection energy 0.45TeV
to a nominal collision energy of 7TeV per beam, i.e. 14TeV in the centre-of-mass of the proton-proton
collision.

Figure 1.1: Schematic view of CERN’s accelerator complex. The accelerator chain starts from linear accelerators, past
boosters and through transfer lines continues into the LHC. The PS and SPS provides the proton beam to other experiments
when not injecting into the LHC. Image credit: CERN.

The LHC largely consists of superconducting cryomagnets, whose strong magnetic field focuses and
circulates the beam on a closed circular trajectory. This is achieved by arranging the cryogenic magnets
in a FODO-cell beam optics layout [2], consisting of 3 bending dipoles followed by 1 focusing quadrupole,
which repeats all along the cold-arcs, [1]. Their cold bore is held at 1.9K, being the temperature where
the superfluid helium has the largest thermal conductivity, thus effectively thermalising the cold bore
and extracting heat. The magnets’ cold bore houses a beam tube with a specially designed beam-screen
which is cooled to 5-20K and extracts heat generated by the circulating proton beam before reaching the
superconducting magnets’ cold mass. The beam-screen has been carefully designed [3] to mitigate the
electron cloud and provide vacuum stability in the presence of circulating proton beams, amongst many
other design goals reproduced in Fig. 1.5.

1.2 LHC vacuum in the presence of proton beams

The LHC and its upcoming upgrade, the high-luminosity LHC, HL-LHC [4], stands as the next challenge
to physicists and engineers in many regards. One of these is the mitigation of the electron cloud and
ultra-high vacuum stability while circulating high-intensity bunched proton beams. The negative effect
also goes in the opposite direction, as the beam-induced electron cloud acts back on the circulating
charged particle beam in a detrimental way [5]. Both of these challenges have been long observed in the
accelerator physics community ever since the ’60s and, in fact, impose a challenge to this date, also at
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Figure 1.2: Cutaway view of the LHC superconducting dipole magnet and a detailed view of the beam-tube consisting of a
vacuum chamber lined with beam-screen. The beam-screen shields the magnets’ cold mass from the beam-induced heating
via its separate LHe cooling loop and provides vacuum stability, as detailed in the text. Image credit: CERN

other CERN’s accelerators such as the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
[6].

1.2.1 Synchrotron radiation and the electron cloud effect

The circulating relativistic bunched (discontinuous) proton beam emits synchrotron radiation intercepted
by the beam-screen (BS). While the synchrotron radiation is harmless at the 0.45TeV injection energy,
the photons’ critical reaches 44 eV [7] when the proton beam reaches nominal beam energy of 7TeV.
Hence, the photon energy largely surpasses the ∼4.5 eV work function of the beam-screens copper surface
and extracts photoelectrons. Slow photoelectrons are then accelerated by an electric field of passing
proton bunches, impinge on the beam-screen surface again, multipact and form an electron cloud (EC).
Under certain resonant conditions, the EC can prevail and form a self-sustaining electron population.
The EC then induced various beam instabilities, not being of concern in this treatise, and continuously
irradiates the beam-screen surface, desorbs gas, and deposits heat into the BS. The closed geometry of a
beam tube inherently limits the pumping speed and makes mitigation of gas sources even more important.
This non-thermal electron desorption mechanism was identified as the predominant dynamic gas source
and needs to be investigated for the efficient operation of the LHC.

Figure 1.3: Scheme of the main interactions between the proton beam, residual gas and the beam tube surface. Note the
ion-, photon-, and electron-stimulated gas desorption mechanisms. Also, note the electron multipacting effect and the heat
deposition into the wall.

Available problematics overviews, e.g. [8], including simulations [9] and even recent measurements
[10] have shown that energy distribution of EC inside of LHC resides mostly in low-energy range, with a
major peak below 10 eV, as visualised in Figure 1.4. When the EC is in a multipacting regime, this major
peak is followed by a secondary peak at a few hundred eV. The magnitude and position of the secondary
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peak vary with actual beam parameters, the surface state of the beam-screen and geometrical factors.
More detailed simulation results are published by Skripka&Iadarola [11], including electron concentration
profiles simulated at different conditions in LHC dipoles, quadruples and drift sections. We have therefore
designed an experiment for laboratory investigation of samples representative of the copper surface of
a beam-screen under the conditions it experiences in LHC’s cryogenic magnets. The setup reproduces
in a controllable manner the relevant conditions present inside the LHC’s beam-screen: temperature
under 20K, ultrahigh vacuum in the 10−10 mbar range and low-energy electron irradiation. We focused
our present research towards low electron energies in the sub-keV region, focusing on 0-100 eV, which is
experimentally very challenging and for which we have developed and commissioned a novel measurement
procedure.

Figure 1.4: Energy distribution of electron cloud electrons as simulated by G. Iadarola [9] for an LHC cryomagnets and
field-free regions. Note the primary peak of true secondary electrons at few eV followed by a second peak of beam-accelerated
electrons at few hundreds eV, whose amplitude and energy varies with the chamber geometry and beam parameters.

1.2.2 Dynamic vacuum effect in accelerators

The dynamic vacuum effect can be primarily ascribed to non-thermal gas desorption stimulated by
particles, such as photons, electrons, ions and beam loss particles impinging on the inner surface of
a vacuum vessel where the beam circulates. In particular, the electron stimulated desorption (ESD)
phenomenon is important for modern machines exhibiting an electron cloud (EC) and will be addressed
here.

Indeed, this problematics is not unique to the CERN’s accelerators as similar issues with electron
cloud effects and dynamic vacuum phenomena are regularly observed at other machines. In fact, the
dynamic pressure rise in accelerators and light sources has been long observed in room temperature
machines and, recently, in cryogenic ones. In fact, the dynamic vacuum effect is common to machines
circulating bunched charged particles, especially positively charged ones, but not excluding electrons
either [12]. As such, the EC activity resulting in a dynamic pressure rise is observed at CERN’s Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), Fig. 1.6, and other existing machines: RHIC in the USA [13] with its electron-ion
variant [14], present and future GSI machines such as SIS100 [15], and SuperKEKB in Japan [16, 17].
This also includes light-sources, which deal with both electron and photon stimulated desorptions, such
as [18]. Pressure rise by up to ∼5 orders of magnitude were observed in some cases, which is far beyond
acceptable.

For completeness, the electron- and photon-induced dynamic vacuum effect is a mechanism different
from the ion-induced pressure instability reported by Calder at CERN’s ISR [19], as it lacks a positive
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feedback loop, strictly speaking. Conversely, the ion-induced vacuum instability has a closed positive
feedback loop [20] that leads to a well-defined stability condition. This feedback can lead to a pressure
runaway, which is driven by high beam currents in combination with high ion energy [21] and a high ion
stimulated desorption yield [22] from the beam-tube surface.

Future machines are not exempt from these phenomena either. Electron cloud and dynamic vacuum
mitigation strategies are already implemented in the beam-screen design phase and represent an important
aspect of an accelerator design [23]. This includes CERN’s planned FCC-hh variant [24, 25], or Chinese
SPPC and CEPC projects [26, 27]. All are designed bearing in mind the electron cloud and resulting
dynamic vacuum phenomena, i.e. introducing beam-screen into the design.

Figure 1.5: Left: Functions and corresponding design features of the LHC beam-screen, adapted from V. Baglin [3]. Right:
Schematised cross section of the LHC beam-screen, adapted from V. Baglin [28]. Note the gas sources and sinks in this
closed vacuum system, which are discussed in the text.

Beam-screen was designed and introduced into the beam tube as a consequence of these vacuum, and
electron cloud-related concerns [29], granting dynamic vacuum stability in the presence of a circulating
beam and shielding the magnets’ cold bore from beam-induced heat load. Figure 1.5 shows the design
map of functions and corresponding design features of the LHC beam-screen. The highlighted ones are
linked to the research done in the scope of this dissertation. The scheme on the right side, adapted from
V. Baglin [28], schematises the beam-screen cross-section and different dynamic vacuum processes present
when circulating the proton beam. Not how the molecules desorbed by ESD and PSD mechanism are
pumped through the pumping slots and consequently cryosorbed on the 1.9K cold bore vacuum tube.

In fact, the beam-screen design has already been iterated upon in some local areas for the HL-LHC
upgrade (inner triplet magnets). The design changes are described in a recent paper [30] and mainly
consist of a 50 nm thin amorphous carbon coating, stronger supercritical He cooling, higher temperature
window at 60-80K and a tungsten radiation shielding that protects the cryomagnets held at 1.9K from
beam-induced heat loads. Similarly, a full suite of EC mitigation strategies was gradually implemented
during SuperKEKB commissioning, and their respective efficacy is now well-analysed [12].

It has also been observed for the LHC machine and others that these unwanted effects diminish
with time in operation. The dynamic vacuum effect gradually attenuates with operation time to levels
acceptable for nominal operation, as reported by Baglin et al. [28] for the LHC Run 1 and plotted in
the adjacent Figure 1.6 for Run 3 supplied by the TE-VSC-BVO section. Each yearly LHC restart is
followed by dedicated scrubbing runs performed at the injection energy of 0.45TeV, during which the
electron cloud is intentionally triggered to (re)condition the beam-screen copper surface. This gradual
decrease of the pressure rise can be partly assigned to diminishing the electron cloud activity due to the
decrease of secondary electron yield (SEY) and surface conditioning under electron bombardment, i.e.
decrease of ESD yield.

Figure 1.6 shows the dynamic pressure rise normalised to the proton beam current so as to compensate
for the proton beam current changes. The horizontal axis shows the integrated beam time, i.e. the time
in operation, as measured by the circulating beam current. The decrease in the normalised pressure rise
results from electron-stimulated desorption and its decrease with absorbed electron dose, i.e. conditioning
effect. The curve starts with a constant plateau followed by a linear decay (in log-log scaling). After
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these dedicated scrubbing runs follows a nominal operation during which the machine further scrubs.
Still, this effect remains a concern when pushing up the accelerators’ performance in terms of energy and
luminosity and/or while trying to optimise its operation.

Figure 1.6: Gradual decrease of the dynamic vacuum effect during beam-scrubbing of LHC Run 3, as measured by Penning
gauges located around a standalone Q5 quadrupole cryomagnets situated at long-straight-section 5, close to CMS experi-
ment. The dynamic pressure rise is normalised to the proton beam current and plotted against the accumulated beam time,
which is an indirect measure of the electron dose imparted onto the beam-screen during the scrubbing run. This plot was
kindly provided by CERN’s TE-VSC-BVO section.

1.3 Relevance to other technical applications

To deal with the electron cloud and dynamic vacuum effects, one has first to understand the phenomena
of electron multipacting and electron stimulated desorption in order to master it. And in the absence of
many experimental data taken under the relevant conditions, one must draw inspiration from other fields
and the established theoretical background.

Redhead recalls in his memoirs [31] that ESD emerged as an object of concern in various independent
technical applications. It was studied in the context of vacuum gauges and mass spectrometry, where
it produced a dynamic background signal [32], and in the vacuum tube technology, it manifested as an
undesirable 10-Volt effect. Cross-disciplinary technical interest in the ESD topic gave rise to a theoretical
framework of Desorption Induced by Electronic Transitions (DIET) that explains both the ESD and
PSD. The explanation was proposed independently around the same time, establishing the now-classical
model of Ishikawa-Menzel-Gomer-Redhead (IMGR model) discussed in detail in Chapter 2.5.

The ESD phenomena was later turned into a scientific tool for surface science [33, 34] and biophysics
[35] who study the radiation effects on condensed matter, both inorganic and organic. This includes
the electron-induced chemistry [36], which was particularly well summarised for low-energy electrons
by Arumainayagam et al. [37]. Low-energy electrons are thought to be the main driver of radiation-
induced chemistry, because of their shear number [38]. The ESD also manifests in electron microscopy,
causing a beam-induced damage that alters and degrades the studied specimen. This effect was even
transformed into an imaging technique, say an ESD-mediated scanning electron microscopy by Dylla et
al. [39]. Further up, the electron-irradiated surfaces studied in astrophysics [40, 41], are also far from
well-defined, though not exactly technical-grade metals, but have been fairly well studied and can provide
valuable hints, e.g. on electrodesorption of weakly-bound molecules, fragments and products.

In parallel to the scientific applications, the ESD poses other engineering challenges. The dynamic
vacuum effect that systematically haunts numerous particle accelerators was just discussed. A widespread
domain that experiences electron multipacting and, therefore also, electrodesorption are radiofrequency
(RF) devices [42, 43]. Resonant cavities, including superconducting ones, wave-guides and other compo-
nents, can also develop an electron cloud once certain resonant conditions are met. The electron cloud
not only drastically impairs the RF performance and increases noise in such a system but also desorbs
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gas that decreases the breakdown voltage and causes arcing. As a result of the same underlying physical
process, the electron cloud energy spectrum of an RF system [44] closely resembles that in accelerators
beam-tube, Fig. 1.4, which is indeed an RF device of a kind. The signature behaviour of electron mul-
tipacting is a double-peaked spectrum dominated by a low-energy peak of true secondary electrons, the
majority of which lies under 20 eV. This is followed by a second peak, typically at few hundreds eV,
whose exact position and height depend on the multipacting conditions.

Electrodesorption makes one of the effects in the complex plasma-surface interaction in magnetically-
confined fusion devices that produce runaway electrons in the keV-MeV range. These electrons then
irradiate the chamber wall and electrodesorb gas that contributes to impurity influx that gradually
poisons the plasma and decreases its temperature [45]. A similar electron and ion-driven contaminant
influx may compromise the sputter deposition process [46] of coatings, whose properties are known to be
altered by unwanted gas molecules present in the plasma discharge. For example, hydrogen present in
the process atmosphere degrades the anti-multipacting properties of sputter-deposited carbon-coatings
[47] by increasing the SEY. In the aeronautics domain, the spacecraft design and choice of materials
also optimise the outgassing [48], including the stimulated one, that can lead to molecular contamination
of a spacecraft’s instruments. Here the desorbed molecules can impair functional parts of a spacecraft,
e.g. re-adsorb on optical instruments or produce false spectrometer readings. The decreased breakdown
voltage of insulating components in combination with differential charging effects due to different SEY
can lead to electrical discharges across components. However, these application fields are predominantly
concerned by other types of irradiation, both thermal and non-thermal, leaving the ESD with a marginal
contribution to the total gas desorption.

Indeed, the above-mentioned fields occupy different regions in the parameter space of factors influ-
encing the ESD but can all benefit from developing this research field. Despite its cross-disciplinary
technical and scientific importance, the research status of ESD from technical-grade metal surfaces is
dismal and lacks behind its well-defined laboratory-grade counterpart. This is partly because the exper-
imental complexity of ESD measurements and partly the complexity of a technical-grade metal surface,
which introduces even more dimensions into the already vast parameter space of factors influencing the
ESD. Hence the largest drawback is the lack of a systematically populated dataset that spans across large
portions of parameter space, in terms of material, environmental and irradiation properties. It is chal-
lenging to draw quantitative predictions using the existing theory in well-defined systems and even more
so in the case of technical surfaces. Even though there are numerous studies on ESD from technical-grade
metal surfaces, the big picture is far from complete and most certainly lacks a predictive capability.
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This literature survey is subdivided into chapters relevant to each studied phenomena: the secondary
electron yield (SEY), electron stimulated desorption (ESD) and temperature programmed desorption
(TPD). Each section contains a brief theoretical reminder, a survey of relevant experimental data, and
increasingly often, simulation results. The review starts out with the various electron-matter interactions
that are a prerequisite for secondary electron emission and gas electrodesorption.

2.1 Electron interactions with a surface

At a macroscopic level, the impact and following interactions of primary electrons with a substrate leads
to an emission of secondary particles, such as electrons, photons, and gas. The remainder, and in fact
the majority, of the incident primary electron energy, is dissipated as heat, first to electronic shells, then
to the atomic movement. This is indeed the source EC-induced heat load in the LHC beam-screen [11].
The desorbed gas species can be atoms or molecules in neutral or charged, excited or ground states. The
below-discussed experimental setup used for this research is designed to detect emitted electrons as well
as desorbed neutral gas species, as they are predominant. In respect to the LHC, this phenomena is
responsible for the dynamic vacuum effect, i.e. EC-induced pressure increase.

As soon as primary electrons reach a target, they electrostatically interact with the electron shells of
the target atoms by elastic and non-elastic collisions, as schematised in Fig. 2.1 on the left. This can
result in the primary electron re-emission at the original or lower energy. Since this is a direct energy
transfer process, it varies with the primary electron beam parameters. Conversely, the true secondary
electron generation is an indirect energy transfer process and is, therefore, independent of the primary
electron characteristics to a large extent. This is because the incoming electrons scatter in the material,
forming an electronically excited volume where the electrons locally thermalize with the Fermi gas. This
newly formed short-lived population of hot electrons is the source of true secondary electrons emitted
into the vacuum above and is the reason why the secondary electron energy spectrum is invariant with
the primary energy.

Figure 2.1: Left: Schematised electron interactions with a surface for non-normal irradiation angle. Note the superposition
of specular and diffuse electron backscattering. Right: CASINO simulation of 50, 350, 1050 eV electron with a layered
surface (2 nm of C, O and H contaminants, 2 nm of Cu2O on a bulk Cu substrate.) Red trajectories trace backscattered
electrons (both elastic and inelastic) and blue traces are the true secondary electrons. Results are only qualitative and
details are discussed further in the text. Image and simulation: Author.

Figure 2.1 on the right shows a CASINO Monte-Carlo simulation set for a Cu substrate with a Cu2O
and contaminant overlayers. The normally-incident electrons range from 50 eV to 1050 keV to illustrate
the different regimes, ranging from surface-sensitive to bulk-sensitive. The higher energy electrons are
more penetrant as visualised by the deposited energy isocontours. Some primary electrons, marked with
red trajectories, are reflected, backscattered or rediffused. The reflected portion of electrons follows the
specular reflection with the angle of incidence equal to angle of reflection, whilst the backscattered and
rediffused follow a diffused pattern, well approximated by a cosine angular distribution. The elastically
backscattered electrons have a narrow energy spectrum, with energies about equal to the primary electron
energy. It is more likely for low-energy electrons to be elastically reflected away from the surface, while
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higher-energy electrons are more likely to be elastically and inelastically backscattered, while producing
secondary electrons at the same time.

Many primary electrons penetrate into the bulk without being backscattered and eventually dissipate
their kinetic energy, stopping their further advance. A mean penetration depth can be defined as an
orthogonal distance from the surface to the location where most electrons end. The electronic scattering
process yields an avalanche of secondary electrons, marked as blue, which have lower energy than the
primaries. The secondaries were excited enough to leave their electron shells and now travel through the
bulk in a Brownian-like motion. If such electronic scattering happens in the close enough vicinity of a
surface and the electron energy trespasses the work function, there is a chance of them escaping from the
surface into the vacuum, giving arise of secondary electron emission. Such escape depth represents an
average depth beneath a surface from which the electrons can still escape. The escape depth is denoted
in Figures 2.1 and 2.3.

Inelastic collisions are the driving mechanism for ESD, as they imply an energy exchange with electron
shells of atoms and molecules present in the surface layer. The amount of energy lost by electron per
unit of length while travelling through a material can be defined via stopping cross-section or conversely
by mean free path. Figure 2.2 depicts such dependence for various target materials. Depending on the
preferred reference frame, the amount of interaction between an electron and matter can be described
either by the free path of an electron between collisions or by stopping cross-sections. In any case, both
curves are strongly energy-dependent. This is different, yet correlated to the mean energy deposition
depth, which marks the depth at which the primary electrons have deposited most of their energy. Both
of these processes depend on the primary electron energy and the bulk properties. For engineering
purposes, Fitting [49] gives a good overview of low-energy electron interactions. A solid overview of
particle stopping in condensed matter is given in [50], even though no author approaches the low-energy
of 0-100 eV with certainty, as illustrated in [51].

Figure 2.2: Universal curve for the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of
electrons in different solids. Not the asymptotic approach to the first and
second parts of the equation 2.1 at low and high energy region. Also
note the massive uncertainty in the 1-100 eV energy region. Adapted from
Werner [51].

Considering electrons in the 0-1 keV
range, one can exclude physical phe-
nomena such as radiative stopping and
relativistic effects and substrate-related
phenomena such as channelling. The
process of electron slowing down is the
most intense around 100 eV due to the
high stopping power [52]. The stopping
power is considerably lower for energies
under ∼10 eV or higher than ∼200 eV
[49]. From an opposite point of view,
the IMFP is the shortest for ∼100 eV,
as plotted in Fig. 2.2. Not so coinci-
dentally, the de-Broglie wavelength of
electrons at these energies is comparable
to characteristic dimensions of atoms
and molecules, rendering the scattering
more probable. The stopping naturally
varies with the atomic number of a given
material, which determines the number
of electrons bound within their atomic
orbitals. For example, lighter elements, such as hydrogen molecule, has by about 1 decade lower stopping
power than gold [53]. For illustration, an electron with a kinetic energy of 100 eV will lose on average
10 eV within the first layer of gold atoms, but only 2 eV within the first layer of hydrogen atoms. Yet,
despite large variations, it is still possible to construct a universal curve for the IMFP [54], which coarsely
approximates experimental IMFP values, λ [nm] acquired across a range of energies [eV] and materials
(red curve in Fig. 2.2), and is described by the following Eq. 2.1.

λ(E) =
143

E2
+ 0.054 ·

√
E (2.1)

While this approach gives a reasonably accurate fit for keV and higher energies, the low energy part
in 1-100 eV range is massively scattered, as discussed by Werner [51]. Him et al. also present some more
precise estimates [55]. Variations by more than an order of magnitude were reported for thin graphene
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layers [56]. Hence, the low-energy electron scattering in solids and thin films remains a great challenge,
both experimental and theoretical [52].

Ultimately, it is not the energetic primary electrons but the excited secondary electrons that cause
electron desorption. The right side of Figure 2.3 schematises the energy transfer from the primary
electrons, via secondary electrons, to the surface-bound adsorbates. The energy diagram on the left
schematises the energy dissipation cascade. The baseline dependence for the occupancy of energy levels
in the electron gas is captured by the Fermi-Dirac distribution marked in blue, which is thermalised to
the substrate temperature. Upon its arrival into the bulk, the primary electron deposits its kinetic energy
during a collision cascade into a nm-sized volume of electronic excitations. These excitations are created
on a fs timescale, resulting in a highly non-thermal electron energy distribution in the local excitation
volume, marked as 1 in the scheme. These excited hot electrons and holes scatter with other electrons
in the bulk, following the IMFP curve in Fig. 2.2, which has an energy-dependent scattering probability.
By doing so, the hot electrons and holes thermalize with other electrons in the Fermi gas (not yet with
the atoms), and attain a Fermi-Dirac distribution marked in red in a 100’s fs timescale, marked in 2 .
During this thermalisation process, the electrons with energy above Evac and Edes thresholds (referenced
to the Fermi level) can result in an electron emission or stimulate molecular desorption, as discussed
below. The electrons are now locally thermalised with other electrons in the Fermi gas and gradually
also thermalize with the atoms, marked in purple, finally depositing the energy as heat, marked as 3 ,
marked in blue.

Figure 2.3: Schematised interaction of primary electrons with near-surface electrons and surface-bound molecules. Left:
Energetic diagram of primary electron energy dissipation cascade resulting in a population of low-energy electronic excita-
tions. The part of this excited e− population relevant for SEY and ESD is marked. Right: Simplified sequence of the DIET
desorption mechanism. Details are discussed in the text. Image: Author.
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2.2 Secondary electron yield

2.2.1 SEY curve origins

The energy spectrum of emitted electrons varies with the primary electron energy, target material, its
surface state and angle of incidence of the primary electron. As a consequence, the value of SEY varies as
well. It also varies immensely with the surface state of a material, making it a strongly surface-sensitive
parameter. Figure 2.4 from [57] shows the secondary electron energy spectrum captured for different
primary energies. Note that low-energy primaries are more likely to back-scatter, both elastically and
inelastically, whereas higher-energy primaries do not back-scatter nearly that much and generate true
secondary electrons instead. Also note the TSE energy spectrum can be approximated by a log-normal
distribution, as remarked by Furman&Pivi [58]. The integral of each spectrum would give the total SEY
at a given energy, as shown by the black arrows in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.4: Energy spectra of secondary electrons measured by Cimino et al.[57] on a fully scrubbed copper surface held
at 10K, i.e. conditions representative for the LHC beam-screen. The primary electrons impinge at a normal incidence and
their energy is varied from 3.7 eV to 112 eV. Note the high reflectivity, i.e. inelastic backscattering of low-energy electrons.

The Secondary Electron Yield (SEY), denoted δ, is defined here as the average number of electrons
leaving the surface per impacting primary electron, regardless of their interaction. However, some lit-
erature sources consider the Secondary Electron Yield only to form a component of the Total Electron
Yield (TEY), which is more appropriate, physically speaking. Though, to align this manuscript with the
predominant technical customs, the term SEY will encompass all the electrons leaving a surface regard-
less of the physical process at their origin. Shall it be necessary to differentiate between true SE and
backscattered electrons, it will be brought to attention. Hence, the SEY can be calculated by normalising
the secondary electron current by the primary electron current.

δ = ISecondary/IPrimary (2.2)

Figure 2.5 illustrates the decomposition of SEY into contributions from different processes. Relative
contributions of each type of process change with the primary electron energy. For instance, elastically
reflected electrons are predominant at very low energies but then decay exponentially as the primary
energy increases. Conversely, the number of true secondary electrons increases rapidly as gradually more
energy is dissipated in the form of electronic excitations, as deposited in the material by the primary
electrons. An energy of about 20 eV demarks the tipping point between the backscattered electron-
dominated spectrum and the true secondary electron-dominated spectrum.

Hence, the secondary electrons emitted from a studied surface as a direct result of electron irradiation
are a witness of the energy spectrum of electronic excitations in the bulk and as such make for a valuable
observable. Hence the energy spectrum provides a clue on what is the number and energy of excitations
that can stimulate gas desorption discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.5: SEY energy dependence with a detailed view of the low-energy region decomposed into its constituents according
to the Furman-Pivi model [58]. Note how their proportions evolve with energy. The arrow-marked energies correspond to
the energy spectra from Figure [57].

2.2.2 SEY curve parametrization

The combination of relatively high measurement uncertainties on the experimental data and the practical
need for easy and computationally efficient applicability gave arise to a number of simple semi-empirical
models that are a good approximation to commonly measured SEY curves. For a parametrization to be
physically meaningful, it typically needs to meet the following boundary conditions.

• Approaches δ = 1 at 0 eV
• Features a maximum at the correct position δmax(Emax)
• Asymptotically approaches SEY ∝ 1/En at few keV
• Features the right curvature to approximate the experimental data
• Is smooth, i.e. differentiable with respect to Energy

The challenge is accurately representing the behaviour across a large energy range, from fractions
of 0 eV to the keV range. Such requirement is typically met by modelling per-partes the different con-
stituents, whose sum amounts to the total SEY δTotal, as visualised in Figure 2.5 and represented in Eq.
2.3.

δTotal = δTSE + δInel.BSE + δEl.BSE + δRefl. (2.3)

Each partial contribution represents a particular physical reaction, as schematised in Figure 2.3,
leading to an electron emission. As a byproduct of this approach to the SEY curve fitting, one obtains
approximate proportions of different electron emission pathways. Note that this energy range is non-
relativistic. Electrons only become relativistic in the keV to MeV energy range, which is not of concern
here. However, theory and experiment [59] show that the SEY curve departs from the decaying behaviour
and starts increasing in the MeV range.

Other models for the SEY do exist, e.g. the Lin&Joy [60] semi-empirical universal SEY model that
builds on theoretical analysis of the emission process. Similarly to other authors, such as Cazaux et
al. [61], they normalize the SEY curve to its peak value and find a universal fit. Then they compare
the model against a Monte-Carlo simulation and experimental data and find that the best-fit parameters
periodically follow the atomic shell filling of the studied elements. This observation supports the electronic
stopping nature of the slow-down process.

True secondary electrons

The amount of true secondary electrons (TSE) evolves as a function of primary electron energy and has a
positively skewed dependence with a long tail towards high energies, as plotted in blue in Figure 2.5. The
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number of TSE can be described by the Furman-Pivi model, which is widely implemented in numerical
codes, such as the PyECLOUD simulation program [62]. The primary electron energy E is normalized
to the peak energy Emax and the parameter s changes the sharpness of the curve.

δTSE,F−P = δmax
s(E/Emax)

s− 1 + (E/Emax)s
(2.4)

For completeness, Scholtz et al. [63] noted that the log-normal distribution also approximates accept-
ably well the SEY shape, ranging from metals, and past semiconductors to insulators. The energy E is
again normalized to the peak energy Emax and the s parameter is the standard deviation as per usual.
Hence, the s controls the width and sharpness of the peak, with a typical value of s ≈1.6 . Also, this
log-normal distribution, albeit shifted, is used later to model the ESD energy dependence in Section 5,
Eq. 6.10.

δTSE,L−N = exp(
− ln2(E/Emax)

2s2
) (2.5)

As a sidenote, the SEY parametrization reviewed in this Section 2.2.2, can serve as an inspiration to
also parameterise the ESD energy dependence curve, which is done in Section 6.1.

Elastically backscattered electrons

The elastically backscattered fraction of primary electrons decreases rapidly with increasing energy, as
seen in red in Figure 2.5. However, at energies below ∼5 eV, it is the dominant contributor to the SEY
curve. Here, the energy E0 controls the decay rate, being the energy where the elastically backscattered
electrons decrease to about 10% of the initial value R0 at E=0 eV.

δEl.BSE = R0

(√
E0 −

√
E0 + E√

E0 +
√
E0 + E

)2

(2.6)

The dominance of reflected electrons can persist until about ∼15 eV in case of a presence of a contam-
inant overlayer, giving rise to a characteristic 5∼10 eV peak discussed below. This peak is investigated
in Chapter 4 and parameterised in Chapter 5 to approximate the experimental data.

Inelastically backscattered electrons

Finally, the contribution from inelastically backscattered electrons is accounted for. As visible on the
energy spectra in Figure 2.4, their energy lies in the region in between the true SE peak at ∼3 eV and
the elastic peak at the primary beam energy. For the purpose of our fitting, the dependence can be
approximated by a logistic s-curve function. This approximation captures the trend sufficiently well
when compared to available sources on electron backscattering coefficients, such as Cazaux [64]. For
simplicity, the parameter E0 is chosen to be the same as for δInel.BSE as in δEl.BSE .

δInel.BSE = rBSE(
2

1 + exp(−E/E0)
− 1) (2.7)

Low-energy peak of reflected electrons

It was experimentally observed, for example on HOPG [56], that the maxima in reflected electrons
correspond to band-gaps in the surface electronic structure. This correspondence is visualised in Figure
4.9. Hence, it is necessary to also model this electron reflection at low energy, which is particularly
important with respect to the electron cloud as demonstrated by Iadarola [9]. The low-energy peak of
reflected electrons at 5∼10 eV can again be approximated by a log-normal distribution, as elaborated in
Section 5.

δRefl. = exp(
− ln2(E/Emax)

2s2
) (2.8)
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2.2.3 Incidence angle dependence

The concept of energy deposition depth being compared to the SE escape depth, which was established
for the SEY energy dependence, can also be leveraged to explain the SEY angular dependence. At non-
normal incidence angles, the energy deposition depth is geometrically reduced by a factor of cosα, with
α being the angle measured from the normal. As a result, the energy dissipation cascade happens closer
to the surface and electronic excitations created within the SE escape depth are increased by a factor of
1/cosα. The electrons impinging at shallower angles generate an SEY energy-dependence curve whose
linear part extends to higher energies. Not only does the maximum Emax offsets higher up but also the
δmax increases, since more energy is deposited within the SE escape depth, also at higher energies, which
would normally be deposited in the bulk.

Now classical literature on electron emission, such as Bruning [65], Seiler [66], Dekker [67], or Kanaya
[53] converges on similar predictions. As foretold by the theoretical exercise, the electron emission gener-
ally follows the cos−nα dependence. Other fits also seem to be applicable, as Kirby&King [68], successfully
fit their SEY data with an exp(1− cosα) dependence proposed by Bruining [65]. Henrist et al. [69] sum-
marised the SEY parametric fits for simulation purposes, including its angular dependence. The proposed
dependence includes a scaling factor k into the previous relation exp(k.(1− cosα)) to fit the experimental
data.

Fitting [49] successfully applies a similar dependence exp(k.(1− cosα)) for the backscattering coeffi-
cient, with the parameter k varying with k ≈ − ln f(η, Z,E0).

Liu et al. [70] fit their SEY angular-dependence data with a generic cos−nα with the exponent n
varying in a wide range of 0.16 to 0.80. For completeness, it is worth noting that the same SEY angular
dependencies are reported for amorphous and glassy materials by Salehi&Finn [71].

Regarding the SEY of cryosorbed gases, Sorensen [72] measured the SEY of condensed H2 at few keV
and reported that it follows the cos−1α dependence. Later, Schou and Sorensen [73] reported the SEY
of H2 and D2 to follow better the cos−3/2α dependence for energies in 1-3 keV range. They also show
that electron reflectivity rises above 30°, meaning fewer electrons penetrate the material. However, the
remainder of electrons that do penetrate deposit their energy shallower below the surface. Due to this
counter-compensating effect, the SEY of H2 and D2 only departs from the cos−3/2α dependence above
∼ 70°. Remarkably, the D2 reportedly has double the SEY of H2, which is surprising since the electronic
structure that determines the SEY should be identical.

These SEY measurements converge to the same general behaviour that approximately follows cos−nα
dependence until the grazing incidence angle reaches around 70°-80°. At grazing angles, the high electron
reflection off the surface effectively decreases the number of electrons that enter the surface, reducing
the SE generation and decreasing the SEY. Amongst other authors, Salehi&Flinn [74] measured that the
reflected fraction increases with the incidence angle (with respect to the normal).

2.2.4 Electron dose dependence

The decrease of the SEY curve across the full energy range, right side Figure 2.6, as a direct result
of electron irradiation is a well-researched topic. For example, it is now known [75, 76] that the SEY
curve conditioning happens in two stages, the first of which is dominated by the high-SEY contaminant
removal via ESD and the second and final part is dominated by electron-induced graphitization of carbon-
containing contaminants. This will also be illustrated here in the Results chapter 5 for both SEY and
ESD. Researchers from different institutes confirmed the graphitization of contaminants on the technical-
grade copper surface using XPS and AES [77–79] and is now generally accepted as the cause of the
low-SEY. Hence, the carbon coatings discussed in the section below 2.3.

Literature is scarce on the energy-dependence efficiency of the conditioning process. However, the SEY
and XPS data of Cimino et al. [76], Fig. 2.6, measured on a warm technical-grade copper colaminated
onto stainless steel clearly demonstrate that the primary electron energy is crucial to the conditioning
process. Moreover, low-energy electrons seem incapable of reaching the same conditioning results, not
even at proportionally higher doses. This is an important observation, especially in regard to the low-
energy-dominated electron cloud spectrum [8–10].

However, the electron conditioning problematics is more complex, as reported, for instance, by V. Petit
at CERN [80]. She correlated the measured SEY curves and XPS data for various surface states of a
technical-grade Cu colaminated onto stainless steel held at 300K, ranging from as-received to conditioned
and deconditioned. The XPS analysis uncovered that different initial surface states can lead to different
chemical pathways during the electron conditioning process, which are, moreover, temperature-dependent,
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Figure 2.6: Left: SEY conditioning curves measured on an as-received technical-grade copper. Note the monotonic decrease
whose rate strongly depends on the primary energy. Center: Carbon peak of XPS spectrum at different surface states.
Right: SEY energy dependence curves at different stages before and after conditioning with 10 eV and 500 eV electron.
Images adapted from and credited to Cimino et al. [76].

as visualized in Wagner plots. Once again, this is crucial to optimising the SEY in machines like the
LHC, which is currently challenged by high SEY in some regions [81, 82].

2.3 SEY of functional coatings and treatments

Various surfaces, coatings and treatments are being developed, tested and applied in technical applications
at industrial scales with at least one of the following aims. While one of these aims is always the
main motivation, others can not be disregarded either, being a part of a complex interplay of technical
requirements and limitations.

• The SEY reduction to prevent electron multipacting and e-cloud formation. By extension, this
reduces beam-induced heat-load, the ESD-induced dynamic vacuum effect, and the e-cloud-related
beam instabilities.

• Distributed pumping by a gettering effect in conductance-limited geometries. This allows effective
pumping of long thin geometries, typical for a beam-tube. As a consequence, lower residual pressure
in the beam tube implies less beam-gas scattering, hence lesser background in experimental areas.

• Increased adsorption capacity at cryogenic temperatures by increasing the specific surface area.
Offsetting the surface saturation to multiple times higher gas coverages allows a greater margin
before the surface becomes saturated with cryosorbed gas. This is inevitably linked to the higher
number of binding sites and a wider range of binding energies and also mitigates pressure rises
linked to temperature excursions during operation and transient heat loads.

• Mitigating electrical impedance (complex resistance) using superconducting coatings. REBCO-class
type-II high-temperature superconductors (HTS) coatings are considered for this purpose, as they
feature a higher critical temperature, maintaining its superconducting properties at temperatures
as high as that of liquid nitrogen ∼80K. As a consequence, this relaxes the stringent cryogenic
requirements and allows moving the operating temperature window to the 80-100K region. Higher
temperatures are more favourable from the cryogenics standpoint due to a factor ten higher Carnot
efficiency than operation at 5-20K.

2.3.1 Low-SEY coatings and treatments

First and foremost, coatings are employed or considered for application to mitigate the e-cloud by an
intrinsically low SEY, without relying on beam-scrubbing. Generally, beam-scrubbing is a very effective
means of SEY reduction but was also troublesome under some circumstances [81]. As a side benefit, the
low-SEY coatings often feature a high specific surface that increases the adsorption capacity when applied
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in a cryogenic environment. Various approaches are available for achieving a low SEY on a surface, which
can also be combined [83].

• Electronic surface properties
• Surface composition
• Geometric roughness
• Magnetic roughness
• Electric roughness

The first two are related to physical processes behind primary electron stopping and secondary electron
generation at the atomic level. In metals, work function is negatively correlated to secondary electron
emission. The work needed to extract an electron acts as a barrier to electron emission. The higher this
barrier, the lower the emission probability, as was shown by Cazaux [84] and Schaefer&Hoelzl [85].

Conversely, the last three roughness-related items aim to ensure that secondary electron trajectories
are closed back towards the surface. Either by electromagnetically bending the electron trajectories, or by
geometrically confining the emitted electrons by restricting the solid angle, making them more likely to hit
an opposing facet upon emission. The effect of geometrical parameters of random surface roughness was
simulated [86] and yielded an important observation that for certain roughness parameters, the SEY can
also increase. Other simulation-based studies [87] converge on the same results for surface grooves with
square and trapezoidal profiles, with the latter being more effective. Wang et al. [88] report simulations
done for different microgeometries and magnetic fields that also these conclusions of an effective SEY
reduction.

Figure 2.7: Micrographs of the discussed surfaces taken on FE-SEM. Left: 50 nm thin amorphous-carbon coating sputter
deposited over a flat surface of a copper colaminated onto stainless steel. Note the copper surface texture still emerging
from beneath the thin coating. Right: COLDEX-type laser-treated copper old parameters used to treat the COLDEX
experiment [89]. Note the fractal-like microgeometry created by the laser ablation and redeposition in an N2 atmosphere.
Details in the text. The SEM images are taken on FE-SEM Zeiss Sigma and credited to C. Serafim, CERN-TE-VSC-VSM.

Amorphous-carbon coating (a-C) is a typical representative of low SEY achieved by a combination of
electronic surface properties, most notably the high work function originating at its graphitic sp2-type
bonding. Even though carbon in sp2 bond is not the only determining factor for low SEY and it was
shown that sp2 content has in fact a slightly negative correlation with the work function [90].

Carbon also has a low atomic number Z resulting in a lower backscattering coefficient [64, 91–93].
Low-Z materials also feature a better primary electron absorption allowing electrons to penetrate deeper
in the bulk and away from the surface. This is due to lower stopping power [94] resulting in a higher
IMFP and a longer range [95, 96], as illustratively plotted by Kanaya&Okayama [53]. It is also likely that
the SEY suppression is party due to the electron scattering on grain boundaries and other lattice defects
that effectively shorten the electrons’ IMFP. These properties make graphitic carbon the appropriate
element for a low SEY surface.

The amorphous-carbon was proven to lower the SEY below the EC multipacting limit, even at re-
markably thin nm-sized coverages [97]. In Section 5, we investigate the same 50 nm thin carbon coating
that was recently deployed in one LHC quadrupole magnet during Long Shutdown 2. This is not to be
confused with a much thicker version of 400 nm that was tested with LHC-type proton beams at CERN’s
SPS machine [98, 99] and at cryogenic conditions inside the COLDEX experiment [100–103]. Both thin
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and thick carbon coatings are sputter-deposited over a 100 nm thin Ti underlayer that improves carbon
adhesion and getter-pumps residual H2 that would otherwise poison the deposition process.

The samples tested here were created as witness samples when coating the COLDEX beam-screen
with a 50 nm carbon prior to installation for future tests in the framework of the HL-LHC upgrade. Both
thin and thick carbon coatings were imaged by SEM, as shown in 5.25. In Figure 2.7 here, the 50 nm
thin carbon coating is shown for illustration along with the COLDEX-type laser treatment. More SEM
images are in the Results section 5.

While the carbon coating effectively absorbs primary electrons and does not produce many secondary
electrons at the first place, laser treatments achieve the same goal of low SEY by different means. The
copper oxides present on the laser-treated copper do not necessarily have intrinsically low SEY on the
microscopic level. Instead, the emitted secondary electrons are immediately confined by a geometric trap-
ping effect in the fractal-like microstructure. That is when appropriately sized, the secondary electrons
have a small escape probability due to a geometrically reduced range of angles that can lead to emission.
This geometrical entrapment seems to be effective regardless of primary electron energy, at least until
3 keV [104]. The laser settings indeed influence the resulting SEY, as reported [105, 106], and presumably
also the ESD. The same laser treatment also generates equally low SEY when applied to stainless-steel and
aluminium surfaces, as demonstrated by Valizadeh et al. [107]. Two laser-treated copper samples were
investigated here. Regarding the terminology, few somewhat competing abbreviations are often used in
the literature: Laser Ablation Surface Engineering (LASE), Laser Engineered Surface Structures (LESS)
and Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS). For simplicity, the generic term ’laser-treatment’
will be used in the manuscript and always regarding the following treatments.

The first generation of laser-treatment with the following COLDEX-like parameters: 532 nm wave-
length, 5µJ pulse energy, 10 ps pulse duration, 240 pulses/spot, 200 kHz repetition rate, 12µm beam
width, 24µm hatch distance, 10mm/s scanning speed and under N2 atmosphere. This laser-treated sur-
face was also successfully tested at cryogenic temperatures with LHC-type proton beams in the COLDEX
[89, 100] and elsewhere in the SPS accelerator [108].

The second laser treatment that was characterised in terms of its SEY, ESD and TPD was a so-called
’D7’ type. The treatment is optimized for faster treatment and done with the following parameters, as
extracted from Baudin’s dissertation [109]: 532 nm wavelength, 20µJ pulse energy, 10 ps pulse duration,
693 pulses/spot, 200 kHz repetition rate, 52µm beam width, 45µm hatch distance, 15mm/s scanning
speed and under N2 atmosphere. These parameters result in a significantly faster treatment at the
expense of less fractal-like redeposits on the surface and slightly higher SEY as a result. This treatment
has presently only been characterised in the lab. Both COLDEX-like and D7 laser-treatments were also
imaged by SEM, as shown in 2.7.

For completeness, similar SE trapping was also demonstrated for more of a generalized take on rough-
ness, generated by periodically varying magnetic texture [110, 111], or by periodic electrostatic texture
created by sandwiching materials with different surface potentials [112]. Both these periodic structures
suppress the SEY to some level.

2.3.2 Non-evaporable getter coating

Non-evaporable getter coating have long been in the scope as a mean to provide distributed pumping
in long and thin, conductance-limited geometries that are typical for accelerator beam pipes. Amongst
many others, the LHC long-straight sections [113], as well as interaction chambers in detectors, are
ex-situ coated with equiproportional Ti-Zr-V NEG coating, which is then in-situ activated and provides
outstanding vacuum levels. Aside of their static vacuum properties, these NEG coatings are also subjected
to irradiation, including electron irradiation of photoelectrons and multipacting electrons from the EC.
Hence, aside from suitable vacuum pumping performance, NEG coatings also need to attain modest SEY
and ESD properties not to trigger the self-sustaining electron cloud in the first place and not to desorb
gas via PSD and ESD mechanism.

The work of Le Pimpec et al. focused mostly on SEY of Ti-Zr-V NEG [114–116] and clearly shows
that modest SEY values are attainable under electron irradiation. Meanwhile, Malyshev et al. study
various NEG materials in detail, but as it is ESD-oriented, it is discussed in the corresponding section
2.6.
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2.3.3 REBCO coated conductors

Ever since their unexpected discovery in 1986 [117], high-temperature superconductors (HTS) [118] are
considered for a range of technical applications, including future accelerators [119]. Due to their critical
surface being substantially higher than for the classical low-temperature superconductors (LTS), the HTS
can operate at higher temperatures, higher fields and higher current densities, or a suitable working point
in between, as visualised in Fig. 2.8. This range includes the liquid N2 (LN2) temperature of 77K, which
is advantageous over the liquid Helium (LHe) temperature of 4.2K in many regards. This includes higher
Carnot efficiency of the cryogenic cooling, higher heat capacity of LN2 and overall higher margin for error
resulting in better robustness of this engineering solution.

Figure 2.8: Left: Critical surface plotted for classical LTS and new HTS, forming an envelope for the maximum values of
temperature, magnetic field and current flux. Right: Scheme of the layered structure of a REBCO HTS-coated conductor
tape. Images adapted from and credited to Van Nugteren dissertation[120].

Within the accelerator technology, the HTS is firstly considered for magnets’ construction [121], which
is not of concern here. Another possible application lies inside the beam-screen (BS) [122] and inside
accelerating cavities [123] to decrease its resistive wall surface impedance.

The generic BS design chart shown in Fig. [3] stresses that the BS surface has to be able to grant
vacuum stability and provide a low surface impedance in the given temperature range of concern. For
the LHC BS, this means lower impedance-induced beam instabilities [124] and lower impedance-induced
heat-load to the beam-screen [11]. In other words, more efficient accelerator operation. REBCO surfaces
have been shown [125] to provide orders of magnitude gain over a technical-grade copper currently being
the standard. Hence, the following measurements aim to characterise surfaces of REBCO (rare-earth
barium copper oxide) coated conductors using a variety of electron beam-based methods to infer on
their response to conditions representative of an accelerator application, i.e. electron cloud irradiation
at cryogenic temperatures. The SEY and ESD yields are equally measured so as to characterise the
coatings’ capability of mitigating the electron cloud and dynamic vacuum effects.
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2.4 Gas desorption induced by electron impact

A range of interactions induced by an electron impact can potentially lead to a gas species emission.
Each listed interaction has a distinct signature behaviour that separates the different regimes. Although
the theoretical understanding and experimental observations predominantly support the gas desorption
induced by electronic transitions, DIET, discussed below, other cases are also listed for completeness.
Figure 2.9 schematizes different desorption mechanisms. Note that the origin of electrons is left unspeci-
fied: be it true secondary electrons, beam-accelerated electrons, or even photoelectrons (ESD makes one
reaction pathway of PSD phenomena).

Figure 2.9: Schematic compilation of possible desorption mechanisms induced by electron bombardment of substrate-
adsorbate system. Ranging from direct momentum transfer, past thermally and chemically mediated desorption to indirect
energy transfer mechanisms - a true DIET. The special case of cavity ejection is added for completeness

The simplest case is gas desorption induced via direct momentum transfer from an inelastically scat-
tered electron. However, the direct momentum transfer mechanism is inefficient for particles of highly
dissimilar masses. This is typically illustrated by a 1 keV electron directly impacting H2 as the light-
est molecule. A head-on elastic collision transfers about 0.5 eV, which is sufficient energy to desorb a
condensed H2, but not the chemisorbed one, let alone heavier gas species with higher binding energies.
Besides, this process has a very low interaction cross-section and in the case of condensed H2, the des-
orption yield would be dominated some 100x by the DIET mechanism discussed below, as demonstrated
by data of Tratnik [126].

Another indirect desorption mechanism is electron beam-induced target heating, which results in
thermally stimulated desorption, as opposed to the non-thermal ESD. This mechanism is often used
in technical applications such as electron beam physical vapour deposition (EB-PVD), where an intense
electron beam evaporates material from the target crucible, which immediately recondenses on a substrate.
The thermal effect also contributes to a thermally-enhanced desorption yield just under a desorption
temperature of common ices, as shown by Schou [127]. This is presumably due to a combined effect of
thermal and electron-induced agitation of cryosorbed molecules. In other words, when a gas species has
a high thermal energy (residing higher in its potential well) just below its desorption energy, it is more
likely to electrodesorb since less energy is necessary to exit the well.

Two more indirect mechanisms can occur, especially with non-thermal desorption of thick adsorbed gas
layers. One is a kick-out mechanism, where one electronically excited atom directly transfers momentum
in a collision with another gas species, forcing it to desorb instead. This mechanism can potentially lead
to an ESD yield enhancement mediated by a more volatile gas species. Andersson&Van Dishoeck [128]
report PSD of H2O and show that can be kicked out by an H atom. Though in very small amounts, due
to the large mass difference leading to an inefficient momentum transfer. New data will be presented in
the Results section 5 demonstrating the kick-out mechanism in binary ices and a corresponding model
will be presented too.

The same article [128] reports a recombinative H2O desorption, where the desorption energy originates
from the excess chemical energy liberated upon H and OH recombination. The recombinative desorption
mechanism starts with two precursors that diffuse (thermally or irradiation-driven diffusion) along the
surface or through the bulk and form a molecule upon collision. Then, the recombination can liberate
excess energy sufficient to overcome the surface binding energy, which leads to species’ desorption. For
instance, the H2 desorption originates in a recombination process of two hydrogen atoms, as schematized
in Fig. 2.9.

Dissociative desorption, on the other hand, relies on the electron-induced fragmentation of a parent
molecule and subsequent desorption of the fragment that carries away the excess energy. This is known
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to be the case for more complex molecules, such as CO2, CH4 and higher.
To exhaust the list, a cavity ejection mechanism, typical for condensed noble gases, as demonstrated

by Runne&Zimmerer [129]. An excited species is created in bulk and forms a small cavity by displacing
the lattice atoms. The exciton diffuses towards the surface, where it is ejected into the vacuum, drawing
its kinetic energy from the now-relaxed deformation energy of the lattice.

Finally, the most effective desorption mechanism, at least in the sub-keV energy region, is the DIET
mechanism driven by an indirect energy transfer from the primary electron to the desorbing species.
Here, the gas desorption is caused by a low energy electronic excitations (units to tens of eV) created
in the target material by a collision cascade of the incoming primary electron. Such excitations lead to
transitions in the substrate-adsorbate system’s electronic structure that can result in the desorption of
neutrals, excited neutrals, ions and molecular fragments, as discussed below. The ESD phenomena is also
often implicitly included in PSD measurements, where an incoming energetic photon causes an internal or
external photoelectric effect. The photoelectron can in turn desorb gas via ESD, a photoelectron-induced
ESD. Typical photoelectron yield is in units of %, but ESD yields are also 2-3 orders higher than for
PSD, which in some cases equalizes the contributions of ESD and PSD mechanisms.

2.5 Desorption induced by electronic transitions

Electron stimulated desorption, hereafter abbreviated as ESD, was eloquently defined by Redhead [31]
as: The process of non-thermally induced desorption of ions and neutrals from surfaces as a direct result
of electron bombardment. Today’s scientific consensus unanimously links the ESD process to originate in
electronic transitions in the substrate-adsorbate system. The common shape of an ESD and SEY curve
indicates that the SEY process is correlated to that of ESD, as will be readily illustrated.

This well-rounded definition is rather restrictive in the sense that the ESD is a direct consequence
of electron impact onto condensed matter, such as surface-bound atoms and molecules. This implicitly
differentiates the ESD process from a gas-phase ionization, as illustrated by Redhead [130] in Figure
2.10. The term also encompasses the desorption of both ions and neutrals, as they experience the same
desorption sequence, except the very last step. An ionic specie is likely to get neutralized by electron
tunnelling. This process is in fact so effective, that neutrals strongly dominate over ions. Feulner reports
a 10000:100:1 ratio for neutrals, positive and negative ions [131]. Furthermore, each electron impact onto
a surface is an isolated event. A linear relationship between primary electron flux and desorption rate
can readily demonstrate this.

Figure 2.10: Energy dependence of ionization probability of O+ by an electron impact in gas (dashed line) and solid
phase (solid line). The different behaviour points to the different underlying physical mechanisms, as correctly measured
and interpreted by Redhead [130]. The inset contains the derivative that exhibits a fine structure, which corresponds to
different desorption channels being unlocked with increasing energy. The energy threshold for desorption is also clearly
visible.
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Already the first experimental observations of ESD behaviour indicated that entirely different pro-
cesses happen in the condensed matter than in a gas phase. Figure 2.10 shows normalised ionization
probability as measured in a pioneering experiment performed by Redhead in 1964. He measured oxygen
cations O+ desorbed from a polycrystalline Molybdenum substrate under electron bombardment of vary-
ing energies. The dashed line shows a gas-phase ionization probability for reference and the substantial
difference between the two is evident. For completeness, if the gas desorption were caused by knock-on
ejection, this dependency would also look very different.

2.5.1 Experimental observations

Fluorescent targets were formerly used to visualise the angular distribution of desorbed species. The
first observation was made by Madey [33] of O+ desorbing from monocrystalline plane W(100) and is
reproduced in the left part of Figure 2.11. It has a 4 fold symmetry coming from the geometry of
the adsorbate-substrate bond. It became apparent that species desorb preferably in some angles. The
immediate and correct conclusion that this corresponds to the direction of the original bond that was
broken. Nowadays, a micro-channel plate is often used to digitize the measurement procedure and obtain
high-quality data of ESD Ion Angular Distribution (ESDIAD), such as the one on the right. It was
measured in a system composed of PF3 adsorbed on Ni(111) crystalline orientation, so it features a 6-fold
symmetry. The shape and intensity of peaks evolve nontrivially with the substrate temperature. Thermal
broadening at elevated temperatures flattens the peaks and/or causes some peaks to dim and others to
appear.

Figure 2.11: ESD ion angular distribution (ESDIAD) patterns with 4-axis and 6-axis symmetry correspond to the symmetry
of the monocrystalline substrate used in their experiments. Left: Madey [132] Right: Yates [133, 134].

The first energy spectrum of desorbing ionic species was done using a retarding electrostatic field,
see Figure 2.12 by Redhead [130]. Dedicated ion and neutral energy spectrometers were used later
and confirmed the following experimental observations. Firstly, desorbed species all have low kinetic
energy, which typically has a distinct peak at units of eV, as measured by Feulner [131]. Since the energy
distribution of a desorbed species is determined by the given desorption channel(s) and not by a direct
energy transfer, the energy spectrum does not evolve drastically either with increasing primary energy,
nor with adsorbate coverage, making it largely primary energy- and coverage-invariant. Secondary peaks
can possibly appear and correspond to newly accessible desorption channels. This illustrates that primary
electron energy has a very limited direct influence on desorbed species with the sole exception that new
desorption channels become available as the primary energy increases. This is strong evidence that the
desorption process has an intermediate step, which is indeed a generic electronic excitation. In turn, the
shape of the energy spectrum is an imprint of the shape of the potential energy curve of the original
adsorbate-substrate bond. It also was demonstrated to exhibit thermal broadening.

Experimental measurements of ESD and related effects call for a theoretical explanation of the fol-
lowing observations:

• Distinct energy threshold in units or tens of eV before the onset of desorption
• Fine structure of ESD yield observed under ∼50 eV of primary electron energy
• Similar behaviour for desorption of neutrals and ions
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Figure 2.12: Energy distribution spectrum of desorbing oxygen cations O1+ as a function of: sub-monolayer oxygen coverage
on the left, Primary electron energy on the right. Measured by Redhead [130].

• Large, yet varying predominance of neutrals over anions and cations
• Variation of ESD yield for different surface binding states
• Preferential desorption along the direction of the reaction coordinate

These experimental observations were explained, mostly qualitatively at first, by a number of more
or less elaborate models. By the year 1980, a sound understanding of ESD was established, confirmed
by numerous measurements in various systems and practically applied in surface science and engineer-
ing. Some prominent authors have published summaries of ESD problematics, theoretical treatments,
experimental approaches, and coherent data. The simplest models will be covered below to elucidate the
nature of processes involved in ESD.

It is worth noting here that the treatment of ESD is from some point onwards identical to that of
photon stimulated desorption (PSD), because both desorption processes are ultimately described by the
same model: Desorption Induced by Electronic Transitions (DIET). In fact, direct electronic excitation
by photons is often used to specifically probe a desired process by bringing an exact excitation energy
into a system. The knowledge of precise energy levels needed to excite given electronic states brings
clues about the microscopic processes. As a result, many research papers use both ESD and PSD to
study a substrate-adsorbate system. However, the similitude between non-thermally induced desorption
processes ends here. Desorption induced by ion impact (ISD) is dominated by other mechanisms, such as
elastic ’knock-on’ ejection and possibly local heating, that are not of concern for ESD and PSD. The case
of thermal desorption is already fundamentally different because the kinetic energy required for breaking
the bond originates from thermal oscillations of an entire ensemble of molecules and not from a local
valence-shell electronic excitation.

2.5.2 Ishikawa-Menzel-Gomer-Redhead model

The first DIET model was proposed independently at 3 different locations. The oldest work that correctly
describes ESD as a DIET process was proposed by Ishikawa [135] in Japan in 1942, so the work was
unacknowledged for a long time. In 1964, Menzel and Gomer [136] in USA and Redhead [130] in Canada
simultaneously developed the same theoretical description. All authors published their work, but in vastly
different research fields, different countries and authors unfamiliar with each other. Ishikawa and Ohta
unfortunately published during World War 2, so their work remained unacknowledged for decades. Menzel
and Gomer specialised in physical chemistry in USA, and Redhead worked in electrical engineering in
Canada. This co-invented DIET treatment of ESD phenomena was the first widely accepted theoretical
model. The IMGR model qualitatively explains all experimentally observed effects and quickly became
a widely accepted baseline model for ESD, serving as a starting point for more elaborate models. The
discovery process and what came out of it are captured in detail in the personal memoirs of ESD pioneers.
Menzel [137], Redhead [31], Yates[133] and Madey [132] all shed light on the very process of discovery
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and first successful attempts to explain the new observations within a newly established field of surface
science.

Figure 2.13: Scheme of the IMGR desorption mechanism.
Vertical excitation in a Franck-Condon way to an anti-
bonding state and consequent expulsion of specie away from
the substrate-adsorbate system along the reaction coordinate.
Note how higher temperature broadens the adsorbed and des-
orbed species’ energy distribution. Image: [133]

The above-mentioned pioneering research re-
ports include a basic theoretical treatment comple-
mented by supporting experimental evidence. The
authors originally conceived the model for systems
composed of metal substrates with adsorbed gas
molecules. Redhead studied oxygen bound on the
molybdenum surface, whereas Menzel and Gomer
studied the desorption of hydrogen, oxygen and
carbon monoxide from tungsten. Many authors
have elaborated and modified this model to match
other chemically different systems, be more accu-
rate in terms of quantum physics, or give quantita-
tive predictions. The hereafter mentioned models
of Antoniewicz [138] and Knotek-Fiebelman [139].
The primary electrons arriving on a target create a
volume of free electrons and electronically excited
atoms and ions. This happens in an avalanche-like
manner, each primary creating multitude of sec-
ondary electrons that diffuse throughout the bulk.
Most of the scattered electrons have a low en-
ergy under 20 eV. Then comes into play the IMGR
model, which presumes that electronic excitations
happen and elaborates on top of that, similarly to
other DIET models. This electronic excitation is presumed as the initiating step of the entire desorption
sequence. The IMGR model then describes the process of conversion of potential energy into kinetic
energy.

The principle of IMGR model is schematized on a plot of potential energy as a function of interatomic
distance, such as the one in Figure 2.13. The resulting force acting on an atom is proportional to the
gradient of that potential energy. It is repulsive when particles are in too close proximity because their
electron shells start overlapping and Pauli’s exclusion principle yields a strong repulsion force. The force
can also be attractive when they are further away because it is energetically advantageous for both atoms
to form a bond of some sort. When the two forces are in equilibrium, an atom rests at the bottom of
the potential well. An electronic transition excites a surface-bound adsorbate from a bonding state to
an excited state via a vertical transition in a Franck-Condon region, if such exists. Provided the excited
antibonding state lasts long enough, the resulting electrostatic force repels the ion out of the system.
Within the IMGR treatment, the ion is expelled at very low kinetic energy in the general direction of the
former bond along the reaction coordinate. This bond-directionality was observed in the first experiments
and strongly supports this theoretical description. Chances are high that an ionised gas atom or molecule
is neutralised via electron tunnelling while departing from the surface. The neutralisation process is very
effective because the expulsion of an ion from a system happens at a much longer timescale than electronic
transitions. The desorption process is quenched if the electronically excited state relaxes or is localised
before the ion acquires sufficient kinetic energy to leave the system along the reaction coordinate, i.e.
the bond direction. The quench is often the case, as the metal substrate readily provides electrons to fill
the vacancies in adsorbed gas atoms. Moreover, the metal lattice with a Fermi sea of electrons is also
efficient in delocalizing the excitations from the metal-gas bond. The high probability of deexcitation is
known as ’bond-healing’. This explains the large difference in cross-sections of gas-phase ionization and
desorption. The desorption cross-section is lower than in the gas phase by orders of magnitude. The last
important implication of this model is schematized in the inset of Figure 2.13. The energy distribution of
desorbed species is a mirror image of their original distribution at the ground state prior to desorption.

The IMGR treatment already explains many experimental observations, such as the following:

✓ The measured energy threshold represents the energy needed to excite an electron to an antibonding
state and can be actually traced to a specific electronic shell excitation. Shall the energy be lower
than this threshold, the electron simply radiatively relaxes back to the original bonding sate.

✓ The model explains the observed fine structure of ESD yield as a function of primary electron
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energy, as different reaction channels become energetically accessible.
✓ Reneutralization of ions via electron tunnelling during the ion expulsion from the system readily

explains predominance of neutrals over ions, as well as the change in their ratio for desorbates of
different masses and/or isotopic composition.

✓ Kinetic energy spectra of desorbed species exhibits thermal broadening.
✓ Directionality of the desorbed species is given by the direction of the original bond.

The IMGR model has one shortcoming regarding the longevity of repulsive electronic state. It on
average de-excites in a shorter time, than the excited atom needs to acquire sufficient kinetic energy
to leave the system. This is especially true for metal substrates, for which it was originally developed.
Moreover, a metal substrate can effectively screen the repulsive potential by conduction band electrons.
Such situation called for an improvement, which would align qualitative and quantitative prediction.
Antoniewicz eventually presented a theory an improvement.

2.5.3 Antoniewicz model

The model proposed by Antoniewicz [138] in 1980 elaborates on the IMGR description of DIET process,
but includes one more step to the desorption sequence, which is more accurate from the quantum-
mechanics perspective and yields quantitatively more accurate prediction. The differing step from the
former IMGR treatment is an attraction phase at the beginning of the desorption sequence when an ion
initially moves towards the surface. Figure 2.14 on the left plots two different potential curves; one for a
neutral, and one for an ionized adsorbate with an equilibrium closer to the metal substrate. This solves
one major theoretical discrepancy regarding the too-short lifetime of electronic excitation in a metal-
gas system but renders the same result: neutral-dominated desorption via electronic transition-induced
dynamics. The original paper considers an Oxygen atom bound to a Tungsten substrate, which is the
same type of system that was used to develop the IMGR model.

The initial phase is again a vertical electronic excitation in the Franck-Condon region: electron ion-
ization forming a cation. The cation formation is followed by a considerable (tens of %) reduction of
electron shell diameter due to the charge-screening effect, or a lack thereof. Having one less electron
inside the shell, all remaining electrons experience higher effective nuclear charge coming from the pos-
itively charged nucleus and, as a result, pack themselves closer around it. Hence, the cation radius is
smaller than that of a neutral atom. Conversely, an anion would grow in size compared to a neutral
because of the decrease in effective nuclear charge and the Pauli repulsion of electrons. For illustration,
a neutral Oxygen atom has atomic radius of 0.66 Å, but a cation O1+ has only 0.22 Å while anion O2−

has 1.4 Å [140]. The now-smaller cation moves towards a new equilibrium position that is much closer to
the surface. The positively charged cation induces an image charge within the metal substrate, creating
an additional attractive force. The bare presence of a charged ion above the substrate surface deforms
electron shells of substrate atoms and induces an equal, but opposite image charge. This virtual charge
creates a real attractive force on the ion, pulling it closer to a new equilibrium. The cation-substrate
bond is shorter than for neutral, so the vacuum barrier to electron tunnelling shrinks. This increases
the reneutralization probability, which inevitably leads to the cation reneutralization. The once-again
neutral atom is now closer to the surface then its equilibrium position and finds itself high on a strongly
repulsive potential curve. The gradient of potential energy repels the neutral away from the system in
the direction of the former bond. The surplus of potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, and
a neutral is desorbed, provided that the potential well is not deeper than the available kinetic energy.
The same can also be expressed in terms of a reaction coordinate z, marking the metal-gas bond length,
which after surpassing a certain distance, inevitably leads to desorption.

Similarly to the original IMGR scheme, the process can be quenched if an ion reneutralizes sooner than
it acquires sufficient potential energy to drive the desorption process. The atom can also be ejected in an
ionic state if another resonant electron attachment happens via quantum tunnelling while neutral leaves
the system. The Antoniewicz explanation solves the theoretical discrepancies of the original IMGR model,
mainly the need for long lifetime of excited state before it is relaxed/neutralised, quenching the desorption
sequence. This is particularly needed in metal-gas systems, where any excitation is quickly delocalised
and electron vacancy quickly refilled. Overall, the model agrees with experimental observations in metal-
gas systems for neutrals, ions and different isotopes. Yet, neither of those models can be used to explain
desorption from some dielectric compounds, such as maximal-valence metal oxides.
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Figure 2.14: Left: Potential energy diagram of ground neutral and ionised states. The dashed line is a vertical Franck-
Condon transition between the two states. Antoniewicz model [138] accounts for the ground state of an ionised molecule
being closer to the substrate than the neutral one, this being the source of repulsive force after reneutralization. Right:
Interatomic Auger process involving two valence electrons excitation following de-excitation of one electron from Oxygen
2s valence level to Ti core-level 3p. This electronic transition explains the experiments of Knotek&Feibelman [139].

2.5.4 Knotek-Fiebelman model

The research paper presented by Knotek and Fiebelman [139] from Sandia Labs in 1978 presents a
fundamentally new principle applicable to the desorption of ions from metal oxides. They developed
a theory explaining experimental observations on TiO2, a maximal-valence metal oxide system. They
also support their research by surface analysis by low-energy electron-loss spectroscopy. The mechanism
involves not only valence-level electronic excitations, but also core-level excitations, which corresponds
to higher energy thresholds for desorption. This model explains the ’unexpected’ desorption of cations
from a solid phase, where they are bound in the form of anions. Such as the transition-metal oxides in a
maximal-valence state, that is where the oxygen atom has donated all its valence electrons to the metal
atom and therefore is in anionic state O2−.

The working principle of Knotek-Fiebelman ion desorption model is originally illustrated for the case
of Titanium dioxide TiO2 with the help of energy diagram in Fig. 2.14 on the right. Within the TiO2

molecule, the Titanium atom donated all its valence electrons to Oxygen atoms, thus having no valence
electrons left to possibly refill a vacancy within its core orbitals. If an electron is knocked out from the
3p orbital in an electron shell of Ti, it cannot be replaced by another electron descending to its level
in a classical Auger process. Instead, an Oxygen atom provides one electron from its valence shell and
the excess energy is transmitted to spectator electrons, ejecting them from the system. The oxygen then
finds itself in a neutral or even O1+ state, which causes its immediate electrostatic expulsion. Despite
the primary Ti core-excitation having lower cross-section than valence excitation would have, the channel
effectively leads to desorption and renders this process dominant for this class of systems. This is partly
due to lower probability of the desorption process being quenched too soon by electron tunnelling.

This model explains desorption of ionised species that, against expectations, have an entirely different
charge state than in the former bound state. It is triggered by a core-level electronic excitation followed
by an inter-atomic Auger decay, which leads to electrostatic expulsion of an ionised oxygen atom. The
model also explains higher energy thresholds in maximal-valence metal-oxides. Similarly to the previous
models, energy thresholds can be assigned to different electronic shell excitations when dealing with such
a well-defined system.

2.5.5 Dissociative Electron Attachment

The notable exception to the above-discussed energy threshold introduced by the DIET explanation is the
Dissociative Electron Attachment (DEA), is another possible type of a process that can lead to desorption
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of a parent molecule or its fragment. Here, a resonance, i.e. short-lived and unstable excited molecule
is formed by capturing an electron. The relaxation to the ground state potentially leads to desorption
of an entire molecule or its fragment. This is typical either for fragments of a parent molecule or noble
gases. Some studies and overviews explain this high reactivity of slow electrons by their high capture
probability . As a result, the DEA forms a desorption channel that is predominant only at low energies
and can lead to desorption even below the energy thresholds for desorption via ionization or excitation.

Figure 2.15, taken from [37], schematises possible dissociation pathways between as an interaction
between an electron and diatomic molecule. A simple excitation by an impacting electron into an excited
neutral AB* is denoted by (1.) This can be followed by a de-excitation, or dissociation of the diatomic
molecule into two neutral species, or form anion and cation. Pathway (2.) shows a temporary electron
attachment to the molecule, forming a resonance state AB−*. The electron can then leave the molecule
(2.A), form an long-living anion (2.B), or split the molecule into a neutral and anion (2.C). Lastly, the
reaction pathway (3.) shows a direct ionization by electron impact, resulting in a loss of valence shell
electrons and creation of cation. The cation consequently splits into fragments that can desorb.

Figure 2.15: Left: Electron-induced dissociation pathways of a diatomic molecule. Image adapted by [37] from [141]. Right:
Schematic map of low-energy electron-induced dissociative processes in a diatomic molecule. Note the energy thresholds
for different processes and sub-threshold DEA resonances. Image from [142], inspired by [143].

2.5.6 Threshold behaviour and fine structure of ESD yield

Different pathways (channels) yield various reaction products with specific activation energy and prob-
ability. New channels may become energetically accessible as the primary electron energy increases. As
a result, the branching ratios evolve non-trivially with the primary electron energy. Following the ex-
perimental data measured and published by Redhead already in 1964 in his original work [130] a fine
structure can be observed in the ESD yield, see Figure 2.10. Taking a derivative of the ESD yield with
respect to the primary energy, distinct peaks can be identified where the yield increases more rapidly.
These energy thresholds for each of the contributing processes result into a fine structure of ESD yield
dependence on energy. As the primary electron energy increases, new desorption pathways become ener-
getically available, so they start contributing to the ESD yield. The structure disappears above 120 eV,
where too many processes superpose over each other.

This can be visualised on an energetic diagram of processes, such as Figure 2.15. The horizontal axis
represents the increasing energy of primary electrons. Colours stand for various dissociative processes and
the colour intensity denotes the intensity. There are multiple energy thresholds, below which a process is
not energetically accessible. Red lines depict resonances in the dissociative electron attachment (DEA)
process, which happens when a primary electron has just the right energy to interact with a single
molecular orbital. All these dissociative reactions can result in particle desorption. As a practical result,
a fine structure of desorption yield emerges in the low-energy energy region, around 10 eV, and will be
demonstrated later in Section 4. Measurement of such spectra and assignment of energy thresholds and
resonances to specific physical processes can provide valuable insight into the physical chemistry of a
surface.

Numerous measurements of the threshold behaviour have been done in well-defined systems. Those
are notably gases chemisorbed on monocrystalline surfaces, such as the work of Sayyid&Williams [144],
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or thick semi-infinite layers of condensed gases on cold substrates. The reviews of Arumainayagam [37]
and Bass&Sanche [145] and references therein make a great overview of electron-induced chemistry, both
cracking and synthesis, in various condensed gases substrate-adsorbate systems with a focus on organic
chemistry, reaction channels and experimental methods to study those.

2.6 ESD from technical surfaces

2.6.1 Engineering perspective on ESD

Classical DIET models describe various ESD scenarios from a generic case, such as the IMGR [130]–[135],
to various edge cases, such as the models of Antoniewicz [138] for ionic bonds, or Knotek-Fiebelman [139]
for fully-valent oxides.

Figure 2.16: Schematised and simplified DIET sequence leading to neutral desorption. Possible alternative routes are also
visualised. The scheme is illustrative and not to scale. Credit: Author.

To create a simplified engineering perspective on the ESD process, the above-mentioned models can
be somewhat reduced to a more simplistic view, which still gets the important aspects right. The first
principles of DIET description must also apply to ESD from technical-grade surfaces, regardless of the
ill-defined substrate-adsorbate system. Hence, the DIET framework can be somewhat simplified and
leveraged to provide some qualitative predictions regarding the ESD phenomena from technical surfaces.
Such educated estimates effectively fill in many blank spaces in this largely uncharted territory. Hence,
it suffices for technical surfaces to envision a generic desorption sequence that leads to neutral desorp-
tion, such as the one visualised in Figure 2.16. As schematised, the Desorption Induced by Electronic
Transitions explains the ESD via the following steps.

1. The first step of the desorption sequence is an incoming electronic excitation in the Franck-Condon
region, which happens at a femtosecond timescale. The excitation suddenly puts an adsorbed
species on a repulsive potential energy curve. This first step already brings about an important
feature of the ESD, which is the threshold behaviour. There is no desorption sequence if the energy
initially imparted to the substrate-adsorbate system does not reach the energy required to reach
the repulsive curve.

2. Once the to-be-desorbed species, be it an ion or an excited neutral, finds itself on a repulsive
potential, it experiences a repulsive force from the substrate. The species gradually gains kinetic
energy at the expense of the repulsive potential and starts escaping the system along the reaction
coordinate. Once the species accumulates enough kinetic energy to leave the system, it does so at
a ps timescale.

3. The second to last and optional step is the neutralisation of the escaping species via electron
tunnelling. The neutralisation step is, in fact, so effective that neutrals make for the majority of
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desorbed species, typically by 2-3 orders of magnitude. Many experimentalists, including Redhead
[130], Figure 2.12, have demonstrated that the leaving species have kinetic energy in the eV range
that is largely invariant with the primary energy - a signature of an indirect energy transfer.

4. This step is but the aftermath of Step 3. It captures the desorbing neutral molecule as it leaves the
system if it gains sufficient kinetic energy prior to neutralization.

Adopting a rather macroscopic engineering perspective, the key implications of the presented DIET
models for desorption are the following:

• The desorption has an energy threshold that can be correlated to specific excitations within the
adsorbate-substrate complex. It can serve as a probe to study these.

• From an energetic point of view, the models elucidate the dependence on the primary electron
energy and the low-energy spectrum of desorbed species.

• The DIET treatment also explains the predominance of neutrals over ions, which is applicable in
the design of desorption experiments and technical applications.

• The desorption probability is lower for stronger bound systems. It will be evidenced later that the
ESD yield is inversely proportional to the binding energy, at least in the case of physisorption.

• Desorbed species leave the surface preferably in the general direction of the broken bond. Hence,
the angular distribution of desorbed species does not follow the Lambertian cosine distribution but
instead has preferred directions.

The following conclusions are equally important for the ESD process, albeit not a direct result of the
DIET description:

• The ESD yield is proportional to the amount of energy deposited in the form of electronic excitations
that are within the escape depth below the surface.

• The ESD is a strongly surface-sensitive phenomenon, whereas the bulk composition of the substrate
is of limited importance.

• The gas desorption and secondary electron emission are strongly linked due to the common origin in
electronic excitations. As a resulti, the energy dependence of ESD and SEY often follows a similar
profile.

• The physical chemistry of the substrate-adsorbate system determines the composition of desorbed
gases and their fragments, as well as their absolute abundance and relative proportions.

The aforementioned DIET models provide a great qualitative prediction necessary to understand the
observed ESD processes. However, they struggle to provide quantitative prediction even for well-defined
substrate-adsorbate systems. In other words, because of too many unknown parameters, it is impossible
to do a predictive ESD yield calculation for a known surface at a given electron energy. Let alone a
technical surface.

2.6.2 DIET as a research field

The DIET research field has been blooming field of science ever since its early days. The scientific effort
culminated in a series of 5 DIET conferences [146–150] held in 1982–1992. They yielded very complete
proceedings that summarised the state of problematics of that time, as explained by the most prominent
researchers. These provide a very good DIET source as viewed from the perspective of various scientific
fields. Numerous efforts have been made later to integrate the ESD knowledge. This resulted into multiple
well-rounded reviews, which extend over both theoretical and experimental aspects.

In 1977, Drinkwine&Lichtman presented a review of ESD which includes the ever-so-important low-
energy region and desorption thresholds. Madey&Stockbauer [151] published in 1985 a great review of
various experimental methods for electron and photon stimulated desorption research. De Segovia [152]
published in 1986 a review focused on ESD measurement problematics, which covers the basic ESD theory
to the necessary extent but then focuses on practical aspects and presents various applicable measurement
schemes. The author presents an overview of ESD data hand-picked from ESD literature available at that
time, which includes desorption cross-sections for various adsorbate-substrate systems and their energy
thresholds. He also stresses the importance of ESD as a tool for surface analysis and then pitches its
place amongst other related experimental techniques.

In 1990, Ramsier and Yates [153] have conceived the most extensive review so far. At first, they dis-
cuss possible mechanisms and applicable models, encompassing the ESD problematics from the surface
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science point of view. They briefly present basic experimental arrangements and then support the the-
oretical treatment with experimental observations and other surface-science techniques, such as energy
and angular distribution of ions, temperature programmed desorption and low-energy electron diffrac-
tion. They also provide an exhaustive overview of various chemical systems studied by ESD, that were
performed in well-defined systems in terms of chemical composition and fixed crystal orientations. Such
well-defined systems generally consist of one crystallographic plane with adsorbed gas. Such systems are
essential, as they are the simplest of a kind, yet already have immense degrees of freedom and parameters,
which complicates analytical description. This, however, is still far from real-life technical surfaces that
are miles away from being well-defined. In 1994, Ageev published similarly exhaustive surveys [154, 155]
covering the knowledge DIET at that time, which includes both ESD and photon stimulated desorption
PSD. This review first discusses basic principles, experimental methods and arrangements, and finally
focuses on practical aspects. These include ESD yield variation and threshold energy as influenced by
parameters like primary electron energy, current density, substrate composition, temperature, adsorbate
coverage, etc.

2.6.3 Desorption from technical surfaces

Unlike ideal systems used to study and elucidate the ESD in laboratories under well-defined conditions,
Technical surfaces pose an exceptional engineering challenge. They are typically badly defined and their
properties are stochastic. This applies to chemical composition and its depth profile, crystallographic
structure, orientation, and texture, likely with various degrees of porosity. Small differences in their
manufacturing, cleaning, storage, installation, etc. results into batch-to-batch variation, various degrees
of pollution, various air-exposure times. All those nuances effect the surface state of a technical surface,
which inevitably manifests as a large variability in SEY and ESD, that are both highly surface-sensitive
parameters. The theoretical treatment has demonstrated that ESD comes from electronic transition
between different potential energy curves and consequent conversion of the potential to kinetic energy.
The DIET theory was derived with the help of data taken in such a well-defined system, where only one
type of adsorbed gas desorbs from a single monocrystalline plane of a pure substrate material. Indeed,
many experimentalists have wisely chosen a adsorbate-substrate complex in order to infer on theoretical
aspects. An applicable solution is already difficult to apply in well-defined systems, as the number
of excited states is large. The number of possible electronic transitions is even larger, even though
many transitions are not allowed or not likely to occur within the Franck-Condon region. Moreover,
the desorption sequence is not always straight forward, as illustrated by the interatomic Auger decay in
the Knotek-Fiebelman model. This situation becomes overwhelmingly complex for a system with many
atoms, not to mention the influence of surface, lattice defects, different isotopes, and so on. On top of
that, technical surfaces have pores of different sizes, the surface layer is often oxidised, contaminated and
unrepresentative of the bulk structure and composition. Overall, technical surfaces are often unique with
a large variance.

Fortunately enough, many implications of DIET models still hold even when facing the complexity of
technical surfaces, as will be later evidenced by selected experimental data. The listed implications are
tentative and mostly hold, but exceptions do exist in some special scenarios.

• It is not expected to see a fine structure in ESD yield from technical surfaces, except for the
energy threshold, that still needs to be present and possibly a difference between cryosorbed and
chemisorbed gases.

• The energy threshold still exists, because the DIET mechanism processes governing desorption still
hold the same. It ranges from 5-25 eV, but typically remains around 10 eV or just under.

• The ESD yield is higher for the desorption of light and loosely-bound species, and decreases for
heavier and strongly bound species.

• The ESD yield still reaches its maximum at hundreds of eV, which is when the energy brought to
the vicinity of a surface is maximum. Lower than that, the energy deposited at a very surface is
low. Higher than that, the energy is deposited too deep within the bulk to contribute to DIET. The
rare exception are very pure condensed noble gases, where the deposited energy effectively diffuses
towards the surface.

• The directionality of the gas desorption is expected to vanish and average out into a Lambertian
cosine-type of distribution. This is due to the stochastic nature of the technical surfaces.

The following Figure 2.17 schematises the surface layers a technical-grade OFHC copper that has
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undergone an UHV-cleaning process in order to be used to manufacture the beam-screen for LHC’s
cryogenic magnets. Despite the best efforts and effective removal of the gross contaminants, the surface
remains of a technical-grade quality. The UHV-cleaning process is designed to remove all contaminants
and the oxide layer, and to form a new compact, fully oxidised Cu2O surface layer under controlled
conditions. Finally, a few nanometer-thin graphitic layer can precipitate on a surface during electron
irradiation, i.e. conditioning. The carbon layer typically drives the δMAX close to 1, which is desirable
to prevent electron multipacting and electron cloud formation.

Figure 2.17: Schematised layering on a technical-grade polycrystalline OFHC Copper for the LHC’s beam-screen. The
UHV-cleaning removes contaminant layers and etches away a generic oxide layer. A compact fully oxidised layer is formed
at the end of the UHV cleaning under controlled conditions. The layer of precipitated graphite is later formed during
electron conditioning. The scheme is illustrative and not to scale. Image: Author

.

2.6.4 Material and surface state dependence

The ESD yield of gases from a metal surface is given by the surface chemical composition, the amount
of adlayers and their chemical state. It is obvious that a species first needs to be present at the surface
if it is to be desorbed. For our technically aimed purpose, Mathewson [156] mentions a definition of a
clean surface as one that has less than certain amount of foreign desorbable atoms/molecules atop. The
adlayers’ surface concentration is indeed determined by the entire history of the material surface, but
is particularly influenced by the used cleaning method, various treatments and the method of storage.
Different methods can be employed to scrub off surface molecules prone to desorption. The surface can
be significantly depleted of contaminants either by chemical agents, via thermal agitation, by sputtering,
or a suitable combination of these.

The first essential thermal treatment used in the vacuum technology to reduce adatoms surface con-
centration is an in-vacuum bakeout, ideally performed in-situ to a few hundred °C. Achard [157] measured
a factor of 10 reduction in ESD yield from Cu when baked at 250 °C and another factor of 10 at 600 °C.
Air-baking can also be done instead to promote an oxide-layer growth acting as a diffusion barrier, safe-
guarding the low H2 surface concentration from being replenished from the metal bulk. Ashraf et al.
[158] measured the ESD yield of a technical-grade 304L stainless steel (SS), that was used as a reference
before the measurement of 500 nm thick layer of an amorphous carbon sputter-deposited onto the SS
substrate. They measured how the H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 yields are influenced by bakeout temperatures
and venting-bakeout cycles and the same measurement was performed for as-received state and carbon-
coated state. Similarly to Achard, they observed that a 250 °C bakeout reduces ESD yield by a factor of
10 at most. Vallgren et al. [159] made a similar observation when measuring the ESD yield as a function
of bakeout temperature for as-received and carbon-coated SS. The bakeout manifested little effect on
the ESD yield from SS, whilst that of carbon-coated was dramatically reduced when baked at higher
temperatures. This points to the bakeout depleting the adsorbate surface coverage, including the micro-
porous surface of the carbon coating. Vacuum firing on the other hand, done typically to temperatures
just under 1000 °C, aims to deplete the subsurface hydrogen concentration. Whilst the high-temperature
treatments are necessary to reduce the H2 thermal outgassing, they do not ensure low ESD and PSD
yields by themselves, as shown by Andritschky et al. [160]. Even the highest temperature treatments that
are technically achievable, i.e. vacuum firing, only remove molecules with binding energies of few eV, far
lower than necessary to desorb chemically bound molecules reaching up to 10 eV. This can be illustrated
by performing post-bakeout stimulated desorption, which still desorbs units of gas monolayers.

Second, many researchers, such as Mathewson [156], Malyshev [161] or Kennedy [162] demonstrated
that the surface adlayer coverage decreases dramatically after such treatments, and by extension also
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the ESD yields decrease. This includes various chemical treatments and sputtering action via glow-
discharge, which is particularly effective, as shown by Dean [163], Stori [164] or Malev [165]. These
authors not only recollected available datasets, but also added their own theories, experimental data,
and compiled comparative analyses. This was often done aiming for an in- and ex-situ applicability to
particle accelerator’s components. Malyshev underlines the importance of surface cleaning in his book
[161], especially when UHV conditions are to be maintained under irradiation. Besides presenting his
own results and discussing various experimental methods to acquire those, he also lists ESD and PSD
data for various technical-grade metal surfaces, including surface treatments. For instance, Figure 2.18
shows the effect of surface treatments (polishing, firing, both, neither) on water electrodesorption. The
initial ESD yields (y-axis) and the amount of desorbable gas (x-axis.) easily vary by order of magnitude,
depending on the treatment combination.

Figure 2.18: ESD yield as a function of total desorbed quantity of H2O from stainless steel with various surface treatments.
The 4 samples have been polished and vacuum fired, both, or neither. The highest is the polished sample, lowest is a
combination of both. Image: Malyshev et al. [166].

.

Lastly, the method of storage determines to what extent does the cleaned surface preserve its state
achieved by the prior treatments. The effect of various storage methods was studied via XPS by Scheuer-
lein&Taborelli [167] as measured by a carbon presence, representative of hydrocarbon surface concentrate
on on steel, Al and Cu. They concluded that the best packaging method to preserve UHV-grade cleanli-
ness is by a food-grade wax-free aluminium foil wrapped in multiple winds around a cleaned component.
The same conclusion arose from a survey made by Sasaki [168], of cleaning and storage methods used
world-wide for UHV-grade cleaning. Furthermore, once the as-received material with adlayers is stored
under vacuum, its surface thermally outgasses, which can decrease its initial ESD yield, up to a factor of
10, as noted by Malyshev [161]. The same applies to the SEY, also being a surface state driven property.

To conclude, the importance of cleanings and treatments cannot be stressed enough and, along with
storage and bakeout methods, all have a major influence on the amount of desorbable adlayers, hence
influencing the ESD yield. Unfortunately, these crucial aspects are often not described in sufficient
detail in many publications or even not discussed at all. Authors typically investigate surface treatments
applicable in their respective technical applications and/or available at their institution. As a result,
an as-received surface state, i.e. state after an UHV-grade cleaning, is in fact ill-defined. Due to this,
there is a large variance in the collected data originating simply from different methods of cleaning,
in- and ex-situ treatments, storage and possibly bakeout. Further variance then originates in different
experimental approaches. This includes the level of vacuum, sample insertion method, but also the
experimental arrangement, which influences the dynamic background level present in the measurements.
The experimental investigations listed below are usually done for the main technical-grade metal surfaces
that received some UHV-grade cleaning and/or treatment, both ex- and in-situ. The baseline temperature
for all the measurements is the ambient one, unless said otherwise.

Malyshev characterised the ESD conditioning and energy-dependence very thoroughly under a range
of conditions for various NEG compositions ranging from single to quaternary, activation temperatures
ranging from 80 °C to 350 °C, including layered NEG coatings. He also demonstrated that NEG activation
leads to a significant decrease of ESD yields [169], but heating above ∼200 °C does not lead to a further
significant ESD yields reduction, [170, 171] and instead leads to hydrogen diffusion from bulk to subsurface
layers and a consequent electrodesorption. Sirvinskaite et al. also did electron-conditioning studies
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proving that a single-compound Zr-based NEG activates even at low activation temperatures and features
very small ESD yields. Moreover, even a mild-bakeout to 80 °C leads to a factor of 10-100x decrease of
ESD yields and corresponding electrodesorbed gas quantities.

2.6.5 Energy dependence

An energy dependence curve of an ESD yield typically contains numerous regions of interest, each of
which is dominated by some characteristic phenomena. The energy range spanning from 0 eV to a few
keV is particularly interesting in the context of both ESD and SEY, see Fig. 2.19. First, it contains
many interesting regions from the physics standpoint, and second, it is in the parameter range of many
technical applications, as outlined in the Introduction. Hence, the typical range of electron energies
used for irradiation starts at very low energies, say in 0-20 eV range, where the desorption threshold is
found. This region is indeed in the scope of the accelerator physics community since the majority of the
electron cloud resides here. Then follows a wide region of tens to hundreds of eV, where the multipacting
peak of electron-cloud is located [8], and where vacuum gauges and mass analysers operate. Finally,
higher energies in the keV range are characteristic for runaway electrons, cosmic radiation, or electron
microscopy.

Figure 2.19: ESD yield as a function of energy as measured at CERN on an as-received OFHC by Billard et al. [172], left
and by Achard [157], right. Mind the different scaling of axes, logarithmic vs linear.

First, the low-energy region is particularly interesting in the context of both ESD and SEY. As
predicted by all DIET models, the ESD process has an inherent threshold behaviour. Below this threshold,
the ESD yield is nil because the system does not have enough energy in the form of an electronic excitation
that initiates the desorption sequence. Second, above the threshold energy, the ESD yield rises about
linearly until a few hundreds of eV, because all the primary electron energy is dissipated in the surface
layer and within an escape depth of electronic excitations. This observation in agreement with the concept
of the energy deposition depth being compared to the escape depth. When in the low energy region,
below about 300 eV, it is the entirety of primary electron energy that is dissipated within the surface
layer’s escape depth, and therefore potentially available for desorption. This can be readily illustrated
by measuring the ESD yield at a oblique (non-normal) incidence angle, which effectively deposits the
energy into a shallower depth. As a consequence, the linear part of the ESD yield energy-dependence
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extends higher up, offsetting its maximum, and ESD yield is boosted for high energies. Third, at higher
energies, the energy deposition depth is to be compared to the diffusion depth of electronic excitations
and/or escape depth of molecules. This on the other hand creates a generic 1/En decay rate typically
found at energies in the keV range. The exponent n is reported to vary in range of 1–2 [127]. In between
the regions of the linear rise and a power-law decay typically lies a peak, similarly to the SEY curves.
The peak position is highly correlated to the stopping power of the target surface and, by extension, to
its chemical composition.

Billard et al [172] have done measurements of relatively low energy ESD from OFHC Copper at room
temperature. They provide a simple fit to their experimental data applicable in energy range from 20 eV
to 300 eV. This fit, upon extrapolation, points to a threshold energy around 10 eV for all typical species
except water. Similar threshold at 10 eV was observed in the now-outdated vacuum tube industry, which
was mentioned by Redhead in his memoirs [31] as a ’10 Volt effect’. Such evidence for ESD threshold on
technical surfaces is of particular importance, especially with regards to the typical electron cloud energy
spectrum. For a more complete perspective, threshold for H+ desorption from organic materials lies far
under 10 eV. By organic materials, one can either mean lubricants used during machining, or organic
detergents used for cleaning of technical surfaces, or even amino acids, DNA, and proteins. But these
are not of concern here. The energy threshold for desorption also typically resides below 10 eV for gas
species cryosorbed onto the cold technical surface.

The fact that the ESD and PSD are both encompassed by the DIET theory can be leveraged to predict
one yield from the other, as was pointed out by Collins and Malyshev in [173]. They hypothesise that the
ratio between ESD and PSD yield should hold across different experimental conditions, namely between
ambient and cryogenic temperatures. Hence, it is possible to use a known PSD yield to somewhat infer
on the value of ESD yield, and vice versa.

The ESD yield of water from technical surfaces or water physisorbed onto surfaces, as well as desorp-
tion of its fragments is of great technical importance, because moist atmospheric air includes a consid-
erable fraction of it and a long sojourn time of water molecule at room temperature makes it the most
abundant residual gas in unbaked UHV systems. Thick water ices are of interest to the astrophysics
community, so they made numerous studies on this topic. Rather complex electron induced chemistry
can already happen in water molecules, especially in the presence other species, such as CO2, CH4, etc.
Take for example the study of Noell et al. from Sandia labs [174], with of clear technically-oriented
interest. Hydrogen is cracked from the water molecule with an energy threshold of 25 eV and gains some
5 eV of kinetic energy as a result of the desorption process. Such cracking effect was equally observed by
Abdulgalil et al. [175] who measured the H2 yield to be even higher than that of H2O, as measured by
200-300 eV electrons impinging on 150ML (assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2) of compact amorphous
solid water. Same observation was also made in H2O and D2O ices by Dupuy [176]. The fact that water
residual within a vacuum system can crack into hydrogen is of great technical implications, because H2

behaves entirely differently within a vacuum system than the parent water molecule. Not only the H2

has different vacuum dynamics due to the lower molecular mass, but also adsorbs/desorbs at 2 orders
lower temperature, has a different interaction cross-section, etc.

As substantiated with water, the dehydrogenation of hydrogen-containing molecules is an efficient re-
action channel which can be more effective than the desorption of the parent molecule. Hence, the same
case as for water needs to be done for other hydrogen-containing molecules and, more generally, other
molecules prone to fragmentation. The energy threshold for dehydrogenation of organic materials, often
via DEA, lies far under 10 eV as studied here in the context of radiation-induced damage on DNA. This
points towards a very low energy thresholds for the dehydrogenation of carbohydrates that can be present
as a residue overlayer on technical-grade metals. This was indeed observed by Rowntree et al. [177] for
alkanes, exhibiting a dehydrogenation threshold at 7 eV for both H2 and H−. Their measurements also
demonstrate that the H2 increases with increasing stochiometric hydrogen content. Similar dehydrogena-
tion process via neutral H2 release as for water is also known for hydrocarbons and organic molecules.
Such observations also corroborate the reasoning behind electron-induced graphitization originating from
carbon-containing contaminants present at the surface, as discussed below.

The following authors investigated the primary electron energy influence for some main technical met-
als held at ambient temperatures with typical surface cleanings and treatments. Malyshev et al. measured
the ESD energy dependence for Al [178] and SS [179] between 10 eV and 6.5 keV. These measurements,
taken in a tube-type experimental arrangement, show the ESD yield to monotonically increases in this
wide energy range. Ding and Williams measured the ESD yield for Al [180] below 1.5 keV and also ob-
served a monotonic increase of the ESD yield with increasing energy. Achard measured the ESD yield of
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CERN-cleaned Al, SS, OFHC and Ti [157] and compared the state before and after bakeout. An exercise
that is repeated in this research work, at ambient and cryogenic temperatures. She observed the yield
to peak around 600 eV for Al, both before and after bakeout. This observation better follows a typical
shape of an SEY curve, which indeed should be the case, at least to some extent. Suzuki et al. [181]
measured the ESD yield for Al, Fe, Cu at primary energy in the range of 1–3 keV. Their measurements
tend to peak out just below 2 keV.

Parametrization

A good parametric fit should correctly model, with the minimum number of fitting parameters, the key
features observed in the energy region of interest, as discussed at the beginning of the section. Those are:

• Energy threshold, below which the ESD yield is nil: η(E < EThr.) = 0
• Linear region, corresponding to energy deposition within the escape depth. η(E) ∝ E
• Peak position on the energy scale and its height.
• Decay at higher energies with a proper decay rate. η(E) ∝ 1/En

Billard et al. [172] proposed a parametrization that fits their ESD yield energy dependence data in
the low energy region of 0-300 eV, as depicted on the left side of Figure 2.19. The EThr. is indeed the
desorption energy threshold, η0 is the ESD yield of a given species at E0 = 300 eV and γ = 0.85 seems
to be an empirical exponent that best fits the data. Whilst this empirical fit models the data well in the
considered low energy region and it even captures the threshold energy, it can not by design model the
peak at few hundreds eV that is often measured by experimentalists.

η(E) = η0 ·
(

E − EThr.

E0 − EThr.

)γ

(2.9)

A more suitable parametrization is introduced in the 6.1 and is readily implemented on the newly
acquired data in the Results section 5.

2.6.6 Incidence angle dependence

The dependence of ESD yield on the incidence angle is not well-researched at low energies. However, the
theoretical understanding and the similarity to the SEY and ESD phenomena can again be cautiously
exploited. The PSD was purposely left aside since photons behave vastly differently when compared to
electron and ion irradiation.

Building on the concept of energy deposition depth, one can deduce two effects caused by increasing the
incidence angle (measured from the normal) of higher energy electrons, i.e. above the peak position. First,
shallower incidence angles should lead to a shallower energy deposition and more electronic excitations
near the surface. This immediately increases the electron emission and gas desorption yields. Second,
higher energy electrons, suppose 1 keV, impacting at shallower angles, still deposit their energy within
the escape depth. It takes even higher energy to deposit the energy below the escape depth into the bulk.
This offsets the deposition-escape depth balance, also offsets the peak position Emax to higher energies,
as compared to normal incidence.

Figure 2.20: Angular dependence of ion-induced electron emission and gas desorption, as measured by Molvik et al. [182].
Note the asymptotic 1/cosα behaviour. Also note the incidence angle has a little effect on rough surface.
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The angular dependence of ESD yields at energies over ∼100 eV should, in theory, behave similarly
to the SEY. Since the SEY asymptotically follows cos−nα behaviour until reaching the grazing incidence
angle, where the high electron reflection off the surface effectively decreases the number of electrons that
enter the surface.

Molvik et al. [182], reproduced in Fig. 2.20, measured the angular dependence of ISD yields and
ion-induced SEY. Angular dependence similar to the SEY is once again visible and the cos−nα fit ap-
proximates well the experimental data until about 80°. On the smooth surface, the yields start departing
from the cos−nα behaviour once the incidence angle reaches a grazing regime and the reflectivity pre-
vails. Similar angular dependence is also used in the realms of plasma-etching, e.g. [183], which is also an
ion-induced process. Rough surfaces do not exhibit such behaviour, and retain constant yields, This is an
advantageous behaviour, especially in technical application where low yields are required at non-normal
incidence angles.

2.6.7 Electron dose dependence of ESD

Extended electron irradiation is long known to decrease both the SEY and ESD yield. This is a direct
cause of scrubbing off surface-bound adsorbates prone to desorption, which results into two effects.
Firstly, ESD yield also drops substantially, as the surface concentration of air molecules, contaminants,
water and/or hydrocarbon chains is effectively reduced. This is the case for all UHV-typical residual
gas molecules, such as physisorbed and chemisorbed gas species like H2, CO, CO2, CH4, etc. The gas
depletion directly results into an SEY decrease. For the SEY conditioning, another effect comes in, which
is precipitation of a thin graphitic layer, that originate in the adventitious contaminants. This effect has
been recently described independently by Cimino et al. [76, 184], Nishiwaki&Kato [185] and Scheuerlein
et al. [79]. Note that conditioning curves of both SEY and ESD yield begin with a flat plateau, see Fig.
2.6 and Fig. 2.21. The yield remains constant here, because the surface is not yet significantly depleted
of molecules or changed by the incoming electrons at such low doses.

Figure 2.21: ESD conditioning curves measured on an as-received technical-grade 316L stainless steel by Malyshev et al
[179]. Left: All curves exhibit a monotonic decrease of the ESD yield with absorbed electron dose, but the rate differs.
Right: ESD yield plotted as a function of already desorbed gas. The yield gradually decreases with the dose, but again
different primary electron energies release different gas quantities.

The ESD and SEY of OFE copper was measured as a function of dose at room temperature by
Henrist et al. [186] and summarised by Baglin et al. [75]. Unfortunately, only the normalised ESD yield
is plotted as a function of electron dosed, when conditioned with few hundreds of eV, probably 500 eV.
The interesting finding they made is the correlation between the SEY and ESD yield conditioning can be
approximated by two linear regions (in log-scale). The first and faster rate corresponds to contaminants
removal and the second slower one corresponds to the graphitic layer precipitation and gradual surface
depletion. Similar observation is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.2. Hannah et al.[187] made an ESD
conditioning study with 500 eV electrons impinging on an OFHC copper held at room temperature. They
compared the conditioning curves for an as-received state and laser-treated one of OFHC and stainless
steel (SS). The as-received OFHC has initially large H2, CO and CO2 yields and conditions more slowly
when compared to the laser-treated OFHC and even an untreated SS. Achard [157] and Achard, Calder
and Mathewson [188] made another ESD yield measurement from OFHC copper, along with Al, Ti, SS
and Inconel. They investigated the impact of primary e− energy on the ESD yield from as-received and
baked state. The bakeout temperature was demonstrated to have a strong conditioning effect on the
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ESD yield. Their findings were complemented by AES spectra analysis. Ashraf et al. [158] measured a
technical-grade SS, that was used as a reference before a carbon-coated SS measurement. They measured
the ESD yield of H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 on as-received 304L SS that was subjected to bakeout to
various temperatures. The same measurement was then performed on an SS with a 500 nm thick layer
of amorphous carbon sputter-deposited over the SS. Since the ESD is a surface-related property, the
chemical state of a surface, its history, depth profile and many other parameters inevitably influence
the ESD yield, just like they do the SEY. The question remains to what extent do these parameters
influence the ESD yield, as well as the total number of molecules prone to desorption. The measurement
of Malyshev [166] clearly illustrates the importance of surface state for the case of SS, which is treated
in various ways. The treatment or their absence affects both the initial ESD yield but also the total
quantity of desorbed gas. This is visualised in Figure 2.18 for the case of water desorption from vacuum-
fired and/or polished steel, as compared to untreated. He also measured the ESD yield of 316LN SS that
was polished, vacuum fired and coated with either columnar or dense film of a Ti-Zr-Hf-V getter [171].
The conditioning was done at 500 eV, while varying the NEG activation temperature. The observed
conditioning rate exhibits a non-trivial behaviour and even a rise in H2 yield for samples activated at
high temperatures above 180 °C. This is explained by hydrogen diffusion through the thin film, proving
that diffusion plays some role in the conditioning process. Besides Malyshev’s own results, his book [161]
lists the main experimental methods and results regarding the ESD from various technical surfaces and
surface treatments.

Dean et al. [163] measured ESD of aluminium at 300 eV in a tube-style setup for the initial surface
state and electron-conditioned state. They showed that a glow discharge is an effective means to decrease
the ESD, as compared to as-received and baked states. Malyshev [179] observed that the electron energy
affects the conditioning rate and the total amount of electrodesorbed gas. It can be seen on the left side
of Fig. 2.21 that electrons of different energy condition the ESD at different rates. This can be explained
by the amount of energy dissipated in the escape depth. The more of primary e− energy is dissipated
at the surface, the more energy is available for desorption processes and for graphitic layer precipitation.
The right chart shows conditioning curves, i.e. the ESD yield of H2, CO, CO2, CH4 measured as a
function of adsorbed electron dose. The conditioning rate approaches the slope α = 1, i.e. 1 decade
yield decrease per 1 decade of extra electron dose, which is characteristic of a surface-limited desorption
process. Malev [165] compiled a comparative study of ESD conditioning data from various sources and
adds his theoretical considerations regarding surface and bulk diffusion and the resulting trends in the
conditioning curves. Kennedy [162] used 1.5 keV electrons to irradiate a number of samples representing
candidate materials for beam vacuum chamber. He tracked the ESD yield of common UHV residual
gases and commonly observed a gradual decrease with slopes between 0.5 and 1, while the initial yield
would vary by 2 magnitudes depending on a surface, coating or a treatment. In his extensive doctoral
research, Pivi [189] measured the SEY and ESD of copper colaminated tube, same as type in the LHC,
but held at ambient temperature. He stimulated electron multipacting using an RF system coupled
to a measurement setup in a tube-style arrangement. This resulted in an electron cloud whose energy
distribution he measured with an in-house built energy analyser. He also corroborates his data with SEY
measurements. Although his ESD results are only qualitative, he observes the desorption of typical UHV
gas species and a conditioning effect.

Electron irradiation can also lead to electron-induced chemistry, particularly visible at higher accu-
mulated e− doses. Cracking and synthesis of molecules induced by electrons is a well known phenomena,
but was only investigated by few authors in the context of ESD from technical-grade metal surfaces.
Nishiwaki&Kato [185] observe the H2O yield induced by 1.5 keV electrons to have a non-monotonic be-
haviour with absorbed e− dose. The H2O yield starts constant at low dose, then increases at medium
e− dose, presumably due to water molecules accumulating on the surface, and only then starts decreas-
ing. Similar effect is also observed for CO2, though not so profound. Once again, an inspiration can be
drawn from PSD measurements and calculations done by Anashin [190] on synchrotron radiation induced
photo-cracking of condensed CH4 and CO2 molecules. Transient effects are visible on the conditioning
curves, owing to an evolving dynamic balance between desorption, synthesis, recycling and pumping of gas
molecules and fragments. They argue that in a pumping-limited cryogenic system, the electron-induced
molecule cracking favours the production of H2 and CO at the expense of CO2 and CH4.
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Parametrization

Similarly to the parametric fit of ESD yield energy dependence, the dose dependence has to satisfy few
boundary conditions in order to be physical.

• Asymptotic approach the initial ESD yield for zero dose: η(D → 0) = η0
• Asymptotic approach the power-law decrease at high dose η(D → ∞) = 0

The ESD yield at high absorbed doses is commonly fitted with a power-law that simply scales the
yields with the dose. The immediate shortcoming is that the fit does not work at low electron doses.

η(D) = ηD=0 ·
(

D

D0

)−α

(2.10)

This is impractical firstly because high doses are time-consuming to achieve and because high electron
doses imply the low ESD yields high uncertainties, often being at the instrumental sensitivity limit.
Finally, a conditioning process starts at D = 0, so it needs to be modelled.

Malyshev proposed [161] a modification to the classical fit 2.10 to model the photodesorption dose
dependence, that reasonably well approximates the experimental data of PSD in a range of energies and
doses. Again, owing to the common origin of ESD and PSD, the formula can equally be considered
applicable to the ESD. A modified argument accounts for the boundary conditions, and recreates the
initial plateau by pushing the initial as-received yield η0 at D0. At high doses, the formula asymptotically
approaches the steady decreases modelled by the power law in 2.10.

η(D) = ηD=0 ·
(

D −D1

D0 −D1

)−α

(2.11)

The power law exponent typically ranges between from α = 1, characteristic for clean flat metal
surfaces and a surface-limited desorption. Values of α = 0.5, are typical for porous surfaces and coatings
and/or for diffusion-limited desorption. Exponents higher than that can signify a dynamic equilibrium
between an electron-induced chemical synthesis that is in competition with desorption of a given molecule.
Such behaviour is commonly observed in water desorption.

Another parametric fit to the ESD conditioning curves will be presented in the Results section 6.1
below based on the newly available experimental dataset.

2.6.8 Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of ESD yields seemingly challenges the non-thermal origin of electrodesorp-
tion, but indeed the temperature indirectly influences the ESD yield in various ways. First, the substrate
temperature determines what kind and quantity of gas species at what binding state can be present
at a given temperature on surface characterised by its adsorption site energy distribution. Hence, the
temperature possibly limits the surface concentration of an adsorbate, which possibly directly limits the
ESD yield.

Second, the temperature has an exponential effect on diffusion rates, both surface and bulk. Lower
temperatures will lead to lower ESD yields, if a given desorption sequence is diffusion-limited. Leveraging
the relation between ESD and PSD, an argument can be made using PSD data measured by Baglin et al.
[191], seen on the left side of Figure 2.22. When approaching cryogenic temperatures, the recombination
of molecules prior to their desorption becomes surface diffusion-limited. This is in agreement with the
ESD yield of heavier species dropping at lower temperatures. The ratio of ambient and cryogenic ESD
yields can indicate to what extent is the desorption sequence diffusion-limited.

Somewhat contradictory is the measurement of Malyshev [192] taken around the ambient temper-
ature. A factor of ∼2 variation on just 40 °C difference is unexpected, especially in comparison with
measurements of [193] who observed little to no difference even at 200 °C. The available experimental
data are inconclusive and the exact mechanism remains unclear.

The literature survey showed little to no coverage of desorption from technical surfaces held at cryo-
genic temperatures. Hence the research niche stated above. Few attempts were made to infer the ESD
yield indirectly using data from the LHC machine, i.e. correlating the dynamic pressure increase and the
electron cloud activity. Though it is hard to decouple the relative contributions of various influencing
factors, such as ESD, PSD, ISD, proton-gas interaction, etc. Metals are commonly used as a substrate
for ESD measurements of condensed gases, but those are typically high-purity, often monocrystalline,
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Figure 2.22: Left: PSD temperature dependence measured by Baglin et al. [191] from ambient to cryogenic temperatures.
Right: ESD temperature dependence measured by Malyshev&Naran [192] around ambient temperature. The data is
normalised to the yield at 20 °C.

sputter-cleaned and generally well-defined. Cryogenic technical grade metal surfaces, on the other hand
were not systematically researched except in the following isolated research efforts. The thesis of E. Bez
[194] aimed to measure the ESD of Cu and stainless steel held at 4.2K. The electron-generating array
was used as an electron source, which provides a continuous energy spectrum of low-energy electrons.
This work provides a rough idea of the ESD yield but struggles to decouple various influencing factors
and experimental artefacts clearly. The only other cryogenic ESD measurement known to me was done
by Sirvinskaite et al. [195] on a NEG coating held at 90K. A comparison was done to 300K and both
activated and non-activated state. However, the results are difficult to interpret due to ill-defined exper-
imental procedures and conditions in this brief proceeding, which does not detail the primary electron
energy, aside from changing many parameters simultaneously.
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2.7 Effect of cryosorbed gases

The cryogenic environment brings about two important factors. First is the drastic decrease of both
surface and bulk diffusion caused by the low temperatures, which immediately results in lower ESD yields.
The second major effect that differentiates the room temperature SEY and ESD from the cryogenic ones
is that the low temperatures implicitly involve the presence of cryosorbed gases that are otherwise not
present at ambient temperatures. These physisorbed gas molecules strongly influence SEY and ESD
already at submonolayer coverages, as seen in Fig. 2.23 on the right. Moreover, they are, by definition,
only weakly bound to the substrate and are more prone to desorption due to that.

Similarly to bare metals, the SEY and ESD yields from condensed gases depend on energy and
temperature. Yet the adsorbate also has a certain thickness, morphology, composition and contamination,
crystalline or amorphous structure, etc., which considerably complexifies the picture. Once again, for
technical purposes, one can focus preferentially on the sub-keV energy range and thin coverages, typically
under 1,ML thick. The SEY and ESD of normal and noble gas adsorbates at various energies and
coverages were researched at CERN, as detailed in the dissertations of Tratnik [196, 197], Kuzucan [198,
199], Chmielinska [200] and Dupuy [176].

2.7.1 Adsorbate effect on SEY

Beginning with the SEY as the more accessible indicator of electronic processes on a surface. Firstly, the
generic shape of a SEY does not change for a range of adsorbate-substrate combinations, as illustrated
by Cazaux et al. [61], who normalised different SEY curves by their peak value and position, see the left
side of Fig. 2.23. Dekker’s phenomenological parametrization [201] can well approximate this shape in
the medium to high energy range.

Still, the peak position Emax and the δmax value strongly vary with the adsorbate coverage. Taking
as an example data measured by Chmielinska [200], and Kuzucan et al. [199] for the SEY evolution
with CO2 coverage on copper at different conditioning states, right side of Fig. 2.23. A clean surface’s
maximum SEY δmax evolves linearly when increasing coverage until a few monolayers. In this region, the
secondary electrons originating from the substrate still penetrate through the thin adsorbate overlayer
and exit to the vacuum. This fact substantiates the high inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of low energy
electrons and low stopping power of gas adsorbates.

Figure 2.23: Left: SEY energy dependence for gases adsorbed at different substrates, as measured by Kuzucan et al.
[199]. The data is normalised on both axes to its peak value and energy fitted using the Dekker fit [201]. Right: SEY
dependence on CO2 coverage, as measured by Chmielinska [200]. The maximum SEY and its energy position both become
substrate-independent at about 5ML coverage and at 20ML, the SEY resumes that of a bulk adsorbed gas, totally substrate-
independent.

The SEY become substrate-independent at about 5ML coverage, as measured by δmax and Emax.
The energy of a maximum SEY Emax follows the same trend (not shown): at about 5ML it changes from
the value influenced by the substrate to that representative of an adsorbate. For higher coverages, the
SEY curves asymptotically approach the behaviour of a semi-infinite adsorbate, which is a constant SEY
for regular gases and steadily increasing SEY for noble gases [61].
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2.7.2 ESD of cryosorbed gases

To an extent, the ESD behaves similarly to the SEY both as a function of energy and coverage. Tratnik
researched the ESD yields and sticking coefficients of adsorbed layers of gases quench-condensed over a
technical-grade copper held at cryogenic temperatures, investigated in the scope of his dissertation [196],
followed by a paper with colleagues Hilleret&Störi [197]. First, they measured typical UHV residual gases,
such as H2, N2, CO, CO2 and CH4, including various quaternary mixtures, and then noble gases: He, Ne,
Ar, Kr and Xe. They varied electron energies from 40 eV to 1 keV and adsorbate coverages in the range
from submonolayer to multilayer regime. Dupuy [176] further studied the ESD yield of molecules and
their fragments and their variation with energy, coverage, temperature and composition. These sources
make a great reference for ESD yields of adsorbates in the medium energy range.

The ESD energy dependence is similar to that in bare metal surfaces, with all its features, as illus-
trated with Tratnik’s data [196] in Figure 2.24. The slight difference is a maximum at lower energies,
corresponding to lower stopping powers of condensed gases than bulk metals. The sole exception is that
the ESD of noble gases, instead of peaking out, only levels off at higher energies around 1 keV.

Figure 2.24: ESD yield energy dependence for quench-condensed gases at around 1ML (100ML for H2) precoverage on a
technical-grade copper substrate, as measured by Tratnik [196]. Left: regular gases. Right: noble gases.

Figure 2.25: Coverage dependence of ESD yields at 300eV for quench-condensed gases on an UHV-cleaned technical-grade
copper substrate, as measured by Tratnik [196]. Left: regular gases, Right: noble gases. Mind the ESD yield enhancement
at a few monolayers caused by the substrate mirroring the electrons back into the thin overlayer. The dip that follows is
discussed also in the text.

Whilst the ESD energy dependence is similar to that in bare metal surfaces, the surface coverage θ of
an adsorbate plays a key role in determining the ESD yield. It is reasonable to expect a linear dependence
for submonolayer coverages, as the ESD yield simply scales with the coverage and is therefore in a surface
concentration-limited regime, see Fig. 2.25 Many authors have observed a boost for thin multilayer
coverages that is caused by the substrate mirroring the electrons back towards the surface [202]. This
is typically the case from ∼1ML to an equivalent of about half an electron range in a given adsorbate.
At higher coverages, the yield of normal gases tends to assume a dependence θ−n, as demonstrated by
Schou et al. for condensed H2 [126]. This agrees with the concept of energy deposition depth reaching
gradually deeper, much below the escape depth. A similar effect is observed in metallic substrates,
though at higher energies, because of higher stopping power. In contrast to that, pure noble gases tend
to level off without a decrease at very high coverages. Dupuy argued [176] this to be a consequence of
a high diffusion distance of electronic excitations and neutrals, allowing them to permeate across thick
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adsorbate coverages. All three regimes of ESD yield coverage-dependence: linear, boost and decay, are
well illustrated by [197]. Tratnik also observed a dip around 10ML for both noble and regular gases,
but its origin is not discussed. Yet, Kuzucan [198] proposes an explanation for SEY of thin adsorbates,
suggesting that secondary electrons produced inside the metal substrate are effectively scattered off the
substrate/adsorbate interface and therefore do not reach the adsorbate/vacuum interface. Hence, creating
a dip in SEY for thin multilayer coverages. By extension, this seems to apply to ESD yield, as observed
by [196].

Another important observation made by Tratnik is a clear correlation between the ESD yield of
condensed noble gases and their sublimation energy Esub, which is but a factor away from the adsorption
energy Eads. Tratnik derives an empirical exponential relation that fits the experimental ESD yields of
noble gases in a multilayer coverage regime, as follows:

η ∝ exp(
−Esub

kT
) (2.12)

The imminent question is how far does this correlation retain its predictive power when extended to
higher binding energies. For instance, is it also applicable to non-noble gases and species in a physisorbed
or chemisorbed state? Based on the data shown in 5.68 it seems it could be the case, but with much less
precision.

2.7.3 Composition dependence

There is experimental evidence, cross-verified in different laboratories, of a strong impurity effect of
ESD yield in noble gases, Reimann&Johnson [147]. Figure 2.26 substantiates the strong influence the
gas composition on ESD yield (and luminescence yield) of cryosorbed Ar:O2 mixture. The nonlinear
dependence of ESD yield on adsorbate composition points towards the interaction of the co-adsorbed
compounds. In the case of Ar with trace amounts of O2 impurities, a quenching process caused by trace
amounts of O2 very steeply decreases the Ar yield: a factor of 10x decrease with only 0.5%O2 pollution
is remarkable. Noble adsorbates allow excitations to diffuse at much larger distances than regular gases.
This allows excitations to reach the surface and cause desorption there, even when the deposition depth
is high at high energy. Hence high ESD yields at high energies, as compared to other gases. It was
argued that the impurities act as sinks for excitations, preventing them from diffusing further towards
the surface, hence preventing desorption.

Figure 2.26: Left: Argon ESD yield attenuation with trace amounts of O2, as measured by Reimann&Johnson [147]. Right:
Desorption yields vs temperature and the effect of thermally enhanced desorption closed to the desorption temperature.
Recollection of multiple resources by Schou from Riso laboratory. [127].

Tratnik [196] measured the ESD yield of H2 that was co-adsorbed with other less-volatile species.
Even though the fundamental physical process is likely different from the Ar:O2 system, this end result
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is similar: ESD yield of more volatile gases decrease in the presence of other less volatile gases. Tratnik’s
data also suggests this can work in the opposite direction, i.e. enhancement of low-yielding species
by higher-yielding constituents of the same mixed adsorbate. However is to be verified, whether this
behaviour comes from a kick-out mechanism or a surface-enrichment. Practical implication of this effect
is that mixtures of gases co-adsorbed in multilayer coverages exhibit a strongly nonlinear behaviour than,
say, a weighted linear average of the constituents.

2.7.4 Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of ESD yields seemingly challenges the non-thermal origin of electrodes-
orption, but the temperature influences the ESD yield in various ways. First, the substrate temperature
determines what kind and quantity of gas species at what binding state can be present at a given temper-
ature on a surface characterised by its adsorption site energy distribution. Second, the temperature can
dictate the crystallographic structure of thick adsorbates. A step change in CO2 ESD yield coinciding
with the recrystallization temperature substantiates this, Figure 2.26. Last, the deposition temperature
(along with deposition rate) determines the orderliness of a grown adsorbate layer. The typical case for
thick adsorbate formation in technical applications is a quench condensation on a substrate considerably
colder than the desorption temperature of a given gas species. This results in a rather amorphous and
porous adsorbate structure, which indeed projects into the ESD characteristics. A parameter range better
scouted in the astrophysical realms.

The right side of Figure 2.26 is data compiled by Schou [127] and depicts a large ESD yield boost just
under the desorption temperatures of each gas. This is likely due to a combined effect of thermally induced
agitation of the substrate-adsorbate system and electron-induced one. It could be argued that plasmons
created by impinging electrons are thermalised or delocalised too rapidly, making them negligible at
low temperatures, but gain importance when adsorbate is already nearing desorption. Whilst the data
is taken for thick multilayer coverages, it is unclear whether this behaviour persists at submonolayer
coverages.

2.8 Temperature programmed desorption of cryosorbed gases

With the aim of measuring the ESD and SEY of technical surfaces covered with cryosorbed gases, one
needs a way to characterise the substrate-adsorbate system in terms of the adsorbate coverage, regime,
binding energy, adsorption site distribution, specific surface, etc. Temperature programmed desorption
is a commonly used means to do this quantitatively. This simple and experimentally accessible method
essentially measures the gas desorption during a linear temperature ramp-up. The TPD curve shape and
its evolution with various parameters reveal much about the nature of the substrate-adsorbate interaction.

The TPD method can also reveal the order of the desorption kinetics [203–207]. As formulated by
[208], the ”parameter which characterises that fraction of particles on the surface which participate in
the critical step of the desorption.” The TPD curve shape indicates the underlying kinetics and the rate-
limiting step of the desorption sequence that determines the kinetics order. This, in turn, is driven by the
nature of the interaction between the substrate and the adsorbate. Integer values of desorption kinetics
order are common, but non-integer values are also possible for some specific edge-cases [207], both shown
in Section 5.5.

Figure 2.27 on the left shows a series of TPD curves for coverages in 0-3ML range (assumed 1ML
= 1015 molecule.cm−2). The first monolayer is bound stronger than additional overlayers, as seen from
the peak desorption temperature Tmax that drops from 55K to 35K. The coinciding leading edges are
a signature behaviour of zero-order desorption. In the case of blue curves taken in the 0-1ML coverage
range, it is a sign of a 2D evaporation from a CH4 island formed on the graphene surface. The shared
leading edges for higher coverages once again represent zero-order desorption kinetics, this time caused
by simple evaporation of a solid adsorbate. The non-zero desorption rate in the window around 45K is
not an experimental artefact but a signature of a compression region where molecules squeeze to form a
compressed first monolayer. It is energetically favourable for a molecule to be bound to the surface rather
than another adsorbate molecule. A similar case, though less profound, can be made for the second layer
of molecules, creating the second peak of the Tre Cime. The last peak at the lowest temperature indeed
corresponds to the multilayer coverage regime. Finally, integrating the area under a curve gives the total
adsorbate coverage. It is common to integrate from the right to determine the amount of gas remaining
on the surface at a given temperature.
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Figure 2.27: Left: Set of TPD curves of CH4 on graphene for coverages in the 0-3ML range represented on linear and
logarithmic scales (assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2). The colour signifies the adsorption regime: blue for sub-monolayer
and black for multilayer coverages. The shape and the corresponding binding energies evolve: increasing coverage leads to
lower desorption temperatures. Right: TPD of 3ML coverage of various gases. The TPD curve shape is preserved and only
offsets as the desorption temperature varies for each gas. Image source: Smith et al. [209].

Taken from the opposite end, one can use a TPD measurement to determine the specific surface of
a material by measuring a series of TPD curves around 1ML coverage. Knowing how the TPD curve
behaviour changes when transitioning from submonolayer (<1ML) to multilayer (>1ML) coverage, it
is possible to estimate the approximate amount of gas necessary to create a 1ML coverage behaviour.
Finally, the specific surface of coatings and treatments is determined by comparing it to a flat reference
surface, as is done in 5.5.3.

2.8.1 Adsorption energy evaluation

The general equation describing thermal desorption was formulated by Polanyi&Wigner[210] as follows
and gives the desorption rate r that is proportional to the rate of change of coverage −dθ/dt, which can
be expressed comparing the adsorption energy Eads[eV/bond] to the thermal energy k.T . The frequency
factor ν [Hz] is the oscillation frequency of a molecule in its potential well, and in other words, it is the
number of escape attempts per second of a bound molecule. The order of desorption kinetics n determines
how, if at all, is the desorption rate r dependent on the coverage.

r = −dθ/dt = ν θn exp(
−Eads

k T
) (2.13)

The challenge arises because the parameters are cross-related and evolve during desorption. As the
coverage decreases, the nature of a bond changes from adsorbate-adsorbate, characteristic of a multilayer
regime, to substrate-adsorbate, characteristic of sub-monolayer coverages. Along with the coverage θ
changes the adsorption energy Eads and the frequency factor ν. However, It is reasonable to assume that
in the first approach, the ν remains constant for a range of coverages for the weakly physisorbed gases
studied here. Redhead [211] derived simplified formulas valid for the first-order desorption kinetics n = 1
and applicable across a range of parameters. This widely used formula allows calculating the Eads and
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ν from a known temperature of peak desorption rate Tmax [K], heating rate β [K.s−1] and the frequency
factor ν [Hz] and the universal gas constant is R=8.31446 J.mol−1.K−1.

Eads = R Tmax ln(
ν Tmax

β
− 3.46) (2.14)

The second equation proposed by Redhead allows determining the frequency factor ν from other
known parameters. The equation is valid for n > 0 and indeed delivers values very close to the generic
value ν = 1013[Hz].

ν =
Eads β

R T 2
max θn−1

0

exp(
Eads

R Tmax
) (2.15)

The resulting Eads comes out in kJ.mol−1. Dividing it by the Avogadro number NA=6.02214076·1023
molecules/mole and the unit charge qe=1.6021766·10−19 [eV/J] converts it to [eV/bond], which is a more
meaningful unit for this study.

Given the logarithmic relation, the formula 2.14 for Eads is rather insensitive to variations of the used
parameters ν and β and the precise location of the Tmax. Hence, using a generic value of ν = 1013 [Hz]
leads to a good estimate of the Eads. A factor of 2 difference in ν leads to a ±5% variation in Eads

[209]. Similarly, a factor of 10 difference in β leads to a ±7% change in Eads. Even the common mistake
of using 3.64, as opposed to 3.46, leads to only 0.5% error in the adsorption energy Eads calculated in
eq. 2.14. The accuracy of this equation is claimed [211] to fall within ± 1.5 % when ν/β remains in the
108 − 1013 range.

Finally, an even more simplistic linear relation exists, serving as a rule-of-thumb to link the peak
temperature Tmax to the binding energy Eads for an 1st order desorption.

Eads[meV/bond] ≈ 2.5 · Tmax[K] (2.16)

2.8.2 Effect of porosity on TPD

Technical grade metal surfaces, treatments and coatings often have open pores of various types, giving
them a large specific surface. Aside from the higher adsorption capacity, the apparent desorption energy
also changes, as some adsorbate molecules are geometrically confined inside the pores.

Figure 2.28 by Paldor et al. [212] illustrates the effect of differently sized pores on the TPD curve
shape. The SEM image illustrates the high aspect ratio of the open mesopores and a simplified geometry
used for model derivation. The TPD curve of a flat surface has only one peak at 60K corresponding to one
type of adsorption site, the ones on the flat surface. For etched silica surfaces, this peak moves towards
65K and, with its slightly higher adsorption energy, represents a contribution from the damaged silica
surface outside the pores. The now-emergent secondary peak travels from 70K to 80K and increases its
width as the increasingly deeper pores trap the adsorbate inside a conductance-limited geometry. The
high aspect ratio pores lead to a geometry-limited (∼ pore diameter) desorption, resulting in gas recycling
inside the pore before desorption. As a result, the porosity not only increases the specific surface but also
offsets part of the TPD curves to higher temperatures. The split of the TPD peak into two separated
peaks results from an idealised scenario with single-sized pores. Shall there be a distribution of pore sizes,
these peaks should again coalesce into one.
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Figure 2.28: Left: TPD of 2.5ML coverage of Xe on etched silica in a range of pore depths. Right: SEM photograph of the
surface cross-section and a corresponding model. The high aspect ratio pores lead to a pore-diameter limited desorption
and gas recycling inside the pore. The scheme shows a solid angle leading to desorption (red) and recaptures (blue) inside
the pore. Image: Paldor et al. [212].

2.9 Chapter summary

A critical review of state of the art is provided with the following aims. Discuss physical phenomena
underlying sub-keV electrons’ interaction with technical-grade metal surfaces held at cryogenic temper-
atures. The literature survey gives an up-to-date overview of the current state of the research field and
discusses the effect of various parameters on the ESD, SEY and TPD. This includes material and surface
properties, irradiation characteristics and environmental conditions. Numerous examples are used to
illustrate the main trends without a particular focus on peculiarities to preserve clarity. However, the
research niches are omnipresent, given the number of intervening parameters and the inevitable combina-
torial explosion. To tackle this one, can generalise from illustrative examples in the bottom-up direction,
which should be facilitated by the presented theoretical understanding.

On one hand, the existing research elucidates many aspects of the wide problematics, and on the
other, it substantiates the lack of coverage, solid theoretical understanding and lack of predictability for
technical applications. Unfortunately, no literature survey can be exhaustive, as the data is very scarce,
scattered across various domains and often not published via standard means.

Finally, this literature survey clearly demonstrates that until now, the vast parameter space of ESD-
influencing factors was only probed in a very limited number of isolated points, leaving an extensive
blank space for more research. One can amalgamate the presented experimental data and theoretical
framework to form a decent understanding of the problematics and bridge numerous blank spaces of this
niche field. While many educated guesses can be made for a particular system regarding its ESD yields,
thresholds, and conditioning rates, true predictability in an extrapolative manner is still missing.
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Chapter 3
Research objectives
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3.1 Research niche identification

The Motivational Chapter 1 underlines the high relevance of the studied problematics to engineers and
scientists across disciplines. The survey in Chapter 2 done over commonly accessible literature demon-
strates that standard DIET models developed over the past decades provide a coherent view of the
underlying ESD problematics. The DIET treatment delivers good qualitative predictions in agreement
with experimental observations presented in available ESD literature. However, obtaining precise quanti-
tative predictions using the theoretical approach is challenging, even for well-defined systems. This task is
margining the impossible when predicting the ESD properties of technical surfaces. The literature survey
also presents numerous data sources spread over various research fields, including vacuum technology,
high-energy physics, astrophysics, radiology, etc. However, the accessible data is still very scarce when
compared to the vastness of the parameter space of all parameters, possibly influencing the SEY and ESD.
Some directions in this parameter space are researched better than others, typically due to some concrete
technical or scientific motivation. Be it the electron irradiation of molecular ices that is interesting to
the astrophysicist community or the study of technical surfaces that interests the high-energy physics
community. And indeed, the field that gave rise to DIET in the first place, the science and engineering
behind vacuum tubes and vacuum gauges [31]. Experts in these fields have researched the parameter
space important for their particular applications. Yet, the complexity of ESD studies drives the cost high
for more systematic experimental research.

The overall scarcity of experimental data is further increased when considering reliability and overall
coherence. It is common to see authors struggling to reproduce the work of others and obtaining results
that vary greatly from one author, laboratory, or experiment to another. This is partly because of the lack
of an exhaustive description of relevant experimental conditions in terms of process parameters, surface
characteristics, purity of compounds, etc. Partly it is the lack of coherent and standardised terminology
used to describe ESD when approached from different disciplines. These deficiencies mark numerous
niche areas within the ESD problematics that are to be developed and filled with experimental evidence
and knowledge derived from within.
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3.2 Dissertation outline and objectives

3.2.1 Dissertation outline

The general research aim is to study and better understand technical surfaces’ response to electron
irradiation, especially at low temperatures and low electron energies. The SEY and ESD of technical-
grade metals and surface treatments in a range of surface states will be studied in the range of influencing
factors that are representative of the LHC beam-screen. This includes ambient to low temperatures (10–
300K), low energies in the 0–1 keV range characteristic for the electron cloud, and in the presence of
other influencing factors, such as adsorbed gases. The TPD method will also be leveraged to characterise
the surface and the substrate-adsorbate interaction.

3.2.2 Dissertation objectives

The dissertation aims to advance knowledge about secondary electron emission and electron-stimulated
desorption phenomena at cryogenic temperatures from technically important materials used, for example,
in vacuum apparatuses of particle accelerators, electron microscopes, and radiofrequency or plasma de-
vices. The detailed literature survey revealed the absence of knowledge about the molecular emission from
technical materials (e.g. Cu, Al and stainless steel) for low electron energies and cryogenic conditions. In
addition, there are no suitable experimental data and predictive models that approximate the dependence
of molecular emission (as measured by the ESD yield) as a function of environmental, irradiation and
surface parameters. Consequently, this research focuses on the study of electron-stimulated desorption
for selected low energies and doses of electrons, substrate and adsorbate compositions and temperatures,
as well as its relation to the electronic emission yield (SEY parameter). Hence, the research objectives
define as follows:

• Definition, development, commissioning and optimisation of experimental methodology relevant to
studying SEY and ESD phenomena and characterising technical surfaces at low electron energies
and cryogenic conditions.

• Investigation of electronic and molecular emission (as measured by SEY and ESD yields) from
selected materials and treatments in the low-energy range 0–1 keV as a function of electron energy,
electron dose and substrate temperature.

• Development of parametric models that approximate the acquired experimental dataset as a func-
tion of electron energy and dose, substrate temperature, and adsorbate composition.

• Analysis of applicability of the new experimental evidence, developed models and derived knowledge
with regard to representative technical scenarios.

These research objectives are discussed in detail in the below paragraphs and the achievement of these
objectives is systematically presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

Development of the experimental methodology

The ESD research field’s status can be deemed unsatisfactory regarding the available datasets for com-
mon technical materials, especially at low energies below 100 eV, and at cryogenic temperatures around
10K. While the SEY is relatively well studied, at least around ambient temperatures, there is a lack of
reliable data and predictability of the ESD phenomena. ESD yields of common UHV residual gases and
their electron conditioning rates for various substrate-adsorbate systems across different irradiation and
environmental conditions are a major unknown. Especially when the ESD yields regularly vary across
many orders of magnitude. It was therefore decided to develop an experimental system and correspond-
ing methodology to perform systematic studies of the SEY and ESD phenomena with precise control
of measurement conditions. In particular, those representatives of the LHC and other relevant fields of
technology, engineering and science.

Acquisition of a systematic dataset

We can define the following circles of parameters that align with the thesis title Electron beam charac-
terisation of technical surfaces at cryogenic temperatures. Those are the material, environmental and
irradiation properties. The material properties encompass the bulk material, the surface state and pos-
sibly the microgeometry. The parameters of electron irradiation come in described by their energy, flux,
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total dose and incidence angle. Finally, the environmental factors should be well described by the sub-
strate temperature, which governs the thermal motion, and by the residual gas composition and the
cryosorbed gas species. Hence, the parameter space of factors influencing the SEY and ESD can be
categorised as follows:

• Material properties

– Bulk material

· Bulk composition
· Concentration profile

– Surface conditions

· Surface states
· Cleaning procedures
· Contaminants and residues
· Chemical and thermal treatment
· Coatings and engineered surfaces

• Irradiation properties

– Primary electron energy

· Surface sensitive low energy region
· Bulk sensitive higher energy region

– Absorbed electron dose

· As-received, non-irradiated state
· Irradiation to high absorbed doses

– Incidence angle

• Environmental properties

– Temperature

· Ambient
· Cryogenic
· Intermediate

– Condensed gases

· Pure gas adsorbates
· Binary gas mixtures
· Adsorbate thickness
· Substrate effect

Experimental results interpretation, generalisation and application

The research aims to provide a dataset and disentangle the complex interplay of various factors listed in
the previous section. The objective is to expand, in a structured manner, the current understanding of
ESD problematics into a more coherent and holistic view. The acquired data on ESD can be processed in
the following ways. First, the SEY and ESD measurements will be critically analysed and compared to
theoretical expectations, simulations results and other authors who performed similar measurements. Sec-
ond, SEY and ESD yields’ conditioning and energy-dependence curves can be fitted with suitable models
that will provide some degree of predictive capability. This step is particularly important, as models are
crucial for further application in numerical simulations of dynamic vacuum. Electron-induced chemistry
and transient dynamics can be investigated for metals, treatments, coatings and adsorbates. Tracing
with isotopically labelled molecules could be employed for pure cryosorbed gases and binary mixtures.
These can then be compared to the current understanding and other experimental data. The precision
and accuracy of our experimental approach can also be evaluated for comparison to other measurement
methods used in other laboratories. Lastly, the research findings applicability should be discussed with
regards to representative technical scenarios, for instance, linking the electron cloud activity and the
dynamic pressure rise.
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3.3 Impact of this dissertation

The newly developed and commissioned experimental setup and methodology enables an on-demand
electron beam characterisation of technical surfaces, coatings and treatments under the irradiation and
environmental conditions that are representative of the LHC cryomagnets. The resulting understanding of
SEY and ESD phenomena at cryogenic temperatures should bring the following benefits to the accelerator
design, operation and the research community as a whole.

The improved understanding of technical materials’ vacuum performance at cryogenic conditions will
allow for a well-informed choice of construction materials. Materials used in the LHC, or considered for
use, can be studied to understand their vacuum performance under controlled experimental conditions.
Newly developed treatments, coatings and engineered surfaces can be tested ex-situ, iterated upon and
optimised for a particular set of conditions and requirements, and qualified before their in-situ deploy-
ment. The amorphous carbon coating recently deployed in the LHC can also be studied under relevant
conditions. Hence, the data can indicate the optimal choice of material with low SEY, ESD yield and a
fast conditioning rate, which helps to mitigate the electron cloud activity. Lower EC activity leads to a
smaller dynamic vacuum effect, beam instabilities and less heat deposited into the cryogenic system, to
name a few imminent benefits.

The dataset will allow a better understanding of the HL-LHC operation and possible optimisation
of scrubbing runs. In a scrubbing run, a proton beam in a special scheme is circulated at the injection
energy to excite the electron cloud that scrubs the beam-screen surface and conditions both SEY and
ESD yield. Indeed, the objective is to scrub the LHC as effectively as possible. Aside from the beam-
scrubbing, the luminosity and energy ramp-up can also be optimised, knowing the conditioning rate
that can be expected under a given set of conditions. The resulting improvement in beam-vacuum can
potentially lead to longer uptime, fewer beam instabilities and less beam-gas scattering that activates the
surrounding material, deposits heat into the cryogenics and creates background in experiments.

The developed experimental methodology can equally be used to assess the influence of cryosorbed
gases condensed over the bulk technical surfaces. The SEY, ESD yield, energy threshold and conditioning
rate can equally be measured under such conditions. This is highly relevant for the LHC’s cryogenic
beam-screen that cryopumps residual gases. In gas desorption experiments, such as a TPD, the optimal
temperature ranges can be investigated so as to ensure that beam-screen temperature excursions will
not lead to pressure excursions. Lastly, semi-empirical parametric fits can be developed to model the
experimental dataset in order to provide some generalised description allowing predictive capability and
serve as an input for numerical simulations of dynamic vacuum.

Aside from this accelerator application, studying electron irradiation of condensed gases, albeit much
thicker, is relevant for the astrophysics community.
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4.1 Motivation

In light of the research motivations outlined in Chapter 1 and the lack of systematic and reliable ex-
perimental data summarised in Section 2, a new laboratory setup was designed to characterise surface
properties of electrically conductive samples of metals, treatments and coatings held at cryogenic tem-
peratures. The scientific aim of this novel setup includes measurements of the Secondary Electron Yield
(SEY), Section 2.2, and Electron Stimulated Desorption (ESD) yield, Section 2.5, in the 0-1.5 keV energy
region at cryogenic temperatures, Section 3. Obviously, the nickname Multisystem arises from the mul-
tiple experimental capabilities (cryogenic SEY, ESD, TPD) of this newly conceived laboratory system.
These measurements are complemented with Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD), Section 2.8,
as an experimentally accessible method for characterising the substrate-adsorbate interaction of weakly
adsorbed gases, corresponding binding energies, as well as a specific surface of the studied sample.

Figure 4.1: Top-left: view on the UHV chamber and ancillaries of the ’Multisystem’ laboratory setup. Top-right: Top view
on the inside of the UHV µ-metal chamber. The gas dosing tube and the wobble-stick are retracted. Bottom-right: Frontal
view on the internal arrangement of the Faraday-cupped electron gun, fluorescent sample-bearing cryomanipulator and a
Feulner-cap style collector. This image is published as [A3]. Bottom-left: Side view on the internal arrangement. Note
the glowing orange spot on the copper sample with a thin fluorescent powder overlayer, placed in the lower sample-holder.
Photo: Author, 2022.

In this chapter, the system is introduced along with its main components. Then, all the hardware
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is described in detail, including the operating principle, corresponding calibrations, calculations and
simulations used to verify our understanding. Finally, the main experimental methods for measuring SEY,
ESD and TPD are elaborated, principles, calculations and calibrations will be presented for these methods.
Ultimately, calibration and reference data will be taken to demonstrate the correct commissioning of each
experimental method.

4.2 Experimental setup description

As visible in Figure 4.1 and schematised in Figure 4.2, the experimental setup designed to study the ESD
and SEY at cryogenic temperatures consists of a µ-metal vacuum chamber, a 4-axis cryomanipulator,
a low-energy electron gun and a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) fitted inside a collector. The setup is
further equipped with a storage chamber and a load-lock chamber to introduce unbaked samples into the
baked experimental chamber, allowing to study samples in an as-received unbaked surface state. The
chamber and cryomanipulator are custom-built by external manufacturers, whilst the collector and the
gas dosing tube are built in-house. Other components are standard, off the shelf.

The SEY and ESD measurement is arranged in the following manner. When the studied flag-type
sample is inserted into the sample-holder attached to the cryogenically cooled manipulator, it is covered by
a thermal shield with only a square-shaped opening. The cryomanipulator then moves the sample around
the chamber to face different instruments and can cool the sample down to 10K. In the measurement
position, the sample faces the electron gun at a short focal distance of ∼5 cm and the incoming electrons
irradiate the sample at a normal incidence. A hollow collector is placed over the sample and captures
secondary electrons and molecules leaving the sample as a result of electron bombardment.

Figure 4.2: Left: Schematised arrangement of the experimental setup specifically designed for SEY and ESD measurements.
Right: Schematised and simplified cryomanipulator-sample assembly. Note the temperature gradient resulting from the
high thermal impedance path between the LHe loop in the Cryostat and the Sample (here the sample is equipped with a
Pt1000 sensor for temperature calibration). The thermal shield, secondary sample holder and Faraday cups were omitted
from the scheme for clarity. The thermal shield is visible in the photo.

4.2.1 UHV permalloy chamber

Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) is essential in surface science research to preserve a surface state of a studied
specimen and vacuum chambers with base pressures in the 10−10 mbar range are therefore necessary.
When operating at cryogenic temperatures, it is reasonable to assume a sticking factor σ very close to 1
[213] on the cold surfaces. Hence, the partial pressures of common residual gases need to be in the UHV
range to ensure a monolayer formation time of hours. Then the UHV conditions provide a long-enough
measurement time before the residual gases cryosorb on the cold sample surface, contaminating it and
changing its surface state.

Given the relation 4.1 for a base pressure pultimate of a vacuum system, a combination of two factors is
needed: materials with low outgassing Qgas, achieved by suitable cleaning and bakeout, and high effective
pumping speeds Seff achieved by combining momentum transfer vacuum pumps (turbomolecular, TMP),
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gas entrapment pumps (non-evaporable getters, NEG, and cryopumping) and a suitable vacuum chamber
geometry, i.e. avoiding conductance limitations. An in-situ bakeout is done on the entire system for
3 days to temperatures at least 150 °C (µ-chamber) up to 350 °C (RGA and BAG). Base pressure in
the 10−10 mbar range is achieved when at room temperature and 10−11 mbar range is reached after a
cool-down owing to a strong cryopumping. The setup combines a turbomolecular (TMP, measured:
∼80 lH2

/s), NEG pump (∼250lH2
/s) and cryopumping on the cryomanipulator (∼3500 lH2

/s). The TMP
is conductance-limited to ∼50% by an auto-closing valve that safeguards the UHV in case of power cuts.

pultimate(T ) =
Qgas(T )

Seff
, (4.1)

Aside of the UHV requirement, the chamber is made of µ-metal (permalloy, Ni∼80–Fe∼20). This alloy
shields off stray low-frequency magnetic fields by a factor of ∼100, as verified by measurement, so as
to not interfere with the low-energy electrons trajectories. This is well illustrated by the fact that the
magnetic field of Penning gauges is guided away from the chamber volume and does not interfere with
the electron beam, as it is on non-shielding vacuum chambers.

4.2.2 Load-lock and storage chambers

A combination of load-lock and storage chambers decoupled by all-metal CF40 gate valves is used to
maintain the UHV in the bakeout-conditioned main chamber, as visualised in Fig. 4.2. The Storage
chamber is baked and constantly kept under UHV, firstly to keep calibration reference samples under
vacuum and second, to act as a buffer during insertion of an unbaked sample from an unbaked Load-lock
chamber.

4.2.3 Cryogenic manipulator

PREVAC cryogenic manipulator with 4 motorised axes (X,Y,Z,RZ) positioned atop the µ-chamber holds
the studied sample and cools it down to 10-15K using a vibration-free open-cycle liquid He cooling.
The lower end of this cryomanipulator is shown in Figure 4.2, schematising the mechanical construction,
instrumentation, voltage biasing, heating, etc. The sample-holder is attached to the cold-finger that is
cooled to 5 eV. The thermal impedance seems to be mostly driven by the thermal resistance of multiple
interfaces and limits the ultimate temperature to about 10K at the sample holder. Thermal tests were
also performed with a Pt1000 temperature sensor instrumented onto Cu and SS samples. These tests
point towards a sample surface temperature of ∼15K at best. Since tests with samples of different
thermal conductances revealed no tangible difference, the temperature difference is again assigned to the
interfacial thermal resistance between the sample and the sample holder.

The sample holder can also be heated using a combination of two resistive heaters. One heater was
in-house attached to the sample-holder assembly to promote local heating rather than the warm-up of
the whole cryomanipulator. The direct heater at the sample-holder level can be set manually or with a
voltage ramp, whilst an inbuilt PID controller drives the thermocoax heater mounted on the cryostat.
The combination of these two heaters can generate a stable and controllable temperature ramp ∆T/t,
typically at 10K/min, in the range from 10K up to 300K, to perform a TPD measurement.

The thermally-conductive 1.5mm-thin sapphire disc supports the sample-holder assembly on the
cryostat and grants electrical insulation to 100GΩ (at 500VDC), allowing for a biasing voltage to 1 kV
and a drain current measurement in the sub-nA range.

4.2.4 Absolute pressure measurement

The system houses 3 hot-cathode ionization gauges of Bayard-Alpert type (BAG), designed and manufac-
tured by CERN and SVT company in the 1970ies. These B-A type gauges that are capable of measuring
residual gas pressures in the UHV range until reaching their X-ray limit around 2.10−12 mbar. All used
BAGs have been ex-situ calibrated for a range of gases against a secondary reference BAG. It was then
verified in-situ by gas injection that all 3 BAGs read the same pressure. During operation, the emission
current of all three gauges was decreased from 4 to 1mA to prevent gas desorption and fragmentation.
This emission current decrease should not alter the gauge sensitivity, at least in the first approxima-
tion. However, the lower emission current (and lower filament temperature) yields a tangible decrease in
outgassing and gas fragmentation. Using the calibrated BAG and RGA in the collector, their degassing
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could be calculated by alternately switching one off and using the other gauge to measure the ∆pcol. This
resulted in 1010 mbar.l/s outgassing rate for the RGA and ∼ 10−10 mbarH2.l/s and ∼6.10−11 mbarH2.l/s
for the BAG.

It was found out that the BAG massively alters the fragmentation patterns of gases such as CO2,
exhibits a strong memory effect and considerably increases the pressure in the collector pcol by increased
outgassing. Unlike in the µ-chamber and in the injection system BAGs, decreasing the emission current
on the collector’s BAG proved insufficient in reducing these detrimental effects to a tolerable level. So, at
last, the BAG inside the collector was used solely during an RGA calibration of non-fragmenting gases
and was later switched off for data-taking.

Aside of the BAGs, the µ-metal chamber has a cold cathode Penning gauge, that does not operate
below 109 mbar and is therefore switched off during data-taking. However, it was verified that it does
not cause a measurable gas fragmentation when on. It was also verified that the permanent magnet
of the Penning gauge does not influence the low-energy electron beam. In spite of its relatively strong
magnetic field (∼mT range), and in spite of being in its magnetic axis, the field lines are contained by
the surrounding µ-metal chamber.

All ionization gauges present in the setup are positioned in a way to prevent a direct line of sight to
each other and to the measurement area. This prevents stray electrons and ions from interfering with
the respective readings. The only occasion where this effect remains in the setup is a flux of ions from
the RGA hot filament to the inside of the floating collector. This creates a dark current on the Icol
when pressure is high in the collector, essentially forming a vacuum gauge (with a sensitivity of ∼ 0.014
Acol.mbar−1

N2). This effect was leveraged to infer on the total pressure when the pressure was too high for
the RGA to be on in the SEM mode, i.e. during a gas injection into the collector.

4.2.5 Partial pressure measurement

The residual gas composition is analysed in this setup using an in-situ calibrated Pfeiffer QMG 700 mass
spectrometer with a quadrupolar mass filter and secondary electron multiplier. Since the RGA calibra-
tion is essential for partial pressure measurement of individual gas species present in the collector, we
performed an in-situ calibration by injecting gases of interest, i.e. dominant residual gases: H2, CO,
CH4, N2,

15N2, Ar. An ex-situ calibrated BAG served as an absolute pressure reference to determine
the absolute sensitivity kj of the RGA to a partial pressure of a gas species j. A gas injection creates
a single gas-dominated atmosphere, that allows us to reference the RGA current reading at the corre-
sponding mass/charge to the pressure read by the BAG, corrected for the relative sensitivity to N2. The
RGA sensitivity kj is referenced to an ex-situ calibrated BAG (SVT type) that has an estimated 10%
uncertainty on the absolute pressure reading. We calculated a systematic uncertainty of RGA partial
pressure pj measurement of 20%, induced by long-term variations, but considered constant throughout
a run. The noise-induced statistical uncertainty is measured around 10% for the partial pressure change
∆pj . The calibration procedure is detailed in Section 4.5.1 treating with the gas flux measurement.

4.2.6 Gas injection and deposition system

The gas injection manifold allows the injection of various gas species either directly into the UHV cham-
ber via a known conductance, into the collector, or directly onto the cold sample via a gas deposition
tube, as schematised in Fig. 4.3. The gas injection system is designed for pumping speed and conduc-
tance measurements by injecting different gas species through a known conductance Cref . This known
conductance Cref also serves as a reference for the Ccoll calibration, as elaborated upon in Section 4.5.
Besides this, the cryogenic temperature of the studied sample allows the physisorption of gases using a
gas dosing system. In such a case, the gas to be adsorbed is injected using a volume-based injection
system. A known injection volumeVinj = 0.0865 l is equipped with a capacitance absolute pressure gauge
that measures the ∆pcap in this volume. This method is typically used to dose small amounts of gas
directly onto the sample. The injection is limited by the pressure gauge resolution and, at best, is capable
of delivering ∼0.1ML coverage over 12.6mm2 sample area.

The gas dosing tube is depicted in Fig. 4.3, and it contains a two-stage grid homogenizing the
molecular gas flow in such way that their flux is uniform within the cross-section of the 10mm-wide square
profile. This shall ensure that a uniform thickness of the adsorbate layer is made by such injection. The
thickness was investigated directly on different spots of the sample by means of electron beam scrubbing
and it seems to be uniform up to the measurable precision. However, gas dosing directly via the collector
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is preferred and mostly used, out-dating the need for a gas dosing tube that is now used only for very
thick coverages.

Figure 4.3: Left: Schematics of gas (purple) injections possibilities: reference conductance, collector and gas dosing tube.
Right: Detailed view on the gas dosing tube.

The used experimental setup constrains the studied coverage range in the following way. The lower
limit of surface coverages is about 0.1ML, defined by the pressure resolution of the capacitance gauge
used in the gas dosing system based on ∆pcap.Vinj injection method. Indeed lower coverages can, in
principle, be achieved by monitoring the partial pressure exposure with the RGA in the collector and
time-integrating the signal. Although this is not the preferred method, it is feasible if the need arises.
The upper limit for the coverages comes from a combination of charging issues, long dosing time (tens
of minutes), and the RGA upper-pressure limit (5.10−8 mbar with the SEM switched on) that limits the
dosing pressure as well as the allowable pressure rise during a TPD or a warm-up. This can also be
overcome by switching off the SEM shall the need arise, or by slowing down the ∆T -ramp in a TPD
measurement. Hence, coverages from 0.1ML up to ∼30ML quench-condensed atop of a sample held at
10-15K were used and deemed suitable for the SEY and ESD studies. Because of these experimental
constraints, particular focus was placed on 10ML coverages, as this coverage is, to a large extent, fairly
independent of the underlying substrate and representative of semi-infinite bulk ice.

4.2.7 Gas mixing and composition measurement

On the experimental note, injecting a pure gas and, by extension, achieving pristine ice is margining
the impossible. However, this does not present a major obstacle as long as the gas composition can be
monitored. The partial pressures are measured during most of the gas injections using the absolute-
calibrated RGA. Single gas purity around ∼99% was regularly achieved for all gases after multiple
injection line purges.

When dealing with gas mixtures with the aim of producing binary ice mixtures of a given composition,
an accuracy of ±5% was achieved during the ∆pcap.Vinj-based gas mixing process. Here, gas A is injected
into the volume Vinj to an absolute pressure p1 and then a gas B is added to a pressure level p2. This
results in a binary gas mixture with partial pressures of gas A and B are given as pA = p1 and pB = p2−p1,
respectively. Possible second order imperfections due to real-gas expansion dynamics can be neglected
under these conditions. Again, this composition is then measured during each injection to measure the
exact composition to a sub–% resolution. The RGA analysis of the injected gas allowed us to quantify
the ice composition from the known injected gas composition by assuming, for all injected gases, the
same sticking factor σ = 1 and the same adsorption kinetics. This is a reasonable presumption in the
first approach for quench-condensing gases heavier than H2 [213, 214].

However, the H2 and CO persisted at some 0.1∼1% concentrations in the gas phase and did cryosorb
or cryotrap at an unknown quantity with the other gas being deposited. The H2 and CO presence was
observed e.g. during an ESD energy scan of cryosorbed Argon, as visible in 5.63. This type of impurity
is thought to bring a certain scatter into the measured SEY and ESD data.
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4.2.8 Electron and molecule collector

The new setup utilises a collector, depicted in Fig. 4.1 and schematised in Fig. 4.2, to capture secondary
electrons and molecules emitted from the studied sample, either as a result of electron irradiation via
an ESD or thermally induced desorption during a TPD. The collector is constructed from an 75mm
wide and 750mm long tube equipped with a custom end cap designed to cover the sample. The end
cap is positioned at only 0.25mm away and forms a closed geometry over the studied sample surface.
The collector not only effectively forms a Feulner cap, but the sample-collector system forms a Faraday
cup that geometrically captures the majority of the incoming electron beam. For SEY measurement, the
collector is an advantage but not a must. This is because the SEY can be well measured in a two-stage
process using a reverse biasing method, as demonstrated for example by Gonzales [215].

However, given the experimental goal of measuring the ESD yield, the collector was designed and
optimised for the ESD measurement. From the vacuum dynamics point of view, the collector functions
as a Feulner-cap [216], i.e. maximises the vacuum conductance between the sample and the analyser
and restricts the pumping speed towards the vacuum pump. This generates about a 150-fold sensitivity
increase, as later illustrated in 4.22, Section 4.7. The ratio is essentially given by relating the collector
conductance (21.8 l/sH2) to the vacuum chamber pumping speed (∼ 3500l/sH2).

The collector calibration in terms of its vacuum conductance is detailed in Section 4.5 and makes
a crucial part of a high-sensitivity and precision ESD measurement. The collector’s contribution to
capturing secondary electrons and measuring the electron beam current is detailed in Section 4.3.

4.2.9 Data acquisition system

The used data acquisition system can be somewhat artificially subdivided into two parts. One of a SCADA
nature monitoring the functioning of the experimental setup as such in terms of pressures, temperatures,
flowrates, etc. and is out of the scope of this work. Another part that directly contributes to the SEY,
ESD and TPD measurements will be detailed below.

The sample biasing to either -28V or +46V is done by stacking 9V alkaline battery cells due to their
high long-term stability and low intrinsic dark current. To further ensure a low dark current along the
current leads, the electrical insulation (to the ground and to other floating parts) is verified to 100 GΩ
at 500VDC , i.e. orders above what is necessary. The only issue occasionally comes with the capacitance
along the long wires.

Figure 4.4: DAQ chain for measurement of sample and collector current.

The pair of Keithley 428 ammeters has a variable gain typically set to 109 V/A for a SEY measurement
and 106 V/A for ESD and conditioning measurements. An inbuilt integration time of 100 ms is used to
filter the incoming signal before it is amplified to the normalised bipolar ±10V signal and transmitted
to the 16-bit wide A/D converter DAQ card in the supervisory desktop PC. The correct current readout
is ensured by a pre-warming and zero-check of the devices prior to measurement. The accuracy is also
occasionally verified by plugging in an artificial current supply (battery and resistance in series providing
µA-range current) and by interchanging the devices to make sure they read the same current.

As a direct result of this calibration and pre-measurement warm-up routine, both the noise and
background level is about a factor of 50 below the signal across all different measurements and conditions.
Moreover, the electron beam current is stable during hours-long conditioning measurements to within
a few%. Further signal conditioning and processing are either done online in the control LabVIEW
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application or in an offline analysis with a highly customised signal post-processing in Python [217].
This typically consists of further low-pass signal filtering and then measuring and subtracting the static
background. Finally, the electron beam characterisation can be done with this calibrated DAQ system,
as described below in Section 4.3. The LabVIEW applications for general DAQ and control of the
electron gun, cryomanipulator and RGA were developed in-house to suit the particular hardware and
experimental purposes and meet the user’s requirements, with the most credit going to A. Benoit and B.
Henrist, CERN-TE-VSC-VSM.

Each component along the entire DAQ chain leading to the ESD and SEY yield measurement was
carefully characterised and calibrated with its error contributions quantified. Quantifying the systematic
and statistical uncertainties of each contributor, i.e. each measured value allowed to estimate the uncer-
tainty on the calculated results. Hence, the measurement of each quantity, SEY, ESD, Qtot, and electron
dose is accompanied by the systematic, statistic and combined uncertainty evaluated for nominal mea-
surement conditions at 1σ. The method for combining the uncertainties into a full uncertainty analysis
of the resulting ESD and SEY yields, is elaborated in detail in the Appendix 6.8.

4.2.10 Analytical electron gun

An analytical-type electron gun ELG-2 from Kimball physics is used as an electron source supplying a
stable electron beam suitable for surface science experiments, see Fig. 4.5. This particular electron gun
model is widely used in surface science research and has a wide customer base. The works of Gonzalez-
Gomez [218] and Vincie [219] are a good references, as they well characterise this gun, in particular the
low-energy region that is experimentally challenging.

Although the electron gun claims to cover a 2–2000 eV energy range, decent beam tuning was only
found for 25–1500 eV in our experimental arrangement, so 25 eV represents the lowest energy used here.
The remainder to approach 0 eV, referenced to the sample potential, is realised by imposing a retarding
negative -28Vs bias on the studied sample, as schematised in Fig. 4.2. The pencil beam can be focused
into a Gaussian profile using electrostatic optics across most of the working energy range. The electron
spectrum is very well monochromatic with a ∆E <1 eV, allowing an excellent energy resolution, owing
to the disc cathode design. Two perpendicular pairs of electrostatic deflection plates are mounted at
the gun nozzle and use an anti-symmetric biasing about the ground potential to deflect the beam. This
represents a sub-optimal engineering solution because it strongly distorts the electron beam, regardless of
its energy, but is used nonetheless in a small quantity to compensate for a minor beam-spot drift during
an energy scan.

In the used experimental arrangement, the electron beam impinges perpendicularly on the studied
sample from a distance of about 5 cm, out of which 1.5 cm is travelled through the hollow collector. This
distance presents an improvement from an original 15 cm design that did not allow approaching the low-
and high-energy region due to the inability to focus the blown-up beam. The entire drift distance, i.e.
beam trajectory between the gun nozzle and the sample, is surrounded by a ground potential and the
electron beam is only retarded prior to impact. This preserves the beam quality during the drift towards
the sample due to a relatively high rigidity (scales with energy).

Long-term operational experience with two ELG-2 units uncovered a few signature artefacts originat-
ing at the gun and manifesting typically in SEY measurements. First is a glitch typically present around
200 eV. After discussion with the manufacturer and other users, it was pinpointed to a resonant condition
created between the electron gun and the sample. This results into elastic electrons reflecting in between
the sample-gun system, which is thought to increase the transverse beam profile and possibly also in-
crease the electron energy distribution, making the irradiation less monochromatic. Another artefact is
the inability to achieve a highly focused beam spot at energies around 1.5 keV and higher, depending on
the focal distance. Once again, this causes the transverse beam profile to increase, which results in a
subtle SEY increase and a slight, yet reproducible, departure from the 1/En type of decay in the keV
energy range.
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Figure 4.5: Top: E-gun side and front views. Bottom: Schematics and an electrical wiring diagram. Note the electron
source is referenced to the accelerating potential, hence the beam-forming optics floats on a common potential above the
ground. Note the field-free drift space between the sample-collector system and the e-gun nozzle. The scheme is not to
scale.

4.3 Electron beam optimisation and characterisation

The electron source and the electrostatic optics, which extracts the electron beam from the hot cathode
and focuses it, are floating at the accelerating potential. Such a method is used in electron microscopy to
ensure a stable beam source. Indeed, this approach was deemed the best and utilised in our experimental
setup as well. Hence, the beam source became decoupled from the acceleration and focusing, which
greatly simplified fine-tuning of the gun. The electron source was therefore operated at a stable setting
ofVgrid=20V andVanode=200V. When the accelerating potential Vee was varied in the 25-1500 eV range,
only the focus voltage Vf had to be varied accordingly to maintain the beam size in the 2–3mm range.
Finally, the cathode source voltage was varied between Ves=0.8V and 1.2V depending on the aim of
the measurement: low-current SEY measurement, low-current ESD scan and high-current conditioning.
The corresponding settings are summarised in the table for each measurement mode. The lowest feasible
beam current of Ibeam ≈0.5 nA was achieved withVsrc=0.8V enabling a non-destructive SEY energy
scan, whilst a strong electron conditioning beam Ibeam ≈2 uA was achieved withVsrc=1.2V. An even
higher source voltageVsrc=1.4V resulting in an Ibeam ≈4 uA was locally used for LE-ESD measurements
to generate a measurable ESD signal even in the low-yield region around the threshold. It is important to
note that the e-gun and the power supply have to be preheated, typically for a few hours atVsrc=1.2V,
prior to data-taking in order to stabilise the emission current as well as the beam shape.

The characteristics of the electron gun are regularly verified to ensure its nominal functionality and
to monitor possible ageing effects. Insofar, both ELG-2 gun units did not exhibit measurable ageing
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effects that would deviate theirVsrc-Isrc-Iemis. characteristics from the factory-generated curve. However,
a substantial difference is observed from one unit to another, which is likely caused by the lack of
reproducibility in the manufacturing of the cathode disc assembly.

Parameter Unit SEY scan ESD scan Conditioning

e− current Ibeam A 0.5 nA 2 2

Source volt. Vsource V 0.8 1.4-1.2 1.2

Spot size Dbeam mm 2 2 3

Dose/point C.mm−2 2.10−10 2.10−6 -

Dose/meas. C.mm−2 2.10−8 7.10−5 ∼mC.mm−2

Time/point s 2 4 -

Time/meas. min 5 5 90

Energy spacing eV 0.25-50 1-200

Uncertainties

Uncertainty systematic 3% 10%

Uncertainty statistical 3% 28%

Uncertainty combined 5% 30% 13% at Dose

(1σ) 25% at Qtot,j

Table 4.1: Parameters of different measurements and corresponding electron beam settings optimised for either very low
dose (SEY and ESD scan), or high dose (conditioning).

4.3.1 Beam current measurement

Correct beam current measurement is the first essential component for both SEY and ESD measurements.
Figure 4.6 on the left shows the same beam current measurement at different arrangements so as to prove
that the beam current is well managed and contained where desirable. The beam current collected in a
Faraday cup (FC) at the e-gun nozzle matches the one collected in the sample-collector system. According
to repeated measurements, this holds true within 95+% across the entire range of studied energies and
beam parameters.

Figure 4.6: Left: Measurement of electron beam recollection efficiency (>95%) using the Faraday cup on the e-gun and the
sample-collector system, acting as a Faraday cup that recollects secondary electrons (green). Right: OPERA simulation
visualises the electrons in the geometry and electrostatic potential field of the sample-collector system. The symmetry of
the arrangement is leveraged to simulate 1/4 of the geometry. The upper image shows the primary electron beamlets (red),
the lower image depicts the effective trapping of secondary electron beamlets (green).

The right side of the same Figure 4.6 depicts an OPERA numerical simulation of electron beamlets
trajectories moving in the gun-sample-collector system. A beamlet is a possible trajectory solved for a
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charged particle moving in an electric field. To avoid misinterpretation, the link to the electron current is
not via the density of beamlets, but via their colour code. The geometry was simplified and symmetry was
leveraged to solve 1/4 of the problem. Top half shows the primary electron beamlets and the lower half
shows the secondary electron beamlets. The simulation suggests that the collector effectively captures
the majority of secondary electrons emitted from the irradiated sample. This is in agreement with the
experimental observation on the left.

Figure 4.7: Left: Analysis of dose imparted during a SEY energy scan. Left axis shows the density of datapoints vs. primary
electron energy. The right axis shows the beam current at a given datapoint, dose per datapoint and integrated dose per
scan. Right: Identical analysis was done for an ESD energy scan. Details in the text.

Figure 4.7 shows an analysis of electron dose imparted during an SEY and ESD energy scans as a
function of energy. The SEY scan is done with ∼5 nA beam current, which is non-destructive towards the
sample and hence the datapoints can be spaced more densely, as visible in the plotted data. Meanwhile,
the histogram follows a decreasing trend in the log-log scale, meaning that datapoints are logarithmically
scarcer as the energy increases.

Contrary to the SEY measurement, the ESD energy scan represents a compromise between the beam
current low enough to avoid the conditioning effect and at the same time high enough to generate a
measurable ESD signal with a reasonably high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Hence, the beam current is
set to Ib ≈1µA, as discussed in detail in Section 4.16. The datapoints are also spaced more scarcely to
optimise the imparted electron dose as much as reasonably achievable; e.g. compare the 0.25 eV spacing
for SEY to the 1 eV spacing for ESD in the 0 eV energy limit.

As a result of this electron beam optimization, the dose imparted during a SEY energy scan remains
at 10−8 C.mm−2 level, which is well within the initial flat plateau of an ESD conditioning curve, as
described and discussed in Section 5.3.2, and annotated in Fig. 4.17. The ESD energy scan is measured
at a total dose of a few 10−5 C.mm−2, while the dose of electrons with energy above 20 eV is only at
10−5 C.mm−2. Such dose only results in a minor conditioning effect, which, however, was tested not to
interfere with the experimental results and conclusions.

4.3.2 Beam profile measurement

The Faraday cup duo mounted on the cryomanipulator far side allows for two types of beam profile
measurements. Firstly, the current recollected on the e-gun Faraday cup agrees with the current read on
the cryomanipulator FCs, amounting to 4.6 µA, as shown by the blue and black curves in Fig. 4.8. A
small increase above that, along with the non-zero background, are assigned to the secondary electrons
generated at a grounded part and recollected by the positive bias on the FC, an effect that can be
disregarded. Further on, the geometrical profile of the two concentric FCs are marked by the black curve,
having diameters of 0.5 and 5mm. The inner FC is at +74V potential and the outer at +46V in order
to unambiguously determine the flow of secondary electrons in the system.

The knife-edge scan technique, often used in laser technology, consists of traversing the beam across a
step edge, essentially convoluting the beam profile with a step function. The beam current (black curve
in Fig. 4.8) collected on both Faraday cups IFC1+2 increases as the beam gradually enters the 10mm
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wide FC, as marked by A,B,C in the graph and photo alike. Finally, the width of the ramp determines
the beam size, which is the same in both X and Z transverse directions, demonstrating the beam profile
symmetry.

The second method consists of scanning the beam across a 1mm wide inner FC, essentially a pin-hole,
once again convoluting the beam profile with a square window. When the raw signal (green curve) is
deconvoluted by a 1mm wide square window function, one obtains the pale green curve which should
represent the beam profile. Unfortunately, the noise level is high at the input data and even higher at
the output, rendering this technique less utile than the knife edge scan. This is only partly due to a
non-square beam profile. Instead, the window function of the pinhole seems not to have a square shape.

Finally, by comparing the different measurement methods, the beam profile width converges at ap-
proximately 3mm.

Figure 4.8: An exemplary scan of an electron beam profile (260 eV conditioning beam) in horizontal and vertical directions.
The shapes agree in X and Y and also with visualisation on the fluorescent target. The beam profile during an energy scan
sequence can be viewed here: video. See text for more detail.

Similar procedure was repeated for various electron beam energies. The resulting profile measurements
were verified by visual observation on various fluorescent targets and also post-mortem on a locally
discoloured conditioned surface. A combined uncertainty of±10% can be estimated on the beam diameter.
Compared to the uncertainty of ±5% on the beam current measurement, the beam-size uncertainty
dominates, translating to some ±15% at 1 σ on the integrated electron dose. The electron flux uniformity,
hence the local dose as well, is estimated to be of the same value.
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4.4 Secondary electron yield measurement

4.4.1 SEY measurement routine

The SEY measurement in our experimental arrangement builds on two presumptions. First, the entire
incoming electron beam current is considered to interact with the sample. Regardless of the chosen
biasing scheme, the primary electron current is calculated as a sum of the two measured currents, i.e.
Ib = Ibeam = ICollector+ISample. Second, incoming electron beam current are captured inside the sample-
collector system and so are the secondary electrons emitted from the sample. Having the simultaneous
measurement of both Ib and IC allows the acquisition of a full SEY curve during a single routine. This
also helps to avoid repeatability-related uncertainties linked to the e− gun stability when the SEY is
acquired in a two-step mode, i.e. by modifying the sample bias or inserting a Faraday cup to measure
the primary electron beam. We estimate a combined uncertainty of about 5% on the SEY value across
the studied range.

Given the -28V potential difference between the sample and collector used for SEY measurement, the
secondary electron current direction is unambiguously given from the sample towards the collector. Both
of these presumptions were experimentally verified to at least 95%, as visualised in Figure 4.6. Hence
the SEY can be directly calculated as follows.

δ(E) =
ISecondary

IPrimary
=

ICollector

IBeam
=

ICollector

ICollector + ISample
(4.2)

When performing an SEY scan to measure the energy dependence, the datapoints are acquired in a
discrete manner. The e-gun energy is ramped from 25 eV to some 1400 eV with increments of 0.25 eV
around the work function edge, which are geometrically increased to 50 eV at higher energies. The beam
current signal is quasi-rectangular with a 4 s periodicity, out of which a 2 s long idle window with no
beam is dedicated to e-gun retuning and stabilization. The grid voltage is temporarily decreased from
50V to 20V to turn the beam on. A single datapoint is acquired during this 2 s long irradiation before
the beam is shut off by increasing the grid voltage again. Such a routine repeats across the entire energy
range and lasts about 5 minutes. For completeness, trials with continuous measurement mode also led to
identical results. The upcoming ESD energy dependence measurement is done in the same spirit, except
for a longer 8 s periodicity: 4 s long idle time to refocus the gun, followed by another 4 s long interval that
allows the RGA signal to stabilise.

Figure 4.9: Left: SEY curve measured with Multisystem in the 0-1.4 keV range on a HOPG sample held at room temperature.
This HOPG sample was exfoliated in air with an adhesive tape [220] and then electron conditioned for contaminant removal.
This data is published as [A3]. Right: Band structure of graphene surface, as measured by Geelen et al. [56] and overlaid
by calculated bands. Note the correspondence of the HOPG band structure with the peaks and valleys measured in the
LE-SEY inset.

The SEY evolves with the primary energy, and so do the amplitudes and relative proportions of
reflected, backscattered and secondary electrons. The incoming electrons can either be reflected or elas-
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tically backscattered at the original energy, inelastically backscattered at intermediate energy, or create
true low-energy secondary electrons. All these contributions have to be accounted for when designing the
measurement. The electron energy distribution of secondaries, including the reflected and backscattered
part, was measured by Cimino et al. [221] for the same technical-grade polycrystalline copper as in our
present investigation. Similar results arise from calculations [222], i.e. reflected electrons and elastically
backscattered, are predominant for primary energies below ∼20 eV, and true secondary electrons dom-
inate above. Other materials than copper have indeed qualitatively similar characteristics. This also
means that related systematic errors, if any, should be the same for other materials.

Savitzky-Golay (S-G) smoothing filter [223] was used to smoothen the discrete datapoints in a SEY
energy scan. Indeed care was taken not to change the underlying signal in any way. These smoothed
datapoints are then plotted as continuous lines, forming all the SEY curves. Occasionally, the raw
datapoints are plotted too for illustration, such as e.g. in Fig. 5.1.

4.4.2 Low-energy SEY region

In order to reach 0 eV, as referenced to the sample vacuum level Evac, a negative potential is imposed
onto the sample via a set of batteries, biasing it to -28V. This negative potential creates a retarding field
for the incoming primary electrons and slows them to 0 eV, referenced to the sample. This experimental
method was perfected by Gonzales&Cimino et al. [215]. It is possible to measure the work-function edge
with this retarding bias method, see inset in Fig. 4.9. The energy spread of the thermionic electrons
(width of the Wf edge), as well as the work-function Wf changes, can be measured using this method,
as seen e.g. in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 5.4. However, it is experimentally very challenging and outside of the
research scope of this manuscript which focuses on other aspects of ESD and SEY measurements.

4.4.3 Reference SEY measurement on HOPG

The HOPG used as a SEY reference sample here is B-grade (reported lateral grain size 0.5-1mm, mosaic
spread angle of 0.8°, purity of 10ppm) exfoliated in air and only then inserted via the load-lock. It
was scrubbed off contaminants by 300 eV electron irradiation prior to the reference SEY measurements,
see Fig. 4.9. The orderly layered structure of HOPG is important because it gives rise to the fine
structure in the SEY curve, particularly visible in the low-energy region. Amorphous graphite would not
exhibit such behaviour, as was clearly demonstrated by Gonzales et al. [224] who studied SEY evolution
while gradually disordering the HOPG by Argon sputtering. The peaks in the LE-SEY zoom, in fact,
correspond to electrons reflected off the layered graphitic surface. These maxima of reflected electrons
correspond to band gaps of the substrate material. This was readily illustrated by measurements of
Geelen et al. [56] who report angle- and energy-resolved secondary electron measurement and show a
high reflection peak between 5-15 eV, and around 25 and 35 eV taken on a few-layer graphene. A similar
fine structure in the LE-SEY region is also observed in condensed gases, Section 2.23, where it is thought
to be an imprint of an electronic structure of the cryosorbed gas, similarly to the HOPG here.

For completeness, vacuum-exfoliated A-grade HOPG exhibited the same fine structure, without need-
ing as much electron conditioning as the air-cleaved HOPG to reveal its fine structure. The ESD energy
dependence had a low SNR, but it reached a clear peak even below 200 eV, similarly to the SEY. This
low peak position Emax is a signature of carbon’s low atomic mass, granting the HOPG a low stopping
power, as visible in the SEM images, Fig. 4.10. The ESD conditioning of the vacuum-cleaved HOPG,
done at 300 eV, also showed very low ESD yields. Also, the amount of electrodesorbed gas (mostly H2)
was practically the same regardless of temperature, within a factor of 2 of a difference at the most. This
points to two conclusions: that the hydrogen can freely diffuse across HOPG crystallographic planes,
even at cryogenic temperatures. Second, the surface is clean of any other contaminants since the elec-
trodesorbed gas only amounts to a monolayer coverage, excluding H2. Further conclusions are hard to
make given the low SNR of this low-yielding surface.

SEM analysis was performed ex-situ on the used HOPG sample to strengthen the understanding of
the used reference substrate. The average surface predominantly present on most parts of the sample is
well-defined, as seen in the top-left subfigure, which lacks any features on the flat HOPG surface. As
discussed below in Section 4.7, such surface provides an excellent calibration reference for SEY in terms
of its electronic properties and also for TPD given its well-defined hexagonal structure.

Though the most interesting features are the defects present around the edges of the sample where the
structure is locally damaged, delaminated and plastically deformed. Top-left shows a typical flat well-
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Figure 4.10: SEM images of the 0.1x1x1 cm large A-grade HOPG sample, epoxy-glued to a sample, as used in the experi-
ments. Note the layered structure (lower-right) and the low-Z artefacts, such as partial transparency (top-right) and high
contrast against Cu substrate (lower-left). Details are discussed in the text. SEM images were acquired by C.Serafim,
CERN-TE-VSC-VSM, on FE-SEM Zeiss Sigma, kindly provided by CERN-EN-MME-MM.

defined surface covering the most of the delaminated sample used as SEY and TPD reference. Achieving
a large flat surface typically requires a few delamination trials using a scotch tape, either in-air or in
medium vacuum of the load-lock chamber. Top-right image illustrates the transparency of the thin low-Z
graphitic layer to the imaging 20 keV electrons. The fact that even features lightly buried under a few
graphene layers are visible points to the low scattering of electrons, resulting in high inelastic mean free
path (IMFP). Low-left image shows a heavily damaged corner of the HOPG sample. Albeit not mono-
atomically thin, it demonstrates that the volume of the HOPG sample indeed has highly oriented layers
graphitic. Low-right image shows an edge-type contrast created on the delaminated edges.

4.4.4 SEY angular dependence measurement

Despite the inherent design limitations of the experimental setup, a successful attempt was made to
measure the incidence angle dependence of the SEY. The measurement was done with the cold-finger
retracted away from the collector by about 15mm and with the thermal screen in opened position, which
makes the sample accessible from a 0–60° range.

The collector is maintained at a ground potential such that it electrostatically shields the beam, acting
as a field-free guide for the medium energy primary electrons. As a result, the sample repulsive potential
of -28V (imposed to repel secondaries) does not deviate the beam until after it leaves the opposite opening
of the collector. Indeed, this imperfect arrangement brings elevated systematic errors, but comparative
measurements can still be made and give meaningful results, as shown in Section 5 below.

The beam settings are fixed, and the beam current Ibeam is measured prior to the angular scan and
assumed constant during the measurement. The short-term beam current stability was verified to be
better than 95%. The sample drain current Isample is the second ingredient for SEY calculation, as
follows:
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δ(α) =
ISecondary(α)

IPrimary
=

Ibeam − Isample(α)

Ibeam
= 1− Isample(α)

Ibeam
(4.3)

The gun is set to 350 eV in this experiment and, given the -28V sample bias, the primary electron
energy is 322 eV at the sample. It is chosen as it is close to the peak SEY value and already represents
the bulk-sensitive area of an SEY curve.

Moreover, the electron beam is sufficiently rigid at this energy, making it less prone to deflection
and/or deflection. Indeed, the electron beam is expected to deflect when exposed to the asymmetric
E-field created by the tilted sample. A rough estimation of this incidence angle error can be made by
dividing the retarding/deflecting E-field strength by the electron beam energy: 28/350 = 0.08 . Hence,
the incidence angle α differs by less than 10% in the worst case, i.e. at high incidence angles. The more
problematic part of the electron beam deviation due to the asymmetric E-field is that it does not impinge
the sample in the original direct line of sight. Instead, it lands considerably off, which makes it difficult
to know the exact spot position on the sample. These considerations represent the inherent limitation of
this instrumental arrangement.

Figure 4.11: Experimental arrangement for angular dependence SEY measure at few hundred eV. The sample is put to
-28V to repel secondaries while all other components are at ground potential. The primary beam is shielded from the
sample-generated electrostatic field until the beam reaches the collector’s far side.
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4.5 Desorbing gas flux measurement

Accurate measurement of the desorbing gas is not only necessary to both ESD and TPD measurements;
it is of paramount importance, because the gas flux uncertainty is the main contributor to the uncertainty
on the ESD yield. Hence, correct characterisation and calibration are crucial not only to drive down the
error bars of the measured ESD yields, but also to increase sensitivity in regions where the signal is just
barely over the noisy background. In an effort to increase the measurement precision, care was taken to
calibrate the RGA sensitivities kj,abs, as well as to carefully measure the pumping speed of the collector
Cj(Mj) for a range of masses, as follows.

4.5.1 Mass spectrometer calibration

The absolute calibration of the mass spectrometer is critical for partial pressure calculation and hence
for ESD and TPD measurements too, shall they be quantitative. Except for CO2 and H2O, the RGA
sensitivity kj was in-situ calibrated for H2 to be ∼0.5 Aj/mbarH2 and lower for other gases of interest,
N2, CO, CH4, C2H6 and Ar. Figure 4.12 shows an exemplary set of RGA calibration curves taken in
SEM and Faraday modes using direct injection of pure gases into the RGA-housing collector. Note the
strictly linear relationships representative of UHV conditions. The slope of the linear fit to the measured
datapoints determines the RGA absolute sensitivity to the pressure of a given gas, as measured at a given
m/q channel.

The amplification gain of the Secondary Electron Multiplier (SEM) at 1400V is marked in the graph.
The SEM comprises of 17 stages that share the 1400V feed and divides it by a resistor series forming
voltage divider to about 1400/17=82V per one stage. An average SEM gain of 3200 is measured and
when divided equally in between its 17 stages, the average gain per stage is 17

√
3200 = 1.6, being the SEY

value at 82 eV of the SEM copper surface in an as-received state. However, the gain of SEM decreases
with time in operation due to electron scrubbing of the SEM surface and along with it changes the SEM
gain, an effect commonly known as the RGA ageing, [225]. This can be partly compensated by increasing
the SEM voltage, which increases the voltage per stage and by doing so offsets the working point higher up
on the SEY curve, resulting in higher electron multiplication. The calibration line for the Faraday mode
makes an important reference, since it does not change with time, as opposed to SEM mode (presuming
the RGA ion source does not age). For completeness, the systematic uncertainty on the RGA sensitivity
was guesstimated at a conservative 20%, which is mostly driven by the imprecision in its measurement,
as well as it’s day-to-day variation. The SEM ageing per se was not clearly observed during the runs.

Figure 4.12: RGA calibration curves for H2 and N2 molecules. Left: Calibration for the H2 molecule. Its molar mass of
2 g/mol puts it on the RGA channel 2 m/q in its single ionised state. Right: Calibration for N2 molecule, molar mass 28
g/mol, in its single and double ionised states N1+

2 and N2+
2 , found at channels 28 and 14 m/q.

The measurement for N2 also shows a trace amount of naturally occurring isotope 15N≡15N found
at channel 29 m/q, marked by a curved arrow in the graph. Similar measurements were also made
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for other gases of interest with the results summarised in Table 4.2 below and in the graph in Figure
4.13. The datapoints are scattered because of two distinct reasons. First, the electron-gas ionization
probability differs for each species and generally increases with mass. Second, the RGA transmission
factor scales with 1/M, bottlenecking the RGA sensitivity for heavier molecules. As a result, there is a
positive mass-to-sensitivity correlation for the BAG, but a negative one for the RGA.

Figure 4.13: Relative sensitivities of RGA and BAG, refer-
enced to N2 and plotted as a function of mass.

Due to an inherent difficulty, relative sensi-
tivities for CO2 and H2O were acquired from
multiple other resources in the form of a rela-
tive sensitivity and converted to absolute sensi-
tivity using the known ones for H2, N2 and CO.
The sensitivity values for CO2 and H2O obtained
in this way were in good agreement with values
that were guesstimated from the known ionization
probability of other gases by applying a correc-
tion for the different ionization probability and
1/M mass-dependent transmission factor. This
approximation produces a reasonable estimate of
the kCO2 from another known absolute sensitivity,
take that of CO as an example. The CO sensitivity
kCO=0.27, scaled by the ionization probability ra-
tio of 1.05/1.42 (at 100 eV), corrected for the mass
difference ratio of 28/44, one obtains kCO2=0.13 -
a ballpark figure reasonably close to the what was
adopted from ex-situ measurements.

Gas Ionic states Channel kabs krel,i/N2 Comment
species & fragments [m/q] [Aj .mbarj ] [1]

H2 H+
2 2 0.485 1.85

H2O H2O
+ 18 0.14 0.54 Adopted value

CH4 CH+
4 16 0.236 1.28 Cross-talk to CO→O+

CH+
3 15 0.204 1.09

CO CO+ 28 0.27 1.04
O+ 16 0.014
C+ 12 0.027

N2 N+
2 28 0.26 1 Reference baseline

N++
2 14 0.045

15N2
15N+

2 30 0.26 1 Corr. for 14N2 content
15N++

2 15 0.045
14N+

2 28 0.001 Residual 14N+
2 content

C2H6 C2H
+
6 30 0.1 0.38

C2H
+
4 28 0.5 1.92 Cross-talk to CO

CH+
3 15 0.05

Ar Ar+ 40 0.195
Ar++ 20 0.036

CO2 CO+
2 44 0.16 0.62 Adopted value

CO+ 28 0.01 Cross-talk to CO
13CO2

13CO+
2 45 0.16 0.62 Adopted value

13CO+ 29 0.01

Table 4.2: RGA calibration data acquired by direct gas injection and analysis of SEM gains and fragmentation patterns used
for the gas load calculations. The sensitivity kabs,i is calculated for each fragment of the injected molecule, as referenced to
its partial pressure pi measured by an ex-situ calibrated BAG. Channels and sensitivities used for partial pressure follow-up
are marked bold for each gas of interest.

The gas injections allowed us to clearly determine the residual gas composition of this baked UHV
system and identify the main contaminants and their corresponding fragmentation patterns. Acquisition
of a full mass scan is a matter of tens of seconds with this type of RGA, even at the lowest precision,
which makes it impractical for fast time-dependent measurements. This renders it impossible to do a full
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analytical spectrum decomposition for the kinds of measurements to be done.
An experimental goal emerged to obtain a seconds-long time resolution of the partial pressure mon-

itoring, either to enable modulating the beam with a few-second periodicity or to measure transient
effects. Hence, the necessity for fast sampling in a few Hz range gave rise to the need for this simplistic
approach and a single mass-to-species conversion. The calculated absolute sensitivities kj for each gas
species’ major peak are directly used to convert the measured RGA current into partial pressures. This
simplistic conversion builds upon a presumption of no cross-talk between the measured m/q channels,
which is reasonably valid in our experimental conditions. In this light, a selection was made as follows
of the RGA channels to follow that are well representative of particular gases and have a little cross-
talk, i.e. contribution from fragments of other molecules. Shall this not be the case in some particular
measurements, care was taken to modify this selection accordingly. For completeness, trials to remove
the small remaining cross-talk between channels did not bring a considerable improvement and instead
brought an additional source of noise and uncertainty into the data and were therefore omitted.

• Channel 2 m/q monitors the H2, presuming that contributions of from H2O and CH4 to the H2

peak are negligible.
• Channel 15 m/q monitors the CH4 by using its CH3 fragment, presuming the absence of heavier
organic compounds that fractionate into the CH3

• Channel 18 m/q monitors the H2O.
• Channel 28 m/q monitors the CO, presuming that contributions from CO2 and N2 and the C2H6

peak are negligible.
• Channel 30 m/q monitors the C2H6. Despite of its molecular mass of 30 g/mol, the peak is
predominant at 28 m/q. The same channel is also used to monitor 15N2 when necessary. In all
other circumstances, this contribution is subliminal.

• Channel 40 m/q monitors the Ar, with no other considerable contributors.
• Channel 44 m/q monitors the CO2, again with little cross-talk expected.
• Channel 45 m/q monitors the 13CO2, along with its 13CO fragment at 29 m/q, are used in certain
measurements.

4.5.2 Collector conductance characterisation

By directing the desorbed gas species towards the RGA positioned inside the collector, the gas can
be analysed prior to being pumped away from the collector’s inner volume. Moreover, the 4mm hole
being the only pumping port, the collector’s closed geometry creates a conductance-limited system, with
a geometry-restricted pumping speed. This not only decouples the collector’s inner volume from the
heavily cryopumped chamber but also invariably defines the pumping speed across all experiments and
irrespective of possible variations. The differential pumping also rules out possible sample contamination
by electron source degassing. Aside from the RGA, the collector houses a Bayard-Alpert Gauge (BAG)
that only serves the described calibration purposes and is switched off during regular operation to reduce
outgassing and prevent possible gas fragmentation, pumping, and a memory effect, all of which has been
observed. A bakeout combined with electron conditioning of the inner surfaces ensures low thermal
outgassing [226] and low stimulated gas desorption of the collector [179], further minimising the residual
gas background, as detailed in the next section.

For completeness, the collector used here was recently redesigned towards the current Feulner cap style
since our last publication [A4]. This upgraded design enhanced the sensitivity of desorption measure-
ments, for both ESD and Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD). As measured in Fig. 4.22, more
than 2 orders of magnitude of gain were achieved by reducing the cryopumping of desorbed molecules
onto the cryostat. Finally, given the collector’s geometrical proportions, cryopumping on the cold sample
can only lead to an underestimation of the measured ESD yield by a factor of 2 in the upper limit. This
factor is given by the ratio of pumping to cryopumping speeds, both given by the two 4mm holes. We
indeed observe such transients in the early phase of electron conditioning, which is in agreement with
Anashin’s [190] and Malyshev’s [173] observations and calculations. Besides this, a particle tracing simu-
lation in Molflow+[227], see Appendix 6.25, was performed to support our understanding of the collector
vacuum dynamics and the experimentally observed behaviour.

To calculate the gas load Qj [mbar.l.s−1] of a species j desorbed in the collector, the pumping speed
of the collector Cj [l.s−1] is necessary. Also necessary is the change in partial pressure ∆pj , calculated
from the known RGA absolute sensitivity kj [A.mbar−1] and measured change in the RGA current ∆ij
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[A] at a channel representative of the given gas species j. Both the conductance and the RGA sensitivity
are calibrated in-situ by a gas injection at room temperature, as follows.

Qj = Cj(Mj) · pj = Cj(Mj) · kj,abs ·∆ij (4.4)

A known conductance Cj,ref is used as a calibration reference to determine the collector conductance
Cj , as shown in Fig. 4.3. The calibration is performed for each gas separately for gases across the
interesting mass range, i.e. 2-50 m/q. A micro-leak valve is set to deliver a constant flux Qj of a
single gas species in the 10−8 mbar.l.s−1 range, which is then injected alternately through the collector
conductance Cj or through a reference conductance Cj,ref . This reference conductance is calculated
analytically, corrected for the Clausing factor and the result checked against a COMSOL simulation.
Since the gas flux Qj is kept constant during the calibration, the resulting pressure differences ∆pj and
∆pj , ref are in the same proportion as the conductances Cj and Cj,ref . The H2, CH4, H2 and Ar gases
were injected to measure the conductance Cj as a function of molar mass Mj , uniformly covering the
relevant mass/charge range from 2 m/q to 40 m/q. The measured conductances Cj are then fitted with
a scaling factor inversely proportional to the molar mass (1/Mj)

1/2 to obtain a function of Cj =f(Mj)
used further on for the gas load calculation. This calibration procedure for Cj = f(Mj) results into
a pumping speed of 21.8 l.s−1 for H2 with a systematic uncertainty of ∼20% across all masses. This
approach delivers a more robust estimator for the mass-dependent collector conductance than what could
be achieved by simply measuring the H2 conductance and down-scaling it by (2/Mj)

1/2 for heavier gases.

Figure 4.14: Calibration of the collector’s vacuum conductance. Four non-sticky (short sojourn time) gases (H2, CH4, 15N2,
Ar) were used to cover the range of molecular weights relevant for the envisioned ESD measurements. The curve fitted
through the measured datapoints features a lesser uncertainty than the discrete datapoints alone. Left: Linear scale. Right:
Log scaling offering a linear projection.
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4.6 Electron stimulated desorption measurement

Molecules desorbed from the sample by incoming electrons are partially contained within the molecule
collector and guided to the absolute-calibrated mass spectrometer, which measures partial pressure of
desorbed gas species. The sample is negatively biased, so that incoming electron beam is retarded,
possibly to 0 eV of kinetic energy. The closed geometry of the molecular collector contains the emitted
secondary electrons, which are then measured by a micro-ammeter.

4.6.1 Transient effects in ESD measurement

Figure 4.15 plots a system response to a step change, realised be turning the 300 eV electron beam on
(left) and back off (right). In turn, transients of partial pressures are measured by the RGA, as the
desorbed gases enter the collector, fill its volume, and build up a signal in the RGA.

Figure 4.15: Transients of electrodesorbing gases measured by the RGA, as produced from a warm sample by 300 eV
irradiation of a semi-conditioned surface. The raw signal was smoothed by a median filter with a 2 s-wide sliding window
with. The water signal was granted an additional 3 s-wide filter pass. The approximate time constant locations are marked
by arrows for each mass.

This system behaves like a first-order proportional system with no time delay, which can be charac-
terised by a time constant τ and a gain (prop. to ESD yield). Current for each mass exhibit particular
time constant τj as marked by arrows at approximate time constant locations marked in the Figure.
For completeness, both linear and logarithmic representations are shown, and both exhibit the same
time constants. The inset shows the time constant identification for H2 signal. To facilitate the signal
interpretation, the raw signal was smoothed by a median filter with a 2 s long sliding window. The filter
window was chosen as long as possible, to reduce the noise, but not too high to remove features of the
signal (such as peak cut-off). The median filter was chosen as opposed to mean, because it is a more
robust estimator for non-Gaussian distributions (and the RGA signal does not exhibit a Gaussian-type
of error distribution). The water signal was granted an additional 3 s long filter pass. The general trend
visible in the measured transients is that heavier and stickier gases have longer time constants, due to
their slower propagation throughout a vacuum system.

Gas species Mass [g/mol] Time constant [s]

H2 2 0.5
CH4 16 2
H2O 18 90
CO 28 4
C2H6 30 1
Ar 40 2
CO2 44 6

Table 4.3: Approximate time constants extracted from the above measurements done in a warm system.
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The table summarises approximate time constants extracted from the above data for each gas. Taken
from the opposite end, the ESD yield measured during a 4 s-long sampling window can only be under-
estimated by a factor of ∼2 due to the slow signal ramp-up. The most affected are CO, CO2 and H2O.
Yet, this is a theoretical upper limit and in practice is much smaller due to the signal build-up during
the previous pulse and not fully recovered background level. Hence, this effect is quantified but is not
corrected for when routinely calculating the ESD yield.

4.6.2 ESD signal linearity

Bearing in mind the theoretical introduction 2.5, the RGA signal of the electrodesorbing gas should be
linear with respect to the impinging beam current Ib, which means that the ESD yield ηe is constant
(slope of the line) regardless of the beam current. This was verified and illustrated in the left side of
Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Left: RGA signal Ii of electrodesorbing gases produced by 300 eV electrons with a beam current discrete ramp.
The raw RGA signal was smoothed by filtering with a 2 s wide sliding window with a median estimator. The water signal
was granted an additional 3 s-wide filter pass. Right: Linear dependence of ESD signal and the beam current Ib.

At low Ib currents, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is too low to obtain a precise measurement. The
ESD signal measurement is actually limited by signal-to-noise, as opposed to the signal-to-background
ratio that can be easily subtracted. On the contrary, this low-beam current region is ideal for a SEY
measurement, shall it be non-destructive. A sublinear departure from the linear trend is observed at
high Ib currents, which is a sign of the electron conditioning effect. This is a region to avoid in an ESD
scan, however, a region to be in during a conditioning measurement. Shall this departure be superlinear,
this would either point to beam-induced heating resulting in a combined thermal desorption and electron
desorption, with a possible contribution of thermally-enhanced ESD. The superlinear dependence could
also points to more than 1 electron excitation contributing to the gas desorption via DIET mechanism,
which would contradict the presented theoretical understanding.

4.6.3 ESD yield calculation

The above-described system allows the ESD yield measurement via experimentally accessible values of
primary electron beam current Ib and change in RGA current ij . The remaining terms are also known,
such as the ambient temperature of the collector T = 300 eV to which the desorbing molecules thermalise,
hence no need for thermal transpiration corrections. The calibration process for the collector molecular
conductance Cj(Mj), was described and plotted in 4.14 to be 21.8 l/sH2 and is scaled with (T/M)1/2 for
ESD yield calculation of a given species. With this information at hand, one can calculate the fluence of
molecules leaving the sample Ṅj as a direct consequence of the incoming number of electrons per unit of
time Γ̇e, as follows. The beam current is calculated as a sum of sample and collector currents Ib=IC + IS
and divided by the unit charge qe, the electron flux is obtained: ∆(Ib)/qe = ∆(IC + IS)/qe = Ṅj .
Similarly, the molecular flux can be calculated from the known Ṅj = Cj(Mj).(∆pj)/(kB .T ), where all
values are either directly measured, known or given. The ESD yield for a given gas species is readily
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obtained by dividing these two terms. Indeed, all measured values are appropriately low-pass filtered and
the static background is corrected before the input.

ηj =
Ṅj

Γ̇e

ηj =
Cj(Mj).(∆pj)

kB .T

/
∆Ib
qe

ηj =
Cj(Mj).(∆ij .kj)

kB .T

/
∆(IC + IS)

qe

(4.5)

The detailed technical characterisation provides all information necessary for evaluating the ESD yield
as a function of various parameters, such as energy, dose and temperature. The experimental details
regarding the actual ESD measurement are also presented in a recently published technically-oriented
article [A3] and at conferences [A5, A8].

4.6.4 ESD measurement routines

The ESD is typically measured either as a function of energy or dose as described below. The dose-
dependent measurement is experimentally simpler in the sense that it requires only one stable and well-
defined electron beam setting. The ESD conditioning curves in the following Fig. 4.17 were taken on
two copper samples at two experimental settings. The left one is taken with +46VS bias, whilst the
right one is measured with a -28VS bias. The negative bias allows a simultaneous SEY measurement
but results in a higher dynamic background that corrupts the measurement of low ESD yields typical
for high electron doses and/or low energies, as schematised in Fig. 4.18. Both measurement schemes
provide a set of ESD conditioning curves that exhibit the same behaviour, despite different sample biases
used. The sole exception is an elevated dynamic background at around 10−2 H2/e

− coming from the
secondaries desorbing gases from the collector. The same case can be made for other typical residual
gases. The electron gun energy was indeed compensated for the different sample biases. The added
advantage of a negative sample bias is the simultaneous SEY measurement, indicative of the immediate
surface conditioning state. Further tests were done with variable beam current density by acting on the
beam current and on the beam size and revealed no measurable difference in the acquired conditioning
curves.

Figure 4.17: ESD conditioning curves measured on two different copper samples held at room temperature and irradiated
with 300 eV electrons. One sample is LHC-grade copper colaminate, one is bulk Cu, but both come from an external
supplier, were cleaned in isopropanol bath, stored in plastic and have the same ’history’. Left: Data taken with +46VS

bias. Right: Measured with a -28VS bias.

There are two types of ESD measurement routines that were commonly executed. First is the dose-
dependent ’electron conditioning’ measurement which is experimentally easier and consists simply of an
extended sample irradiation at a given energy and monitoring the ever-decreasing desorbing gas. The only
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Figure 4.18: Two different biasing schemes for ESD measurements. -28VS sample bias allows measuring ESD and SEY
simultaneously down to 0 eV at the cost of an elevated background. Biasing at +46VS minimises the ESD background but
limits the primary energy to about 75 eV and offers not simultaneous SEY measurement.

experimental challenge is to maintain a stable beam and well-defined beam spot to achieve a uniform
electron dose. The second is energy-dependent ESD measurement which is done in the same discrete
manner as the SEY measurement routine detailed in 4.4. The sole difference from the SEY energy scan
is the 8 s long periodicity for the ESD energy scan. This 4 s-long irradiation window (followed by 4 s-long
idle time) is required to allow the RGA signal to stabilise in a new dynamic equilibrium before a datapoint
can be recorded. Once again, the energy spacing between the datapoints is logarithmically varied from
1 eV at low energy, around the desorption threshold, to 200 eV at high energy. A comparison is made in
Figure 4.7 and summarised in 4.1, which shows the typical currents, doses and datapoint densities for
SEY and ESD energy scans.

4.6.5 Background signal mitigation

Background mitigation made a considerable portion of the research effort that went into this experimental
setup.Various approaches were adopted when dealing with different types of background, with much
inspiration drawn from the rigorous experimental work by Peterson et al. [228]. Each potential source
of background should be identified, quantified and mitigated. If persistent, it is either accounted for or
proven negligible in the final result, hence not worth the effort.

Static background is simply present in every experimental layout. Needs to be minimised by a proper
bakeout, in-situ electron preconditioning of surfaces irradiated by stray electrons. The advantage is that
the static background can be simply accounted for by calibration and/or corrected by subtraction. It can
be further differentiated whether the background drifts, or if it is time-invariant.

Dynamic background scales (typically linearly) with the primary electron beam current and as such
can not be compensated by increasing the beam current. Instead, the dynamic background should
be minimised by optimising the experimental conditions, such as good beam focusing, capturing stray
electrons, imposing appropriate biases, preconditioning of surfaces, etc.

Different sources of background were investigated and mitigated by adjustments to the experimental
setup. Finally, a conservative approach was adopted such that the static background is measured prior to
each measurement and subtracted in the post-mortem data processing. However, the sensitivity for ESD
yield measurement is under some scenarios (low yields typical for high electron doses and/or low energies)
limited by the dynamic background caused by secondary and backscattered electrons impinging onto the
collector’s inner surface. For this reason, the collector is spot-welded from a 0.1mm thin stainless steel
sheet, which after proper degassing presents a very limited reservoir of desorbable gases, as shown by
Nemanic&Setina[226]. The sheet was cleaned, welded, cleaned again, baked, and electron conditioned at
high energies and doses to minimise the gas desorption, both thermal[226] and electron-stimulated one
[166]. As a result of this careful commissioning procedure, the ESD yield measurement is only limited by
dynamic background at ∼10−3H2/e

− when using the -28VS bias. This background is in correspondingly
lower ranges for other less abundant gases: ∼10−4mol/e− for CO, CO2 and H2O and ∼10−5mol./e− for
CH4,C2H6 and Ar. This background is even lower, by about a factor of 10x, when using the +46VS bias
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due to lower electron current arriving onto the collector.

Figure 4.19: Optimization of the sample retarding bias by measuring a series of SEY and ESD curves. Clearly, the optimal
results are achieved with the smallest applicable bias of -28VS .

To assess the dynamic background in an ESD energy dependence measurement, the same conditioned
Au sample was chosen due to its low ESD yield. Hence, the dominant ESD signal originates from the
secondary electrons emitted from the sample impinging the collector and desorbing gas. Their energy is
given by the potential difference between the sample and collector, with the grounded collector, theVC=
GND. The accelerating potential is therefore given by the sample potential. By minimizing it, one also
minimises the dynamic background, as seen in Figure 4.19 for CO yield. Hence, a -28VS sample bias and
0VC was chosen for SEY measurements, as well as ESD measurements, where SEY needs to be recorded
simultaneously.

4.6.6 Low-energy ESD and threshold identification

For the ESD energy-dependence measurement, a procedure was developed to collect discrete datapoints
at ever-increasing energies, as visualised in Figure 4.20. The procedure is the same as for the SEY energy
dependence detailed in Section 4.4, except the periodicity consists of twice 4 s long interval, one with
and one without a beam. The proof-of-concept measurement depicted in Figure 4.20 was done at 5 s
time, before the parameters were optimised. Given that an ESD measurement is in principle destructive,
the beam current and the datapoint density was minimised. This is to minimise the imparted dose and
reduce the conditioning effect as much as reasonably possible without compromising the measurement
quality. The top-left plot shows the beam current modulation and the sample and collector current
varying in response to the changing energy. The bottom-left plot depicts the RGA currents of monitored
masses 2, 28 and 30 that vary in response to the square wave-modulated electron beam. The dynamic
background, originating at the collector, not the sample, is visualised and marked in the figure and
imposes a detection limit, particularly on H2 and CO. As shown in Figure 4.19, decreasing the retarding
bias also considerably decreased this dynamic background, albeit not entirely, in line with the present
understanding. On the contrary, the 15N2 exhibits an high SNR when compared to H2 and CO, being
the reason behind employing it at the first place. This is partly due to a high ESD yield (common to
cryosorbed gases) and low background at the 30 m/q channel.

The ESD yield on the right side is calculated with the static background subtracted from all measured
datapoints, as denoted by the ∆ij in Eq. 4.5. Only the dynamic component is present as it illustrates the
detection limit imposed by the dynamic background. Finally, the chart on the right plots the ’uncorrected’
ESD yield a function of the primary energy. Savitzky-Golay (S-G) smoothing filter [223] was used to
facilitate reading the trend, by effectively removing the noise while preserving detail of the dynamics
behind it.

To reproducibly define the desorption thresholds visible in the right figure, one can consider the
threshold to be where the first datapoint departs above the noisy background, i.e. above the dynamic
background’s mean value plus its standard deviation. Hence, the LE-ESD range shows desorption thresh-
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Figure 4.20: Raw data of a low-energy ESD yield measurement of partly conditioned copper surface held at 15K with a
1ML precoverage of 15N2 used as a tracer. Top-left: Time series of e− beam, sample and collector currents, all modulated
to a square wave by gating via the grid. The kinetic energy is incremented by 1 eV each cycle. Bottom-left: Filtered
RGA currents for channels 2, 28 and 30 m/q modulated in response to the Wehnelt cap-gated e− beam current. Right:
Datapoints and trendlines for H2, CO and 15N2 yields as a function of primary e− kinetic energy. Arrows mark the
desorption threshold energies for each gas. Note the noise and dynamic background levels of 15N2 compared to H2 and CO.
This data is presented in [A3, A8].

olds of 6 eV for 15N2, 9 eV for H2 and 8 eV for CO, with all energies referenced to the sample vacuum
level. This demonstrates the measurement method correctness because various other researchers obtain
similar values; Rakhovskaia [229] reports 7 eV for multilayer N2, and Billard et al. [172] give about 10 eV
for H2 and CO, albeit extrapolated. Coincidentally, Redhead’s ’10-Volt effect’ is also related to the ESD
threshold. The small differences can originate either in the different detection limits, or in a different
experimental arrangement bearing different artefacts, or in different substrate-adsorbate systems.

4.6.7 Desorbing gas flux integration

For both the ESD conditioning measurement and TPD alike, the integral quantity of each desorbed gas
species at a given relative time can be calculated Qj(t), Eq. 4.6, as well as its derivative, the desorption
rate dQj(t)/dt.

Qj(t) = Cj ·
∫ t

0

∆pj(t) dt = Cj ·
∫ t

0

kj∆ij(t) dt (4.6)

To facilitate the data interpretation, the absolute quantity is normalised by the surface area A it
concerns. This time-dependent normalised quantity of gas, or its desorption rate, is then used in data
visualisation as necessary, either as a function of electron dose De(t), or time t. With a direct beam
current measurement IB(t) and a known beam-irradiated area Aspot, the D(t) = IB(t).Aspot is known
and ηj(t) is also experimentally accessible.

In the calculation, the partial pressure signal, represented by the term kj∆ij(t), is first corrected for
the static background, which is presumed constant or sufficiently low during a measurement. A slow
background build-up is visible during an ESD conditioning measurement, contributing to the sensitivity
limitation at high electron doses and departure from a linear decrease. However, this doesn’t contribute
significantly to the integral amount, which is much more sensitive to the initial yield value. Finally, to
calculate the integral quantity of desorbed gas Qj(t), the time-dependent partial pressure rise ∆pj(t) =
kj∆ij(t) is simply multiplied by the collector conductance for a given species Cj . This makes a more
certain estimate of the desorbed gas quantity than integrating the product of ESD yield and the beam
current, which unnecessarily brings more uncertainties into the calculation. The correctness of the suite
of measurement procedures can be illustrated by the fact that after depositing 10ML of CO, the same
amount is recovered to within ∼90% by integrating the ESD signal during conditioning. Recovering
the same amount of gas as dosed strongly indicates the correct RGA calibration, gas dosing, vacuum
calculations, desorption signal integration, etc.
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The dependence of ηe(t) on Qj(t) is also interesting and is discussed below in Section 5.3 and presents
an important insight into the conditioning stages.

The dose of 1mC.mm−2 was selected for comparison for the following reasons. From an experimental
standpoint, the ESD signal from the sample still dominates over the dynamic background, and the
measurement can therefore be considered accurate and background-independent until this point. Most of
the gas available to electrodesorption has already left the surface at this dose, and the ESD conditioning
curve has steadily decreased following the power-law decay. From the applicability standpoint, assuming
a 300 eV conditioning, the SEY has almost reached its ultimate conditioned value of δmax1.1 at a dose
of 1mC.mm−2. Since at this point the δmax is below the electron multipacting threshold and the EC
activity has seized [11], the gas desorbed until this dose is all there will be desorbed.

4.7 Temperature programmed desorption

Given that cryogenic temperatures bring about inevitable residual gas adsorption on the studied surface,
a method of characterising the adsorbed gas adlayer is a must. Temperature Programmed Desorption
(TPD) is an experimentally accessible quantitative method of choice to do just that, as explained in
Section 2.8. When used in combination with an absolute-calibrated Residual Gas Analyser (RGA), a
TPD measurement can characterise the amount and adsorption energy of each cryosorbed gas species on
a given surface until about 1 eV of adsorption energy (corresponding to 300K). Coverages ranging from
0.1ML (resolution limit of the pressure gauge on the gas injection) to about 100ML (high peak pressure
rise) can be studied.

The TPD measurement relies on the sample temperature reading and the desorption rate. Both
quantities are easily experimentally accessible but require care in the calibration and data interpretation
stage.

4.7.1 Sample temperature calibration

To determine the sample surface temperature TSurface, two flag-type samples (Cu and SS) were equipped
with Pt1000 temperature sensors. The sensors were glued by silver-filled (electrically conductive) epoxy
atop the samples, as schematised in Figure 4.21. One lead of the temperature sensor was wired to the
sample itself, while the second lead was positioned to make contact with the collector when carefully
positioned atop. This formed an electrical circuit that enabled on-surface temperature measurement. At
cold, the contact with the collector had to be brief (∼1 s) and subtle not to conduct additional heat that
would throw off the temperature measurement

Figure 4.21: Calibration curves relating the sample holder temperature TD1 to that on a sample surface TSurface and on
the cryostat TD2. Detailed explanation in the text. The calibration curve for a Pt1000 sensor at cryogenic temperature
was kindly provided by B. Jenninger, CERN-TE-VSC-VSM.

This investigation demonstrated heat load-induced thermal gradients along the thermal path from the
sample to the cryomanipulator. Four different operating scenarios were measured: cool-down, nominal
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cooling at TD1=10K, natural warm-up and forced stepwise heater-induced warm-up. While TD2 drops to
about ≈5K, the sample holder only cools to TD1 ≈10K due to thermal gradients. For the same reason, the
sample surface only cools to TSurface ≈18K. All scenarios converged to the sample surface temperature
TSurface being 5-10K warmer than TD1, regardless of the sample material. However, to avoid introducing
an ill-defined temperature conversion, we express all the temperature-dependent quantities in terms of
the actual measured sample holder-mounted temperature sensor TD1.

Although the above-presented temperature calibration tests did not imply a significant temperature
difference between surface temperatures of different materials, here we observe a slight difference in surface
temperatures. As a result, the multilayer edge of a TPD curve onsets at a slightly different temperature
when taken on a surface with different emissivity. This effect is even more pronounced when measuring
TPD curves on samples that had to be glued on the flag-style sample, such as the HOPG, see Fig. 5.43.
The additional interfacial thermal impedance added by the epoxy glue between the HOPG and its SS
substrate offsets the leading edge of the multilayer desorption peak to ∼17K, as opposed to ∼19K for
the bare copper sample. To conclude, despite the best efforts, the TD1 temperature readout is to be taken
with a grain of salt as it tends to underestimate the surface temperature by few degrees K.

4.7.2 Gas injection procedure and calibration

The amount of injected gas can be measured in 2 ways, using the V.∆pi and by integrating the partial
pressure rise in the collector

∫
inj

pi(t) dt. However, this RGA integration was not used, as the RGA SEM
was often switched off to avoid operating at high pressure during gas injection into the collector. Being
left with the V.∆pi method, this gas amount is converted into coverage θ by normalizing via the amount
of gas it takes to create a 1 monolayer-like TPD curve on a bare copper surface. This is the value inML
shown in the legend. Again, for simplicity, 1ML is assumed to be 1015 molecule.cm−2, irrespective of the
surface state; smooth, rough or porous.

Then, the same partial pressure integration
∫
pi(t) dt is done during a TPD to see what amount of gas

is cryosorbed on the sample. This is the amount ofML displayed by each peak. The TPD-integrated value∫
tpd

pi(t) dt comes out systematically higher, typically by ∼10%. The reason could be gas readsorption
on the cold sample, leading to gas recycling within the collector instead of gas removal from the system.
However, other experimental artefacts are also possible.

4.7.3 Collector efficiency assessment

Having developed the TPD method, the efficiency of the molecule collector can be assessed using a series
of TPD measurements done at different positioning of the collector with respect to the sample. In this
series, the TPD curve is always measured with the same gas amount (4ML) predeposited over the same
cold sample using the gas dosing tube (99+% efficacy) from Figure 4.3.

The default state is characterised by the absence of a direct line of sight from the sample to the
collector and no pumping speed reduction between the sample. In other words, the view factor of 0
corresponds to the case of having no molecular collector and the RGA simply being present in the UHV
chamber and exposed to the high pumping speeds. In an intermediate state, the collector is centred over
the sample but positioned at 15mm away.

In this slightly retracted position, the collector is in a direct line of sight and centred over the sample,
yielding an intermediate view factor. This arrangement covers the peak of Lambertian cosine distribution
of the desorbing gas and collects considerably more desorbing gas compared to the baseline.

Finally, the fully approached collector approaches a view factor of 1, effectively capturing the desorbing
gas by restricting the pumping speed between the sample and the RGA. This was indeed the design
goal and the signal increased by 2 orders of magnitude, compared to no collector. A gain of 150x was
determined by numerically integrating the background-corrected TPD signal in 10-60K temperature
range. This signal gain roughly corresponds to the ratio of the main chamber pumping speed Seff and
the collector conductance Ccol, being: 3500 / 21.8 = 160.

4.7.4 Desorbing gas flux integration

The TPD analysis results in a time- and temperature-dependent desorption rate dQj(t)/dt which is
plotted with respect to (linearly) time-dependent temperature TD1. The integral is calculated in a
similar manner as for the ESD measurement discussed around 4.6. The integrated quantity, for some
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Figure 4.22: Gain assessment of the newly designed collector using a series of TPD measurements always done with the same
amount of gas (4ML) predeposited over the same cold sample using the gas dosing tube. The collector resumed a different
position prior to each TPD being either directly over the sample, retracted by 15mm but still with a high view factor, or
entirely displaced away with zero view factor. This study used a temperature sensor TD2 mounted on the cryostat due to
malfunctioning sample holder-mounted sensor TD1. The double-peaked TPD curve is an experimental artefact caused by
an imperfect temperature ramp.

reason, overestimates the amount of dosed pre-condensed gas. This is likely due to gas recycling on the
cold sample during later phases of the TPD measurement, which can cause some molecules to be counted
twice.

We also verified experimentally that the static background indeed remains constant throughout the
measurement until about 60K, at which point the gas desorbing from other parts of the warming-up
cryostat dwarfs the signal. This experimental limitation has been battled by installing a direct resistive
heater onto the sample holder, see scheme in Fig. 4.2, which successfully pushed this dynamic TPD
background to higher temperatures, allowing us to characterise porous surfaces with higher desorption
temperatures.

4.7.5 Reference TPD on HOPG

A series of TPD curves of 15N2 on HOPG reference sample was acquired to verify that procedures used
for gas injection and TPD measurement are correct, i.e. precise, repeatable and well-understood, in terms
of the general behaviour, TPD curve shapes and Tmax peak positions.

The linear and logarithmic plots in Figure 4.23 show TPD curves measured for 1-18ML quench-
condensed 15N2 coverages onto a vacuum-cleaved HOPG held at TD1=11K. The resolution capability is
illustrated by observing multiple desorption peaks at similar temperatures, e.g. the bilayer and multilayer
adsorption regimes. An optimistic observer could even see a trilayer regime. The coalescent leading
edges, representative of surface-agnostic multilayer desorption, demonstrate that the initial warm-up
phase of the sample holder is reproducible. On the other hand, the shared trailing edges illustrate two
things. First, the system is only pumping speed-limited at high temperatures above 60K, as identified
by the shallower slope. Second, before the system becomes pumping-speed limited, the molecules have
high surface mobility prior to desorption, meaning that at a given coverage, the adsorbed molecules fill
available binding sites in the same way, regardless of the prior states.

Overall, the measurement temperature (and energy) resolution, reproducibility and high dynamic
range are representative of the best TPD measurements presented in the available literature, such as
[230, 231], This points to the correct commissioning of TPD (and ESD) experiments.
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Figure 4.23: TPD curves of 15N2 quench-condensed on a HOPG reference sample at 11K. Linear and logarithmic represen-
tations reveal different features. The used A-grade HOPG sample (Reported lateral grain size 3-10mm, mosaic spread angle
of 0.4°, purity of <10ppm) was exfoliated under a medium vacuum of the Load-lock by linear movement with a Kapton
tape attached to the HOPG specimen, as described by Hurst et al. [220].

4.8 Measurement procedure

4.8.1 System and sample preparation

Many experimental variations were investigated, but the measurement procedure ultimately settled as
follows. A flag-type sample of a material, coating or treatment is shipped into the lab, packaged either in
aluminium (preferable), or silk-paper, or plastic packaging (least preferred). The most suitable in terms
of surface preservation is a combination of multilayer aluminium foil and a plastic bag.

Typically a day before the measurement is to be taken, the sample is inserted into the Load-lock cham-
ber, which is immediately pumped down. Once a pressure of at least 10−6 mbar is reached, the sample
can be transferred into the Storage chamber which is baked and maintained in UHV, below 10−9 mbar.
However, a lower pressure is preferable for the sample transfer to minimise cross-contamination between
the chambers.

Then, after about a day of in the storage chamber under UHV, the sample is linear-transferred into
the main UHV µ-metal chamber for a measurement run. Sample storage in UHV conditions also implies
an inevitable thermal outgassing of the adsorbed gas species, which indeed alters the SEY and ESD
yields. Taken to the extreme by a 1 year-long thermal outgassing under UHV (at ambient temperature),
the as-received SEY of a laser-treated specimen dropped by 30%, as shown in Fig. 5.32, and the ESD
yield and electrodesorbed gas quantity dropped by a factor of 5∼10x.

Before a measurement run can be started, the sample-bearing cryomanipulator positions the sample
against the collector, which is pre-aligned with the electron gun. Using the electrical contact between
sample and collector, a reproducible distance of 0.25mm can be achieved. The final sample-collector-
gun alignment has to be done on a thermalised system, i.e. either at cold or at ambient temperature.
Otherwise, thermal dilatation disrupts the alignment.

In case of a cold run, which is the baseline, the system takes about 2 hours to cool down and stabilise
around TD1=12K. The temperature dependence of the ESD yield can be measured during this cool-
down ramp. Once the system is cold, a flash desorption to ∼100K is performed to desorb gases from the
sample that cryosorbed from the background during the cool-down. Care is taken during the second and
final cool-down from 100K back to 12K to ensure that the sample cools down as the last - once again,
mitigating the possibility of residual gas cryosorption. The sample is then ready for data-taking.

4.8.2 SEY and ESD measurement

Surface characterisation is typically started by a non-destructive SEY measurement. Multiple SEY curves
are acquired at different pristine spots to study variability within the sample itself.

The ESD measurements are only done afterwards as they irreversibly change to the studied spot. The
ESD energy dependence is measured first, followed by an ESD yield dose dependence measurement, a
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so-called conditioning curve. While the SEY and ESD energy scans take about 5 minutes to finish at the
presented resolution, the conditioning measurement takes about 90 minutes.

When the conditioning measurement is done, the SEY and ESD energy scans are made once again to
study post-mortem irradiation-induced changes. Typically, 4 distinct, mostly non-overlapping spots are
available on each sample, which is usually enough to characterise a sample to the setup’s full analytical
potential.

4.8.3 TPD measurement procedure

After this electron-related characterisation, a series of TPD curves can be acquired. TPD measurements
are, in principle, non-destructive but are acquired as last. Firstly because TPD is anyway insensitive to
the conditioning state of the sample. Second, TPD measurement implies dosing gas onto the cold sample,
which can change the SEY and ESD yields until a full warm-up to room temperature. More specialised
measurements were also performed and are described in the relevant sections.

Once the experimental run is done, the RGA SEM and electron gun are switched off during the
natural warm-up ramp to avoid high-pressure operation during pressure transients due to the desorption
of cryosorbed residual gases. The sample can be extracted within minutes after the last measurement
and sent for a post-mortem analysis at XPS or SEM, as also presented below.

4.9 Chapter summary

In this chapter, the experimental methods and the system instruments were introduced, successfully
calibrated or otherwise characterised and put into work with the aim of measuring the SEY, ESD and
TPD in the parameter ranges of interest. The used hardware is described in detail, focusing on the
major components enabling the target experimental methods, such as the RGA absolute calibration,
collector conductance measurement and electron beam characterisation. The operating principles are
discussed, including corresponding calculations, calibrations, and simulations used to verify the developed
understanding of the used subcomponents, as well as to understand their experimental limitations. The
principles and calculations are presented for SEY, ESD and TPD methods as the main experimental
methods that are introduced in Sections 4.4, 4.6, 4.7. The uncertainty analysis was also performed and is
presented in the Appendix section 6.8 for the ESD yield calculation. Finally, reference data is acquired on
a reference/calibration sample to demonstrate the correct commissioning of each experimental method,
see Fig. 4.9 for SEY, Fig. 4.17 for ESD and Fig. 4.23 for TPD.

The most novel experimental methodology aspects, i.e. the combined collector-based measurement
of electron and molecular emission, was summarised in an instrumentation-oriented publication [A3] and
presented at conferences [A7, A8].
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The following sections provide an overview of different effects observed when irradiating a wide range
of samples with electrons. The study indeed aims to be coherent but cannot be exhaustive. Partly
because of the time-demanding nature of experimental data acquisition, partly due to the bare vastness
of the parameters space (energies, doses, temperatures, materials and treatments), essentially resulting
in a combinatorial explosion. To tackle this, I systematically investigated one parameter at a time to
disentangle their respective influences on SEY and ESD.

First, all used experimental methods were iterated until reaching a sufficient degree of precision,
reproducibility, automation, understanding of the acquired data and, ideally, coherence with available
literature. This process was described in the previous chapter 4.

Second, each parameter possibly influencing the results was studied separately while having all the
other parameters constant. Doing so aided me in decoupling each parameter’s influence, allowing me to
understand how each input parameter influences the SEY, ESD and TPD at the output. This includes
the following most notable directions of research.

• SEY and ESD yield dependence on primary e− energy and absorbed dose.
• SEY and ESD yield dependence on an absorbed dose at a single given energy.
• Conditioning efficiency of different electron energies.
• Comparative characterisation of different surfaces under the same irradiation conditions.
• Influence of temperatures on electron conditioning and quantity of desorbed gas.
• Influence of residual gas composition on the conditioning process.
• SEY, ESD and TPD characterisation of surface treatments and coatings.
• SEY and ESD yield of cryosorbed gases in thick coverages (substrate-independent).
• TPD studies of specific surface and binding energy for common residual gases.

Finally, the presented results allow one to form an educated estimate in a more generic situation,
i.e. data-oriented and theory-based. Moreover, the current theoretical description, datasets and general
understanding are expanded towards the cryogenic temperatures, low-energy electrons and high irradi-
ation doses. This renders the work relevant for researchers and engineers, most notably in the aspects
discussed in the following application-oriented Chapter 6.

• Availability of experimental data in technically relevant conditions of temperature and energy
• Generalised understanding of main influencing factors to the SEY, ESD and TPD
• Parametric fits to the experimental data on SEY and ESD that are directly and easily applicable
to calculations and simulations.

5.1 Studied surfaces

The following dataset, listed in Table 5.1, was acquired using the experimental procedure and methods
described above for all the aforementioned techniques: SEY, ESD and TPD. Where possible, the research
is supported by SEM imaging and XPS analysis. This paragraph and Table 5.1 describe each studied
sample and will only be referenced later.

The research begins with simple technical-grade metal surfaces that are in an unbaked, as received,
UHV-grade cleaned surface state. Only then, the research gradually builds up towards more complex
systems, including non-metallic surfaces, coatings, and laser treatments. Finally, the most technically-
relevant surfaces are dosed with gases and probed with the TPD method. The detailed description of
functional surface coatings discussed in their respective Section 5.4, whilst their principle was presented in
Section 2.3. This includes sputter-deposited coatings (Ti-Zr-V NEG, Ag, Nb), RCE- and PLD-deposited
REBCO coatings, and laser-treated Cu.

The surface of a reference is that of the unbaked LHC beam-screen, as currently used in the cold arcs:
technical-grade OFE Cu is colaminated by press-rolling onto stainless-steel. This special high-manganese
P506 stainless-steel alloy [232] is magnetically transparent and forms the BS mechanical structure, while
the OFE Cu overlayer grants high electrical conductivity (high RRR) for impedance mitigation. For the
purposes of this research, this sheet material (abbreviated as Cu/SS) was sampled during mid-production:
after it was annealed to 950°C under H2 atmosphere at 1 bar, and before it was bent and welded into the
circular BS shape. For clarity, all studied samples were unbaked since this is the baseline. The LHC BS
does not need a bakeout for achieving UHV, owing to the effective cryopumping. Stimulated desorption
(ESD, PSD, ISD), however, remains a challenge in the presence of circulating beams. Sections 5.8 and
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5.23 are exempt because it aimed to study the influence of bakeout temperature and compare the air-
and vacuum-bakeout.

Both faces of the Cu/SS samples were investigated, inherently having the same history of cleaning and
storage. One batch was cut and cleaned at a supplier from the provided Cu/SS sheet, while another batch
was laser-cut and cleaned at CERN. Other investigated Cu, Al, Ti and SS samples were also cleaned
ex-situ by the supplier using a warm ultrasonically agitated isopropanol bath, followed by packaging in
plastic, unfortunately. As a side note, trials with surface cleaning in an ultrasonic bath with either acetone
or isopropanol were deemed uninfluential on the resulting SEY or ESD in as-received or conditioned states.

Sophisticated surface cleaning methods were developed to prevent thermal or stimulated gas desorp-
tion. A portion of the studied Cu/SS, SS and Ti samples were cleaned at CERN and are much cleaner,
compared to the supplier-cleaned ones, see Fig. 2.21. CERN’s proper chemical surface cleaning [233,
234] indeed presented a notable decrease of SEY, ESD and the quantity of gas available for thermal
or stimulated desorption. CERN’s UHV-grade cleaning consists of a series of ultrasonic baths, first an
alkaline bath for gross contaminant removal, followed by degreasing in a detergent (GP 17.40 SUP), and
finalised by water and ethanol rinsing and drying. The effect of this cleaning is a slight etching of the
contaminated surface oxide and hydroxide layers and the creation of new ones that are better defined -
mostly native Cu2O.

Material Specifications References

Bulk metals

Cu cut&clean at supplier 5.5,5.3,5.19

Cu/SS colam. 80µmCu / SS; supplier-cleaned 5.2,5.3,5.13,5.21

Cu/SS colam. 80µmCu / SS; CERN-cleaned 5.2,5.3,5.23

Cu/SS –/– & ex-situ baked 5.7

SS bulk, cut&clean at supplier 5.5,5.13

SS bulk 316L, vac.-fired at CERN 5.42,5.22

Al bulk, cut&clean at supplier, unknown grade 5.5,5.14

Ti bulk, clean at CERN, unknown grade 5.5,5.6,6.22

Sputtered metals

Nb 1250 nm, sput.-depo. at CERN 5.5,5.14,5.37,5.35

Ag 1250 nm, sput.-depo. at CERN 5.6

Non-metals

Graphite HOPG, air-& vacuum-cleaved 4.9,4.23,5.42

Silicon wafer, 100 plane 5.2.2

Epoxy glue Ag-filled, conductive 5.2.2

Coatings

a-Carbon/Ti/Cu 50 nm sput.-depo.at CERN 5.4.1

a-Carbon/Ti/Cu 450 nm sput.-depo.at CERN 5.4.1

Ti-Zr-V NEG 1450 nm sput.-depo.at CERN 5.4.3

REBCO, SuNAM 1600 nm, RCE-DR depo. 5.4.4

REBCO, SuperOX 900 nm, PLD depo. 5.4.4

Treatments

Laser-treat. Cu C-type, COLDEX witness 5.4.2

Laser-treat. Cu D7-parameters 5.4.2

Table 5.1: List of acquired data with and corresponding references within this manuscript.
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5.2 SEY of technical-grade metal surfaces

A wide range of samples was studied to disentangle the influence of electron irradiation properties and sur-
face characteristics on the SEY in the 0–1.5 keV energy range. A variety of surface and bulk compositions,
treatments, coatings and surface states was covered between the ambient and cryogenic temperatures.
Conditioning with different primary electron energies was also done to demonstrate the effect of electron
energy on the SEY conditioning efficiency (and ESD, as shown below, 5.3).

The following aims were typically pursued. First, to characterise the SEY and ESD under conditions
representative of a given sample’s technical application, bearing in mind the technical aim of this applied
research field. Second, to shed light on intricate dependencies observed in some samples, to improve the
understanding and generalise the results. Often to prove a point and support a newly formed hypothesis
regarding a specific behaviour - an approach especially useful in Section 5.6 dedicated to SEY and ESD
of cryosorbed gases.

5.2.1 Energy dependence

As demonstrated in Section 2, the SEY curve decomposes in constituents whose proportions vary with
energy and, as a result, varies the value of SEY. The following Figure 5.1 shows a set of SEY curves
across the 0–1.5 keV energy domain of interest. The figure also includes a zoom (left) into the low-energy
region, 0–40 eV which is very important in technical applications. Farnsworth studied the low-energy
SEY region [235] already in 1925 (!) and is therefore long known ever since, including the fine structure
and the contaminant-induced electron reflection around 5 eV. Yet, it only recently gained recognition in
the available literature in the past decade or so for its direct application to the electron cloud build-up.

Figure 5.1: Comparison of SEY curves of various surfaces (Cu, Carbon coating, HOPG), surface states (as-received and
conditioned Cu) and a laser treatment (rough microgeometry, 5.31). Right: Entire SEY curve in the 0–1450 eV energy
region. Left: Zoom into the low-energy region, 0–40 eV.

The most characteristic value is the maximum SEY, δmax, which is a closely followed figure of merit in
technical applications dealing with electron irradiation. Rightfully so, but it is often over-optimised for,
as it is not the only parameter that characterises an SEY curve. Indeed, more parameters are required
for a full description/parametrization from the mathematical standpoint, but also when considering the
(typically low-energy) electron spectrum in a given application. E.g. when dealing with an electron
cloud, the majority of electrons has ≤20 eV, while the secondary peak has hundreds of eV, see Figure 1.4.
Under such conditions, the position of δmax on the energy scale Emax becomes crucial, and so does the
decay rate at energies above ∼500 eV, once the SEY curve has peaked off. As outlined in the theoretical
Section 2.2, the Emax represents a balance between the primary electron energy deposition depth (atomic
mass-limited) and the secondary electron escape depth (IMFP- and Wf-limited).
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The low-energy SEY (LE-SEY) region becomes crucial with such a strong predominance of low-energy
electrons. Here, the energy scale referencing plays a role, so it was decided to put 0 eV at the vacuum
level of the studied sample, i.e. where the work function (Wf) edge lies, see the LE-SEY figure. While
this approach is commonly used by many experimentalists, referencing to the Fermi energy level is also
a possibility, but the work function needs to be known. Hence, while using the Fermi level reference
is physically more accurate, it is also experimentally much more challenging. The same figure clearly
illustrates that a contaminant overlayer introduces a peak at ∼5 eV that effectively doubles the reflectivity
for slow electrons. This effect is addressed and quantified in Chapter 5.6 of this manuscript. Note the
low δmax and the low LE-SEY of the carbon coating and laser treatment.

Shifting the focus to the SEY curve of electron conditioned copper surface, an effect is visible across
the entire energy range. Not only does electron irradiation scrub off contaminants and decrease the
overall SEY, including the maximum δmax and the peak in LE-SEY region. It also graphitizes the
surface-bound carbon-bearing contaminants and shifts the entire SEY curve closer to that of pure carbon
(here represented by a thin carbon coating and HOPG).

Somewhat aside of the typical SEY curves lies one measured on laser-treated copper. The special shape
originates in the geometry-limited secondary electron emission caused by the laser treatment-induced
fractal-like structures. Very little energy dependence is visible here (and little angular dependence, Fig.
5.2.5) as the curve almost lacks a peak or decay at high energy.

For completeness, the measurements are typically done below 15K, unless otherwise specified to 300K.
However, no clearly observable temperature influence on the SEY was measured, as discussed in Section
5.2.3.

5.2.2 Conditioning process

The electron conditioning effect on the SEY was discussed in Section 2.2, i.e. its overall decrease with
imparted electron dose, an effect often leveraged in technical applications. It is known that extended
exposure of a surface to electron irradiation results into changing the chemical surface state via contam-
inants removal and reprocessing.

Electrons at 300 eV energy were used systematically throughout all measurements as a comparative
baseline, unless specified differently. First, because this value is close to typical SEY peak values δmax

and can therefore be used to fairly accurately track the δmax during the conditioning measurement when
used with the -28V sample biasing scheme, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.2. Second, the 300 eV electrons
condition very effectively, which reduces the measurement time.

Role of electron energy

To verify these theoretical claims discussed in Section 2.2 and to extend their validity towards the cryo-
genic conditions down to 12K, numerous measurements were performed on technical LHC-grade copper
colaminate, bulk Cu and many other materials. The conditioning efficiency was investigated for different
primary energies of 17 eV (or 20 eV), 300 eV and 1 keV. The same measurements were performed at both
at ambient and cryogenic temperatures of 300K and 12K.

Figure 5.2 shows SEY curves acquired at different conditioning states at 15K (right) and 300K (left).
The left side of Figure 5.3 shows SEY at a given energy measured during the electron conditioning
process. The right side of the same figure shows SEY conditioning curves are for different grades and
surface treatments of copper. The electron irradiation does not alter the SEY until about 10−7 C.mm−2.
The inflection point typically resides around a few 10−5 C.mm−2. The conditioning is mostly done and
SEY has almost reached its ultimate value at electron doses above 10−3 C.mm−2, or 1mC.mm−2. The
plots of electrodesorbed gas shown below converge to the same conclusion, so a dose of 1mC.mm−2 is
typically taken as a comparison baseline.

Firstly, no tangible and direct temperature influence was observed at the cryogenic temperatures.
Neither for these measurements nor at any other occasion. Though there are some hints of temperature-
dependent conditioning processes ultimately resulting in different SEY [81], this was not observed under
the chosen experimental conditions. This measurement also leaves aside the influence of cryosorbed gases
that is discussed in detail in Section 5.6.

The first experimental goal was to compare SEY and ESD yield after irradiating the copper surface
with identical electron doses but at different primary energies. The most effective conditioning effect is
achieved by 300 eV, which includes clear signs of graphitization, i.e. low δmax=1.1 and Emax=200 eV.
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Figure 5.2: SEY curves acquired on a copper colaminate surface held at 300K (left) and 15K (right). The curves were
measured for different conditioning states achieved by irradiation at 17 eV, 300 eV and 1 keV at medium doses. The
corresponding ESD energy scans for the 15K sample are shown in Fig. 5.21 (performed after SEY measurements). The
SEY curves are fitted by Furman-Pivi SEY model [58] with parameters indicated in the legend. The electron energy is
referenced to the sample vacuum level. The data for Cu at 15K is published and presented as [A2, A6, A7]

Figure 5.3: SEY curves acquired on Cu samples with different cleaning procedures. The data for sputter-cleaned Cu is
adapted from Gonzales [236] using a Furman-Pivi approximation [58]. Right: SEY conditioning measurements done at
different grades of copper and different temperatures, 300K and 15K. The curves represent continuous measurement, the
marks represent δmax sampled from a series of SEY curves taken during interrupted conditioning.

Although this does not affect the end result in any way, the surface state marked as ’as-received’ for
copper 300K was in fact mildly conditioned by an unknown but small electron dose.

Another conclusion of this study is that 300 eV provides the fastest conditioning effect and will there-
fore be systematically used for further studies. An added benefit is that the 300 eV energy is very close
to the peak position Emax of maximum δmax for many materials. Hence, when measuring with a -28V
sample bias, the SEY at 300 eV δ300eV can be measured simultaneously during electron conditioning, as
is shown in Figures 5.3.

The primary electron energy strongly affects the resulting electron-conditioned surface state, as also
reported by e.g. by Cimino et al. [76]. Conditioning with 1 keV electrons achieves almost the same result
as 300 eV but at a slower pace. This is thought to be due to the fast electrons depositing their energy
deeper into the bulk, leaving less near-surface electronic excitations that drive the graphitization process.
Somewhat aside is the results of 20 eV irradiation that gave some SEY reduction but no clear signs of
graphitization. We verified at much higher electron doses around 1-10mC.mm−2 that 20 eV irradiation is
not simply proportionally slower in conditioning, but in fact, seems incapable of graphitising the surface
contaminants, at least at the used experimental conditions. The XPS analysis shown below in Fig. 5.9
confirms this.
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Numerous authors, however, reported the temperature-dependence of surface chemical pathways.
The prime example in this context being the research of Petit et al. [81, 82] done on warm and cold
LHC-grade copper. The fact that exposure to moisture and corresponding hydroxide formation atop the
copper sample can lead to different electron conditioning pathways is well visualised in a Wagner plot, as
measured via in-situ XPS. In the extreme case a CuO phase with a inherently high SEY forms instead
of a native Cu2O. This can lead to insufficient electron conditioning at cryogenic temperatures, when in
combination with low carbon surface content.

The observation made here for the SEY curve agrees with research conclusions reached after irradiation
of carbon-containing organic compounds with low-energy electrons in 0–100 eV range. First is reported
by Neumann et al. [237] who studied electron-induced graphitization of an organic overlayer atop of
Au substrate. They quantified the extremely low (yet non-zero) cross-section of sub-10 eV electrons
in graphitising the organic overlayer. They report that below 7 eV, the graphitization is induced by
dissociative electron attachment (DEA). Above that, the electron-induced ionization dominates the C-H
bond scission, which is by orders of magnitude more effective.

The same result was simultaneously reported by [238] showed a threshold behaviour around 6 eV and
extremely low C-H bond scission cross-section below ∼20 eV. Similarly to Neumann’s work, the cross-
section plot can be subdivided into 2-3 different regions that are presumably dominated by different
underlying physical mechanisms.

Interestingly enough, a graphitization threshold just below 10 eV was reported by Pokorna in her dis-
sertation [239] using LE-SEM, when studying a beam-induced damage to a hydrocarbon-contaminated
Al111 specimen. This observation does challenge the lack of graphitization observed in the presented ex-
periments using 20 eV electron irradiation. It is therefore plausible that 10–20 eV electrons are graphitization-
capable but with an extremely small cross-section and/or only on some precursor molecules.

Additional conditioning studies were done to better characterise the conditioning process of LE-SEY
by tracing the evolution of the contaminant peak in the LE-SEY region, i.e. at 5 eV, see left side of Fig.
5.4. The conditioning measurement was done at ambient temperature on a Cu sample, that was known
not to graphitize (as seen in Fig. 5.4) under electron irradiation, possibly due to a surface passivation,
contamination or an unknown reasons. Hence, the SEY decrease could be mainly attributed to scrubbing
off some surface contaminants and exposing the oxidised Cu, but not graphitizing the surface. Leaving
the final δmax aside as unimportant here, the attention should focus on the common trend shared by all
dose-dependent curves, right side of Fig. 5.4. Note how the dose-dependent datapoints follow a trend
that closely resembles a logistic S-curve. Moreover, the S-curve to best-fit the δmax dose-dependence
also seems to fit the δ5eV dependence, i.e. inflection point around D0 ≈1C.mm−5 and similar steepness
p≈2.5. Hence, a sigmoid function in combination with Furman-Pivi fit will be used in Section 6.1 to
approximate the dose-dependent amplitude and shape of the LE-SEY peak at 5 eV.

Figure 5.4: Left: SEY curves acquired on a passivated Cu sample held at 300K (left) during an interrupted conditioning
with 300 eV electrons. Right: Values of δmax, δ5eV and Emax plotted against absorbed electron dose. Note the common
S-curve-like trend shared by all dose-dependent curves. The electron energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level.
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Role of surface composition

A similar experimental procedure was also applied to other typical construction materials aside Cu, such
as bulk Al, SS and Ti were studied, all in their technical-grade form and cleaned for use in UHV. The
SEY curve for technical-grade Cu was adapted from the previous graphs. The SEY curves acquired
on other metals, such as Al, Ti and stainless-steel (SS) are compared in Fig. 5.5. Both as-received
and electron-conditioned states achieved by 300 eV irradiation at fewmC.mm−2, as further precised in
the corresponding legends. The selected metal samples were mostly studied at cryogenic temperatures.
Technically-relevant metal coatings like Ti-Zr-V NEG, Ag, or REBCO were also studied for comparison
against the bulk metals and are discussed in Section 5.4.

It is not a coincidence that the SEY curves are fairly similar, given that the two sides of one sample
have exactly the same history of cutting, cleaning, packaging and storage. Indeed, this similarity also
extends to ESD yields shown below in Fig. 5.13.

The Al sample (unknown grade) also has exactly the same history; from the cutting onwards, it has
been cleaned, packaged and stored in the same way as Cu and SS. However, unlike them, its yield is
significantly over δmax >3 and, when conditioned, does not reach δmax values below 1.5. In fact, at very
high doses, its SEY starts increasing again, as shown in 5.5 and also observed at SLAC [240] and by Cimino
et al. [241]. This is thought to be due to the full contaminant removal and consequent exposure of the
underlying aluminium oxide with intrinsically high SEY, much like other dielectrics. For comparison, an
anticorrodal version of Al decreased the δmax from 5.5 to 3.4 values during the same 300 eV conditioning.
This is twice as high as the previous base-grade aluminium, supporting the hypothesis of a thick oxide
layer leads to a high SEY. The depth profiling of an oxidised technical-grade Al surface [242] also showed
an unusually thick oxide layer.

Figure 5.5: Left: SEY curves acquired on typical technical-grade bulk metals were measured for different conditioning states:
starting from as-received and after a 300 eV electron irradiation at a dose of fewmC.mm−2, as indicated in the legends.
Right: Continuously acquired SEY conditioning curves measured at 300 eV, typically at cold, for the same samples. Note
the approximate logistic S-curve shape visible in all metals except Al.

Another important observation can be made regarding the Emax value, which tends to remain the
same before and after conditioning. Unlike the δmax, which decreases during conditioning. This indicates
that the material properties mostly dictate the Emax position. The composition, atomic mass and
corresponding stopping powers determine the balance between the energy deposition depth and SE escape
depth. This in turn defines the Emax at which the balance tips over. Conversely, the magnitude of δmax

is defined by the electronic properties of the surface, mostly the work function that represents a certain
barrier (∼4.5 eV) for the escaping secondary electrons. Given the energy spectrum of electronic excitations
that is highly skewed towards low energies with a peak around 3 eV, even a small decrease of the work
function barrier can lead to a large increase in secondary electrons. As is observed.

To further substantiate the effect of surface composition, Figure 5.6 shows a correlation between the
atomic mass of selected substrates and the values of δmax and Emax. The surfaces were selected such that
they have the least amount of surface contaminants and oxides feasible in a system without a sputtering
option. For higher masses, values for sputter-cleaned Cu, Au and Ag were adopted from Gonzalez et
al. [236], although the results obtained in this setup converge towards the same values. To probe lower
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Figure 5.6: Correlation plots between the atomic mass of surfaces and the values of δmax and Emax. The SEY values for
sputter-cleaned Cu, Au and Ag were adopted from Gonzalez et al. [236]. More details in the text.

masses, lightweight materials were selected, such as Ti, Al, HOPG and epoxy.
A clear positive correlation exists for both δmax and Emax. There are two reasons for this, as was

argued in the theoretical section 2.3. First, the higher the atomic mass of the metal substrate, the
higher the stopping power for impinging electrons, resulting in an energy deposition closer to the surface,
inevitably increasing the observed SEY. The positive correlation between the substrate density and
maximum SEY value and position is long known ever since Bruining’s renowned SEY meta-analysis [65].
It also means that to reach a peak value δmax, the energy must be much higher for the primaries to
deposit their energy below the escape depth. Second, the backscattering coefficient is higher for high-Z
materials, meaning that more electrons get reflected, both elastically and inelastically. These two trends
are believed to explain the higher SEY and its position on the energy scale that rises with the substrate
atomic mass.

To conclude, the measurements illustrate that the SEY decrease happens similarly for many technical-
grade metals, to a large extent, regardless of the substrate unless the native oxide has a too high SEY,
such as Al, the SEY conditions to an acceptable level around δ300eV ≈1.2, as it is the case for Cu, SS,
Nb, Au and Ti-Zr-V NEG.

Role of surface state and morphology

We showed in the previous paragraph that higher energy electrons are essential for the graphitization of
the surface-bound carbon contaminants. Here, we aim to demonstrate that the carbon precursors must
first be present on a surface before being graphitized. From another point of view, this data also shows
how air-baking and vacuum-baking influences the SEY in both as-baked and electron-conditioned surface
states.

The studied samples came from the same production batch, hence had the same history, and were
air-baked to temperatures from 100 °C. to 300 °C. Vacuum-baking to 200 °C was also done for comparison.
Figure 5.7 shows photos of the baked samples used for this investigation, including SEM images of the
200 °C air-baked sample. Note how the Cu surface gradually darkens due to oxidation at progressively
higher air-bake temperatures. This was not the case for a vacuum-baked sample due to the lack of O2

that drives the in-air oxidation. Also, note the uniformly sized oxide crystals grown on the surface during
the air-baking. This points to self-limited crystal growth of sorts. Despite the obviously highly oxidised
dark-tinted and rough surface, the sample preserves its copper look and texture to some extent, unlike a
similar sample baked at 300 °C.

The left side of Figure 5.8 shows how the bakeout temperature influences the SEY curves in both
as-baked and conditioned states. The right side plots their values of δmax and Emax with respect to
the bakeout temperature. The comparison is made for an as-received surface state and an electron-
conditioned one at 1mC.mm−2 dose of by 300 eV imparted at ambient temperature. There is a clear
trend showing that the higher the bakeout temperature the lower yield to begin with, but also the
higher yield to end with after conditioning. A similar trend is visible for the Emax and, as the bakeout
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Figure 5.7: SEM images of a copper colaminate surface air-baked at 200°C for 1 day and the unbaked reference, with
parallel grooves visible after a press-rolling. Details in the text. The SEM images are taken on FE-SEM Zeiss Sigma, kindly
provided by EN-MME-MM, and acquired by C. Serafim, TE-VSC-VSM, at CERN.

Figure 5.8: SEY curves measured on an as-received and conditioned a Cu/SS held at 300K, in a range of heat-treatments.
The right plot traces Emax with respect to the heat-treatment temperature for as-received and conditioned states.

temperature increases, the behaviour approaches that of a sputter-cleaned (unbaked) Cu, data adopted
from Gonzalez et al. [236]. Although this trend can only partly be assigned to the surface cleaning,
because the air-baked copper surface is heavily oxidised, as visible in the SEM image 5.7.

Hence, an identical SEY (and ESD) measurements were done on a sample baked in vacuum to 200°C,
aiming to decouple the influence of in-air oxidation from that of contaminant removal due to baking.
The ex-situ bakeout followed by some 5 min air-exposure resulted in a fairly clean surface without many
contaminants as visible on both SEY and ESD measurements.

The same trends in SEY behaviour, including surface morphology changes induced by air- and vacuum-
bakeout was observed by Bojko et al. [243] on a technical-grade copper. The new data presented here
expands the SEY dataset towards the low-energy region and adds complementary ESD measurements.

Although the opposite is generally also possible, the SEY normally increases with increases the cov-
erage of physisorbed or chemisorbed species. Many experimentalists demonstrate this trend by removing
adsorbates by different means, leading to decreased SEY. Brown et al. [244] chose the opposite approach
and demonstrated experimentally that chemisorbing CO on atomically clean Cu, Ag and Au surfaces
increases the SEY. The SEY measurements of cryosorbed gases presented in Section 5.6 also substantiate
this trend, albeit only for surfaces with low-enough SEY.

To conclude, this measurement illustrates how a bakeout procedure leads to a decrease in the as-
received SEY by thermally removing contaminants, and stimulates surface oxidation when done in the
air. However, the SEY also does not electron-condition to as low values as an unbaked Cu does since the
surface lacks the graphitizable contaminants that are responsible for driving the SEY curve to low δmax

and Emax values.
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XPS analysis of conditioned copper

The following Figure 5.9 represents an XPS analysis performed on a copper colaminate sample was
laser-cut and degreased at CERN and stored in an aluminium foil after cleaning. The as-received Cu
sample was sectioned into 4 distinct spots and each was separately conditioned with 20 eV and 300 eV
at 1.5mC.cm−2 dose at temperatures of 300K and 12K. For clarity, each conditioning was done on a
previously intact pristine spot on the same sample and the full combinatorial matrix was investigated:
300 eV&300K, 20 eV&300K, 300 eV&12K and 20 eV&12K. Following the electron conditioning, the
sample was nitrogen-vented, wrapped in an Al foil, transported into the XPS setup, and put back under
UHV in about 30 min.

The former research of Petit et al. [80, 81, 245] and Bilgen [246] are used to draw inspiration
for interpreting the XPS spectra taken on similar technical-grade copper surfaces exposed to electron
irradiation. The four plots zoom on distinct peaks in an XPS spectrum that well represent the sample
surface state by the content of Cu, O and C. The XPS curves are measured at the distinct electron-
conditioned spots of the same sample and altogether are a tell-tale of electron irradiation-induced surface-
state changes. The as-received state is also depicted for reference and shows the original surface state,
mainly consisting of copper hydroxides, oxides, suboxides (not fully-valent oxides) and non-graphitic
carbon.

Figure 5.9: XPS analysis done on an CERN-cut&cleaned copper colaminate sample previously electron-conditioned at
different energies, 20 eV and 300 eV, and temperatures, 300K and 12K. The sample was vented following the electron
conditioning in the Multisystem setup and transported to warm XPS in ∼30 min. Data is taken at SPECS setup and
interpretation is credited to V. Petit, CERN-TE-VSC-SCC.

The acquired SEY and ESD data helped to form a hypothesis that electron conditioning is a two-
stage process. First is the reduction and removal of metal-bound oxides and hydroxides. Second, is the
graphitization of surface-bound carbon-containing contaminants. Hence, the Cu2p, CuLMM , O1s and
C1s peaks in the acquired XPS spectra are selected for closer examination to support the hypothesis.
These reduction processes consist of the following changes in the XPS spectra that are highlighted in the
graph by a dotted frame and a grey arrow that signifies the evolution during electron conditioning. The
reduction of Cu2+ satellite of the Cu2p line signifies scrubbing the surface of its hydroxide coverage. This
reduction is accompanied by shifting of CuLMM and O1s peaks, also characteristic of the reduction of
Cu oxides and hydroxides into a metallic Cu. Meanwhile, the shift of the C1s peak by 0.3 eV is assigned
to the graphitization of carbon contaminants.
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The 300 eV electrons efficiently condition the Cu regardless of the temperature, albeit the 300K
conditioning is slightly more effective than at 10K. Conversely, this is not the case for 20 eV conditioning,
whose effect consists of a partial surface reduction but not carbon graphitization, regardless of cryogenic or
ambient temperatures. What would achieve extremely high doses of 20 eV electron remains questionable
because some studies report graphitization down to 10 eV, though with an extremely small cross-section.
In any case, the reduction of hydroxides and oxides is responsible for the SEY decrease in the early
phases of electron conditioning, i.e. at low doses, regardless of energy and temperature. Meanwhile,
this electron-induced chemical reduction is necessary, as the graphitized carbon overlayer on the reduced
surface reduces the SEY even lower, with its final value depending on the original carbon contaminant
precoverage. This perfectly aligns with the SEY curves previously presented in Fig. 5.2. For instance,
Cimino et al. [97] demonstrated an effective SEY suppression by sputter-depositing graphite over a
previously sputter-cleaned Cu, with naturally high δmax and Emax. Already a nm-thin graphite coverage
suffices to decrease the SEY effectively, i.e. few monolayers of carbon in sp2 binding state decrease δmax

close to 1 (and Emax too). This illustrates the high surface sensitivity of SEY.
The measurements presented here are taken at cryogenic temperatures, but the results correspond to

studies available in literature taken at ambient temperatures. However, studies were insofar typically done
at ambient temperature. We observe the same graphitization effect as Nishiwaki [77], or Scheuerlein [79],
linking the SEY decrease to graphitization and Cimino et al. [76, 78, 184, 247] who also demonstrated
the limited conditioning effect of low-energy electrons. The experimental results agree with the general
understanding of SEY conditioning developed at ambient temperatures and seen as well at cryogenic
conditions by Cimino et al. [221].

In summary, combining the experimental data, simple simulations and theoretical understanding
allows for reaching certain conclusions about the electron conditioning process. Firstly, the resulting effect
of electron conditioning is strongly energy-dependent, with higher energies being generally preferable for
good (low SEY and ESD) conditioning. The paragraphs dealing with surface state composition illustrate
that the underlying surface (typically a metal oxide) has to have a sufficiently low native SEY, as is
the case for Cu, SS, Nb and NEG, but not for Al. Moreover, the presence of surface-bound carbon-
containing contaminants is a precondition for graphitization, which is in fact responsible for the final
SEY decrease at the high dose limit, see Fig. 5.18 or ref. [76]. Shall the contaminants be cleaned, as it
was done by a bakeout in Fig. 5.7, it cannot be expected to attain a low-SEY graphitic overlayer on an
irradiated surface. Regardless of a used electron energy and dose, the graphitization, characterised by
a low δmax ≈1.1 and Emax ≈200 eV, is not reached unless the carbon is introduced. A possible remedy
to an inherently large SEY (e.g. Al) is laser treatment to compensate for this inherently high SEY by a
geometrical entrapment of SE, as evidenced [107].

5.2.3 Temperature dependence - Role of cryogenic conditions

The measurements of SEY energy-dependence performed between ambient and cryogenic temperatures
did not result in any measurable difference, as far as can be concluded with the precision and repeatability
of the given measurement arrangement and the methodology used. This is somewhat expected since SEY
is a property strictly related to substrate electronic structure and thermal effects can hardly be expected
to play a direct first-order role in the 12-300K temperature range. This line of argumentation indeed
excludes the possibility of cryosorbed gases being present atop of the coating, often being the case at
cold, as shown below in Section 5.6.

However, the ESD yields, both initial and after conditioning, were observed to vary greatly with
temperature, which is discussed in detail in Section 2.22. The above-discussed measurements of Petit et
al. [81, 82] however, evidence a different chemical pathway for electron conditioning at cold and warm.
Under special circumstances created by the presence of a hydroxide-terminated copper surface, the cold
electron conditioning can lead to preferential CuO formation and simultaneous graphite depletion.

5.2.4 Role of residual gas in conditioning at cryogenic temperature

The experiments did not show a considerable influence of cryogenic temperatures on the SEY conditioning
process under the used experimental conditions. However, it was tested by gas injection during electron
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conditioning that the residual gas composition influences the electron conditioning under certain extreme
circumstances.

A particular type of Cu/SS sample was chosen for this experiment because it previously did not
graphitize under electron irradiation, presumably because of being too clean of carbon contaminants
and/or being chemically passivated. These measurements are compared to a reference SEY curve, Fig.
5.4, acquired on a different sample from the same batch, also conditioned at 10K with 300 eV to a
1.3mC.mm−2 dose, but in UHV conditions, i.e. H2-dominated residual gas at 5.10−10 mbarH2. Inferring
from the high location of Emax=450 eV, the reference sample exhibits no noticeable graphitization and
does not condition to low δmax and Emax.

Knowing this allowed us to test whether a carbon-rich residual gas atmosphere can induce surface
graphitization at cryogenic temperatures. To test this, injection directly into the collector inner volume
was used to create a CO and CH4 dominated residual gas atmosphere over the cold copper sample
during electron conditioning. The CO and CH4 gases were selected because of their predominance in
the UHV residual gas spectrum. Less abundant residual gases, aside of lower concentrations, have either
lower scattering cross-sections (σCH4 > σC2H4) and/or they decompose into the hereafter studied gases
(CO2 →CO).

Figure 5.10 shows SEY curves measured before and after electron conditioning with CO and CH4

co-injection. The as-received spot represents the original pristine state, while the three other spots
on the sample were irradiated with the listed combinations of energies and residual gas compositions.
The presence of CO and CH4 gases up till few 10−8 mbar did not have clearly interpretable influence,
neither facilitate, nor inhibit the electron conditioning process of copper at doses of 1.5mC.mm−2. It took
10−6 mbar of CH4 partial pressure and a 300 eV dose of 0.5mC.mm−2 to deposit a thin graphitic overlayer
that is noticeable; by the naked eye and by XPS. The graphitized surface was visually discoloured and
the SEY shape also pointed towards the same conclusion with the Emax ≈200 eV.

Figure 5.10: Right: SEY curves measured after 300 eV or 20 eV electron conditioning of a Cu/SS sample held at 10K while
co-injecting CO and CH4 gases. Left: The sample conditioning at 300 eV with CH4 coinjections shows a discolouration.
Details in the text.

An XPS spectrum was taken ex-situ to inspect the post-mortem changes in surface composition due to
conditioning under carbon-rich atmosphere. The same peaks as in Fig. 5.9 were used to infer the changes
in surface chemistry, as captured by the histogram. The relative atomic concentrations are presumed
proportional to the areas under the curves on the right, that characteristic for each element or compound.
The CO co-injection during 300 eV conditioning (blue curve) can be deemed uninfluential since all four
peaks followed in the XPS spectrum exhibit little change from the original as-received state (black curve).
Contrary to that, the CH4 co-injection during both 20 eV (red) and 300 eV (brown) conditioning leads
not only to a partial but significant reduction of oxides and hydroxides but also to carbon deposition,
as clearly visible on the C1s peak. Hence, the XPS study proves the electron-beam induced deposition
(EBID) of carbon from gas phase precursors is feasible at cryogenic temperatures, although with a very
small deposition rate, as calculated below using eq.5.1. The study also suggests that more graphite could
be deposited by increasing the irradiation time (feasible), increasing the pressure (not feasible), or the
energy in case of 20 eV irradiation. A sweet spot likely exists in this wide parameter space that could
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Figure 5.11: XPS analysis done on an CERN-cut&cleaned copper colaminate sample. The sample was electron-conditioned
at 20 eV and 300 eV, at 15K while co-injecting CO and CH4 gases. The sample was vented following the conditioning in the
Multisystem setup and transported to warm XPS in ∼30min. Data is taken at SPECS setup and interpretation is credited
to V. Petit, CERN-TE-VSC-SCC.

be exploited to reach more effective EBID rates, also considering a suitable carbon-rich precursor gas,
possibly with carbon in sp2 already present.

Scheuerlein&Taborelli did similar measurements [248] at CERN, where they studied at ambient tem-
peratures the same technical-grade UHV-cleaned copper surface. The AES analysis they performed
(sensitivity limited to a coverage of about 0.1ML ≈ 1014 molecule.cm−2) showed no tangible influence of
the residual gas composition on the copper conditioning, meaning that dissociation cross-sections are low
for this process, at least at ambient temperatures. An approximate value for the EBID deposition rate can
be obtained following Scheuerlein&Taborelli’s [248] derivation. The EBID deposition rate dNEBID/dT
is proportional to the surface coverage θi of cryosorbed precursor molecules, electron fluence je− and the
effective dissociation cross-section of cryosorbed molecule σ, as follows:

dNEBID

dt
= θi · je− · σEBID (5.1)

An equilibrium between adsorption and electrodesorption is quickly established during a 300 eV elec-
tron irradiation for both CO and CH4. Knowing the approximately linear ESD yield dependence on
surface coverage, one can deduce the equilibrium coverage θeq from the equilibrium ESD yield ηeq. From
other data acquired in this system, this is about 0.1ML for both CO and CH4. For simplicity, one
monolayer is again presumed to be 1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. The dissociation cross-section is adapted
from [248] to be σ=10−17 cm−2. Plugging these approximative values into the 5.1, an estimate is reached
of dNEBID/dt=1011 molecule.cm−2.s−1. This corresponds to about 1ML of carbon formation every 3
hours, presuming the given carbon-rich residual gas pressure of few 10−8 mbar, which is unreasonably
high for typical UHV conditions. Combining their result with the presented measurement taken at 10K,
not even the high partial pressure resulting in an increased surface concentration of CO and CH4 gases
on the cold and sticky sample, does not compensate for the low efficiency of electron-induced dissocia-
tion of carbon-containing molecules cryosorbed on the surface. This is an unexpected result, since the
electron-induced graphitization of carbon-containing surface-bound contaminants is believed to be the
underlying mechanism of SEY conditioning. Moreover, the electron-induced dissociation of molecules is
commonly observed in thick cryosorbed gases with yields orders of magnitude higher than in the gas-
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phase counterpart. An argument could be made that the precipitated graphite is hydrogen-terminated,
which is known to result in a high δmax, as shown by Shih et al. [249]. The Emax=200 eV point to a
low-Z surface (graphitic overlayer), but still, the slightly higher δmax=1.3 allows us to hypothesise the
hydrogen termination of this graphite layer.

The thickness of the precipitated graphite overlayer can be estimated by comparing it to the work of
Inguimbert, Angelucci et al., who simulated [250] and measured [97] the copper SEY with thin carbon
overlayers. The SEY curve measured after EBID deposition in CH4 atmosphere best compares (Emax ≈
200 eV followed by a rapid decay) to ∼2 nm coverage, i.e. ∼10 atoms thick overlayer.

It was also verified in another measurement done on a more polluted copper sample held at 10K that
CO coinjection does not inhibit the electron-induced graphitization of surface-bound contaminants. H2

coinjection was not specifically tested, but the H2-dominated residual gas composition (pres,H2 ≈ 10−10 ∼
10−9 mbar) never seemed to be an issue for electron conditioning. The conclusion of this study done at
∼12K is that the electron conditioning process is rather agnostic regarding the residual gas composition
under typical UHV scenarios unless some extreme edge cases lying strictly outside UHV domain are
intentionally created.

5.2.5 Angular dependence

Aside of the primary energy that was discussed above, the incidence angle presents another means to act
on the energy deposition depth. The method for incidence angle dependence of SEY was discussed in
Section 4.4.4 and gives the following results. The primary electron energy of 320 eV was selected because
it lies close to SEY maxima, so the δ320eV is reasonably representative of the peak value. Besides, the
e-beam has high-enough rigidity at this energy, so it does not strongly deviate under the non-symmetric
electric field induced by the tilted sample that is biased to -28V. Unfortunately, it was impossible, in this
experimental setting, to verify the beam spot shape with the fluorescent target or Faraday cups.

First, bare metal surfaces, i.e. flat, were found to have a strong angular dependence, as investigated
in the 0–60° range measured from the normal. This is a known behaviour, as discussed in the theoretical
section 2.2.3. The angle-enhanced SEY owes to a shallower energy deposition depth.

Contrary to flat metal surfaces, rough surfaces, such as the laser-treated copper, Fig. 5.31, do not ex-
hibit such a strong angular dependence if any at all. This points to very effective geometrical confinement
of SE, even at high incidence angles, as previously discussed in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.6.6. Monte-Carlo
simulations were done for a periodically rough Aluminium surface leading to similar results [251].

The carbon-coated surfaces are somewhat in between the two extreme cases. The sputter-deposition
coating process gives the amorphous carbon overlayer an inherent roughness resulting into a lesser angular
sensitivity.

Given the level of experimental uncertainties and the scatter in the data, it is difficult to conclude on
the exact scaling with angle. Both studied dependencies cos−nα and exp(k.(1−cosα)) do approximate the
experimental data acceptably well. The question remains regarding the behaviour at grazing incidence
angles. Theoretical understanding predicts a growing fraction of reflected electrons at high angles. If all
electrons incoming at a grazing incidence are reflected away, this would force the angle-enhanced SEY
back towards 1, as α →90°. This is elaborated in the Results application Section 6.1.

The CASINO simulation aims for a qualitative illustration of the energy deposition depth concept
and how it is influenced by incidence angle and energy. This particular customised simulation is done for
a contaminated and oxidised copper surface irradiated by 320 eV electrons at angles 0°, 30° and 60° from
normal. Based on various literature resources [80] [246], a 2 nm thin Cu2O layer was placed over the bulk
Cu substrate. An additional 2 nm thin overlayer of adsorbates (H,C,O) was added atop of the oxide layer
to simulate the weakly bound physisorbed low-Z hydrocarbon contaminants. The proportion of H:C:O
was estimated to be in tens ofML coverage and in 80:10:10% proportion, as deduced from integrating the
electrodesorbed gas during 300 eV electron conditioning at 300K. This gas quantity amounts to about
2 nm thin adsorbates overlayer.

Note that as the primary energy increases, the beam becomes more penetrant and the energy deposi-
tion depth increases. This leads to a lesser near-surface concentration of electronic excitation in the SE
escape depth and, consequently, to a lower SEY. The 20 eV irradiation seems angle-agnostic, as all the
energy is, in any case, deposited within the SE escape depth and can lead to emission. Conversely, as
the incidence angle of higher energy electrons increases, the energy deposition depth becomes shallower,
and the fraction of backscattered primary electrons (red trajectories) progressively increases.

However, the simulation results are only semi-quantitative at best because of the following reasons.
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Figure 5.12: Left: SEY at 320 eV of as-received Cu, SS, thick and thin carbon coatings and a Coldex-type laser-treated
Cu measured as a function of incidence angle α measured from the normal. The fits cos−nα and exp(k.(1 − cosα)) used
to approximate the SEY angle-dependence are discussed in Section 2.2.3 and 2.6.6. Right: Illustrative CASINO particle
tracing Monte-Carlo simulation for 20 eV, 320 eV and 1 keV primary electrons impinging on an adsorbate-covered oxidised
copper surface at 0°, 30° and 60° from normal. Note that increasing energy drives the energy deposition depth progressively
deeper. Conversely, the depth gets shallower by increasing the incidence angle. The simulation results were partly presented
at [A5, A7].

First, the technical-grade metal target chemical composition and microstructure approximation are hugely
simplified. Second, the used input parameters, i.e. low-energy, are margining the applicability range
of the CASINO simulation package because the continuous slowing-down approximation (CSDA) fails
(∆Ecollision ≈ Eparticle) and data on stopping powers are hugely scattered in this low-energy range
anyways, see Fig. 2.2 [51]. Moreover, the results also do not show electrons scattering at interfaces. This
is again unphysical because it is known from the data presented here 5.50 as well as studied elsewhere
[252] that electrons do scatter at interfaces.
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5.3 ESD of technical-grade metal surfaces

This chapter’s subdivision aims to decouple various factors that influence the ESD yield, always one
at a time. Starting with the primary electron energy and dose, continuing with the surface state and
composition, and finishing with environmental conditions, i.e. temperature. The mutual interplay of
SEY, ESD yield and electrodesorbed gas is also presented to complete the picture started in the previous
chapter on SEY.

5.3.1 Energy dependence

Section 2.6 discussed the whereabouts of the ESD yield energy-dependence and its utmost importance,
shall the ESD be optimised (minimised or maximised) in a given technical application. According to the
theoretical understanding, the energy dependence of ESD yield has the following areas of interest. The
low energy part around and under 10 eV contains an energy threshold Ethr for desorption, below which
the ESD yield η(E) is either nil, or below the background (BG) level for detection ηBG. This is followed
by an approximately linear increase up to 100–200 eV where η ∝ E1 because all the energy deposited by
the primary electron falls into the SE escape depth. The ESD yield peaks out at Emax as the energy
deposition depth becomes comparable to the escape depth. Above this peak, an asymptotic behaviour
leaning towards η ∝ E−2 is gradually attained.

Figure 5.13: ESD yield energy-dependence measured on two sides of one LHC-grade copper (left) colaminated on P506
stainless-steel (right) held at 15K, in an as-received supplier-cleaned state. The electron energy is referenced to the
sample vacuum level. Datapoints are fitted with offset log-normal distribution with best-fit parameters listed in the legend.
Combined uncertainty intervals at 1σ are ∼30% as shown at the peak values. On the left, the systematic and stochastic
components are also plotted. The high uncertainty on water is due to a high background (BG) and low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The data for Cu were presented in [A2, A3, A6]

Figure 5.13 shows an ESD yield energy dependence measured on an as-received LHC-grade copper
colaminate surface held at 15K. Once again, data for SS and Al shown in 5.13 and the left side of 5.14
is taken on samples with identical cleaning and storage history as the Cu/SS sample. Conversely, the
Nb sample is a metal coating sputter-deposited at CERN and packaged in aluminium foil for transport.
Hence, the Nb coating has fewer desorbable molecules and, as a result, has comparatively lower ESD
yields than more technical-grade bulk metals. Contrary to the lower ESD yields, the general behaviour
holds in terms of Ethr, Emax and decay at high energies.

Similarly to the SEY, the ESD energy-dependence curve can also be conveniently parameterised by
a few important parameters. Here it is the desorption threshold and peak values Ethr, Emax and ηmax,
along with one fitting parameter s. A suitable function that connects these parameters can either be a
log-normal distribution used here for metal surfaces or a modified (threshold-offset) Furman&Pivi fit [58],
used in Section 5.6 to fit the ESD energy dependence of cryosorbed gases. Both of these are discussed
in the Parametrization section 6.1, including the practical aspects of fitting the semi-empirical models to
the experimental data. The uncertainty analysis of the single-point measurements and parametric fits to
the energy scans are discussed in Appendix 6.8.

The absolute yields agree reasonably well with values found in literature [172, 181]. The energy
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Figure 5.14: ESD yield energy dependence curves measured on as-received metal samples of Al (left) and Nb (right)
acquired at 15K. The electron energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level. Datapoints are fitted with offset log-normal
distribution with best-fit parameters listed in the legend. Combined uncertainty intervals at 1σ are ∼30% as shown at the
peak values. Uncertainties on best-fit parameters are 10–20%. The high uncertainty on water is due to a high BG and low
SNR.

dependencies qualitatively agree with Achard’s data [157] and Billard [172], including the threshold
values (as extrapolated for a warm OFHC-grade UHV-cleaned copper). Coincidentally, the ’10–Volt
effect’ brought to attention in Redhead memoirs [31] also agrees with the measured thresholds. The data
shown here also agrees with those of Malyshev [179] until about 300 eV, where the dependencies depart,
presumably as an artefact of a different experimental arrangement. Auslender&Minchenkov [253] report
ESD yields from technical-grade Cu much lower than those measured here, but the energy-dependence
they measure is very much alike and has a peak ηmax at few hundred eV.

5.3.2 Conditioning process

Extended exposure of a surface to electron irradiation, referred to as electron conditioning, changes the
irradiated surface state by removing or reprocessing surface-bound contaminants and inducing diffusion.

Shifting fully to the ESD investigation, the following data are mostly taken in an arrangement with
+46 VS bias to minimise the dynamic background visible at high doses around 1mC, resulting in no
simultaneous SEY measurement. The electron energy of 300 eV (compensated for sample bias) and a dose
of 1mC.mm−2 is taken systematically for further comparisons of other metals, coatings and treatments.

The ESD yield conditioning curves have two distinct regions of interest. The initial ESD yields η0
are dose-invariant at very low electron doses around 10−6 C.mm−2 before a sufficient amount of gas is
scrubbed off the surface to make a negative difference. This region is limited by the efficiency of the elec-
trodesorption sequence and it is temperature dependent as shown below in 5.3.3. A transition to a surface
concentration-limited region of a steady ESD yield decrease happens at around D0 ≈ 10−5 C.mm−2. A
steady decrease is attained around and above 10−4 C.mm−2, where the conditioning curves asymptotically
approaches a power-law decrease (a straight line in log-log plot), as typically fitted by eq. 2.10.

The comparison of bulk Cu conditioning done with 300 eV electrons at 265K and 15K shows similar
conditioning rates but much lower initial ESD yields at cold, especially for ηCO2 and ηH2O. Conditioning
curves for Al and SS that follow in Fig. 5.16 have an identical cleaning and storage history as the
supplier-cut&cleaned Cu samples above. Remarkably, the overall behaviour is very similar for all the
examined surfaces, which is undeniably a result of similar surface contamination.

Comparing the experimental data with values found across the literature, typically obtained around
ambient temperature, shows that the initial yields agree reasonably well with Suzuki et al.[181], Billard
et al. [172] and Achard’s data [157]. So does the inflection point value D0 agrees with Kennedy [162],
Gomez-Goni&Mathewson[193] or data summarised by Malyshev [161]. The discrepancy, however, lies
in the conditioning rates, i.e. the exponent α of the power-law decay. Here, values in a wide range of
α≈0.7∼0.9 are typical, while other authors often attain the rate of α ≈1. Once again, the difference
can originate as an artefact of different experimental arrangements rather than a physical reason. This
discussion is further developed in Section 5.4.5 once the data on coatings and treatments are presented.
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Figure 5.15: ESD yield dose-dependence of an as-received copper (left) measured with 300 eV electrons at 265K and 15K.
Samples were cleaned at a supplier. Datapoints are median-smoothed and fitted with a modified power-law dose-dependence
with best-fit parameters listed in the legend. The data were published in [A2].

Figure 5.16: ESD yield dose-dependence of an as-received aluminium (left) stainless-steel (right) measured with 300 eV
electrons at 15K. Samples were cleaned at a supplier. Datapoints are median-smoothed and fitted with a modified power-
law dose-dependence with best-fit parameters listed in the legend. The curves for P506 SS (right) flatten out around
1mC.mm−2 due to a high dynamic background in the -28V sample biasing. Other curves are acquired with +46V sample
bias leading to much lower dyn. background.

Electrodesorbed gas quantity

The electrodesorbed gas quantity provides another viewpoint on the ESD conditioning process. Following
the ESD yield reduction presented in the previous section, the total quantity of electrodesorbed gas also
changes when comparing ambient and cryogenic temperatures.

The quantity of each gas species released during an electron conditioning measurement at any energy
can be calculated by integrating the background-corrected gas flux pj(t) = kj .∆ij(t), as explained in the
Experimental Chapter 4. Hence, the time can be eliminated from the equation and express the ESD
yield ηj(t) dependence on a desorbed gas load either on the absorbed electron dose D, Fig. 5.15, or on
the quantity of already desorbed gas Qj(D) at a dose D, Fig. 5.17.

The following Figure 5.17 compares the desorbed gases Qtot,j from as-received copper irradiated with
300 eV electrons at 1mC.mm−2 dose. The quantity of desorbed H2, the Qtot,H2 is hardly affected by the
low temperature and amounts to ∼20 ·1015 molecule.cm−2, both for cryogenic and ambient conditioning.
On the contrary, heavier gases are heavily affected by cryogenic temperatures. At cold, the desorbed CO,
Qtot,CO is reduced to about 50% of its ambient temperature counterpart. The hydrocarbons CH4 and
C2H6 are reduced to ∼20% and ∼10% respectively. Finally, the electrodesorption of CO2 and H2O is
particularly well inhibited by the cryogenic environment with Qtot,CO2 and Qtot,H2O reduced to ∼5% of
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the ambient temperature value.
This measurement shows a clear trend of lower desorption yields and consequently lower Qtot,j values

at cold for molecules that are heavier and/or have higher assembly numbers (number of atoms in a
molecule, in this context). Indeed, one should argue that the desorption yields of molecules is only partly
diffusion-limited and that other limitations come in at other desorption sequence steps. Take Argon as
a counterargument (not displayed), the atomic yield ηAr and desorbed quantity Qtot,Ar changes only
slightly with temperature, at least within the experimental precision. This illustrates that other parts of
the desorption sequence, such as diffusion of electronic excitations or quenching during ejection, are also
somewhat temperature-dependent.

Figure 5.17: ESD yield conditioning at 300 eV of as-received unbaked Cu samples, cut&cleaned at a supplier, measured
around ambient (265K), left, and cryogenic temperatures (15K), right. Note the difference in initial ESD yields and the
electrodesorbed gas quantity at 1mC.mm−2 is used for comparisons in Figs. 5.22 and 5.23.

Despite the cryogenic temperatures, the measured Qtot,H2 non-reduction suggests that the hydrogen
surface mobility is not a limiting factor for the H2 desorption sequence.

For comparison, Minissale et al. [254] measured and calculated the oxygen diffusion rate and concluded
that thanks to diffusion via quantum tunnelling, the diffusion rate is not zero even when approaching 0K.
In fact, it dominates the diffusion process at cryogenic temperatures and becomes comparable to the clas-
sical, thermally-enabled diffusion at 20K and higher. Indeed, despite having a non-zero diffusion rate, it is
considerably slower at cold, in turn lowering the recombination rate. Moreover, as the surface concentra-
tion of precursors decreases at high electron doses, the desorption becomes surface concentration-limited.
Both these facts are crucial for low desorption yields observed at low temperatures and high doses.

For completeness, a similar conditioning experiment was also performed at 100K and 200K, resulting
in an ambient-like behaviour for the 200K conditioning and a cryogenic-like behaviour for conditioning
at 100K. This agrees with the general temperature-dependent behaviour of ESD yield, as measured in
Figure 5.24, Section 5.3.3.

Interplay of ESD, SEY and electrodesorbed gas

Here, an ESD conditioning measurement is done on warm Cu with 300 eV electrons, similar to that on
the right of Fig. 5.19. The data can be plotted in such a way to capture the mutual evolution of ESD,
SEY and the electrodesorbed gas. The left plot of Fig. 5.18 captures the SEY and ESD yield decrease
with the electrodesorbed gas quantity. The ESD yield starts with a constant plateau where the ESD
yield is limited by the desorption efficiency, and the SEY decreases slowly. As the surface is scrubbed off
contaminants, the ESD process now enters heavily coverage-limited desorption and the SEY decreases
as a direct result of the surface being depleted of contaminants. Past this knee, the SEY approaches
its ultimate value around δ300eV =1.1 in the graphitization-dominated region of the conditioning process.
Meanwhile, the ESD yields go to zero because the surface coverage of desorbable molecules goes to zero.

The right plot eliminates the dose from the graph and only captures the SEY dependence on elec-
trodesorbed gas. Once again, two distinct regions are visible in the plot. The same knee as on the left
corresponds to the δ300eV =1.8, where about half of the electro-desorbable gas has left the surface. Before
this point, the major contributor to the SEY decrease was removing the adsorbed gas from the surface.
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Past this point, the SEY decrease is attributed to the electron-induced chemical changes to the surface
composition - most notably graphitization of carbon-containing residues, as verified by an XPS analysis,
Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.18: ESD yield conditioning at 300 eV of as-received unbaked copper samples taken around ambient temperature.
Different projections of the conditioning process are discussed in the text. The electrodesorbed gas is plotted against the
ESD yield (left) and the SEY (right). Note the knee at ∼2.10−4 mbar.l.cm−2 (∼5·1015 molecule.cm−2) that happens at a
∼1017 e−.cm−2 dose of 300 eV electrons.

These two plots become useful if one knows the SEY and needs to approximate the ESD yields and
a quantity of gas already desorbed. For instance, when the δ300eV reaches a value of 1.3, being the
multipacting threshold in the LHC dipoles, the electron multipacting vanishes and so does the electron
conditioning, for the most part. By then, the ESD yields have decreased by a factor of ∼10x and about
20ML of gas has electrodesorbed, mostly being H2, CO and CO2. Knowing this strong link between
SEY and ESD conditioning, it remains unclear why the SEY conditions very similarly at cryogenic
temperatures, while the ESD conditioning at cold removes by a factor of ∼10 fewer molecules heavier
than H2 than at 300K, Fig. 5.17.

Henrist&Baglin et al. [75, 186] reported observations identical to the ones presented here, also done
on a LHC-type technical-grade copper held at ambient temperature. Cimino et al. [76] studied the same
system and concluded that SEY conditioning can be simplified into a two-step process as described here.

Role of electron energy

The energy indeed has a major impact on the resulting electron-conditioned state, with higher energy
electrons being generally favourable to scrub foreign molecule off the surface, consequently decreasing
the η. To visualise the link to the SEY conditioning, let us take the SEY and ESD yields plotted as a
function of electron dose at two different electron energies: 20 eV and 300 eV, see Figure 5.19.

The left side shows how 20 eV electrons have only a limited conditioning effect on the η of a Cu
surface, as already illustrated for the case of SEY, Fig. 5.2. Both measurements are done in -28V mode,
so the SEY is also accessible (at a given energy) and plotted on the secondary axes; mind the different
ranges. Note the sudden end of δ20eV conditioning induced by 20 eV around ∼0.1mC.mm−2 and no
significant decrease above ∼0.3mC.mm−2. This also projects to no significant gas removal, albeit this
ESD measurement has higher uncertainties due to being so low above the dynamic background level
(marked on the right plot). The right side shows a full conditioning curve done at 300 eV primary energy,
which includes the δ300eV conditioning down to 1.1 and η decrease by about two orders observed for all gas
species except H2O, as discussed in Section 5.4.5. A similar study was done for 1 keV electrons, resulting
in a similarly fast ESD conditioning rate for 300 eV. The 1 keV irradiation, despite having slightly lower
as-received ESD yields than at 300 eV, electrodesorbs slightly more gas molecules than 300 eV, see Figure
5.20 below. Presumably due to a more effective diffusion of gas (or its precursors) from subsurface layers.

Figure 5.20 summarises the ESD yields of bulk technical-grade Cu measured at 20 eV, 300 eV and
1 keV at 15K for as-received state and conditioned to 0.3mC.mm−2. As already foreseen from the SEY
and ESD data, the 20 eV electrons do not desorb nearly as much gas as 300 eV and 1 keV, regardless of
an electron dose or temperature. While the 20 eV electrons desorb about 1-2 ML of gas, this amount
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Figure 5.19: ESD and SEY conditioning curves measured at 15K on Cu samples; Cu/SS (left) and bulk Cu (right)
received the same cleaning and storage. Conditioning was done with 20 eV and 300 eV electrons to ∼0.5mC.mm−2 and
∼2.3mC.mm−2, respectively. The measurement was done in -28V mode, so the SEY is accessible (at a given energy) and
plotted on the secondary axes. Note the sudden end of conditioning induced by 20 eV around ∼0.1mC.mm−2 where about
1ML of H2 is desorbed.

increases by a factor of ∼10x for the higher energies. Presumably due to an electron-induced gas diffusion
from subsurface layers or pores. If the electron penetration depth scales proportionally to energy, the
300 eV electrons penetrate about 10–15x deeper than 20 eV ones, accessing proportionally more absorbed
gas. This approximately agrees with the ESD yield cut-off when about 1ML of H2 gets desorbed by 20 eV
electrons. For comparison, the ESD yield at 300 eV cuts off after about 10ML of H2 gets electrodesorbed.

Figure 5.20: Summarised ESD yields of bulk technical-grade Cu measured at 20 eV, 300 eV and 1 keV at 15K for as-received
state and conditioned to 0.3mC.mm−2. All measurements come from pristine spots of the same supplier-cleaned sample.

The ESD curves shown here were taken directly after the SEY curves shown in Fig. 5.2, i.e. in
a semi-conditioned state achieved by irradiation at dose of 17 eV, 300 eV and 1 keV electrons. The
threshold around 10 eV and peak around 300 eV are clearly visible and seem to be mostly invariant with
the conditioning state, unlike the absolute yield. The ESD yield of a semi-conditioned Cu, taken at its
maximum ηmax, is highly dependent on the conditioning energy. While 300 eV and 1 keV irradiation
resulted in a decreased η by around a factor ∼10 across the studied energy range, 17 eV irradiation
did not. Further conditioning with 17 eV electrons led to a measurable ESD yield reduction across the
studied energy range, but without ultimately reaching the same low ESD yields as irradiation at 300 eV
and 1 keV would. This is generally in agreement with the SEY curves measured just prior to these ESD
energy-dependent curves and the electrodesorbed gas quantities in Fig. 5.20. This observation aligns
with the theoretical understanding because the yield should scale with the (decreasing) surface coverage
of to-be-desorbed species. Contrary to this, and regardless of the surface coverage, the nature of the
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adsorbate binding and the physical desorption processes remain the same. Since the electrodesorption
sequence remains unchanged, about the same energy thresholds and peak values of ηmax are observed
regardless of the conditioning state.

Figure 5.21 shows ESD yield energy-dependence measured for different conditioning states achieved by
conditioning with different electron energies but at a comparable dose. Indeed, each energy was measured
on a pristine spot of the same sample. This paragraph closely follows the cold SEY conditioning as a
function of energy, as sampled at a given dose of ∼0.8mC.mm−2. In fact, this medium dose was chosen
to still have a significant ESD signal during the measurement.

Figure 5.21: ESD yield energy-dependence measured on LHC-grade copper measured after 17 eV, 300 eV and 1 keV condi-
tioning at comparable dose. Mind the log-linear projection used to capture detail across all energies. The corresponding
SEY curves for the 15K and 300K sample (performed before ESD measurements) are shown in 5.2. At bottom-right
plot, the CH4 yield after 20 eV conditioning is off due to bad signal sampling and high background, but should follow the
same trend as others. The electron energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level. Savitzky-Golay filter[223] is used to
smoothen the scattered datapoints and guide the eye. Unfiltered datapoints are shown for the as-received state to illustrate
the scatter. This data is partly presented in [A3, A7].

The experimental data presented here for initial and conditioned ESD yields, as well as electrodesorbed
gas quantities, are in agreement with Kennedy [162], Gomez-Goni&Mathewson[193] and Malyshev [161].
The results reported by Malyshev measured for technical-grade surfaces held at ambient temperatures also
show that higher energy electrons desorb larger amounts of gas. As argued, the tentative explanation
is that the deeper penetration depth of higher electron energies renders more subsurface gas (or its
precursors) accessible to desorption.

Role of surface composition

Figure 5.22 shows that other metals, notably Al and SS have ESD yields, desorption thresholds and
electron conditioning curves that are notably similar for different technical-grade metals with the same
cleaning and storage method. This is a strong sign of the surface chemistry being the key governing factor
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determining the ESD yield, rather than the bulk composition. Aside of bulk metals, metal coatings were
also characterised for comparison, with a focus placed on technically-important coatings and their baseline
application. The results for treatments and coatings have a dedicated Section 5.4. The measured ESD
yield energy and dose dependencies of metals coatings closely resemble those of bulk metals in terms of
the threshold and peak positions, but have overall lower yields and are more strongly dominated by H2

desorption.
An experiment was also done to assess the effect of vacuum firing of stainless steel on the ESD yields.

The H2 yield is particularly interesting since vacuum firing aims to deplete the atomic hydrogen subsurface
concentration. The firing led to some limited decrease of H2 yield, but the difference is comparable to
baseline chemical cleanings. This observation points towards the H2 depth profile having only a limited
importance on the ESD yield.

Figure 5.22: ESD of technical-grade samples of Cu, stainless steel and aluminium measured at 300 eV at 15K and 300K
for as-received state and conditioned at 1mC.mm−2. Warm and cold measurements are done on pristine spots of the same
sample.

The experimental data presented here for Cu in various states show initial and conditioned ESD yields,
as well as electrodesorbed gas quantities, that are in general agreement with measurements of Kennedy
[162], Gomez-Goni&Mathewson[193] and Malyshev [161].

Role of surface state

Ex-situ chemical and thermal treatments to the copper colaminate samples created different surface
states. This in turn manifested in different ESD yields, both as-received and conditioned, as sampled at
1mC.mm−2. In this case, the ESD was measured at ambient temperatures, as also done for the SEY
measured on the same specimen and presented in Figure 5.8.

The quantity of electrodesorbed gas also varies, substantiating how different treatments affect the
amount of electron-desorbable gas and the corresponding properties. As the (ex-situ) bakeout temper-
ature increases, the surface is progressively cleaned off contaminants. Owing to the memory effect, the
cleaning effect of a bakeout persists throughout a ∼5min-long sample transfer and is well measurable.
The 300 °C bakeout, last sample in Fig. 5.23, does not seem to bring any tangible decrease of ESD yields
over the 200 °C bakeout. Also note that both the 100 °C in-air bakeout and the 200 °C in-vacuum bakeout
only offer a marginal decrease of ESD yield when compared to the original chemical cleaning. Achard et
al. measured a similar trend of ESD decreasing with bakeout temperature, although done in situ, but
without levelling yields above 200 °C. It is, therefore, possible that some information was lost due to the
∼5min long in-air sample transfer.

It is known that a suitable chemical cleaning can reduce the ESD yields by up to an order of magnitude
and, by extension, the electrodesorbed gas quantities too. This is readily illustrated by comparing the
ESD yield of the supplier-cleaned Cu that was only rinsed in a warm isopropanol ultrasonic bath and
that of a Cu chemically cleaned at CERN. Comparative studies were done at CERN to assess surface
cleanliness by measuring the ESD yields of copper cleaned with different detergents [156, 255]. Edwards
seconds such observations [256], as well as Nishiwaki&Kato [185] who tested different approaches to
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Figure 5.23: ESD of copper colaminate measured at 300 eV for a range of surface states achieved by ex-situ chemical and
thermal treatments. Always starting with an as-received state followed by a conditioned state at 1mC.mm−2.

UHV-grade cleaning and degreasing of different technical-grade metals, such as 304 SS and OFC Cu,
respectively.

While chemical and thermal cleanings are a must for achieving UHV-compatible surfaces with low
stimulated yields, by far the most effective is a glow discharge. This plasma-based method effectively ion-
sputters away the surface-absorbed contaminants that are subsequently pumped away. Unfortunately, this
could not be tested with the current experimental capabilities, but ESD yields were reported to decrease
by more than 6 orders of magnitude due to an in-situ Argon glow discharge cleaning, as reported by
Mathewson&Kouptsidis [257].

5.3.3 Temperature dependence - Role of cryogenic conditions

The initial (as-received) ESD yields were systematically measured at 300 eV for a range of unbaked sam-
ples, coatings and treatments. The temperature varied from ambient to cryogenic, i.e. from around 300K
to around TD1=10∼15K. The measurement was preferably done during a cool-down of the system to
prevent cryosorbed gas from influencing the measurement (which was observed in measurements done dur-
ing a warm-up phase). The CERN-cleaned sample apparently has much less surface-bound contaminant,
which resulted in much lower ESD yields and not as dramatic reductions at cryogenic temperature.

The ESD yield reduction factor η300K/η15K is the smallest for H2, as the lightest molecule, up to
200x for CO2 as the heaviest molecule.

It would be tempting to assign the η300eV decrease at low-temperature to a slower recombination rate,
but note that Ar yield in the right side of Fig. 5.24, which exhibits the same temperature dependence
as other regular multi-atomic gases. The fact that the Ar desorption sequence is also temperature-
dependent can be explained either by the pre-desorption electron dynamics being temperature-dependent
or by a thermally-enabled pore diffusion bottlenecking the Ar atom desorption. Though neither of these
hypotheses is very likely, some physical process has to be accountable for these trends.

The ESD yield reduction factor η300K/η15K gradually increases with the molecular mass. Moreover,
the position of the inflection point Tp also increases with the atomic mass. The observation that the
ESD yield reduction is mass-dependent points to a diffusion-limited desorption sequence. One could also
argue that recombination-limited desorption is very limited at cryogenic temperatures. This would leave
the cryogenic ESD yield dominated only by molecules already present on the surface, as opposed to the
freshly recombined ones. Shall this be the case, the mass-dependence of Tp and the yield reduction factor
would also support this interpretation.

It is worth noting that Baglin&Jenninger[191, 258] measured the same reduction of PSD yield between
ambient and cryogenic temperatures. They also observed the PSD yield to reduce around the same
temperature range of 100–150K, as reproduced in Section 2.22. This is no coincidence, as part of the
PSD can be assigned to photoelectron-induced ESD. This can be readily illustrated by comparing X-ray
PSD and ESD yields and cracking patterns of methanol [259], which happen to match very closely and
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Figure 5.24: ESD yield at 300 eV of as-received unbaked OFE Cu samples measured between ambient and cryogenic
temperatures. The datapoints are fitted by a modified sigmoid function discussed in Section 6.2. Left: Sample cut&cleaned
by a supplier and long-term stored in plastic. This data is presented at [A3, A5, A6]. Right: Sample cut&cleaned at CERN
according to cleaning procedure for LHC beam-screen Cu.

prove that internal photoelectrons have a major contribution to the desorption yields.
For completeness, one could argue that the reduction at cold is due to an experimental artefact: gas

sticking in the cold system, which could reduce the signal and hence the measured ESD yield as well.
This can be readily disapproved by the fact that the ESD yield drops around 100–150K for most gases,
whereas the cryosorption temperatures are in the tens ofK range. Besides, the signal reduction due to
gas recycling is a factor of 2x at most in the used experimental arrangement, so it cannot possibly explain
a factor of 5-150x observed here in Fig. 5.24. Therefore, the yield reduction comes at a temperature
range that has nothing to do with temperatures relevant to the vacuum gas dynamics, decoupling the
two phenomena.
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5.4 SEY and ESD of functional coatings and treatments

Modification and functionalisation of technical surface properties is often required to suit a particular
use case scenario. The surface can be modified electrochemically or via a particle beam (ion, electron
or photon). Here, a low-SEY laser-treated Cu surface is characterised in terms of its electronic and
molecular emission. Then, technical surfaces can also be coated with suitable materials to deliver a
low-SEY (carbon coating), pumping effect (NEG coating), or superconductive properties (Nb, REBCO).
Such coated technical surfaces equally emit electrons and molecules upon irradiation, which is critical
under some technical applications and is researched in the following paragraphs. SEY, ESD, TPD and
SEM investigations presented here were done at ambient and cryogenic conditions, always reflecting
the representative use-case scenario of a given technical application of each studied coating and surface
treatment. Some research results presented in this Section were published in [A1, A2, A7].

First, low-SEY treatments were investigated, as they have the highest priority. The necessity arises
from the electron cloud mitigation strategy for the HL-LHC and the corresponding need for a qualification
for an in-situ deployment of an antimultipacting beam-screen treatment. The two approaches that were
conceived for an in-LHC application are carbon coating and laser treatment. CERN’s in-house produced
thick and thin carbon coatings were investigated between 12K and 300K. Two types of amorphous
carbon coatings were investigated at both ambient and cryogenic temperatures because the baseline
use-case applications encompass both cases. The 450 nm thick carbon coating is applied in CERN’s SPS
machine, whose regular-conducting magnets operate at ambient temperatures. Meanwhile, the 50 nm thin
version is being deployed in the cryogenically cooled LHC beam-screen in the framework of the HL-LHC
upgrade. The 50 nm thin carbon coating was ex-situ deposited on a beam-screen and is now installed
in the inner triplet magnets [30]. laser treatment represents a second approach to antimultipacting
surface treatment of the BS, resulting in an efficient EC suppression. Laser-treated technical-grade
copper samples were produced externally (Dundee University) with different laser parameters and under
a nitrogen atmosphere, as detailed by Baudin [109]. The characterisation was done between 12K and
300K to cover the entire relevant range.

To recall, the carbon and Ag coatings were sputter-deposited in the Argon process atmosphere at
∼1mbar, while the NEG and Nb coatings are done in Krypton due to its higher sputtering efficiency for
heavier molecules (similar masses favour knock-on energy transfer that drives the sputtering process).
Argon was used to vent all coated parts, although storage and transport were done in air. In either
case, Argon remains the highest-yielding electrodesorbing gas, as visible in Figs. below, such as 5.36.
This observation points to the airborne Argon entering the metal surface from the atmosphere in the
post-production phase instead of being incorporated during the sputtering process.

Next up is CERN’s in-house Ti-Zr-V NEG coating method. The sample was analysed between 12K
and 300K, despite the baseline operation around ambient temperatures, e.g. as applied at the long-
straight sections of the LHC.

Finally, REBCO-type HTS were studied to provide relevant input in terms of vacuum design and
impedance-mitigation strategies for studies of future machines operating at cryogenic temperatures, such
as FCC-hh [25]. Two REBCO samples were acquired from external manufacturers SuNAM and SuperOx
and were characterised at 12K, although higher temperatures, say around the liquid nitrogen boiling
point, are the most relevant for real-life applications.

5.4.1 Amorphous carbon coating

The amorphous carbon coatings were sputter-deposited onto UHV-grade cleaned, degreased metal sur-
faces (SS or copper colaminate onto SS) at 50 nm (thin) and 450 nm (thick) thicknesses. Both coatings
have a 110 nm Ti underlayer that enhances adhesion and captures the H2 during the sputter deposition
process which is otherwise detrimental [47].

This thicker version was tested with LHC-type proton beams at CERN’s SPS machine [98, 99] and at
cryogenic conditions inside the COLDEX experiment [100–103]. Since carbon-coating of few nm only has
proved to be sufficient antimultipactor [97], the 50 nm is currently the baseline for the LHC deployment
[30].

Figure 5.25 shows an SEM image of the coated copper colaminate. Note that the 50 nm thin version
is barely noticeable and the underlying surface features are well visible (parallel grooves after press-
rolling). Contrary to that, the 450 nm thick version mostly covers the surface features and creates a
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Figure 5.25: SEM images of amorphous-carbon coating on a copper-colaminated surface. Left: 50 nm thin coating. Right:
450 nm thick coating mostly covers the substrate microstructure, unlike the thin one. Details in the text. The SEM images
are taken on FE-SEM Zeiss Sigma, kindly provided by EN-MME-MM, and acquired by C. Serafim, TE-VSC-VSM, CERN.

porous overlayer. Indeed, the below-presented TPD measurements show about a 10x (thin) and 50x
(thick) higher specific surface than a bare flat copper colaminate.

SEY energy and dose dependence

As discussed in the theoretical Section 2.3, amorphous carbon has a distinct Emax position at 200 eV
which is caused by the low atomic mass (Z) and consequently low stopping power. As argued in the
theoretical Chapter 2.3, the low δmax is caused by a synergy between the low-Z and correspondingly low
stopping power and low backscattering coefficient, resulting in a deep electron penetration and a high
work function, acting as a barrier to the secondary electron emission. The surface roughness added by
the coating also seems to contribute, as visible in the angle-dependent SEY measurements shown in 5.2.5.
It is worth noting that the amorphous state of the carbon coating seems to have little effect on the SEY
curve shape because the HOPG results in a practically identical SEY curve. This supports the above
argument that the substrate density drives the SEY curve shape, which is similar for both amorphous
graphite and HOPG, both being different crystalographic of sp2-type carbon.

Figure 5.26: SEY energy dependence curves measured for 50 nm thin and 450 nm thick versions in their as-received and
electron conditioned states. Electrons at 300 eV were used at a dose indicated in the legend. The electron energy is
referenced to the sample vacuum level.

The SEY curves measured on both thick and thin versions illustrate the effect of these phenomena.
The low δmax gets even lower once the surface is scrubbed off contaminants by the 300 eV electron
irradiation. The Emax position remains at 200 eV before and after the conditioning, which again supports
the interpretation from Section 5.2, assigning the Emax position to the bulk-defined energy deposition
profile, rather than the surface-defined work function. In other words, the subsurface layers do not
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change during electron conditioning, contrary to the electronic properties of the surface, whose chemical
composition changes during irradiation.

The low-energy SEY region shown in the inset shows a very low SEY. Even for the as-received state,
the 5 eV peak characteristic for surface-bound contaminants is almost absent. This is a sign of a rather
contaminant-free surface, but contrasts with the high ESD yields of the thick coating. It is plausible that
the gas is bound in the pores (roughness factor ≈25, see Section 5.2), rather than on the surface, and
therefore does not drive the SEY high, but still causes high ESD yields. For completeness, the SEY of
amorphous carbon coating was also observed to be temperature-independent.

ESD energy and dose dependence

To a large extent, the ESD energy dependence follows that of SEY. The peak ESD yield ηmax often
copies that of δmax due to the common origin in electronic excitations, as outlined in the theoretical
chapter. However, this relation fails here, as illustrated on the 300K measurement visible in the left
of Fig. 5.27, where the ηmax peaks out at 2-3x higher energy than the δmax. Conversely, an identical
measurement done at 12K on an intact spot of the same sample places the ηmax only 1-2x higher than
the δmax peak. Such observation substantiates that temperature-dependent thermal diffusion of gas (or
its precursor) happens prior to its desorption, and can influence the ESD yield at higher energies. In
the warm system, the thermally-driven diffusion carries the gas towards the surface. Contrary to that,
thermal diffusion is partly quenched at cryogenic temperatures, leaving the gas cryotrapped in the pores
and effectively preventing it from electrodesorbing. Though, this hypothesis is somewhat challenged by
the temperature-dependence measured at 300 eV, see left side of Fig. 5.30, which is not as profound as
one would expect for such a strongly thermally-enabled diffusion-limited ESD that was just theorised.

Figure 5.27: ESD energy dependence curves for 450 nm thick amorphous-carbon coating on a copper-colaminated surface
taken at 300K (left) and 12K (right). Details are discussed in the text.The high uncertainty on water due to a high BG and
low SNR. The electron energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level. Combined uncertainty intervals at 1σ are ∼30%
as shown at the peak values. Uncertainties on best-fit parameters are 10–20%.

To conclude on this, the observation of ESD energy sweep being temperature-dependent is also a
direct evidence of subsurface diffusion processes taking an active part in the desorption sequence. This
also explains why higher-energy electrons desorb more gas than low-energy ones. Similarly, less gas gets
electrodesorbed if low temperatures limit the diffusion. The fact that Argon, as a non-interacting noble
gas, follows the behaviour only supports this interpretation.

The ESD yield conditioning was measured at 300 eV for both thick and thin carbon coatings at
ambient and cryogenic temperatures. The dose dependence differs from bare technical-grade metals, and
exhibits lower initial ESD yields, but also a lower conditioning rate resulting in a flatter dose dependence.
The slow conditioning rate α ≈ 0.5-0.6 points towards being a result of porosity, as it is higher for the
thick coating. This also is in accordance with the TPD surface analysis discussed below in Section 5.5.

Electrodesorbed gas quantity

Similarly to flat metals, the plot in Fig. 5.29 summarises the integral quantity of gas electrodesorbed
during 300 eV electron conditioning measurements, as sampled at a dose of 1mC.mm−2. The amount
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Figure 5.28: Right: ESD conditioning curves for 50 nm thin carbon coating held at 15K, representative of LHC application
Left: Conditioning of a 450 nm thick carbon coating held at 300K, representative of SPS application. Uncertainties on the
best-fit parameters listed in the legend are 10–20%. Details are discussed in the text. Data for 12K are presented in [A2,
A7].

of gas remains comparable to typical technical-grade metal surfaces that were cleaned for use in UHV.
Moreover, the difference between the thick and thin coating is minimal, while cryogenic temperatures
can lead to into much lower yields and integrals than at ambient conditions.

Figure 5.29: ESD of carbon-coated technical-grade Cu measured at 300 eV for as-received state and conditioned at
1mC.mm−2. All measurements are done on a pristine spot at 15K and 300K. Cu surface is shown for reference.

ESD temperature dependence

The left side of Figure 5.30 plots the ESD yield temperature dependence measured at 300 eV for an
as-received 50 nm thin amorphous carbon coating atop UHV-grade degreased stainless steel. As far as
can be concluded with the experimental precision, the temperature dependence follows a similar trend as
other technical-grade metals. However, the proportions differ, as the yields are overall even lower than
those seen for bare metals UHV-grade cleaned at CERN, such as the Cu/SS sample on the left side of
Figure 5.24. The inflection point is also slightly closer towards 0K. Still, the exact reason for this and
the yield decrease at low temperatures remain unknown, as suitable experimental techniques to explain
this trend are lacking in this experimental setup.

Building atop of conclusions reached when studying bare Cu surfaces, the cleaner the surface, the
smaller the difference between warm and cold ESD yields. Though, the proportions differ from bare
metals. When cold, the large ESD yield reduction for gases heavier than H2 points to a large content of
physisorbed gases, similar to the supplier-cleaned Cu surface. However, the H2 yield reduces little when
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cold and is small to begin with and by extension, also its surface concentration. The carbon coating is
typically deposited over a 100 nm thin Ti underlayer that captures H2 released during the coating process
to prevent it from crippling the low-SEY properties of the carbon coating. It could be that the low H2

yield is due to it being depleted from the surfaces via sub-surface diffusion towards the intermediate Ti
layer.

Figure 5.30: Left: ESD yield at 300 eV measured between ambient and cryogenic temperatures for an as-received unbaked
sample of 50 nm thin amorphous carbon coating deposited atop of degreased stainless steel. Right: The same for an as-
received unbaked D7-type laser-treated copper sample.

Figure 5.31: SEM images of laser-treated copper. Left: old parameters used for the COLDEX experiment treatment [89].
Right: New parameters ’D7’, according to Baudin [109]. Details in the text. The SEM images are taken on FE-SEM Zeiss
Sigma, kindly provided by EN-MME-MM, and acquired by C. Serafim, TE-VSC-VSM, CERN.

5.4.2 Laser-treated copper surface

Following the detailed explanation in Section 2.3, the two types of laser-treated copper were characterised
in terms of the SEY and ESD yield dependencies on energy, dose and temperature. The copper laser
treatment evolved from A-type to D-type, continuously improving on the parameters. Here, the baseline
is the C-type laser-treated Cu, parameters listed in Section2.3. This type is applied in the COLDEX
experiment, which produced some experimental data with LHC-type beams that can serve as an appli-
cation reference [89]. This study characterises the treatment in the same 5-20K temperature range as
used by the LHC beam-screen and where the COLDEX operates. A second, D7-type treatment is also
characterised. The bulk copper sample was laser-treated at Dundee University using the ’D7’ specifi-
cations, as described by L. Baudin’s [109], and stored in aluminium foil prior to measurement. At the
time of writing, it represents the last optimisation iteration with reduced treatment time. Consequently,
the D7-type has much fewer fractal-like microstructures and a greater proportion of bare Cu exposed on
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the surface, unlike the COLDEX-like treatment with a surface entirely covered by the SEY-suppressing
fractal-like microstructures. The advantage is less dust and microparticles produced that can hamper the
machine’s operation, at the expense of a limited low-SEY capability [260]

SEY energy and dose dependence

The SEY curves visible on the left side of Fig. 5.32 support this visual observation from SEM images
5.31. While the COLDEX-like treatment has a flat SEY energy dependence with barely any peak as well
as no decay above 1 keV, the D7-type treatment has the SEY curve shaped half-way between a flat metal
surface and a microstructured one. Either way, all these low-SEY treatments start with low SEY and
condition even lower, as seen in Fig 5.32 on the right. The added benefit of microstructured surfaces also
is the more flat angular dependence, when compared to bare metals, as seen in Fig. 5.2.5. This potentially
makes a strong impact on the EC suppression capabilities, since magnetic field-confined electrons hardly
impinge the BS at a normal incidence. For comparison, one of the COLDEX-type samples was left in
UHV for 1 year prior to this measurement. This long outgassing cleans the surface of some contaminants
and leads to a lower as-received SEY, while the conditioned SEY is almost identical.

Figure 5.32: ESD conditioning curves measured for as-received COLDEX-type and D7-type of laser-treated Cu. One sample
was in a vacuum for 1 year prior to this measurement. Left: SEY curves taken before and after 300 eV conditioning at
15K. Right: SEY at 300 eV measured during conditioning.

ESD dose dependence

The ESD conditioning curves shown in Fig. 5.33 measured on the COLDEX-like laser-treated copper
exhibit vastly different behaviour than flat metals. As a consequence of the high porosity, the conditioning
rates are around α ≈0.6 at 15K, and around α ≈0.5 at ambient temperature, for all monitored gases
except water. As typical, water conditions much slower, signifying a fine balance between electron-induced
synthesis and electrodesorption. While the initial ESD yields are much lower than those of bare metals,
the conditioning process is about 50% slower.

Electrodesorbed gas quantity

The plot summarises the quantity of gas desorbed during 300 eV electron conditioning measurements, as
sampled at 1mC.mm−2 dose of 300 eV electrons, both at 12K and 300K. It is noteworthy that the amount
of electrodesorbed gas remains comparable to typical UHV-cleaned technical-grade metal surfaces, despite
of having a roughness factor 10∼100x larger than flat technical-grade Cu, see the Table 5.2 below.

ESD temperature dependence

The right side of Fig. 5.30 above shows the ESD temperature dependence for the D7-type of laser-treated
Cu that exhibits a similar trend as for other surfaces. Yet the characteristic points differ: when cold,
the large ESD yield reduces for gases heavier than H2. The inflection point is at 100K, making it one
of the lowest measurements, along with that of NEG shown in Fig. 5.36. Remarkably, the Ar yield
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Figure 5.33: ESD conditioning curves measured at 300 eV for as-received COLDEX-type laser-treated Cu, done at 300K
(left) and 15K (right) . Conditioning was done on different pristine spots of the same sample. Uncertainties on the best-fit
parameters listed in the legend are 10–20%. Data for 15K are presented in [A2, A7].

Figure 5.34: ESD of laser treated technical-grade Cu measured at 300 eV for as-received state and conditioned at
1mC.mm−2. All measurements come from pristine spots of the same sample. COLDEX-type laser-treated copper is
measured at 15K and 300K and the D7-type is only characterised at 300K.

follows the same trend as other reactive gases, which strongly supports the hypothesis regarding its pore
diffusion-limited ESD efficiency. The Ar was likely used as an inert atmosphere adsorbed during the
laser-treatment. The H2 yield itself is fairly high and reduces little when at cold. Its inflection point is
around 15K, which is about 2∼3x higher then its desorption temperature. In fact, other gases also have
an inflection point at about 2∼3x their desorption temperatures. This is noteworthy as it also supports
the argument about the pore diffusion-limited desorption process.

5.4.3 Ti-Zr-V non-evaporable getter coating

The Ti-Zr-V NEG coating was characterised similarly to the previous surface treatments in terms of its
SEY, ESD and their electron dose dependence. Other sputter-deposited metal coatings were also studied
for comparison with NEG and with bulk metals, Fig. 5.5. Nb and Ag were also deposited at CERN
in ∼1500 nm thick compact coverages using a magnetron sputter deposition. The details of the Ti-Zr-
V NEG deposition at CERN are discussed in detail by Chiggiato&Costa Pinto [113]. AC magnetron
sputtering method was used, as it produces more compact layers than its DC counterpart, but indeed,
the method changes according to the use case. While porosity benefits the sorption capacity of NEG
and carbon coatings, it may not be the goal for other coatings’ applications. The Ti-Zr-V NEG should
be sputter-deposited in roughly equiproportional composition, but significant departures from this ideal
composition were observed. A significant Titanium depletion on the Ti-Zr-V NEG surface was reported
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by Sutara et al. [261]. They also report that this is only a surface-related effect, as depth profiling by
Ar-sputtering combined with XPS showed a more balanced in-depth composition. Albeit, the surface
composition is what matters here. The NEG sputtering was done using Krypton as a process gas at
∼1mbar. After deposition, the sample was vented with Ar and stored in an aluminium foil in a plastic
bag. Despite this, the airborne Argon dominates and traces of Krypton, as the process gas, are practically
invisible on the RGA spectrum.

SEM images were taken to correlate the surface morphology to the measured SEY and ESD data,
see Fig. 5.35. At this magnification, the Ti-Zr-V NEG surface seems rough but shows no open porosity.
Despite 1000 nm thick NEG-coated overlayer, the SEM image unravels that the substrate texture and
features of the underlying degreased technical-grade bulk Cu are still partly visible, probably highly
influenced by the underlying Cu properties.

Figure 5.35: Left: SEM images of a Cu surface coated with a 1500 nm thick Ti-Zr-V NEG. The SEM images are taken on
FE-SEM Zeiss Sigma, kindly provided by EN-MME-MM, and acquired by C. Serafim, TE-VSC-VSM, CERN. Right: SEY
curves were measured on as-received surface and after a 300 eV conditioning at of fewmC.mm−2 dose, as indicated in the
legends. Sputter-deposited metals exhibit the same SEY characteristics as bulk metals. The Ag coating is 1250 nm thick
and Nb is 1450 nm tick

SEY energy and dose dependence

The SEY curves shown in Fig. 5.35 above and substantiate the similarity to sputter-deposited Ag and Nb
and also to other bulk metals, e.g. Fig. 5.5. Although the baseline temperature for NEG applications is
around ambient, the characterisation was done between ambient and cryogenic temperatures. The SEY
was measured on an as-received NEG coating before and after conditioning with 300 eV and showed no
measurable temperature-induced difference in SEY. From the applicability perspective, the NEG coating
conditions to low SEY values of δmax= 1.25 at 0.7mC.mm−2 and would likely continue lower.

ESD dose and temperature dependences

The ESD yield temperature dependence was measured on an as-received NEG surface at 300 eV energy
during a cool-down from 300K to 12K. The behaviour is very similar to a CERN-cleaned technical-
grade Cu shown in Fig. 5.24. When comparing the absolute yields at warm and cold and the inflection
point around 100K. Similarly to Cu, the absence of any remarkable H2 yield reduction is remarkable,
especially in the light of a factor of ∼10x reduction of all other gases. This points to a different desorption
mechanism for H2 than for other desorbed UHV-typical gases.

As a side note regarding the surface-bound gases prone to ESD; Despite using Krypton as a process
gas to sputter-deposit the Ti-Zr-V NEG coating, little-to-no Kr ESD yield was observed. Instead, Ar
was always the highest-yielding noble gas; see left side of Figure 5.36. This points to the airborne
Argon entering the metal surface from the atmosphere in the post-production phase as opposed to being
incorporated during the sputtering process.

The conditioning was done with 300 eV electrons at ambient and cryogenic temperatures and the ESD
exhibits the same behaviour as other bulk and sputter-deposited metal surfaces. This ESD behaviour is
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Figure 5.36: Left: ESD yield at 300 eV of unbaked (=non-activated) sample of Ti-Zr-V NEG measured between ambient
and cryogenic temperatures. The 1500 nm thick coating was done using Krypton as a process gas at ∼1mbar at CERN on a
degreased bulk Cu. Right: ESD conditioning at 300 eV done at 12K starting from an as-received state. Best-fit parameters
are listed in the legend. More detail in the text.

expected, given the NEG surface is not activated, i.e. saturated by adsorbed gases. The comparative
chart in Figure 5.37 captures the comparison to other coatings. The slope of the conditioning curve
approaches 0.6 for hydrogen, which points to a diffusion limitation of the desorption process, which can
be caused either by bulk or pore-diffusion. Because other gases exhibit steeper conditioning slopes, the
surface porosity is probably not limiting the H2 desorption process and its origin in the bulk-diffused
atomic hydrogen.

The data presented here agree with measurements of Malyshev et al.[262] also done on Ti-Zr-V NEG
coatings, but activated ones. Their 1µm thick sample mild-baked to 80C° compares well to the NEG
sample studied here, both in terms of the initial ESD yields and the conditioning rates at high electron
doses. Measurements of LePimpec [114], done on a St-707 NEG from SAES Getters company, show
similar yields, e.g. initial yield at 0.1 H2/e

−. Though, his conditing rates are faster, approaching 1 for
all gases. The source of this dissimilarity can either originate in the different NEG coating composition,
different surface structure or an experimental artefact due to a different setup arrangement.

Figure 5.37: ESD measured at 300 eV for as-received state and conditioned at 1mC.mm−2 of: REBCO-coated tapes, and
Nb sputter-coated Cu. Ti-Zr-V NEG-coated Cu is sampled at 0.5mC.mm−2.

Electrodesorbed gas quantity

Figure 5.37 summarises the integrated electrodesorbed gas quantity for the Ti-Zr-V NEG-coated Cu,
sputter-deposited Nb coating, both done at CERN, and finally the REBCO samples from the below
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Section 5.4.4. The gas is integrated till 1mC.mm−2 dose 300 eV electrons as usual, except for the NEG
sampled at 0.5mC.mm−2. All measurements are done on pristine spots of the same sample and are
done at 12K, since cryogenic conditions are essential for superconducting coatings. The NEG sample is
also measured at ambient temperature, being the baseline for NEG application, for instance, at LHC’s
long-straight sections.

5.4.4 Superconducting REBCO-coated conductors

As outlined in Chapter 2.3, the two investigated REBCO-coated conductors came from two different
manufacturers: SuNAM and SuperOx samples were kindly provided by S. Calatroni, CERN-TE-VSC-
VSM, as prepared for measurements by A. Romanov. This research direction was eventually expanded
into a collaborative publication [A1], which presents the data shown here, ESD models from Section 6,
and also XPS and EDS analyses.

The samples were stored in a plastic box filled with air dehumidified by silica beads. Prior to mea-
surements, the REBCO tapes were scissor-cut into 1 cm2 large pieces, glued to flag-style copper samples
with a silver-filled epoxy and cured to 80°C under high vacuum.

The hereafter investigated REBCO-coated tapes have a layered structure deposited over a Hastelloy
C276 used as a substrate, as visualised in Fig. 2.8 on the right. The REBCO layer itself, i.e. the Gd-Ba-
Cu-O is deposited over a buffer interlayer in a 1600 nm and 900 nm thickness for SuNAM and SuperOx,
respectively. The deposition method varies, as SuNAM uses RCE-DR (Reactive Co-Evaporation by
Deposition and Reaction) while SuperOx uses PLD (pulsed laser deposition). Moreover, these studied
samples are not the typical off-the-shelf REBCO tapes, because they lack the protective overlayers that
are typically present on industry-grade tapes. SuNAM samples were delivered without the usual Ag/Cu
stabilising overlayer, whereas the protective Ag overlayer had to be etched away from the SuperOx
sample. Solution of NH3:H2O2:CH3OH mixed in 1:1:5 proportions was used to remove the Ag overlayer,
as detailed in [122].

Figure 5.38: SEM images of REBCO samples. The nanocrystalline structure is well visible. Left: SuNAM coating, uniformly
sized crystals. Right: SuperOx, a wide range of crystal sizes. Details in the text. The SEM images are taken on FE-SEM
Zeiss Sigma, kindly provided by EN-MME-MM, and acquired by C. Serafim, TE-VSC-VSM, CERN. Images are part of
[A1].

Figure 5.38 presents the SEM images obtained post-mortem on the two different REBCO tape sam-
ples. The obvious surface texture and morphology difference can be attributed to the abovementioned
deposition methods. Nanocrystals uniformly cover the entire surface on both samples, most likely Ba-
Cu-O, which did not react to form Gd-Ba-Cu-O. The SuNAM coating process produces sharp, uniformly
sized and spaced nanocrystals, while the SuperOx coating process gives a wide range of oval-shaped
nanocrystal sizes and spacing. The deposition process seems to be Ba-rich and it could be argued that
the Ba oxide precipitated from the SuperOx is responsible for higher SEY. However, the SEM images
indicate the Ba-Cu-O nanocrystal surface density to be higher and more uniform on the SuNAM sample.
Hence, the dissimilarity in electron-conditioned SEY cannot be attributed uniquely to the somewhat
higher Ba content.

However, the observed nanocrystals are not likely to form the pinning centers so crucial for supercon-
ductors, since they are still too large. As argued by Horvat [263] and shown by Antonick et al. [264], the
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ideal size of pinning centers is in the same order as Cooper pair coherence length, i.e. nm-range. since
they are still too large. The deposition methods, however, produce such nano-sized defects that result in
no shortage of pinning centres in the deposited REBCO overlayer.

Post-mortem XPS analysis of both samples, kindly acquired by V. Petit, CERN-TE-VSC-SCC, showed
Gd and Ba content, as expected for gadolinium and barium copper oxides. Traces of Ag residues are
visible in the XPS spectra as a residue of the Ag overlayer that was mostly etched away. The XPS spectra
also show a lower carbon contamination on the SuperOx sample, which likely results from the etching
process, and is possibly responsible for worse SEY conditioning. Other contaminants, like N, P, F, and
Cl are also present in trace amounts, with the Cl likely originating from the epoxy-gluing process despite
curing in a high vacuum.

SEY energy and dose dependence

Figure 5.39: Left: SEY measured on REBCO samples in as-
received and electron conditioned state at 11K. Electrons at
300 eV were used for conditioning at doses indicated in the
legend. The electron energy is referenced to the sample vac-
uum level. Data are presented in [A1].

Firstly, all SEY and ESD measurements are done
on previously pristine spots of the same sample.
Data is taken at 12K, as cryogenic temperatures
are representative of the use-case conditions. Re-
garding the secondary electron emission; there are
no charging effects despite the rare earth oxide
layer, which is essential for technical applications.
The SEY conditions under 300 eV electron irradi-
ation similarly to any other metal under, also at
∼12K. However, the SuperOx sample only condi-
tions to around δmax=2, which is likely a sign of a
thick oxide layer, much like it is the case for a natu-
ral aluminium oxide having a high SEY. This value
is clearly too high for technical applications and
needs further SEY-suppressing treatment. Con-
versely, the SuNAM conditions to acceptable value
of δmax=1.2 . High as-received SEY values were
also reported by Puig&Krkotic et al. [265] and by
Leveratto et al. [266], measured at ambient tem-
perature.

The SEY is found to be temperature-invariant
within the experimental precision, similar to all
other surfaces studied in the 12–300K range. Hence, the secondary electron emission seems to be agnostic
to cryogenic temperatures, including around the superconducting transition around 90K. This is indeed
explained by comparing the electronic excitations energy of few eV against the Cooper electron pairs’
binding energy that is in the order of meV. Although the superconductive properties do not affect the
SEY, the opposite could be the case under certain circumstances. During electron irradiation, a higher
density of excited electron-hole pairs, i.e. hot electrons, is created in the top tens of nm, which could
locally impair the superconducting performance in this near-surface layer.

Recent measurements done by Krkotic et al. [122] at cryogenic temperatures and further reasoning
in [125] show that high energy synchrotron radiation does not impair in any way the superconducting
properties. Knowing that synchrotron radiation can produce intrinsic electronic excitations in bulk, is
a strong indicator that electron irradiation (also decaying into electronic excitations) would not impair
the HTS performance either. By extension, the SEY can also be expected to remain agnostic to the
conducting state of the HTS.

Contrary to these observations, it was also reported [267] that high-energy electrons at 1MeV create
displacement-type of damage in HTS material that slightly impairs the superconducting properties, e.g.
decreases the critical temperature. However, under technically-relevant circumstances, for example con-
sidering the electron cloud with ∼keV electrons, the penetration depth is in nm range. The skin depth of
the HTS for electromagnetic radiation is in µm range, so the two phenomena happen at largely dissimilar
scales, which effectively decouples them. It takes much higher electron energy irradiation to generate
displacement type of damage, that in turn detrimentally affects the critical surface, as shown by Ishikawa
et al. [267] and Weaver et al. [268], or Sahakyan et al. [269] at high doses of MeV electrons. In contrast to
the radiation-induced damage to the HTS, it was even reported [270, 271] that Cu atoms implanted into
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the HTS material can, under special conditions, introduce vortex-pinning centres and improve the HTS
properties. To conclude, the electron energy range dealt with here is far from being capable of creating
displacement-type of damage in bulk and can therefore be considered harmless to the superconducting
properties.

ESD energy and dose dependence

Measurements performed on both investigated samples at 12K, give a few important findings. Aside
from the SEY curves, the ESD yields, thresholds and conditioning rates also do not differ from regular
metal surfaces, as visible in Figure 5.40.

Figure 5.40: ESD energy dependence of as-received REBCO samples. SuNAM sample (left) is characterised at 11K and
SuperOx at 19K (right). Best-fit parameters are listed in the legend. More detail in the text. Uncertainty for water is off
the charts, due to the low SNR and high BG. The electron energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level. Combined
uncertainty intervals at 1σ are ∼30% as shown at the peak values. Uncertainties on best-fit parameters are 10–20%. Data
are presented in [A1].

The energy thresholds for desorption are in the typical 5-10 eV region, characteristic of technical-grade
metals. The energy Emax of the peak desorption yield ηmax is in the 300–500 eV region that is typical
for flat metal surfaces. Hydrogen has the maximum yield and is followed by CO, CO2, CH4 and other
UHV-typical but less abundant species. The overall shape of the ESD energy dependence and SEY also
resembles that of flat metal surfaces. This is somewhat unexpected, given the roughness observed in the
SEM images. The measured energy-dependent ESD datapoints are fitted with log-normal distribution,
see Section 6.1. The legend lists the best-fit s parameters for each gas and Ethr, ηmax and Emax can be
read directly from the chart and plugged in the parametric fits from Section 6.1. The errorbars on ηmax

depict the combined uncertainty of 30% at 1 σ, similarly for the Emax.
ESD yield conditioning curves acquired during a 300 eV electron irradiation done at 12K also revealed

no difference from other technical-grade metals. The initial yield η0 is characteristic of a UHV-clean
surface. The conditioning rates α around 0.7-0.9 represent gas desorption is not limited by the surface
porosity. Values for η0, D0 and α can be read directly from the chart and plugged in the parametric fits
from Section 6.1.

Following the 300 eV electron conditioning at 12K, the irradiated SuNAM surface showed discoloura-
tion, going from dark to light shade, which is the opposite of what happens to metals due to electron-
induced surface graphitization. Instead, this bleaching effect could indicate a reduction of surface oxides
and hydroxides.

Additional research of these HTS samples led to a collaborative publication [A1], adjoined in the
Appendix 6.8, that elaborates on the electron-beam characterisation (SEY, ESD, SEM, EDS, XPS) of
REBCO-coated conductor tapes.
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Figure 5.41: ESD conditioning at 300 eV of SuperOx (left) and SuNAM (right) REBCO samples held at 12K starting from
an as-received state. Best-fit parameters are listed in the legend. More detail in the text. Data are presented in [A1].

5.4.5 Role of surface morphology in SEY and ESD

SEY and ESD of low-SEY coatings and treatments

Different means of achieving low SEY were discussed in Section 2.3. As discussed, the amorphous carbon-
coated surface achieves a low SEY via suitable electronic properties, which are determined by the sp2
graphitic bonds in the sputter-deposited amorphous carbon layer and its low atomic number. Hence, the
combination of a low stopping power owing to the low-Z and a relatively high work function seems to
favour low SEY, despite of relatively flat surface microgeometry. Conversely, laser treatment relies on a
geometrical entrapment of emitted electrons inside the fractal-like structures. The corresponding surface
microstructures are well visible in SEM images of carbon-coated, Fig. 5.25, and laser-treated copper,
Fig. 5.31. Figure 5.1 shows that the SEY curves of the two treatments vary greatly as a result of the
different surface structures.

The laser-treated copper and the 450 nm thick amorphous-Carbon have an approximately similar spe-
cific surfaces, factors of ten larger than the geometrical surface of bare copper. However, the surface rough-
ness (meaning the open geometry one) differs greatly between the two. The studied sputter-deposited
amorphous carbon has pores with high aspect ratio and closed geometry. Otherwise, the amorphous
carbon-coated surface is rather flat, which results into an classical SEY curve of a characteristic shape
with a distinct 200 eV peak and a fast decay towards higher energies.

Conversely, the SEY curve of laser-treated samples has an entirely different shape, which is flat even
at few keV [104], owing to the highly rough microgeometry and the semi-open low-aspect ratio porosity.
It also hardly has any distinct peak; if there is any, it likely corresponds to a flat portion of the surface,
such as a crest with little to no fractal-like structures. This flat profile is characteristic of rough surfaces
that capture their SE electrons, as opposed to not generating them in the first place. The flatter SEY
profile is not to be confused with rather flat SEY curves of sputter-cleaned metal surfaces. The clean
metal surfaces in fact only have the peak moved to higher energies, but a 1/En type of decay still follows
in the keV energy range.

Electrodesorbed gas quantity

Similarly to flat metals, the integrated electrodesorbed gas quantity was calculated for the studied coatings
and taken at 1mC.mm−2 dose of 300 eV electrons, both at 12K and 300K.

The comparative graphs of electrodesorbed gas from carbon coating 5.29, laser treatments 5.34 and
REBCO, NEG and Nb coatings 5.37 shows that electron conditioning (at the same dose of 1mC.mm−2)
of all studied coatings and treatments removes a similar amount of gas as in the case of bare technical-
grade metals. This would not be remarkable if only the TPD measurements presented below 5.5 did not
clearly demonstrate the high specific surface of the studied coatings and treatments. The TPD curve
analysis yielded an increase of 10–50x of the specific surface compared to bare metals. Either the entire
surface is not covered with adsorbed contaminants, which is very unlikely, or part is not accessible to
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electrodesorption, which seems to be the case.
One could suspect the geometrical entrapment of molecules desorbing in a semi-closed pore geometry,

but the observation holds at ambient temperatures where this is not a concern. Hence, the following
explanation is put forward, considering the short penetration depth of primary electrons, which is in the
order of units to tens of nm. The electrons irradiate and create excitations only on surface facets visible
from the top projection, i.e., in a direct line of sight of the electron beam. Hence, only the adsorbate
molecules visible from the top projection are accessible to the electrodesorption process. Indeed the hy-
pothesis has its limits, such as applicability to non-bulk-penetrating primary electrons, but it seems to
explain the presented experimental observations. The SEY and ESD data presented for cryosorbed gases
on porous surfaces in Section 5.60 also confess to the same effect. More experiments were performed
with precondensed gases to support this hypothesis further. A certain amount of gas precoverage was
cryosorbed over the studied surface. If the surface is microscopically flat, the same gas amount is recov-
ered when integrating the electrodesorbed gas during a conditioning measurement. For porous surfaces,
however, only a part of the gas precoverage is recovered during conditioning, and the rest does not seem
not accessible to electrodesorption (the ESD yield plummets to zero, so higher electron doses would not
compensate). Subsequently, this remaining part of the gas precoverage, inaccessible to electrodesorption,
was recovered during a TPD. This observation is seconded by the SEY measurements done on carbon
coatings and laser treatments with cryosorbed gases in Section 5.6: it takes units of monolayers to observe
a change in the SEY curve, including the LE-SEY region. To conclude these experiments, gas can be
trapped so deep in high-aspect-ratio pores that it is not accessible to particle-induced desorption and
only desorbs thermally.

Similarly to the bare metals, the quantity of electrodesorbed gas from coatings and treatments also
generally corresponds well to measurements reported by other authors, such as ones presented Malyshev’s
book [161], Gomez-Goni&Mathewson[193], or Kennedy [162].

ESD conditioning rate

The ESD conditioning is essentially characterised by the initial yield η and the power law exponent α,
which determines its conditioning rate in the log-log plot. The power-law fit modified by Malyshev [161]
is used here to approximate the ESD yield dose dependence, eq. 5.2. This fit was introduced in the
theoretical Section 2.5 and is further discussed in Section 6.1. The added advantage is a more robust and
faster convergence (at lower electron doses) of this fit to the experimental data than its classical version.
The value D0 is a dose imparted at the lowest measurable datapoint, and D1 positions the end of the
initial constant plateau. It must be noted that for usual D0 of ≈5·1015 e−.cm−2, α becomes invariant
after ≈1017 e−.cm−2 and the classical form prevails, eq. 2.10.

η(D) = η0 ·
(

D +D1

D0 +D1

)−α

(5.2)

The loose similitude to thermally-induced gas desorption can be leveraged here to better interpret the
measured ESD conditioning rates. A review article on materials outgassing by Grinham [272] lists values
for outgassing decay rates in the 0.5∼1 range. For porous materials, the α ≈0.5, while a value of α ≈1
is characteristic for flat metal surfaces. Even values of α slightly higher than 1 are possible, especially
when a surface was UHV-cleaned or otherwise conditioned before the desorption measurement.

Similarly to the ESD conditioning, the decay rate, i.e. the slope α, depends on the rate-limiting step
of the desorption mechanism. Hence, the varies α depending on the physical subprocess that bottlenecks
the desorption sequence efficiency. This effect can be readily illustrated using various systems with gases
sorbed in different chemical states; Starting from the simple case of cryosorbed CH4, CO and 15N2 gases,
past UHV-stereotypical weakly adsorbed gases, ending with bulk-absorbed hydrogen in a vacuum-cleaved
HOPG.

The conditioning rates obtained here for flat technical-grade metals are in the 0.7-1 range, which
corresponds to values reported by Gomez-Goni [193], Malyshev [161], Kennedy [162] and many others.

Starting from the simplest case; a cryosorbed gas quench-condensed over a flat surface in a multilayer
coverage. Here, the interaction between the gas and substrate is very weak and most gas molecules
are bound to other gas molecules, as opposed to the substrate. Then, considering the initial stage of a
conditioning curve where the adsorbates’ surface coverage is plentiful, the desorption process only includes
the gas molecules and is limited by the quantum efficiency of the desorption process of a given gas species.
Such initial conditions result in a flat plateau. Later, when the adsorbate surface coverage is scrubbed
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Figure 5.42: ESD conditioning rates of technical-grade metals, coatings and treatments. All are measured at 300 eV at
temperatures close to 300K, and 15K. All measurements are done on pristine spots. Condensed gases and vacuum-cleaved
HOPG illustrate the edge cases.

off, the desorption yield is no longer limited by the desorption sequence efficiency but becomes limited by
the (lack of) surface coverage. With no other limitations to the desorption process (such as the necessity
of diffusion or recombination), the conditioning rate α transitions from 0 to ∼2. This effect was observed
experimentally in CH4, CO and 15N2 when transitioning from multilayer coverages to zero.

The vacuum-cleaved HOPG exhibits an extremely low initial ESD yield, dominated by a bulk-diffused
hydrogen. When conditioned with 300 eV electrons, the ESD yield decreases with a conditioning rate of
α=0.5. This rate represents a bulk diffusion-limited desorption, often observed in thermal outgassing,
where the solution to the Fickian diffusion equation has a slope of 0.5. In HOGP, the same effect
is observed regardless of temperatures, i.e. at 300K and 15K, which point towards electron-induced
hydrogen diffusion instead of thermally-induced one. Measurements of Ishida et al. [273] showed that
electron desorption is an efficient way to deplete previously ion-implanted hydrogen from graphite, with
the recovery yield approaching 50%. Andritschky et al. [160] developed a simple mathematical model
that assumes a uniform semi-infinite hydrogen concentration, leading to a α=0.5 for both ESD and PSD
data, in agreement with the results presented here.

Meanwhile, water electrodesorption represents a special case by demonstrating that electron-induced
molecule synthesis and surface build-up during irradiation is not to be discarded. In light of the above-
discussed simplistic reasoning regarding conditioning rates, the low rate for water seems unphysical.
However, the apparently slow water conditioning rate can, in fact, be a manifestation of a fine balance
between synthesis and desorption.

To interpret the above data in Fig. 5.42, an explanation can be attempted by assuming that (electron-
induced?) surface mobility of precursors is the limiting step for water electrodesorption. The precursor
hopping rate can be approximated by an Arrhenius-type rate relation for an energy-activated process (here
it is electronic excitations, instead of thermal energy), which scales the rate exponentially with available
energy and r ∝ exp(∆Ebarrier/Eavailable). Therefore, a higher diffusion barrier leads to a slower water
formation rate, leading to a slower surface coverage depletion and a slower conditioning rate. The fact
that higher temperature leads to slightly faster conditioning rates also supports this: higher temperature
leads to higher surface mobility and, in conjunction with the electron-induced surface diffusion, leads to
faster conditioning rates. The low amount of gas electrodesorbed by slow (∼20 eV) electrons also supports
this. Contrary to this reasoning, Auslender&Minchenkov [253] studied already in 1966 the influence of
temperature between -196∼400 °C on the ESD yields of Cu and observed that the conditioning rate at
600 eV is much slower at 400 °C than at -196 °C. It could be argued that lower temperatures quench
molecules’ thermal diffusion from subsurface layers, which prevents the surface concentration from being
replenished, making the conditioning rate faster at cold. But with conflicting evidence, it is challenging
to reach a conclusive explanation.

Extending this reasoning to other molecules, it can be argued that flat surfaces can be presumed to
have a lower diffusion barrier and allow surface coverage depletion faster. In other words, the balance
between synthesis and desorption shifts in favour of desorption for surfaces that have a low diffusion
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barrier, low porosity, high temperature, and gases that have a low adsorption energy. Conversely, rough
surfaces, such as 450 nm thick carbon coating and laser treatment exhibit α=0.2-0.4, have a higher surface
diffusion barrier that generally decreases the recombination rate. The conditioning rate also decreases as
the recombination rate bottlenecks the desorption sequence.

Surface porosity brings yet another concern regarding desorption is to be added on top of the diffusion-
related limiting step. In light of the thermal desorption-related theory presented in Section 2.8, a des-
orption process can indeed be geometry-limited by a gas diffusion through high aspect ratio pores. The
offset of ηmax observed in energy-dependent ESD yield measured on thick carbon coating aligns with this
interpretation. Besides, the TPD results shown in Fig. 6.14 taken with 15N2 demonstrate higher binding
energies on carbon coatings than for laser treatments. The microporosity also comes with a higher specific
surface, which dilutes the gas surface coverage and lowers the odds of precursor recombination. With
this evidence, the SEM images can be misleading and should not be taken quantitatively. To challenge
this interpretation, the quantity of electrodesorbed gas from porous surfaces does not surpass that of flat
surfaces, as shown in the paragraph below, which greatly diminishes the pore’s influence.

To summarise, different substrate-adsorbate systems lead to a strong variation in ESD yields and con-
ditioning rates. The reality of technical-grade surfaces lies among the edge cases discussed here. Clean
surfaces tend towards a slope α=1, typical for a surface-limited desorption process. Meanwhile, porous
and structured surfaces tend towards the slope α=0.5, typical for a diffusion-limited process. Moreover,
the large difference in conditioning rate α further substantiates the importance of both electronically-
and thermally-induced physical chemistry on the surface and the effect of surface porosity via geometry-
limited gas desorption. This was clearly illustrated on the ESD energy-dependence of cold and warm
carbon coating, Section 5.4.

The measurements cover the thick and thin carbon coatings in Fig. 5.29, laser-treated Cu in Fig.
5.34, and NEG, REBCO and Nb coatings in Fig. 5.37. Most notably, the amount of electrodesorbed
gas remains comparable to typical UHV-cleaned technical-grade metal surfaces. This is despite having a
roughness factor 10∼100x larger than flat technical-grade Cu, as measured via TPD and listed below in
Table 5.2.
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5.5 TPD of cryosorbed gases from technical surfaces

Closely following the above-discussed theoretical aspects discussed in Section 2.8 and the TPD method
commissioning, discussed in the Experimental Section 4.7, a large series of TPD curves were measured for
different gases cryosorbed on surfaces of interest. First, the desorption temperature allows determining
the binding energies of specific gas-surface combinations. Second, this allows us to determine the specific
surfaces of porous samples as compared to the bare flat copper surfaces. Finally, potential temperature
windows granting vacuum stability can be identified for various adsorbate-substrate combinations to avoid
unwanted gas desorption during the operation of a cryogenic accelerator [161, 274]. This is discussed in
the Applications section 6.

For completeness, SEY curves were measured for each gas coverage on each surface. ESD measure-
ments were typically done in separate runs not to throw off the TPDs by electrodesorbing or annealing
the cryosorbed gas coverage. This data is then used in the following chapter treating the SEY and ESD
of cryosorbed gases.

At first, different coverages of 15N2 quench-condensed over microscopically flat surfaces, such as the
HOPG, and the technical-grade as-received Cu/SS surface shown in Fig. 5.43 and used as a reference. The
isotopically labelled 15N2 was once again chosen as a useful tracer gas with a little natural background.
Moreover, it has fast vacuum dynamics, i.e. has fast transients, and does not fragment much due to
its chemical inertness. These properties translate into a higher time resolution, which implies a higher
temperature and energy resolution when concerning TPD measurements.

Figure 5.43: Left: Series of TPD curves acquired on copper colaminate Cu/SS surface in an unbaked, as-received state.
Right: TPD curves measured on HOPG serve as a commissioning reference. Note the HOPG sample is epoxy-glued to a SS
flag-style sample, so temperatures are likely off by fewK due to higher thermal impedance. Temperature ramps of 10K/min
were used where possible. Slower ramps were used at very high coverages not to surpass the pressure limit on the RGA’s
SEM. Assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2.

Figure 5.44: Schematised arrangement of 15N2 molecules on top of a vacuum-cleaved HOPG at different coverages. Note
that a compressed first monolayer forms before the second layer starts growing atop.

The 15N2/HOPG was used for TPD method commissioning discussed in the Experimental section
4.7. The 15N2 was quench-condensed over a vacuum-cleaved HOPG held at TD1=11K in multilayer
coverages 1-18ML. This TPD series features a characteristic three-peak pattern also reported by other
researchers [209, 230, 231] for multilayer coverages of various gases. These desorption peaks correspond
to a monolayer, bilayer and multilayer regime, see Fig. 5.44, each of which has a characteristic binding
energy resulting in a distinct peak in Fig. 5.43. An unusual plateau is visible between the monolayer and
bilayer coverage, which corresponds to a compressed monolayer coverage. Here, it is still energetically
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advantageous for 15N2 molecules to bind to the surface, even at the expense of deforming their shape. By
comparing the area under the TPD curve, the compression seems to squeeze another ∼0.5ML before a
second layer starts to form. As a result of this compression, the binding energy to the surface is slightly
weaker, resulting in a lower desorption temperature, up to 10K lower from the original 1ML peak.

5.5.1 Surface microstructure dependence

This study effort aims to infer the surface microstructure by analysing a series of TPD curves. Mea-
surements are typically acquired starting from 0.1ML coverage and building higher up, until reaching a
multilayer-shaped TPD curve. A temperature ramp of 10K/min is systematically used where possible.
When working with too high coverages, such as multilayer-shaped TPDs taken on highly porous surfaces,
the heating ramp was decreased to 5K/min or even 3K/min to control the peak desorption rate and
keep it below the RGA’s SEM pressure limit at 5.10−8 mbar. The desorption rate was then multiplied
accordingly to bring it to the 10K/min equivalent, hence making it comparable with the rest of the data.
On occasions, the PID controller did not manage to maintain the 10K/min temperature ramp, which
results in a few ill-shaped TPD curves, especially around 20K. The usage of 15N2 still could not prevent
the gas recycling elsewhere on the cryostat, which introduced a background into the TPD curves above
60–70K, particularly to the higher coverage ones.

Each series of TPD curves has two distinct regions. First is the low-coverage sub-monolayer re-
gion. Here the gas molecules preferentially occupy the higher binding energy sites, as it is energetically
favourable in order to decrease the overall energy of the system. In this sub-ML region, the dominant in-
teraction is between the adsorbate and substrate, which determines the TPD curve shape and desorption
order n = 1. As the coverage increases, progressively more binding sites are occupied at the lower end
of their distribution. This offsets the Tmax to lower temperatures, as lower thermal energy is required
to desorb more weakly-bound gas. Ultimately, the entire specific surface is covered by gas molecules
and a second layer starts to form. Here, the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction becomes dominant and
the adsorbate-substrate effect disappears until the overlayers get desorbed. This leads to a differently
shaped TPD curve, characterised by a substrate-agnostic shape following the zero desorption order n = 0
kinetics. As a result of this change, the Tmax starts drifting to higher temperatures.

The transition from sub-monolayer to multilayer regimes observed in all the acquired TPD curve series
marks the change in the dominant interaction from adsorbate-substrate to adsorbate-adsorbate. In turn,
this is the point when the entire specific surface is covered by a monolayer coverage, presuming the surface
mobility of the gas on the given surface at a given temperature. The tell-tale signals of this transition is
most notably the emergence of a sharp Tmax peak. What’s more, while the leading edges coalesce for the
substrate-independent multilayer regime, it is the trailing edges that merge for the submonolayer regime;
see n = 0 and n = 1 marked in all TPD Figures.

The following values were extracted from each TPD curves series for further comparison in Figure
6.14 of the Application chapter 6: temperature of the peak desorption rate Tmax, total desorbed gas
quantity

∫
Qdes evaluated from a background-corrected TPD curve integral.

A simple relation can be used to coarsely approximate the binding energy of gas adsorption using
Eads from the peak desorption temperature Tmax, as follows:

Eads[meV/bond] = 2.5 · Tmax [K] (5.3)

Or using a more advanced Redhead’s [211] relation valid for the first-order desorption kinetics n = 1.
This widely used formula allows calculating the Eads and ν from a known peak position Tmax. The
heating rate β [K.s−1] is known, the universal gas constant as well R=8.31446 [J.mol−1.K−1] and a
generic frequency factor ν=1013Hz is used. The result is converted from [kJ/mole] into [eV/bond] by
dividing by the Avogadro number NA=6.022·1023 molecules/mole and the unit charge qe=1.6022·10−19

[J/eV]. Redhead also derived a formula for estimating ν, listed in eq. 2.15, which renders values of ν very
close to the the generic 1013Hz for the used experimental conditions.

Eads[kJ/mole] = R Tmax ln(
ν Tmax

β
− 3.46) (5.4)

Comparing the TPD curves taken on the thin and thick carbon coatings immediately shows that the
carbon coating creates a large amount of higher energy adsorption sites that effectively bind the cryosorbed
gas at much higher temperatures than the bare Cu surface. This results into two consequences, the peak
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desorption rate shifts towards higher temperatures, and the surface has a much higher adsorption capacity.
The estimate is a factor ∼10x and ∼25x, respectively, for thin and thick. Though, it is challenging to
deliver a more exact estimate, even when taking into account all the characteristic behaviours.

It is remarkable that Salemme et al. [275] measured systematically 2∼3x higher desorption tem-
peratures for H2,N2 and CO cryosorbed in ∼1ML coverages on the 400 nm-thick carbon coating in the
COLDEX experiment. The reason for this large dissimilarity is unclear.

Figure 5.45: Left: TPD curves acquired 50nm thin (left) and 450nm thick (right) carbon-coated copper surface in an
unbaked, as-received state. Both sets of TPD were acquired in the same run. Gas was always quench-condensed at sub-15K
temperatures. Temperature ramps of 10K/min were used where possible. Slower ramps were used at very high coverages.
Assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2, for simplicity and comparison purposes only, despite being unphysical on a rough
surface.

Figure 5.46: Left: TPD curves acquired COLDEX-type (left) and a D7-type (right) laser-treated copper surface in an
unbaked, as-received state. Treatment details are listed in Section 2.3. Both sets of TPD were acquired in the same run.
Gas was always quench-condensed at sub-15K temperatures. Temperature ramps of 10K/min were used where possible.
Slower ramps were used at very high coverages. Assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2, for simplicity and comparison
purposes only, despite being unphysical on a rough surface.

The TPD curves’ behaviour of the laser-treated copper is different from the amorphous carbon coatings
discussed above. Similarly, peak desorption rate points to similarly high porosity. However, the lower
desorption temperatures point either to lower adsorption energies or to more open pores, when compared
to the carbon coating. Indeed the SEM images point to the latter, as the laser treatment exhibits
semi-open low-aspect ratio pores, while the carbon coating has much smaller pores of presumably high-
aspect-ratio (pore depth vs. width).

Spallino et al. [276, 277] reported similar TPD measurements taken at cryogenic temperatures on
a laser-treated copper, albeit a different type. They obtained a coherent behaviour across multiple
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gases which they studied in highly multilayer coverages, and compared them against a technical-grade
Cu. Unfortunately, multilayer coverages on highly porous surfaces are just out of practical reach of
this experimental setup due to high pressure transients and/or long measurement times. However, it is
remarkable that a different type of laser-treated copper has a very differently shaped TPD profile. Most
notably it is the presence of a double peak they observed which points to further complexity and calls
for further research and explanation, as it is not observed in any of the measurements presented here.

5.5.2 Gas composition dependence

Other gases were also studied aside of 15N2. The H2 can just barely be cryosorbed on the carbon coating
in deeply submonolayer coverages at the temperatures that are experimentally achievable here. Hence,
the focus was shifted towards other UHV-relevant gases: CO and CO2. Which both exhibit a somewhat
special behaviour, previously not observed with 15N2 studies that were more focused on studying the
surfaces, rather than the gas-surface interaction.

Figure 5.47 shows that CO potentially exhibits an unusual fractional kinetics order of n =1/2 on both
carbon and Cu substrates, although much more profound on Cu. The CO clustering was observed before
on Ag(111) [278] and can be assigned to a non-uniform charge distribution around the CO molecule.
Clustering is commonly observed in molecules with a non-uniform charge distribution of the molecular
orbitals, such as H2O, or 13CO2 [279–281], creating a side with a slightly positive charge and a negative
side too. This allows a weak electrostatic interaction between adsorbed molecules, which can in fact be
stronger than the substrate-adsorbate binding energy. As a result, it is energetically favourable for the
molecules to form clusters. These formed clusters can coalesce and form islands.

During a TPD, the first step is the sublimation of molecules from the 2D islands (molecules stationary
on the surface) into 2D gas (molecules move freely over the 2D surface) which is followed by desorption
into the vacuum. The kinetics order then varies depending on the limiting step of the thermal desorption
sequence [207]. If the 2D gas and 2D island establish a thermal equilibrium, the desorption order is
n =0 and represents sublimation, albeit in 2D. If the thermal equilibrium is not reached in the 2D binary
system, the circumference of the 2D islands limits the desorption. This gives rise to a n =1/2 behaviour
since the island’s circumference scales with the square root of coverage θ1/2. This is indeed in line with
the theoretical introduction presented in Section 2.8.

Figure 5.47: TPD curves acquired for CO quench-condensed onto copper on 50 nm thin carbon-coated copper substrates at
coverages ranging from 0.1ML to 10ML. Left: CO TPDs on LHC-grade copper colaminate onto stainless steel. Right: CO
TPDs on a 50 nm thin amorphous carbon-coated copper colaminate. Assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2, for simplicity
and comparison purposes only, despite being unphysical on a rough surface.

In the case of 13CO2, the clustering effect results in a zero-order n =0 desorption kinetics even at
sub-monolayer coverages. This effect, however, is only observed on the technical copper surface. The
50 nm thin carbon-coated copper does not allow this clustering effect and the desorption proceeds with
a classical first-order kinetics in the sub-monolayer coverage regime like other gases do. This can be
either due to a higher diffusion barrier on the amorphous carbon, or due to stronger adsorption energy.
Either way, from the vacuum dynamics point of view, this effect alone offsets the 13CO2 peak desorption
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Figure 5.48: TPD curves acquired for 13CO2 quench-condensed onto copper on 50 nm thin carbon-coated copper substrates
at coverages ranging from 0.1ML to 11ML. Left: CO TPDs on LHC-grade copper colaminate onto stainless steel. Right: CO
TPDs on a 50 nm thin amorphous carbon-coated copper colaminate. Assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2, for simplicity
and comparison purposes only, despite being unphysical on a rough surface.

temperature. Measured at a 0.1ML submonolayer coverage, the peak desorption temperature increase
from Tmax ≈ 82K for bare LHC-grade copper to Tmax ≈ 109K for 50 nm thin carbon coating. In other
words, this means a higher temperature is necessary to fully desorb submonolayer coverages of CO2 from
amorphous carbon coating than from a Cu surface. Moreover, the CO2 clustering on copper promotes
molecular desorption already at a temperature of 70K, as opposed to 90K for aC.

Using the above-listed equations 5.4, the binding energy can be evaluated, for example at 1ML
coverage. The cluster of gases desorbing around Tmax ≈30K have are bound with Eads ≈80meV, while
the CO2 has Tmax ≈90K corresponding to Eads ≈260meV.

The substrate-adsorbate interaction dominates at low coverages. As a result, the TPD curves for
porous surfaces clearly show a higher Tmax, resulting from rough surfaces generally having higher binding
energies Eads than bare metals. Partly due to a rough surface, that represents an abundance of high-
energy adsorption sites. Partly due to open pores that trap gas and delay desorption, as was well
illustrated in Section 2.8. As the surface coverage of adsorbed gas increases all surfaces eventually reach
their Tmax the value of ∼26K that corresponds to 15N2 cryosorbed onto another 15N2 molecule, rendering
the substrate irrelevant. This sudden change in behaviour is assigned to a transition from substrate-
adsorbate to the adsorbate-adsorbate binding regime. Indeed, this transition can be used to identify
the amount of gas necessary to create a one monolayer coverage over the entire surface microgeometry,
i.e. at the microscopic level, including the pores. The monolayer transition from n =1 to n =0 (at
whatever coverage this happens for a given surface) is important, as both the SEY and ESD behaviours
tend to flatten out at this point. Also the peak desorption temperature changes a little past this point.
A comparative overlay of the TPD results of all gases and surfaces is further elaborated upon in the
Applications section 6.

5.5.3 Roughness factor evaluation

Copper colaminated on stainless steel served as a reference for the gas surface coverage measurements
since it is the baseline surface due to its large-scale application in the LHC beam-screen. A series of
TPD curves was acquired with 15N2 and the gradually evolving shape of the TPD curves were used to
deduce a 1 monolayer equivalent coverage for all studied coatings and treatments. Surface coverage of
1 monolayer (ML) coverage is assumed to be 1015.molecule.cm−2 - a simplistic presumption, which is in
fact not far from the truth and in any case it is sufficiently precise given the uncertainty intervals we are
dealing with here. In this work, this 1 ML nomenclature is used regardless of the surface concerned.

The monolayer coverage used in the data evaluation below will always be referenced to the geometrical,
macroscopic surface of the copper colaminate sample that serves here as a baseline. The reference copper
surface is thought to have no significant porosity in this estimation, hence the macroscopic geometrical
surface is taken as equal to its specific surface. Conversely, the studied samples (carbon-coated and laser-
treated copper) are porous, and hence the specific surface is r-time higher than the geometric surface,
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see eq. 5.5 and Table 5.2. The SEM images presented above clearly illustrate the high surface roughness.
Yet, the question remains: by how much is the specific surface higher than the geometric?

The amount of gas dosed onto the sample to just reach a multilayer TPD curve behaviour is known
from visually analysing the data. The roughness factor r can be calculated by dividing this amount of gas
necessary to create a monolayer-like TPD curve on an unknown studied porous surface, Q1ML−like, by
the amount of gas necessary to form a monolayer-like TPD curve on a flat reference surface, Q1ML,ref..
Hence the 1ML equivalent gas dose Q1ML−like has little physical basis and only serves this comparison.
Finally, this ratio r equals the ratio of the two specific surfaces: the studied one Aspecific and the reference
one Ageometric. This definition follows the IUPAC nomenclature [282], which defines the roughness factor
as a ratio between the interface, i.e. specific surface, and the concerned macroscopic geometrical area.

r =
Q1ML−like

Q1ML,ref.
=

Aspecific

Ageometric
(5.5)

Surface Specifications Roughness factor r

Cu/SS colaminated, annealed; reference 1

a-Carbon /Cu 50 nm sput.-depo.at CERN 10

a-Carbon /Cu 450 nm sput.-depo.at CERN 25

Laser-treat. Cu COLDEX-type, witness 45

Laser-treat. Cu D7-parameters 25

Table 5.2: Estimated roughness factors r of studied surfaces, as referenced to the LHC-grade beam-screen surface made
of copper colaminated on stainless steel. Estimates are based on TPD analysis using a cryosorbed 15N2 gas. Detailed
description in the text.

For completeness and to avoid misinterpretation, the term roughness factor is not to be confused with a
more traditional mechanical type of roughness - another characteristic of technical-grade surfaces. Many
surface coatings, including amorphous-carbon coating, have high-aspect-ratio porosity hidden under a
flat-top surface without a significant surface roughness.

The challenging part of this approximative method is pinpointing the transition between the sub-
monolayer and multilayer regimes, where the 1ML coverage lies. This task is already complex for a set
of TPD curves acquired on a flat surface, as one can take different features to distinguish the transition
between regimes: multilayer peak emergence, leading-edge departure, or approach to the probe-gas sub-
limation temperature. Here, all these indicators are combined to form an average estimate the equivalent
monolayer-like coverage.
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5.6 SEY and ESD of cryosorbed gases

The electron conditioning process can electrodesorb large amounts of gases, up to tens of ML, as demon-
strated in the previous chapters. It is therefore important to assess how this affects the SEY and ESD,
shall it be readsorbed elsewhere in the cryogenic vacuum system and repeatedly exposed to electron
irradiation. This indeed represents a real-life scenario, for example, of gas recycling inside conductance-
limited cryogenic beam-screens. Hence, it was systematically investigated how the SEY of conditioned
and as-received copper evolves with increasingly thick overlayers of cryosorbed gas. The same was done
for ESD yield, ranging the coverages from deeply submonolayer to multilayer thick gas precoverage. The
50 nm thin amorphous carbon-coated copper and laser-treated copper were equally studied since they are
to be used in a cryogenic environment.

Coverages from 0.1ML up to ∼30ML quench-condensed atop of a sample held at 10–15K were deemed
suitable for the following studies. Particular focus was placed on 10ML thick ices because of experimental
constraints outlined in Chapter 4. A coverage of 10ML is sufficiently thick to be substrate-agnostic to a
large extent and fairly representative of semi-infinite bulk ice. Still, charging issues are mostly avoided
at this coverage, with Ar as the sole exception. The results indeed connect onto the previously published
article [A4] that focuses on thick cryosorbed gases, so called ices. The experimental findings shown here
were also partially presented at [A5, A7].

5.6.1 SEY of cryosorbed gases on flat surfaces

As already discussed and reminded in Fig. 5.49, an SEY curve can be captured by a few signature
parameters. This mainly includes the peak value δmax and its position Emax. Then it is the fine
structure in the low-energy 0–40 eV range, captured for simplicity at 5 eV as δ5eV . And finally the ESD
yield decay rate at higher energy of 300–1.5 keV that asymptotically follows the E−n dependence.

As the precoverage of cryosorbed gas grows atop a substrate, the shape of the SEY curve gradually and
non-monotonically transforms to a shape dictated by the cryosorbed gas itself with little to no influence
of the underlying substrate. The LE-SEY region is generally the most surface-sensitive domain and
changes first, already in 0–1ML submonolayer coverages. The reflectivity increases and, as a result, the
LE-SEY increases too. Here the SEY at 5 eV, marked δ5eV , is selected to follow and compare the LE-SEY
evolution with gas coverage, see the left side of Fig. 5.49. Meanwhile, the entire LE-SEY domain tends
to develop a fine structure, as discussed below in detail. Then, around 1ML, the δmax starts changing,
but whether it increases or decreases depends on the substrate δmax. At last, the Emax starts to evolve,
as it is the most bulk-dependent property, along with E−n asymptotic decay. The SEY evolution with
gas coverage is further discussed in Fig. 5.57 where the δmax and δ5eV data is overlaid for different gases
cryosorbed on Cu and in Fig. 5.60 that captures multiple gases and surface treatments.

Figure 5.49: SEY curves measured at 0∼18ML 15N2 precoverage on a vacuum-cleaved HOPG, where a monolayer coverage
is assumed to be 1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. The 15N2 was injected at ∼99% purity with about 1% of H2 and CO
pollution and quench-condensed over HOPG surface held at 12K using direct gas injection via the collector. Note the left
side zooming into the low-energy SEY region containing a fine structure that gradually changes from that of HOPG to that
of 15N2.
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The HOPG is selected as a model surface to start this investigation. Although not a technical-grade
metal, it is reasonably flat and atomically clean, which makes it suitable to substantiate the different
points discussed. The fine structure observable in the LE-SEY for all investigated gases is likely an imprint
of the electronic structure of the adsorbed gas. For instance, Fig. 5.49 shows an SEY measurement done
with the 15N2/HOPG system that clearly shows that a 1ML already suppresses the LE-SEY fine structure
of the HOPG and one corresponding to the 15N2 starts emerging. At coverages of ∼5ML, this LE-SEY
fine structure becomes similar to that emergent in the 15N2/Cu system in Fig. 5.50. Also note the
peak SEY, characterised by δmax that first decreases for a thin layer and only then starts increasing
for coverages above ∼5ML. The peak position Emax shifts from 230 eV to 180 eV as a consequence of
changing the surface composition by adsorbing the 15N2. The shape of the decay in the around 300 eV-
1.5 keV also changes and a much faster decay appears, resulting from the ∼100% lower density of N2

ice compared to that of HOPG. The fact that at 18ML the SEY curve is mostly independent of the flat
surface beneath illustrates that the primary electrons at hundreds of eV penetrate about this deep into
the cryosorbed overlayers. This distance gets even shorter for the slow electrons in the LE-SEY region
where ∼5ML is enough to entirely change the SEY curve shape.

A generic SEY curve of a fully conditioned Cu substrate is taken as a baseline for further studies of
the effect of cryosorbed gases on the SEY of a surface. Figures 5.50 and 5.51 capture how SEY curves
evolve for different 15N2 or 13CO2 gas coverages deposited over an electron-conditioned substrate of a
bulk supplier-cleaned technical-grade Cu. The plots in Figures 5.52 then show how δmax varies with the
gas dose for both as-received and conditioned Cu surface. The low-energy part of SEY curves becomes
agnostic to the conditioning state of the underlying substrate at around 5∼10ML coverage. This seems
to be the case regardless of the gas used, as 13CO2

15N2 on Cu, as well as 15N2 on HOPG, both exhibit
the same trend. However, the peak SEY position Emax and magnitude δmax still remains influenced by
the underlying substrate even around ∼10ML coverage, likely due to the electrons backscattered from the
substrate and/or via electron scattering at the ice/metal interface. As the coverage further increases, the
electron-substrate interaction subdues, and the entire SEY curve in the 0–1 keV region becomes dictated
solely by the ice.

Figure 5.50: Right: SEY curves measured at 0∼10ML 15N2 precoverage, where a monolayer coverage is assumed to be
1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. The ices were quench-condensed on a conditioned bulk Cu surface held at 15K using direct
gas injection via the collector. The CO2 was injected at ∼99% purity with about 1% of H2 and CO pollution. Left: Note
the low-energy SEY region containing a fine structure.

Figure 5.53 schematises the secondary electrons (SE) internal reflection on the metal-ice and ice-
vacuum interfaces. The electron reflection possibly explains the dip of δmax observed at about 5ML
coverage of both 15N2 and 13CO2 deposited on an as-received bulk Cu. The same SEY suppression
at ∼5ML coverage observed in both 15N2 and 13CO2 on technical-grade copper, was also observed in
15N2/HOPG adsorbate-substrate system, which is known to be atomically flat. While this effect is
unsurprising on a flat HOPG surface, the technical-grade copper is indeed rough on the sub-micron scale.
The SE interfacial scattering is presumably the reason for this decrease, as secondary electrons are known
to scatter at interfaces, impurities, and inhomogeneities [252]. Conversely, this dip is not observed for the
ice deposited on a conditioned Cu. The interface properties likely change between the metal and the ice
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Figure 5.51: Right: SEY curves measured at 0∼10ML 13CO2 precoverage, where a monolayer coverage is assumed to be
1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. The ices were quench-condensed on a conditioned bulk Cu surface held at 15K using direct
gas injection via the collector. The 13CO2 was injected at ∼99% purity with about 1% of H2 and CO pollution. Left: Note
the low-energy SEY region containing a fine structure.

Figure 5.52: Evolution of maximum SEY δmax with 15N2 coverage (left) and CO2 coverage (right) on as-received and
conditioned bulk Cu surface. SEY curves were measured at 0∼30ML 15N2 precoverage, where a monolayer coverage is
assumed to be 1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. The ices were quench-condensed on a conditioned copper surface held at 15K
using direct gas injection via the collector. The CO2 was injected at ∼99% purity with about 1% of H2 and CO pollution.

Figure 5.53: Scheme of secondary electrons internal reflection on the metal-ice and ice-vacuum interfaces. This reflection is
thought to create a local δmax dip at around 5ML coverage observed for 15N2/Cu, 15N2/HOPG and 13CO2/Cu systems.

and resulting in a lower potential barrier and consequently lower electron scattering on the interface. With
these observations, it is possible that a suitable few-atom thin coating could be leveraged to contribute to
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the suppression of secondary electron emission by utilizing interfacial scattering. A qualitatively similar
decrease in δmax for thin N2 coverages was also simulated by [283] and is thought to originate in SE
suppression by the adlayer and the metal-gas interface that imposes a potential barrier resisting the SE
diffusion the from bulk upwards.

Figures 5.55, 5.54 and 5.56 shows a similar measurement taken for CH4, CO and Ar gases quench-
condensed at 15K over an election-conditioned Cu surface. The SEY behaviour follows the same trend
as observed in the 13CO2/Cu and 15N2/Cu systems discussed above in detail, mostly consisting of an
SEY increase with coverage and a gradual shift towards higher energies. This evolution also includes the
gas-specific fine structure in the LE-SEY region and the depth of 5∼10ML at which the substrate and its
surface state no longer matter. It remains unclear if the smooth structure observed for CH4 is intrinsic
or due to the contamination which is known to smear out the LE-SEY pattern.

Figure 5.54: Right: SEY curves measured at 0∼10ML CO precoverage, where a monolayer coverage is assumed to be
1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. CO was injected at ∼99% purity with about 1% H2 pollution and quench-condensed on a
conditioned bulk Cu surface held at 15K using direct gas injection via the collector. Left: Note the low-energy SEY region
containing a fine structure.

Figure 5.55: Right: SEY curves measured at 0∼10ML CH4 precoverage, where a monolayer coverage is assumed to be
1ML ≈ 1015 molecule.cm−2. CH4 was injected at ∼91% purity with 7% CO and 1% H2 pollution and quench-condensed
on a conditioned bulk Cu surface held at 15K using direct gas injection via the collector. Left: Note the low-energy SEY
region containing a fine structure.

The quench-condensed Argon, Fig. 5.56, has a very high SEY when compared to similar coverages
of other gases, which is consistent with prior measurements of Bojko et al. [284]. The peak SEY δmax

measured in thick cryosorbed gases tends to flatten at high coverages for all gases, which was previously
shown by Kuzucan&Neupert [199]. Except for the noble gases whose SEY and ESD yields keep rising
with increasing coverages. We recently discussed and demonstrated [A4] this effect to be the result of
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Figure 5.56: SEY curves measured at 0∼10ML Argon precoverage, where a monolayer coverage is assumed to be 1ML ≈
1015 molecule.cm−2. The ice was quench-condensed on a conditioned bulk Cu surface held at 15K using direct gas injection
via the collector. Ar was injected at ∼96% purity with some 1% H2 and 3% CO pollution. Negative charging issues appear
at 200 eV, decreasing the primary energy and hence the SEY too. Left: Note the low-energy SEY region containing a fine
structure.

excitons (=bound state of electron and hole) diffusion through the condensed noble gas from its bulk
towards the surface, which is normally the case for pure noble gases.

Figure 5.57: Left: Evolution of SEY at its maximum δmax and at SEY at 5 eV δ5eV for all investigated pure gases condensed
at 0–10ML coverages over a conditioned Cu substrate. Note the high sensitivity of δ5eV , representative of the LE-SEY
region, to the gas coverage. Right: Evolution of energy at maximum SEY, Emax as a function of gas dose.

The left side of Figure 5.57 plots the evolution of δmax and δ5eV measured at 5 eV for all investigated
gases. The pure gas coverage varied in the 0–10ML range and was condensed over a conditioned bulk Cu
substrate. It is remarkable that the δmax of all gases, aside of Argon, only starts rising around 2-4ML
coverage. The δ5eV is already almost saturated at this coverage. In fact, only 1ML seems to be enough
to double δ5eV , essentially doubling the 5 eV electron reflectivity for all studied condensed gases, from
0.3 to 0.6. These measurements and trends observed within allow us to infer the electron penetration
and/or escape depths. For instance in the 15N2/HOPG system, the HOPG fine structure peak at 5 eV
disappears at around 5ML coverage. Given that electrons have to make a double pass through the
cryosorbed overlayer, allows us to estimate a range around 10ML, or 3.6 nm. This can be compared to
an extrapolated fit of Adams&Hansma [285], who also used this ’mirror’ method and obtained a 1 nm
range. However, the mismatch is not unexpected, as the sub-keV electron stopping powers are highly
scattered, Fig. 2.2 and other effects can be at play, such as the wave-like nature of electrons. Mind the
de Broglie wavelength at these low energies is in the nanometre range, about equal to the thin overlayer.
Unfortunately, the CASINO simulation is not of help here due to being outside of its definition domain.
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Some authors even use the periodically changing low-energy electron reflectivity to calculate the IMFP
[286, 287] by presuming the wave-like electron interferes on the thin film deposited over an atomically
clean surface.

On the other hand, the peak SEY δmax and its location Emax are given by the balance between energy
deposition depth and SE escape depth. This dynamic balance seems to equilibrate at around 200 eV and
5ML coverage, at least for the studied 15N2 and 13CO2. This behaviour also indicates that the 300 eV
electrons penetrate and SE escape on average a 5ML thick ice column. This coverage amounts to around
1.7 nm when multiplied by the molecule kinetic diameter of around ∼3.5Å. The SEY position Emax can
also in theory be used for analysis, but in practice turned out to be questionable, see right side of Fig.
5.57. The Emax is dictated by the substrate for thin ice coverages, whereas the peak is unreliable due to
charging issues for thicker ice coverages.

The acquired experimental SEY curves characterised by the δmax and Emax and their evolution
with a surface coverage generally agree with prior measurements done at CERN by Chmielinska[200]
andKuzucan[198, 199]. This work now extends the research to the low-energy and low-coverage region
that is very much relevant to technical applications and further adds ESD and TPD measurements
discussed below. The measurements of Fang et al. [288] are in agreement with data presented here, Fig.
5.60, and observations reported by [198–200]. They report lower SEY for as-received Cu, Al and SS held
at cryogenic temperatures, which is deemed to be due to the presence of cryosorbed residual gases. It
is worth noting here that cryosorbed gases result in different SEY characteristics than the same species
in chemisorbed state, as visible when compared to the studies of Zhang et al. [289]. This is due to a
different electronic structure resulting from different chemical bonding state.

Further focusing on the LE-SEY region, the link between LE-SEY fine structure and the electronic
bands of the target material, is not coincidental and was independently demonstrated by different groups
using energy, momentum and angle-resolved electron emission. Pokorná&Frank [290] eloquently explain
that: ”An electron wave impinging on the sample surface has to transform into electron waves of the
crystal periodicity (Bloch states). Its surface-parallel wavevector component has to be preserved except
for the addition of any surface reciprocal-lattice vector, which means that the incident electrons may
only enter when suitable Bloch states are available and empty. This means that the electron reflection is
inversely proportional to the local density of states coupled to the incident wave.”

Many other authors confirmed that the fine structure links to the electronic density of states (DOS)
[239, 290–294]. For instance, Pokorna [239] has developed the DOS measurement using low-energy elec-
tron reflectivity measurements done in her low-energy SEM-focused dissertation [239]. After a challenging
background subtraction, she achieved a significant correspondence between the LE-SEY fine structure
and the DOS charts available for all the studied surfaces: HOPG, W et Al. Further taking crystalline
metallic surfaces as a study case, Mikmekova measured the reflectivity of slow electrons using a low-
energy SEM [292] and reported a fine structure that varied with the crystal orientation. This is indeed
expected since the electronic band structure varies between crystalographic planes, and so do the electron
emission properties. This generates the crystalographic type of contrast and was reported already in 1939
by Knoll&Theile [294] while setting the foundation for SEM. Regarding the N2/Cu100 system, a similar
observation was previously reported by Smith et al.[291] for N2 chemisorbed onto a Cu100 substrate. The
measured UPS photoemission spectrum correlates to the DOS calculated for the N2/Cu100 system. This
exercise undoubtedly illustrates the link between low-energy 0∼40 eV electron reflectivity and the target
electronic structure. However, other effects intervene, such as plasmon losses, interference effects, and
scattering at defects that likely alter the fine pattern observed in the LE-SEY region.

Given this evidence, the LE-SEY region of the 15N2/Cu system can be revisited, see Fig. 5.58. The
fine structure on the left can be extracted and better visualised by subtracting the underlying SEY curve
corresponding to the bare conditioned Cu surface. The resulting spectrum on the right side of Fig. 5.58
shows the electron reflectivity introduced by the gas overlayer on top of that of the substrate. It is known
for a bare HOPG, Fig. 4.9, that the fine structure in the LE-SEY region corresponds to the occupancy
of electronic bands. By extension, the fine structure isolated here from the LE-SEY curve should be a
mirror imprint of the electronic band structure of the cryosorbed 15N2. Unfortunately, data suitable for
comparison and support of this conjecture are not known to the author.

Following the reasoning about slow electron reflectivity resulting in a fine structure representative of
the electronic bands, the peak SEY δmax can be plotted as a function of the LE-SEY peak. The right
side of Fig. 5.59 plots the δmax as a function of LE-SEY peak width measured at its FWHM, see left
side of Fig. 5.58. This peak, always present around 5 eV, is thought to be formed by reflected electrons
due to an electronic band gap in the target material. This was shown experimentally for the case of
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Figure 5.58: Left: Zoom on the LE-SEY area of N2 deposited over a conditioned bulk Cu. Note the emerging fine structure
as the N2 coverage increases. Right: Cu background subtracted from the N2 signal to obtain a Cu background-corrected
fine structure emergent from a cryosorbed N2.

HOPG [56] and also for a thin Fe layer on monocrystalline W110 [286]. According to the theoretical
understanding, a large band gap corresponds to inefficient energy dissipation via electron scattering in
the insulators, which leads to high SEY values due to a large population of hot electrons. In other words,
the wider the band gap of an insulator, the more efficient secondary electron emission, owing to lower
energy dissipation along the collisional cascade in the bulk material. Some authors report [295] this effect
in binary systems, especially using H2 to create either sp2-dominated or sp3-dominated carbon coating
[47, 296]. They vary the composition, which increases the band gap, leading to a strong SEY variation,
clearly proving a correlation, though the exact causation is still under discussion.

Figure 5.59: Maximum SEY δmax plotted as a function of the LE-SEY 5 eV peak width at its FWHM. See text for full
explanation.

5.6.2 SEY of cryosorbed gases on rough surfaces

Series of SEY, ESD and TPD measurements aimed to assess cryosorbed gases’ influence when deposited
over porous and rough surfaces. The TPD method was used in the previous Section 5.5 and the gas
coverage corresponding to this transition in TPD curve behaviour was used to infer each studied system’s
specific surface relative to technical-grade Cu/SS colaminate. To estimated roughness factor r also comes
into play here. The 1ML coverage is simply assumed to be 1015 molecules.cm−2 for any surface, be it flat
or porous.

Figure 5.60 shows the δmax and δ5eV coverage dependencies for typical gas species (left) and a range
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of surfaces (right). Note the difference in SEY coverage dependence between a preconditioned bulk Cu,
Fig. 5.57, and the 50 nm thin amorphous-carbon coating, left side of Fig 5.60. All studied porous surfaces
(carbon-coated or laser-treated Cu) can cryosorb much higher gas coverage before δmax and δ5eV starts
increasing. Roughly a roughness factor r-times higher coverage is necessary attain a behaviour similar to
a bare Cu. This seems to apply to all studied gas species, with the sole exception of CO2, which behaves
as if it was quench-condensed on top of a geometrical surface and did not diffuse into the pores.

The high SEY for CO2-covered carbon coating be explained by a high diffusion energy barrier for the
CO2 molecule on the rough surface held at low temperature of 15K. This does not allow thermally-driven
surface mobility, which prevents it from diffusing into the open pores, and so it remains on the geometrical
surface and effectively increases the SEY. Annealing to a higher temperature (yet below desorption) could
promote surface mobility and let the CO2 diffuse into the pores, possibly lowering the SEY.

Figure 5.60: Left: Evolution of maximum SEY δmax and SEY at 5 eVvac δ5eV for all investigated pure gases, as condensed
at 0–10ML coverages over a 50 nm a-Carbon coated stainless steel. Note the high sensitivity of LE-SEY region to the gas
coverage, here represented by δ5eV . Right: Series of SEY values measured for 0–40ML coverages of 15N2 over various
surfaces. Cu/SS is also shown for reference.

5.6.3 ESD of pure cryosorbed gases

The following ESD yield energy-dependence curves were measured after acquiring the series of SEY
measurements for 1-10ML coverages discussed in the previous section. The ESD curves have several
remarkable information to offer, as follows.

First, the energy threshold for electrodesorption tends to vary in the 5-12 eV range for the investigated
cryosorbed gases, as shown in the insets. Thresholds for common gases, such as N2, CO and Ar, also
match the literature, e.g. Newman et al. [297], Rakhovskaia et al. [229], or Schmid et al. [36]. This
coherence with other experimentalists, on both qualitative and quantitative levels, brings confidence in
the novel results reported here. Furthermore, it is remarkable that CO fragmented off of the parent
13CO2 molecule already desorbs at 6 eV, while the parent 13CO2 has an energy threshold around 11 eV.

Figure 5.62 compares CH4 and C2H6 yields as well as their H2 fragments. There is no dehydrogenation
below the parent molecule desorption energy threshold, which is an unexpected result, because it is
commonly observed that organic molecules release hydrogen already at units of eV [34]. But then, bare
metals commonly have the H2 energy threshold at ∼8 eV, so the presence of H2 does not imply a low
threshold. Instead, the ηH2 yield is dictated by its chemical state, which is expected.

The inset in Figure 5.63 shows a desorption threshold for Ar at 11.7 eV, referenced to the sample’s
vacuum level, that is long known to exist, as reported by Lloyd et al. [298], Bass et al. [299], and
Rakhovskaia et al. [229]. Aside of the threshold, the LE-ESD curve for Argon also exhibits a Feshbach
resonance that is known exist at ∼16 eV for Argon [129, 299, 300] and similarly for other heavier noble
gases [301]. A Feshbach resonance is a short-lived electron-atom radical that releases a substantial amount
of energy 0.5∼1 eV upon its decay [299] that effectively boosts the desorption yield. For comparison,
Argon binding energy is much lower than that, Eads,Ar ≈90meV.

Since the studied thin Ar ice was accidentally deposited with CO and H2 contamination it shows a
cross-interaction of the desorption processes, i.e. mutual kick-out mechanism in the Ar↔CO system.
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Despite its low concentration, CO molecule does kick-out Argon atoms in a measurable amount already
at its normal 6 eV threshold. Conversely, the Feschbach resonance enhances the Argon yield at ∼16 eV,
but along with it enhances the CO and H2 yield via the knock-out mechanism. Because both CO
and H2 yields follow the same pattern, it is unlikely that this yield-enhancement effect can be assigned
to de-cryotrapping (cryotrapping=condensing gas entraps more volatile species). This observed cross-
interaction stimulated the research effort towards studying the cross-interaction effect in ESD of mixed
gases, as is elaborated upon in Section 5.6.5. An identical effect of mutual kick-out close in the low-energy
region, this time in photodesorption, was reported by Dupuy et al. [176, 302, 303].

Figure 5.61: ESD yields energy dependence measured at ∼10ML precoverage. The ices were quench-condensed on a copper
substrate held at 15K using direct injection via the collector. Both gases are injected at ∼99% purity with mostly H2

pollution. Left: CO and CO2 to study possible synthesis, which is not present. Note the 6 eV desorption threshold and sub-
200 eV peak. Right: CO2 and its CO fragment which dominates the desorption. The corresponding gas-phase fragmentation
in the RGA ion source of CO2 →CO only equals to 16%, so the measured CO-dominated desorption originates at the surface
due to SE.

Figure 5.62: ESD yields energy dependence measured at ∼10ML precoverage. The ices were quench-condensed on a copper
substrate held at 15K using direct injection via the collector. Left: CH4 was injected at ∼91% purity with 7% CO and 1%
H2 contamination. Right: C2H6 and its fragments, mainly H2, CH4 and C2H4 dominating on the RGA. C2H6 was injected
at ∼99% purity with 1% H2 and CO pollution.

Second, the secondary electron-induced fragmentation pattern is very different from the gas-phase
ionization, marked by a dashed lines. The gas-phase fragmentation patterns were measured during the
RGA calibration via pure gas injection in the Experimental chapter 4.5.1. Hence, it is safe to state that
the magnitude (and position) of the peak ESD yield of a fragment molecule is much higher than what
would correspond to the gas-phase fragmentation in the RGA ionization source. The large difference in
fragmentation patterns can be explained by the fact that the surface-bound gas molecules are exposed
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Figure 5.63: ESD yields energy dependence measured at ∼10ML precoverage. The ices were quench-condensed on a copper
substrate held at 15K using direct injection via the collector. Left: 15N2 was injected at ∼99% purity with 1% H2 pollution.
Right: Ar was injected at ∼96% purity with some 1% H2 and 3% CO pollution. Negative charging issues appear at 200 eV,
decreasing the primary energy and hence the ESD yield too. The inset containing the threshold, resonance and cross-kick-
out between CO↔Ar is discussed in the text.

to many more secondary electrons and is consequently much more likely to fragment by those SE, than
its gas phase counterpart, which is a single collision event. A factor of ∼10x of a difference between the
two cracking patterns is not unusual, favouring surface-based fragment production.

The C2H6 electrodesorbs less H2 than CH4, proportionally to its stoichiometric composition. Following
this trend set by two lone datapoints, it could be expected that heavier carbohydrates would leave more
carbon behind, possibly already in a sp2 binding state in case of using a precursor gas with a double
carbon bond C=C. The reason for Emax,H2 being much lower than the parent molecule’s Emax,CH4 is
unclear. Perhaps the Emax offset has to do with a limited bulk-to-surface diffusion length of H2 after it
was cracked from the parent CH4.

Third, the presence of electron-induced fragmentation, but lack of electro-synthesis, means that
surface-bound molecules preferentially fragment but rarely if at all synthesise under the investigated
range of conditions. Moreover, taking the case of the newly fragmented CH4 →H2 molecule can either
thermally escape or not, depending on the surface temperature of the substrate-adsorbate system. The
fact that the intermediate chemical products can leave the system and therefore be unavailable for further
reactions gives arise to temperature-dependent branching ratios. Note the high 13CO2 →13CO reaction.
The effective reprocessing of CO2 into CO is known and was reported by e.g. by Anashin et al. [190] for
photon-induced fragmentation. Hence, there’s a strong reason to believe that a radiation-exposed CO2

is effectively reprocessed into CO, shedding off the excess oxygen atom.
Dulieu et al. [304] demonstrated that temperature can be used as a lever to prefer a certain chemical

pathway by thermally desorbing the intermediate product if done at elevated temperatures, or not when
cold. For instance the measurements of Baglin et al. [305] show H2 molecule leaving during photon
irradiation of CH4, meaning that carbon-rich residue is left behind. Such reasoning also corroborates
the observations of Petit et al. [245] who report different chemical pathways observed during copper
conditioning at cold and ambient temperatures, at least under specific conditions. Hence, the temperature
is a crucial aspect of the electron-induced chemistry that can alter the reaction products. Note that the
scenario would differ shall this happen in the bulk ice, as the fragmented molecule would stay trapped in
the ice and be available for further chemistry, possibly a synthesis. An efficient synthesis CO→CO2 was
observed, in much thicker cryosorbates by Huang et al. [306].

Finally, at energies above the Emax, the ESD yield decay rate is strictly dictated by the bulk. Along
with the Emax position the yield decay rate is a function of the electron stopping power in the condensed
gas and the diffusivity of electronic excitations. All this information can be used to infer on the underlying
processes of electron, molecule and energy transport in the condensed gas. The same behaviour was
reported by Ellegard et al. [307] in condensed N2 and O2 at energies above 1 keV, where the yield follows
a generic E−n decay with a best-fitted value of n =1.2. More generally, the exponent n typically varies in
0.5-2 range depending on the system. While the value n = 2 is a signature of electronic stopping playing
the major role in the primary electron energy deposition, other diffusion-based effects can intervene (such
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as bulk-to-surface exciton diffusion observed in Argon) and change the ESD yield decay rate.
Otherwise, the measured desorption yields agree overall with similar data taken on cryosorbed gases.

For example Tratnik et al. report ESD data [126, 196, 197] taken at LHe temperature of 4.2K in the same
energy and coverage ranges as here and converge to similar values. The data presented here, however,
extend the current knowledge towards the low-energy end of the spectrum, measure desorption thresholds
and cover the SEY and TPD curves of the studied cryosorbates as well.

The experimental data are fitted with curve originally proposed by Furman&Pivi as an approximation
to the SEY discussed in Section 2.2.2. Here it is offset by the energy threshold and normalised to the
peak energy, as is discussed in detail in the Applications section 6.1.

Table 5.3 summarises the main characteristic features of SEY and ESD as sampled at 10ML from the
data presented above.

SEY ESD

Species Emax δmax δ5eV Emax ηmax ηthr

N2 212 1.6 0.8 250 1.7 7

CO 202 1.3 0.8 150 2.2 6

CO2 272 2.0 0.8 210 0.15 11

CH4 252 2.3 0.8 220 0.85 8

C2H6 231 2.3 0.75 230 2.4 7

Ar 315 5.4 0.67 320 0.2 11.7

Table 5.3: Summary of characteristic SEY and ESD parameters of the investigated cryosorbed gases, as sampled at 10ML
coverage, assuming 1ML=1015 molecule.cm−2).

5.6.4 ESD from flat and rough surfaces

Following the SEY coverage-dependent studies, a measurement was also done for the ESD yields of
cryosorbed gases in 0–10 ·1015 molecule.cm−2 coverage range, further denoted as 0–10ML. The left side
of Fig. 5.64 overlays ESD yields as a function of coverage for the investigated gases: 15N2, CO, 13CO2

and CH4. The ESD yield coverage-dependence was measured at 300 eV, close to the peak value, except
for 15N2 measured at 100 eV. The gases were quench-condensed over a preconditioned technical-grade
Cu/SS colaminate surface held below 15K.

Figure 5.64: ESD measured at 300 eV (except for 15N2 measured at 100 eV) for 0∼10ML coverages. The gas is quench-
condensed on a conditioned Cu and on a 50 nm thin carbon coating held at 12K.

The ESD yield coverage dependence clearly has two regions. The first is the linear increase region
in the 0–1ML coverage range, where the yield of a given gas is limited by its (lack of) surface coverage.
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Given the low coverage, the bonding is determined by the substrate-adsorbate interaction. Past the
linear region, a saturation region is found at coverages higher than 2·1015 molecule.cm−2, where the yield
is almost constant. Here, the gas desorption is no longer limited by the gas surface coverage, but by
the desorption sequence quantum efficiency of a given adsorbate-adsorbate interaction. The ESD yield
coverage-dependence of the 13CO fragment of a parent 13CO2 molecule follows the same trend (dotted
blue line). However, it needs to be stressed that this behaviour is different from what Anashin measured
on PSD, as compiled in [161], where they observe a linear increase until ∼ 1019 molecule.cm−2. Also
Tratnik observes a bump in ESD yields around 5·1015 molecule.cm−2, but then the ESD yields saturate
at higher coverages.

A different coverage-dependence is observed for CO deposited over a 50 nm thin carbon-coated Cu
and shown for comparison (dashed blue line). The CO ESD yields from carbon coating equals that of
copper at ∼10x times the gas coverage. Generally, this factor of 10x is remarkably close to the roughness
factor evaluated in 5.5.3, which is in fact no coincidence.

It is worth noting that the saturation of ESD (and PSD) yield when the coverage becomes sufficiently
thick does not happen for pure noble gases until reaching thousands of monolayers. As argued by
Hirayama et al. [308], this is explained by excitons’ (long-lived electron-hole pair) propagation through
the noble ice that transfer energy towards the surface. This behaviour however quickly disappears when
introducing trace amounts of contaminants that act as sinks, quenching the diffusion process, as was
shown in the data presented in Section 5.6.5, Fig. 5.66, but also by other authors [309]. Finally, the
atom being ejected gains its kinetic energy from relaxation of a previously deformed lattice in a ’cavity
ejection mechanism’ as reported for Argon by Runne&Zimmerer [129].

5.6.5 SEY and ESD of cryosorbed gas mixtures

The data presented and discussed in the previous Section 5.6 gave hints of mutual interaction between
the desorbing species. Namely, the inset of Figure 5.63 shows the LE-ESD yield measurement of Ar
ice polluted with ∼3% of CO, which exhibits a mutual ESD yield enhancement observed between the
CO↔Ar. Previous data acquired on pure ices also showed that the SEY and ESD yields generally tend
to be anticorrelated, as illustrated in the top-left side of Figure 5.68. The SEY and ESD values acquired
on pure ices show a clear negative correlation, i.e. high SEY leads to low ESD yield and vice versa -
a phenomenon worth attention. It was therefore decided to explore this dependency using binary gas
mixtures in proportions, ideally varying from 100% of compound A to 100% of component B.

Figure 5.65: Scheme of ESD from a 1:1 mixed ice of 15N2 and Argon at a 10ML coverage over a Cu substrate. Besides the
traditional DIET mechanism, note the kick-out mechanism, as illustrated for the 15N2 →Ar process visible in the data, in
Fig. 5.66 and right inset of Fig. 5.63.

Hence, a series of measurements were done to study the SEY and ESD evolution with the composi-
tion of binary ice cryosorbed on flat metal surfaces in the full 0–100% composition range. The molar
fraction x marks the % abundance of component B in component A. SEY and ESD yields were studied
in the usual 0–1.4 keV energy range, but ultimately the maximum SEY was used for comparison and the
ESD was sampled at 300 eV, being reasonably close to the maximum. Three different binary ice systems
were studied (13CO2:

15N2 at 30ML, CH4:CO and 15N2:Ar at 10ML), whilst continuously developing the
experimental technique. Two systems are presented here, CH4:CO and 15N2:Ar, as they are particularly
illustrative, see Fig. 5.65, and are used to derive the following narrative. To facilitate the data inter-
pretability, the two binary mixtures were chosen such that their fragmentation patterns occupy different
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channels on the RGA mass spectrum. Moreover, the components to form a binary gas mixture were
intentionally selected in a way that their SEY and ESD yields are also highly dissimilar. The high scatter
in the data is caused by uncertainty in mixture composition (∼2%), pollution (<2%) and by uncertainty
in the dosed surface coverage (≈10%). Yet, trends are still visible despite the scatter. Care was taken in
this measurement not to alter the surface composition by differential desorption by extended irradiation.

First concerning the SEY and its highly nonlinear dependence, here approximated by a trendline
described in Section 6.1. The higher-yielding component quickly loses the high SEY as the fraction x of
the lower-yielding component increases. Taken from the opposite end, high concentrations of a high-SEY
component above 50% are necessary to significantly increase the SEY of a mixture. Here, a weighted
average can lead to an SEY overestimation by about a factor of 2x. Two possibilities could explain
this nonlinearity and in particular the fast SEY decrease when introducing impurities into a high-SEY
compound. Either the impurities (of low-SEY components) act as exciton sinks that trap hot electrons,
preventing them from being emitted. It is also possible that low electrons simply scatter more effectively
in low-SEY components, bringing the SEY gradually down as the composition changes in favour of the
low-SEY component.

Regarding the ESD yield, the nonlinearity is not so profound and a weighted average represents a
decent estimate. Yet, accounting for nonlinear mixing effects can improve the estimate, as discussed in
detail in Section 6.1. The data in Figures 5.63 and 5.66 shows that component A tends to either enhance
or quench the electrodesorption of component B, depending on their relative yields. This leads to a
nonlinear trend, which increases the ESD yield of the less desorbable species at the expense of the ESD
yield of the more desorbable one. The yield does not even have to be the largest for a pure compound in
an extreme case, visible in the 40%CH4 mixture (left) or for the 80% Argon mixture (right).

Figure 5.66: ESD and SEY measured for different compositions of binary ice systems: CH4:CO and N2:Ar. The SEY was
taken at its maximum, whilst the ESD yield was measured at 300 eV. Precoverage of ∼10ML of mixed ice was always
pristine and cleaning TPD to a sufficiently high temperature was always performed in between measurements of different
compositions. The fitted curves are discussed in the paragraphs below. The interaction coefficient is k=0.5.

It has been long observed that even trace amounts decrease the yields by effectively quenching the
particle emission, be it SEY, ESD [A4] or a fluorescence yield. Brown et al. studied [309] an Ar:O2

system and observed that a 0.1% contamination results into a 50% decrease of luminescence yield. and
∼7% decrease in ESD yield. This suppression of Argon desorption by O2 impurities challenges the theory
because O2 reportedly, Ellegard et al. [307], has an even higher yield than N2 and should therefore
enhance the Argon ESD yield as opposed to decreasing it. A possible explanation is that Ellegard et
al. measure their yield in the bulk-penetrating region as compared to the measurements done in the
surface-sensitive energy region. At high energy, the bulk-deposited electronic excitations need to diffuse
toward the surface before causing desorption, and if Oxygen adatoms quench this diffusion length, the
ESD yield can be suppressed due to fewer excitations reaching the surface. The data previously taken
on this experimental setup on around 500ML-thick ices by Dupuy et al. [A4] also do not show such a
considerable suppression of Argon ESD yield in the presence of N2, unlike for CO, which does quench the
Ar desorption. When the transition is made from contaminated ices to mixtures with equally represented
constituents, the literature is even scarcer. However, a similar highly non-linear and non-monotonic
behaviour of ESD yields from mixed ices was observed by Mirsaleh-Kohan et al. [310] who studied LE-
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ESD of ions released from N2O:C2D2 mixtures. Although other energy transfer mechanisms are discussed
as responsible for the observed non-linear yields in desorbing ions, the link to our composition-dependent
ESD data is undeniable. In any case, a more focused research effort is needed to sort out the discrepancies.
The benefit here is that both the accelerator physics and astrophysics communities can make use of such
results, as discussed in [A4, A5].

The acquired data enabled the formulation of simple parametric fit discussed in Section 6.1 that
predicts SEY and ESD yields from known pure thick ice values, derived from data acquired at 10ML
coverage. The substrate properties are mostly rendered irrelevant at this coverage in the first approach
and the ice almost behaves as semi-infinite with both yields defined solely by the ice properties. This
reasoning can presumably be extrapolated towards thicker multilayer coverages. However, for coverages
around 1ML and below, a more linear behaviour can in theory be expected. The reasoning is that the
mixed ice no longer interacts with other cryosorbed gas molecules and is instead bound directly to the
metal substrate, leaving little space for a mutual interplay of the coadsorbed gas species.

5.6.6 Thermally-enhanced ESD yields

Small but measurable ESD yields temperature-dependence was observed in 15N2 and
13CO2 gases cryosorbed

in multilayer coverages, see Fig. 5.67. The quench-condensed gases were irradiated with 100 eV and 300 eV
electrons while increasing the substrate temperature. A special care was taken in these measurements to
remove all types of background, which was done separately for each measured datapoint.

The ESD yield of 15N2 and 13CO2 is thermally enhanced just before the desorption temperature of
both studied parent molecules. Contrary to that, the ESD yield of 13CO fragment is suppressed past
the 13CO2 recrystallization temperature at 50K and does not increase just under the 13CO2 desorption
temperature. The following reasoning is proposed.

Figure 5.67: ESD yield of 15N2 (4ML) and 13CO2 (10ML) and its fragment 13CO is measured at 100 eV and 300 eV. The
desorption signal of each datapoint was carefully corrected for the changing background level. The yields are plotted against
substrate temperature TD1 as measured on the sample-holder assembly, hence resulting in a 5-10K offset from the sample
surface temperature.

In contrast to 13CO2, its
13CO fragment exhibits an inverse behaviour, as its ESD yield tends to

decrease before the desorption temperature. This is likely linked to the recrystallization transition and
compactification of the solid 13CO2 around 50K, as measured by a change in optical index [311]. A
more compact and crystalline structure obtained at temperatures above 50K could lead to slower 13CO
diffusion towards the surface and lower ESD yields. It is arguable whether the fragmentation ratio changes
with temperature at the microscopic scale. In the first approach, the fragmentation ratio is determined
by electronic properties and as such should not be temperature dependent. Therefore, the different CO
yield has to have a different origin, presumably at a later stage of the desorption sequence. The reason
could be slower diffusion of the CO molecule towards the surface or a more effective quenching of the
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excited CO species in the warm and recrystallised 13CO2 ice.
Contrary to this observation and the reasoning, PSD measurement of H2O and D2O ice reported by

Fillion et al. [312] also exhibits a thermal boost to the PSD yield just under the desorption temperature.
However, unlike here, this also applies to the fragments: O2 and H2. The same effect of thermally-
enhanced stimulated desorption was previously reported for much thicker cryosorbed gases by Heide
[313] for ESD and Schou [127, 314] for ESD and ISD.

To conclude, this effect is only tangible so close to the desorption temperature that the pressure
increase due to ESD is on par with the pressure increase due to approaching saturated vapour pressure.
Moreover, a boost of a few tens of % does not present a dramatic increase compared to the normal range
of ESD yields spanning across many magnitudes.

5.6.7 Exploratory data analysis

With the experimental data presented, one can explore possible correlations between parameters. Al-
though no clear, highly correlated trends emerge from the scattered values that would unambiguously
link various measured parameters, some general trends are visible, Fig. 5.68.

Figure 5.68: Exploratory analysis of various characteristics measured on pure (99+%) gases quench-condensed at ∼10ML
coverages atop a technical-grade copper held at 15K. Values for H2 were acquired from literature, as measured by Sorensen
[72] at 500 eV on condensed orto- and para-hydrogen mixtures (measurable but insignificant difference).

There is some anticorrelation of δmax with ηmax in the top-left plot. This behaviour is also observed
in the binary mixtures studied below in Section 5.6.5, where it is leveraged to measure and derive
combination rules for SEY and ESD of thick gas mixtures.

An anticorrelation is also found in the top-centre plot between Emax and Ethr, pointing to weakly
bound (=more desorbable) gases having lower desorption thresholds and higher yields. This supports the
theoretical explanation given in 2, arguing that the number of electronic excitations with energy higher
than the desorption threshold is available for electrodesorption.

The top-right plot shows a correlation between δmax and the LE-SEY peak FWHM width that is
discussed in 5.56 of section 5.6. It is assigned to an inefficient electron scattering in the band-gap energy
range resulting in correspondingly high SEY values. A similar link can be argued for the correlation
in the bottom-right plot between Ethr and the LE-SEY peak FWHM width. The desorption threshold
can only emerge once the incoming electrons have sufficient energy to pass the band gap and deposit
electronic excitations into the substrate.

In the bottom-left plot, a scattered linear increase of Ethr with Tdes can be observed if Argon is
excluded from the datapoints. The Tdes is measured in situ using a TPD and presented in Section
4.7. This trend points towards the weak inter-molecular forces governing the molecular interaction and
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determining the energy necessary for desorption, whether delivered thermally or non-thermally. However,
the dataset is scarce and noisy for a more detailed analysis, and the physical reasoning behind these trends,
if any, is unclear and requires further investigation.

5.7 Chapter summary

This chapter summarises the main research results acquired from different systems of metals, non-metals
and treatments with and without cryosorbed gases. Particular accent was placed on technical-grade
construction materials employed in the construction of accelerator beam-vacuum systems, such as the
OFE copper in bulk and colaminated form, as used in the LHC beam-screen.

First, the SEY and then the ESD were studied in various experimental settings and under various
irradiation parameters like energy, dose and angle. Each influencing parameter was studied separately to
decouple it from others clearly. The SEY and ESD of surfaces with cryosorbed gases, and their binary
mixtures, were studied as a function of energy, temperature, composition and coverage from submonolayer
to multilayer regime.

Then, using cryosorbed gases such as isotopically labelled 15N2, the TPD method helped to charac-
terise the studied microporous surfaces. The binding energies and specific surfaces could be measured for
various gases on coatings and treatments. This includes the amorphous carbon coating frequently applied
to beam tubes at CERN, laser treatments considered for the same purpose, Ti-Zr-V NEG coatings and
REBCO-coated conductor tapes.

The presented results ultimately allow one to form an educated estimate in a more generic situation.
Moreover, the current theoretical description, datasets and general understanding are expanded towards
the cryogenic temperatures, low-energy electrons and high irradiation doses. This renders the work
relevant for researchers and engineers to come, most notably in the aspects discussed in the following
Application-oriented section 6.

Finally, the developed methodology and acquired data gave rise to a number of publications and
conference contributions, ranging from technically-oriented [A3, A8], past data-oriented [A2, A5-A7], to
future-oriented [A1].
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Chapter 6
Applications of research findings
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This chapter aims to demonstrate the applicability of the experimental findings and conclusions presented
and discussed in the previous chapter. Firstly, the acquired experimental data is combined with the
theoretical understanding, resulting in a number of semi-empirical parameterizations for SEY and ESD
as a function of energy, dose, angle, composition and a combination of these. Second, the acquired data
on SEY, ESD and TPD are inspected from the real-life application point of view. An emphasis is placed
on the operational aspect of CERN’s High-Luminosity LHC, but a significant overlap exists with other
storage rings, both warm and cryogenic, and possibly other technical applications. Indeed, operation-
related issues like the electron cloud and dynamic vacuum effect are strongly linked to the nature of a
given beam-screen surface, which determines not only the electron cloud activity but also the dynamic
vacuum effect and the scrubbing rate observed during an operation. Third, suitable temperature windows
for the accelerator operation are discussed in light of TPD results acquired with gases cryosorbed on the
beam-screen copper and the novel carbon coating.

6.1 SEY parametrizations

6.1.1 Energy dependence

The SEY energy dependence was discussed in detail in the theoretical Section 2.2 and is well-established,
with the general tendency being modelling the SEY curve by parts. The existing description will be built
upon to capture two other crucial effects. First is the parametric representation of the low-energy SEY
region. Second is the evolution of the SEY curve with an electron dose, including the low-energy region.
While the SEY curve is well captured by the F-P fit at higher energies, modelling the low-energy SEY
below ∼50 eV, and its evolution with electron dose is seldom discussed. This is despite the fact that it
has a crucial impact on the electron cloud threshold and build-up process, as discussed below in Section
6.5. Hence, it will be discussed and modelled here, at least qualitatively.

As per usual, the total SEY δTotal is approximated by a composite function, eq. 6.1.

δTotal = δTSE + δInel.BSE + δEl.BSE + δRefl. (6.1)

Here, the inelastically backscattered contribution δInel.BSE is not modelled separately, hence set to
zero, as it is not needed here to represent the experimental data accurately.

The Furman-Pivi [58] approximation to true secondary electrons is only briefly reminded here, as
it forms the core of a SEY curve at energies above ∼50 eV. Aside from the experimentally accessible
parameters δmax and δmax, the sole fitting parameter s was optimised to best-fit the experimental data,
s =1.45.

δTSE,F−P = δmax
s(E/Emax)

s− 1 + (E/Emax)s
(6.2)

The left side of Figure 6.1 plots the main constituents of a SEY curve as discussed here. True
secondary electrons are modelled by the Furman-Pivi fit and are dominant at energies above 20 eV. The
reflected and backscattered electrons dominate the SEY curve below ∼20 eV. The classical fit captures
the backscattered part (red), attributed to Blaskiewicz [57], as follows. The value R0=0.75 presents the
SEY value at the 0 eV cross-over, i.e. the inflection point of the work-function edge. Meanwhile, the
E0=100 eV was chosen to best-fit the experimental data.

δEl.BSE = R0

(√
E0 −

√
E0 + E√

E0 +
√
E0 + E

)2

(6.3)

The small low-energy peak around 5 eV and other spurious peaks in this region are characteristic
of contaminated surfaces and likely originate in electrons reflected off the surface, i.e. specular elastic
backscatter. These LE-SEY peaks vary from one system to another and can even exhibit a finer structure,
as visible in the thin ices in Section 5.6. Hence, this region can be captured by an envelope formed by
a log-normal distribution (purple curve) enclosing the fine structures in the low-energy region, forming a
conservative, upper-bound estimate. The fitting parameters are the peak position ELE=12 eV, the width
of the σ=1 log-normal curve and its amplitude rLE=0.35. This approach also seems applicable to fit the
LE-SEY region of cryosorbed gases. An envelope can be fitted around the fine structure present in the
LE-SEY region to approximate the behaviour.
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δRefl.,L−N = rLE · exp(− ln2(E/ELE)

2σ2
) (6.4)

Figure 6.1 shows an SEY curve measured on a bulk Cu sample in the initial as-received state held
at 15K. The experimental data are approximated by parametric model consisting of the above-listed
components. Note that the SEY is dominated by true secondary electrons at energies above 20 eV,
as modelled by the Furman-Pivi approximation. Meanwhile, the reflected and backscattered electrons
prevail in the 0∼20 eV region.

Figure 6.1: SEY curve decomposed in its main constituents and a zoom-in onto the low-energy region. Measurement done on
an as-received bulk Cu sample held at 15K serves as a baseline. A supplier cleaned the sample in an ultrasonic isopropanol
bath and stored in a plastic bag. The energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level.

Figure 6.2 shows the initial, final and intermediate surface states during a 300 eV conditioning are
interpolated from the known initial and final states by decreasing the δmax and δmax and the rLE to
capture the decreasing trends. The values δmax, Emax, and the rLE can be calculated, for instance,
using the S-curve behaviour outlined in the paragraph below. Meanwhile, the values s, σ,R0, E0 can be
considered dose-invariant for simplicity. The LE-SEY region is enlarged on the left. The envelope formed
by the log-normal function gradually decreases and approaches that of a conditioned copper around
2mC.mm−2. Whilst this is a coarse approximation, it is a step towards a more realistic representation of
the high reflectivity of low-energy electrons impinging on contaminated surfaces. Also, note the similitude
to Figure 5.4, showing a series of SEY curves measured during intermittent conditioning.

Figure 6.2: SEY curves parameterised for different stages of electron conditioning. Measurement done on an as-received
bulk Cu sample held at 15K serves as a baseline; before and after 300 eV irradiation. The supplier cleaned the sample in
an ultrasonic isopropanol bath and stored it in a plastic bag. The energy is referenced to the sample vacuum level.
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6.1.2 Dose dependence

Unlike the SEY energy dependence, the SEY evolution during electron conditioning is seldom modelled.
Fortunately, it can be readily approximated by an equation 6.5. The SEY conditioning curves typically
have a logistic S-curve profile when plotted against electron dose on a logarithmic scale, as plotted in left
side of Figure 6.3. Such evolution of δmax can be fairly accurately mapped between δD0

and δD→∞ using
a sigmoid function, for example. Normalising by the dose D0, marking the inflection point, a logarithmic
dose logD/D0 can be plugged as an argument into the S-curve formula. The p remains but a fitting
parameter for the S-curve steepness. This equation then further simplifies as follows:

δ(D) = δD0
− (δD0

− δD∞) · 1

1 + exp(−p log( D
D0

)
= δD0 − · (δD0

− δD∞)

1 + ( D
D0

)−p
(6.5)

Note the approximative dose dependence of the SEY yield at 300 eV, δ300eV , fitted with 6.5 in Figure
6.3. This demonstrates that bare Cu surface and laser-treated and carbon-coated surface are all well
approximated.

This method fairly accurately approximates the maximum SEY δmax, or SEY at another energy
close to the maximum δE≈Emax

. Having the fit for the SEY dose-dependence, albeit approximative,
adds the advantage of extrapolating from the measured data towards the ultimate SEY value δD∞
as the dose approaches ∞. The best-fit parameters converged to the inflection point located around
D0 = 10−5∼10−4 C.mm−2 and steepness parameter in the range p =1∼2.

Similarly to the δmax, the LE-SEY peak at 5 eV, denoted δ5eV can also be modelled with the above-
discussed approach. As visible in Figure 5.12, the dose-dependence of δ5eV can be fitted by a sigmoid
curve between the initial and final values, for example by δ5eV,D0

=0.8 and δ5eV,D∞=0.3 for as-received
and conditioned Cu, respectively. The highest observed was δ5eV,D0

=0.9 and values above 1 are unlikely
because the reflectivity can not exceed unity, because the SE generation is still inefficient below 10 eV
and so the LE-SEY region is reflectivity-dominated.

Meanwhile, the LE-SEY peak shape can be conveniently approximated by a log-normal peak centred
around 5∼10 eV. The inflection point p and steepness are again to be taken from the dose-dependent δmax

curve. The best-fit parameters for δmax or δ300eV dose-dependence also seem to fit the δ5eV dependence,
having an inflection point and steepness parameter around similar values.

Figure 6.3: Left: SEY electron conditioning curves measured at 300 eV on varius surfaces held at 15K. Note the approxi-
mative electron dose dependence of the SEY yield fitted with 6.5.
Right: Estimated angular dependence of a SEY yield at 320 eV plotted for different surfaces: flat copper surface, 50 nm
thin carbon-coated Cu and a rough, laser-treated Cu surface.

6.1.3 Angular dependence

The SEY angular dependence was measured at the edge of experimental capabilities, which results in
high uncertainties. This makes it challenging to determine which angular dependence formula best fits
the acquired data. Both approximations, eqs. 6.6 and 6.7 discussed in Section 2.2.3 and 2.6.6, seem to be
applicable in the 0-60° range for angle α, as measured from normal. Given the shallow energy deposition
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depth at energies below ∼100 eV and the resulting angle-agnostic yields, applying these approximative
formulas for energies around the peak energy and higher makes sense.

δ(α) = δ0 · cos−nα (6.6)

δ(α) = δ0 · exp(n.(1− cosα)) (6.7)

Flat technical-grade metal surfaces (bulk Cu and SS) are best fitted with n =0.7-1. The rougher
the surface, the less steep this dependence is and the lower exponent is appropriate. Carbon coatings is
best-fitted with n =0.4 and laser treatment is approximated with n =0.1. In other words, the higher the
roughness, the less sensitive the SEY is to the incidence angle and the lower the exponent n.

To extend the applicability towards higher incidence angles and all the way towards grazing incidence,
one can envision adding a term to the existing relation 6.6 to bring the value back to δ =1, as α →90°. In
theory, many functions can serve this purpose, but a sigmoid function is used once again. Exponentiating
the original relation by a sigmoid that is point-symmetric around [α =90°, 0] point and starts constant at
[α =0°,1] delivers the desired behaviour, at least qualitatively. The following equation 6.8 combines the
equation 6.6 and adds the half-sigmoid to the exponent. See the different fits and the sigmoid plotted in
the adjacent Figure 6.3. The resulting semi-empirical formula takes into account the fact that electrons
tend to reflect as the incidence angle approaches an angle parallel to the geometrical surface: α →90°.
The parameter k is set to k =0.2 in equation 6.8.

δ(δ0, α, n, k) = (δ0 · cos−nα)1−2/(1+exp(k.(90−α)) (6.8)

The crucial takeaway of this exercise is that the SEY considerably increases with the incidence angle,
possibly even above an application-specific threshold for electron multipacting. Regarding the energy
spectrum; given the increasingly large fraction of reflected electrons, the spectrum shifts in their favour
at the expense of true SE.

Quantity Symbol Typical range Unit

maximum SEY δmax 1-3 e−/e−

energy at max. SEY Emax 200-400 eV

skewness of SEY curve s 1-2 1

reflectivity at 0 eV R0 0.5-0.8 1

reflected e− cutoff energy E0 50-200 eV

low-energy reflectivity rLE 0.1-0.5 1

low-energy peak position ELE 5-15 eV

low-energy peak width σ 1 1

as-received SEY δD0 - e−/e−

fully conditioned SEY δD∞ - e−/e−

inflection point D0 10−5-10−4 C.mm−2

S-curve steepness p 1-2 1

cosine exponent n 1-2 1

high-angle cut-off parameter k 0.1-0.3 °

Table 6.1: Parameters used as a representative estimate to model SEY energy and dose dependence in Figures 6.1 and
6.2. This table lists the typical range, while plots’ legends and text show the values actually used to best represent the
experimental data.
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6.2 ESD parametrizations

The acquired ESD data are best fitted in this section by semi-empirical fits to approximate the underlying
trends and variations with energy, dose, angle and temperature.

6.2.1 Energy dependence

The ESD energy-dependence curve can be conveniently characterised by its threshold and peak values
Ethr, Emax and ηmax. A suitable function that connects these landmark points can be either a log-
normal distribution or a modified Furman&Pivi approximation, both in Sections 5.3 and 5.6 to fit the
experimental data. Both the modified Furman-Pivi fit and log-normal fit have only one fitting parameter,
with the rest of the variables being directly experimentally accessible. This description applies to each
desorbing gas species j, but the j-index is omitted for clarity and to bring focus to the underlying
equations in the following paragraphs.

As discussed in the theoretical Section 2.2, the log-normal distribution that models the true secondary
electrons’ energy dependence can also be used to model the ESD yield energy dependence. The sole
difference is essentially the introduction of an energy offset defined by the Ethr to create the desired
threshold behaviour, see eq. 6.9. The introduction of the dynamic background term ηdyn.BG in the
sub-threshold region only fits the experimental data along with these sensitivity-limiting artefacts. This
term is nil for the underlying physical phenomena and should be avoided.

η(E) = ηmax · exp
(− ln2((E − Ethr)/Emax)

2.s2

)
+ ηBG, for: E ≥ Ethr

η(E) = 0 in theory, for: E ≤ Ethr

η(E) = ηdyn.BG in experiment, for: E ≤ Ethr

(6.9)

Figure 6.4 shows the log-normal model, eq. 6.9, fitted to the experimental data acquired on a bulk Cu
sample. As opposed to the linear-linear projection (left), the log-log projection (right) captures interesting
features on different scales, hence its systematic use. Following the equations 6.9, the η=ηdyn.BG under
the desorption threshold Ethr, as visible in the 0-10 eV region of the right plot. Above this threshold,
the dependence is modelled using a log-normal distribution with only one free parameter s. The other
three parameters Ethr, Emax and ηmax are fixed by the experimental data. The square of the argument
in the log-normal distribution was left to keep the E−2 asymptotic behaviour (characteristic to electronic
stopping) at high energies, say above 1 keV. In theory, another exponent could be used as well, to model
a more generic power-law decay in some special cases. This log-normal parametrization was already used
in [A1, A5] to approximate the measured ESD yields’ energy-dependence.

Similar reasoning and procedure was applied to the Furman-Pivi fit, originally derived for true sec-
ondary electrons, here modified to model ESD yield energy-dependence of cryosorbed gases in Section
5.6.3. The modification follows in eq. 6.10. This fit is used to approximate the ESD yield of cryosorbed
gases in Section 5.6, as it better fits the low-energy region.

η(E) = ηmax · s(E − Ethr)/Emax

s− 1 + ((E − Ethr)/Emax)s
+ ηBG, for: E ≥ Ethr

η(E) = 0 in theory, for: E ≤ Ethr

η(E) = ηdyn.BG in experiment, for: E ≤ Ethr

(6.10)

The best-fit to the uncertainty-weighted experimental datapoints is done in Python using a ’curve-fit’
function from ’scipy.optimize’ package with default parameters. Similarly to the collector conductance es-
timation in Section 4.14, combining an estimated physical model and a multitude of datapoints (repeated
measurement) is leveraged to decrease the uncertainty interval on the combined result. The extracted
best-fit parameters have lower uncertainty than a single datapoint because, to a large extent, the ac-
quisition of nearby datapoints represents a repeated measurement. Hence, an ensemble of datapoints
linked with the known model has a lower uncertainty than a single datapoint. Shown at the peak value
is the combined uncertainty intervals for one datapoint is ∼30% at 1σ, with the major driver being the
systematic uncertainty of ∼28% (a measure of absolute accuracy). Stochastic uncertainties (a measure
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Figure 6.4: ESD energy dependence curves measured on as-received bulk Cu sample held at 15K. The sample was UHV-
cleaned at the supplier and stored in a plastic bag before analysis. The displayed uncertainty intervals are calculated at 1σ
for a single datapoint at its maximum value, hence its position at Emax. Note the systematic and stochastic components
of the combined uncertainty. The high uncertainty on water is due to a high BG and low SNR. The electron energy is
referenced to the sample vacuum level. See text for more details.

of precision) on best-fit parameters are around ∼5%, at 1σ confidence level, while isolated datapoints
have a stochastic uncertainty ∼10%. The uncertainties are derived, evaluated and further discussed in
Appendix 6.8.

6.2.2 Dose dependence

The power fit introduced in the theoretical Section 2.2 well approximates at high electron doses, but fails
to level off as the dose D approaches zero. This approximation presumes a high electron dose has already
been achieved, such that the D0 is above the inflection point, and the measured datapoint η0 at dose D0

is simply scaled according to a power law. This asymptotic behaviour is plotted as dashed line on the
left side of Fig. 6.5. The exponent α determines the steepness, here referred to as the conditioning rate.
The notion used here intentionally puts the variable D into the numerator, the normalising value D0 into
the denominator, and keeps the exponent negative to signify a decreasing power-law type of decay.

η(D) = ηD0
·
(

D

D0

)−α

(6.11)

An empirical fit, originally proposed by Malyshev [161] for PSD conditioning, is used here to ap-
proximate the ESD yield dose dependence and possibly extrapolate to higher electron doses. The fit
builds on a classical power law whose exponent α controls the slope in the log-log plot at high doses
D ≥0.1mC.mm−2. Parameters D0 and D1 are added to the fraction to extend the applicability towards
low doses in a way that the curve asymptotically approaches the constant initial ESD yield η0 as D → 0.
The parameter D0 represents the dose imparted at the lowest measurable data point (here the first dis-
played data point) and can be set to 0 for simulation purposes. Parameter D1 is solely used to position
the end of the initial plateau.

η(D) = η0 ·
(

D +D1

D0 +D1

)−α

(6.12)

This modification of the classical fit well approximates the acquired experimental data. Moreover, it
is not strictly necessary to reach very high electron doses where the decay is linear (in log-log scale) to
get the value for α. Instead, experimental data at electron doses at few 10−4 mC.mm−2 are sufficient to
best fit the formula into and extract the α without reaching fully linear decay. Similarly, it is possible to
extrapolate towards D=0 mC.mm−2 to obtain the as-received yield η0.

The utility of this fit was shown and discussed plenty throughout this manuscript, so it will not be
elaborated upon here. However, the uncertainties on best-fit parameters extracted from the measurements
have to be addressed. Similarly to the energy-dependence fits, the absolute uncertainty still lies in the
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∼30% range. Conversely, the stochastic uncertainty is in the ∼10% range. When combined with the
semi-empirical fit, the resulting stochastic uncertainty on the best-fit parameters is estimated to be in
the sub-5% range. In other words, the shape of the conditioning curve is fairly precise (precision-limited),
but the absolute accuracy (trueness; vertical offset of the conditioning curve) is the main contributor to
the combined uncertainty once again. The uncertainties are derived and evaluated in Appendix 6.8.

Figure 6.5: Left: Parametric fit for ESD dose dependence according to Eq. 6.12 originally proposed by Malyshev for PSD.
[161]. Note the constant asymptotic behaviour at the zero dose limit and asymptotic approach to the classical power-law
in the infinite dose limit, respectively.
Right: Estimated angular dependence of an ESD yield at 300 eV plotted for different surfaces: flat copper surface and rough
laser-treated Cu surface. A range of cuf-off coefficients k is used to illustrate the behaviour, but the k is to be determined
experimentally for each given surface.

6.2.3 Angular dependence

Considering the theoretical understanding and experimental results discussed in Section 2, and in the
absence of experimental data, one can still qualitatively estimate the angular dependence of an ESD yield.
It is reasonable to expect the ESD yield to abide by the same rules as the SEY angular dependence. The
sole difference being that the EDS yield approaches η →0 as angle α →0, unlike for the SEY that
approaches δ →0. Many parametrizations were proposed to capture the ESD angle-dependence, as
discussed in Section 2.6.6. The simplest dependence is η(α) ∝ cos−nα, which successfully fitted the
SEY data, Fig. 5.2.5. It is only reasonable to adapt this semi-empirical dependence for the ESD yield,
including its n-parameter.

η(η0, α) = η0 · cos−nα (6.13)

Utilising the same approach with a sigmoid function as described in 6.8, the parameter k from eq.
6.5 is varied from 0.1-0.3 to modify the cut-off energy and visualise how different electron reflectivities
influence the ESD yield. Similarly to the SEY angle-dependence, identical values for n are used: n =0.3
for copper and n =0.08 for laser-treated Cu, as they best fit the experimental data taken in the α =0∼60°
range. The same sigmoid with k =0.2 is used as for SEY angle-dependence 6.8, except here it multiplies
the ESD yield to push its value to zero. The reasoning behind is the same; reflected electrons can not
excite secondary electrons and cause gas desorption via DIET. The resulting behaviour is qualitatively
identical to that observed in ion stimulated desorption, Figure 2.20. The angular dependence of a plasma-
etching rate [183] (also an ion-induced process) follows an equivalent trend as shown in Figure 6.5. This
effect of angle-enhanced sputtering yield is well-known and often leveraged in the ion sputtering field.

η(η0, α, n, k) = (η0 · cos−nα) · (1− 2/(1 + exp(k.(90− α)))) (6.14)

6.2.4 Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of the ESD yield, measured at 300 eV, was studied in the 10–300K region.
This dependence essentially consists of a flat plateau at cryogenic 0K limit and at ambient tempera-
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ture limit. A step change occurs in between, typically around 100K. The ESD yield reduction factor
η300K/η15K varies between surface states and ranges from 2x to 200x, depending on the gas species, from
H2 to CO2. As such, the ESD yield can be fitted by a modified sigmoid curve using one fitting parameter
only.

η(T ) = η15K +

(
η300K − η15K

1 + exp(−p.(T − Tp))

)
(6.15)

This approach was used in all the temperature-dependent graphs in Chapter 5. Except for p, all other
used parameters are experimentally accessible observables: η15K and η300K , as well as the temperature
Tp at the inlection point. The p parameter controls the steepness of the step-change between cryogenic
regions and is best fitted to the data.

6.2.5 Combined energy and dose dependence

The equations 6.9 and 6.12 parametrizing the ESD yield as a function of energy E and dose D can
be combined into a formula approximating the η(E,D). The ESD yield energy and dose dependencies
consist of an initial value, ηmax or η0 and a scaling function f(E) or f(D) that modulates the input value
of η with the desired variable, as follows:

η(E) = ηmax · f(E) = ηmax · exp
(− ln2((E − Ethr)/Emax)

2s2

)

η(D) = η0 · f(D) = η0

(
D +D1

D0 +D1

)−α
(6.16)

The following approximation is derived, presuming that the influence of energy and dose are indepen-
dent, i.e. the Ethr and Emax, and s do not change. Hence, the functions combine as follows:

η(E,D) = ηmax,0 · f(E).f(D)

η(E,D) = ηmax,0 · exp
(− ln2((E − Ethr)/Emax)

2s2

)
·
(

D +D1

D0 +D1

)−α (6.17)

All the parameters necessary for the fit are experimentally observable and discussed in the above-
mentioned paragraphs. The background level at ηBG is intentionally plotted to visualise the instrumental
detection limit of the used setup. Shall this background be subtracted, the surface η(E,D) would indeed
follow the power-law decay from eq. 6.12, as plotted in 6.5.

The fitting parameters used to plot the charts in Figure 6.6 are listed in Table 6.2. The parameters
were used as a representative estimate to model the energy and dose dependence. Here, only the H2

and CO ESD yields are displayed to maintain clarity of this illustration, but the general behaviour is
common to other gas species. The limitation is that the conditioning energy must be chosen close to
the maximum ηmax. In the opposite case, another relation would be necessary to weight conditioning
efficiencies of different primary electron energies or possibly even a continuous spectrum of energies. An
equivalent exercise can be done with the modified Furman-Pivi approximation in place of the log-normal
function used here to model the ESD yield energy dependence.

The following Table 6.3 lists the typical parameters that reasonably well approximate the ESD energy
and dose dependence using the for baseline technical surfaces and treatments held at cryogenic tem-
peratures. The parameters are compatible with equations from Section 6.2. While the are significant
uncertainties on these best-fit parameters, the results of the dynamic vacuum effect calculations presented
in Fig. 6.6 are rather robust against variation of these parameters.
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Figure 6.6: ESD yields η(E,D) for H2 and CO calculated as a function of energy and dose using the developed approximative
model. Note the linear (left) and logarithmic (right) scales. Corresponding fitting parameters are listed in Table 6.2 and
represent a typical behaviour observed in experimental data. Note the background level is intentionally plotted at ηBG to
visualise the instrumental detection limit of the used setup.

Quantity Quantity Value Unit

ESD yield maximum ηmax,0,H2 1 molec./e−

ESD yield maximum ηmax,0,CO 0.1 molec./e−

energy at max. ESD yield Emax 300 eV

threshold energy for ESD Ethr 10 eV

skewness of ESD yield curve s 1 1

ESD yield background level ηBG 10−5 molec./e−

dose at first datapoint D0 10−7 C.mm−2

dose at α inflection D1 10−5 C.mm−2

Table 6.2: Parameters used as a representative estimate to model the energy and dose dependence of H2 and CO ESD
yields in Figure 6.6. Parameters D0 and ηBG are related and unique to the used experimental setup, while the rest has a
physical origin.

Surface Ethr Emax ηH2 ηCO ηCO2 ηCH4 s D1 α

Cu/SS 8 320 1.9e-1 2.1e-2 5.6e-3 4.5e-3 1.2 1e-5 1.0

SS 8 280 1.6e-1 2.4e-2 4.3e-3 2.9e-3 1.1 2e-5 1.0

Al 8 320 1.9e-1 5.3e-2 3.8e-3 5.4e-3 1.2 2e-5 1.0

50 nm a-C 7 260 5.0e-2 3.0e-3 2.0e-4 4.0e-4 1.2 3e-5 0.7

450 nm a-C 7 430 5.2e-2 5.1e-3 1.0e-3 1.0e-3 1.2 3e-5 0.7

Lased Cu, COLDEX 7 700 7.0e-2 6.0e-2 1.0e-3 1.0e-3 1.2 6e-5 0.8

Table 6.3: Typical parameters to approximate the ESD energy and dose dependence for baseline surfaces and treatments at
cryogenic temperatures below 20K. Cu, SS and Al were supplier-cleaned, while the carbon-coated and COLDEX-like laser-
treated Cu are of CERN origin. Mind the 30% combined uncertainty intervals (consult 6.8). Compatible with equations in
Section 6.2.

6.3 SEY and ESD of cryosorbed binary mixtures

6.3.1 Combining rules derivation

A strong departure from a linearly-weighted behaviour is observed for both SEY and ESD yields from a
10ML cryosorbed binary gas mixture, as presented in Figures 6.7, 6.8 here, and Fig. 5.66 in the previous
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Chapter 5.6. In the case of binary mixtures, the molar fraction x marks the % abundance of component
B in component A. The maximum SEY of a pure component A is marked as δA,max, while that of a
A : B mixture is denoted as δA:B,max. While the ηA denotes the ESD yield of a pure cryosorbed species
A, the ESD yield of component A desorbing from a mixture A : B is marked as ηA:B→A.

SEY composition dependence

The SEY exhibits a sub-linear trend when varying the ice composition x of a binary gas mixture. Previous
work on thermodynamic properties of real gas mixtures inspired me to use some existing combining
(mixing) rules, possibly with a non-zero interaction coefficient. These classical combining rules, however,
did not accurately approximate the high non-linearity of electronic properties of mixtures studied here.
Aside of classical combining rules with non-zero interaction coefficients, other types of averages could
not properly capture the dynamic evolution of SEY with composition either. Hence, a power mean (a
form of a generalised average) with slight customisation had to be used with a large exponent n=-3∼-5
to approximate the dynamic sub-linear trend observed in the experimental data, see eq. 6.18. This
generalised average equation reduces to a simple linear average when n =1 is used in the exponent.

δA:B,max(x) = n

√
(x− 1).δnA,max + x.δnB,max (6.18)

This parametric fit correctly models the SEY δA:B,max(x) insensitivity to composition x when the
lower-SEY compound dominates the mixture. Conversely, at the high-SEY end of the mixture composi-
tion, the δA:B,max(x) is very sensitive to the slightest impurities of the lower-SEY compound.

ESD composition dependence

The ESD yield of a species varies with its surface concentration. Hence, a specie’s ESD yield at a given
energy η300eV , here 300 eV, could be expected to increase along with its molar fraction x. In a binary
mixture described by its composition x, a linear dependence could be presumed if the cryosorbed gases
were not interacting, i.e. was not mutually influencing their desorption sequences. Such a linear-weighted
scenario is described by eqs. 6.19 and plotted as straight dashed lines in Figs. 5.66, 6.7 and 6.8, and is
likely to happen in submonolayer coverages, where the substrate-adsorbate interaction dominates. The
presumption behind this linear-weighting approach is that the mixed ice no longer interacts with other
cryosorbed gas molecules and is instead bound directly to the metal substrate, leaving little space for a
mutual interplay (kick-out or quenching) of the coadsorbed gas species.

ηA:B→A(x) = (x− 1) .ηA

ηA:B→B(x) = x .ηB
(6.19)

However, in a more general case, a mixture’s ESD yields differ from a simple weighted linear average
of pure compounds. This, and the fact that the molecules do interact when coadsorbed in a multilayer
coverage, results in a mutually influenced desorption mechanism. The desorption of the higher-yielding
component decreases in the presence of the lower-yielding one, as part of desorbing molecules quenches
as they lose their kinetic energy to the lower-yielding component. Conversely, the ESD yield of the
lower-yielding component is boosted by the higher-yielding component, likely via a kick-out mechanism
- a direct momentum transfer from the higher-yielding molecules. Accounting for this cross-interaction
translates into an improved estimate of the ESD as a function of composition x, which accounts for this
quenching and boost, respectively. This cross-interaction is represented by the quadratic term x.(x− 1)
that captures the likelihood of two atoms of the two compounds encountering one another in the mixture.

The interaction coefficient has physical meaning for values k >0, where k=0 means zero cross-
interaction (no desorption boost by kick-out nor quenching). The term ksign(ηB−ηA) controls the sign, i.e.
whether the mutual cross-interaction increases or decreases the yield by a factor k, based on the value
of the other component’s yield. Meanwhile, the fraction controls the intensity of this cross-interaction
based on the ESD yields dissimilarity ηA − ηB , normalised by their average ηA + ηB .

The ESD yields calculated using the derived mixing rules are displayed in the following Figure 6.7.
The composition x varying in the entire range of 0∼1, the interaction term k is set to either 0 or 0.5, and
the ESD yields ηA and ηB are set either equal, lesser or greater. The graph in Fig. 6.7 also shows the
correct behaviour at the boundaries and edge cases. For instance, the second term in eq. 6.20 approaches
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Figure 6.7: ESD yields calculated for a binary mixture with different ESD yields. Note the departure from a linear relation
(sub- and super-linear) due to the cross-interaction of the co-adsorbed gas species, which is captured by the interaction
coefficient k =0.5.

0 when the ESD yields are equal ηA = ηB , and, in such case, the equation 6.20 simplifies into the previous
linear-weighted average in eq. 6.19. Similarly, the eq. 6.20 also simplifies to the previous linear case when
the interaction coefficient k is 0. Finally, the yield ηB is enhanced for ηA > ηB , but when ηA < ηB , the
yield ηB is diminished. Vice versa for the ηA.

ηA:B→A(x) = (x− 1) .ηA + ηB .x(x− 1) .
ηB − ηA
ηA + ηB

.ksign(ηB−ηA)

ηA:B→B(x) = x .ηB + ηA .x(x− 1) .
ηA − ηB
ηA + ηB

.ksign(ηA−ηA)
(6.20)

This treatment can presumably be extrapolated towards thicker, multilayer coverages. However, for
coverages around 1ML and below, a more linear behaviour can theoretically be expected. The reasoning
is that the mixed ice no longer interacts with other cryosorbed gas molecules and is instead bound directly
to the metal substrate, leaving little space for a mutual interplay of the coadsorbed gas species. Further
following this reasoning, the interaction term in the equations 6.20 below could be enriched by a coverage-
dependent term that would suppress this term by setting the interaction coefficient to zero k → 0 as the
coverage approaches zero θ → 0.

6.3.2 SEY and ESD during differential desorption

Finally, the similarity to ion sputtering of multicomponent materials [315] can be exploited. With the
experimental data and newly developed models, one can also estimate the surface composition change due
to differential ESD yields of multicomponent ices. This exercise applies to binary mixtures, regardless of
the linearity of their SEY and ESD yields. Care was taken during the ESD yield measurement of binary
ices not to alter the surface composition by unnecessarily high electron doses.

Different desorption yields will result in preferential desorption and faster depletion of the more
desorbable compound off the surface, as marked by 1 on the right side of Fig. 6.8. During irradiation, this
differential desorption rate evolves the ratio between the constituents in favour of the less desorbable one,
altering the surface composition, as marked by 2 . Hence, the electron-irradiated surface potentially has a
composition that differs from that of bulk by tens of %. As explained by [316], a new steady-state surface
composition is gradually established during continuous irradiation, such that the lower desorption yield
of one component is balanced by its increased surface concentration. Ultimately, the mass conservation
law is satisfied when the surface composition changes in such a way that the desorption yield composition
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Figure 6.8: ESD and SEY composition dependence in a binary ice mixture calculated by the formulas given in 6.19 and
6.20. The strong sub-linear SEY behaviour is modelled by 6.18 with n = −4. Note the steady-state surface composition
during irradiation, marked as 3, which is ∼20 % off from the initial, bulk composition, marked as 1.

equals that of bulk, marked as 3 . This initial state and the final steady-state composition are marked in
Figure 6.8 to illustrate the effect. During irradiation, the steady state yields approach a new equilibrium
such that the ESD yield ratio equals the bulk composition. Note that this also means a different SEY
resulting from the newly established surface composition, which is, in this case, slightly higher than in
the initial state. These findings were partly presented at [A5].
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6.4 Beam scrubbing of coated and treated surfaces

Both the SEY and ESD conditioning rate are important for the beam-scrubbing process. The SEY de-
crease with an e− dose translates into lesser electron cloud (EC) activity, while ESD decrease diminishes
the dynamic pressure rise due to EC activity. Figures 5.5 and 5.32 show that SEY reaches its minimum
at fewmC.mm−2, meaning that bare metals and porous surfaces’ SEY conditions similarly. Conversely,
as-received initial ESD yields of coatings and treatments typically start lower than for metals, but also
conditions noticeably slower, see Table 6.4. Gonzalez et al. [317] reported a qualitatively similar obser-
vation, although measured for PSD at high critical energy of few keV, substantiating the linkage between
ESD and PSD.

While the conditioning rate α approaches 1 for flat clean surfaces (representative of surface-limited
desorption sequence), the α tends towards 1/2 for porous surfaces (representative of diffusion-limited des-
orption sequence). Though the distinction is blurry, as 50 nm thin a-C coating lies rather in between those
two extremities. It is also worth noting that conditioning rates are systematically faster at cryogenic tem-
peratures by about 0.1-0.2. This is likely due to the diffusion being ineffective at cryogenic temperatures,
meaning the surface concentration is not replenished via diffusion as particles are gradually removed.

To conclude from the presented lab-produced experimental data, porous surfaces condition slower
under electron irradiation, regardless of temperature. In other words, a porous beam-screen surface
(carbon-coated or laser-treated) may condition at a slower rate under electron irradiation under the used
laboratory conditions.

300K / 12K Cu bulk Cu-SS 50 nm a-C 450 nm a-C Lased Cu

H2 0.84/0.96 0.73/0.97 0.68/0.65 0.6/0.65 0.5/0.7

CO 0.82/0.97 0.89/1.08 0.58/0.72 0.6/0.75 0.67/0.93

Table 6.4: Conditioning rates α, as measured at 300 eV at cold and warm, representative of technical-grade OFE Cu in
bulk or SS-colaminated form, carbon-coating and a laser-treated Cu. Only values for H2 and CO are listed for clarity and
for the fact they have the highest SNR.

Figure 6.9: Gradual decrease of the dynamic vacuum effect during beam-scrubbing of LHC Run 3, as measured by Penning
gauges located around a standalone Q5 and Q6 quadrupole cryomagnets situated at long-straight-section 8, near the LHCb
experiment. The dynamic pressure rise is normalised to the proton beam current and plotted against the accumulated beam
time, which is an indirect measure of the electron dose imparted onto the beam-screen during the scrubbing run. This plot
was kindly provided by CERN’s TE-VSC-BVO section.

Identical behaviour is also observed in the LHC during beam-scrubbing in Run 3; see Figure 6.9. Here,
the standalone quadrupole Q5 magnets at point 8 serve as an example to compare the conditioning rates
of different surfaces. The orange trace follows the beam-induced dynamic pressure rise measured near a
magnet with its beam-screen coated with 50 nm thin carbon coating, whereas the remaining datapoints
represent magnets with the original copper colaminate beam-screen surface. The orange curve clearly
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has a conditioning rate α closer to 0.5, which is in agreement with the data acquired in the lab on a
carbon coating held at 12K, and is representative of a porous surface, as discussed in Section 5.4.1 and
summarised in Table 6.4. Meanwhile, the copper surface exhibits a conditioning rate α approaching unity,
which is representative of a bare UHV-cleaned non-porous metal surface, both warm and cold. Hence,
the experimental observations shown here and presented in [A2, A6-A8] correlate well to the observations
from the LHC operation shown in Fig. 6.9.

6.5 Low-energy SEY and electron cloud build-up

Early simulations done for the EC development in the LHC have suggested sensitivity of the EC to the
LE-SEY region [318, 319]. It is now very clear that the high reflectivity of low-energy electrons (or the lack
of) in the LE-SEY region has an important effect on the electron cloud intensity and build-up mechanism.
High electron reflectivity, which is particularly profound in the low-energy range around 0-20 eV, leads to
more efficient EC build-up due to the higher survival rate, which leads to more seed electrons propagating
from one bunch to another. This was also clearly discussed and illustrated by Cimino et al. [57]. Iadarola
has [9] investigated in his dissertation the influence of the LE-SEY parametrization on the EC simulations
done in the PyECLOUD code, see Figure 6.10. The simulation results suggest that a small increase in
the low-energy electron reflectivity, as modelled here by the cos function, leads to a significant decrease
of the multipacting threshold to trigger multipacting, represented by δmax, and a large increase in the
heat load deposited into the BS.

Figure 6.10: Left: Various low-energy SEY parametrizations by Iadarola [9]. Right: Resulting electron cloud-induced heat
load onto the LHC beam-screen, as calculated by the PyECLOUD code [62] using the different LE-SEY parametrizations.

This effect is well-illustrated by another simulation study from the same team [320] regarding the
photoelectron influence on EC. Albeit not true secondary electrons, their low-energy spectrum is very
similar to true secondary electrons and, therefore, the way they contribute to the EC build-up is also
similar. The study shows that a higher amount of photoelectrons acting as seeds leads to higher EC
intensity and somewhat faster build-up rates. It is also remarkable that the simulation suggests that
photoelectron energy distribution does not matter whatsoever.

Take Figure 5.5 to illustrate the link the above-presented experimental findings in the LE-SEY to
these simulation results. The LE-SEY curves for all as-received surfaces exhibit a peak around 5 eV that
is assigned to a high reflectivity of surface-bound contaminants. This peak diminishes during electron
conditioning and finally disappears for a fully conditioned surface. The low-SEY coatings, be it carbon-
coating or laser-treatment, exhibit a low δmax but also low SEY in the low-energy region, which, in the
light of the presented evidence, strongly contributes to the EC suppression. To extend this exercise closer
to a real-application scenario, suppose gases are cryosorbed on the cold BS surface, be it made of copper
or some low-SEY treatment. Figures 5.57 and 5.60 plot a gas coverage dependence of δmax as well as
that of δ5eV for conditioned bulk Cu, carbon-coated Cu and laser-treated Cu. Note that it takes only
1ML of any gas cryosorbed on copper to double the 5 eV electron reflectivity without the δmax changing
much. The low-SEY coatings benefit from their high porosity which delays the SEY increase with gas
coverage. To significantly increase the δmax and δ5eV , it takes roughly 1ML gas coverage times their
roughness factor, i.e. at least 10x the gas than for bare copper.

So-called mixed filling schemes were developed for an efficient HL-LHC operation [321] that combine a
standard 25 ns-spaced bunches with empty bunches in a sophisticated way to bring down the EC-induced
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heat load to levels acceptable for the LHe cryogenic system, whilst maximising the luminosity. The mixed
scheme leverages the relatively slow transient effects during the EC build-up and relies on a relatively fast
decay during a passage of empty bunches. Having the LE-SEY region strongly influence the EC build-up
and decay rates, the filling scheme is also expected to be influenced.

6.6 Energy-resolved dynamic gas load

Having the analytical expression for the measured ESD energy dependence ηe(E), and an analytical fit to
the electron cloud energy spectrum dN/dE, Fig. 6.11, the energy-resolved gas load contribution dQ/dE
can be calculated for each slice of the energy spectrum dE, Fig. 6.12.

Figure 6.11: Left: Energy spectrum of an electron cloud in the LHC VPS sector modelled by two log-normal distributions,
adapted from Bilgen et al. [322], based on data of E. Buratin [10]. Data were fitted to the measurements of Buratin
overlaid with simulations of Iadarola [10]. Right: ESD yield at 300 eV of as-received unbaked Cu sample measured at 300K
temperature. Sample was cut&cleaned by external supplier and cleaned in warm ultrasonic isopropanol bath followed by
long-term storage in plastic bag.

Figure 6.11 shows an analytical fit to the electron cloud as measured by E. Buratin [10] in the LHC’s
VPS sector and overlaid with simulations of Iadarola [10]. The fit developed by Bilgen et al. [322] uses
a superposition of two log-normal distributions, one for the true secondary electron (SE), one for the
beam-accelerated electrons.

Figure 6.12: Left: Energy-resolved gas load of H2 decomposed to contributions of true secondary electrons (green) and
beam-accelerated electrons (red). Right: The energy-resolved gas load of all main gases from a warm as-received Cu sample
irradiated by an electron cloud.

The graph on the left side of Fig. 6.12 shows the relative quantity of the beam-accelerated electrons
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peak being 1/10 of the true secondary electrons peak. Despite this, the relative peak of gas load coming
from the beam-accelerated electrons is still a factor 10x higher than the gas load coming from the true
secondary electron component of the EC energy distribution, as seen on the right side. This is due to the
ESD yield non-linearity and the presence of an energy threshold. Moreover, the desorption threshold also
causes the gas load from sub-threshold electrons to be nil, rendering a large portion of the electron cloud
harmless, which is favourable for dynamic vacuum effect mitigation. All monitored gases have a similar
ESD yield energy dependence in terms of threshold energy, peak position and the curve (s-parameter)
and vary only peak amplitude ηmax. This fact also results in the gas loads following the same trend with
the sole difference of a vertical offset due to the different ηmax.

Figure 6.13 on the left shows the electron cloud energy spectrum plotted for different proportions of
beam-accelerated electrons, varying from 0 to 1:10, which seems to be a realistic scenario based on prior
measurements and simulations. The right side shows the corresponding differential gas loads calculated for
different proportions of beam-accelerated electrons, i.e. different electron multipacting intensities. Note
that for a 10:1 ratio of true secondaries vs. beam-accelerated electrons (left graph), the gas load already
is 1:10 dominated by the beam-accelerated electrons (right graph). Based on these idealised calculations,
the beam-accelerated electrons are by about a factor 100x more efficient in desorbing gas than the true
secondary electrons. This simple exercise illustrates how important electron cloud mitigation is, especially
the electron multipacting effect.

Figure 6.13: Left: Electron cloud energy spectrum plotted for different proportions of beam-accelerated electrons, ranging
from 0 to 1:10. Curves are normalised to the true secondary electron peak. Right: Energy-resolved gas loads corresponding
to the different proportions of beam-accelerated electrons on the left, i.e. different electron multipacting intensities.

Knowing the energy-resolved differential gas load, a few things can be done to understand better
or possibly even optimise the accelerator operation. The EC can be simulated based on the beam
parameters and the conditioning state of the beam-screen. By parametrizing the EC energy distribution
and combining it with the energy-dependent ESD yield, the gas load due to EC can be calculated at
different operating conditions. This would allow predicting the magnitude of the dynamic vacuum effect
and pushing it, in an informed way, higher up towards its upper tolerable limit. With this information at
hand, the beam-scrubbing could also be optimised since the beam parameters give a certain control over
the EC energy distribution and, by extension, the observed dynamic vacuum effect. For example, if the
gas load is to be mitigated, it is theoretically possible to choose the beam parameters such that the peak of
beam-accelerated electrons offsets towards higher energies and lower amplitudes. Conversely, if the beam-
screen electron conditioning is to be enhanced, the beam could be chosen such that the beam-induced
electron multipacting has a large peak of beam-accelerated electrons located around 200 eV.

6.7 Considerations on beam-screen temperature windows

Figure 6.14 shows a comparative overlay of all TPD curves measured in the previous Section 5.5. The
integral quantity of desorbed gas, marked as

∫
QdesdT in Section 5.5, is plotted here against the peak

temperature Tmax, i.e. the temperature of maximum desorption rate in TPD measurements. Here, the
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Cu/SS surface serves as a reference baseline for the studied coatings and treatments. For completeness,
the TPD measurements taken on bulk Cu resulted in the same set of TPD curves as Cu/SS.

It is worth noticing that when the same coverage is considered, gases cryosorbed on rough surfaces
have systematically higher desorption temperatures than a bare Cu/SS, by about 20∼30K. From the
opposite end, at a given temperature, the rough surfaces can cryosorb higher quantities of gas than a
bare Cu/SS. However, this also means that in case of a temperature excursion, rough surfaces thermally
desorb a considerably larger gas quantity than a flat metal surface. The sole outlier to this general
behaviour is the CO2/Cu system, which follows n =0 kinetics and goes against all other gases that follow
a classical n =1 in the sub-ML coverage range. As a result, the peak desorption temperature is ∼40K
lower for Cu than for a carbon coating. The n =1 first-order kinetics can serves a natural limit to the
gas coverage by simply saturating the surface at a given temperature. Conversely, the n =0 zero order
kinetics implies that any gas amount can be cryosorbed around this temperature, which can trigger
pressure excursions in case of temperature swings. Hence, the 70–90K temperature window should not
be used in combination with high CO2 gas loads.

Figure 6.14: Left: Comparative temperature-dependent plot of TPD integrals varying as a function of 15N2 coverage for
different surfaces. The convergence at around 25K corresponds to the onset of the multilayer adsorption regime (surface-
agnostic desorption energy). For sub-monolayer coverages, note the high Tmax caused by high Eads of the carbon-coated
and laser-treated Cu. Right: The same type of plot was made for different gases desorbing from copper colaminate (Cu/SS)
and from 50 nm thin amorphous carbon (aC). Note that for sub-monolayer coverages, the carbon coating has the desorption
temperatures Tmax offset to values higher than for bare Cu. The high Tmax results in higher binding energies Eads of the
carbon-coated Cu. Assumed 1ML = 1015 molecule.cm−2.

It is remarkable that theH2 desorption peak for would appear around Tmax=55K, when the same thick
carbon coating inside the COLDEX experiment [103] was dosed with submonolayer hydrogen coverages.
This dissonance points to more complexity than expected, but unfortunately is outside of the experimental
capabilities of the used setup.

The plots in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 also include BS temperature windows of the HL-LHC [4]. The
in-arc BS is held in 5–20K, while the newly installed inner triplet magnets are equipped with a new
shielded beam-screen [30] chosen to operate in 60–80K window. Given the presented experimental TPD
data, this window is optimal for all studied surfaces and coatings, as visualised in Figure 6.14 and 6.15
as grey regions along the horizontal axis.

More generally speaking and following the beam-screen designs goals discussed and shown in Figure
1.5 of the Motivation section 1, the BS has the following functions that have to do with its surface
properties:

• Maintain ultra-high vacuum, including dynamic vacuum effects and transients.
Best in certain temperature windows.

• Reduce beam-induced cryogenic heat loads.
Better at higher temperatures.

• Reduce resistive wall impedance.
Better at lower temperatures.
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Therefore, the challenge with a suitable beam-screen (BS) temperature is three-fold:
Low temperatures are needed for the current LHC BS design to limit the resistive wall impedance of its
copper surface. The higher the surface impedance, the higher the impedance-induced beam instabilities
and the higher the impedance-induced cryogenic heat load, which both worsen at higher temperatures.
Hence the soft limit above ∼100K for a technical-grade OFE copper. This temperature limit can be
further increased by using high-temperature superconductors, for example, the REBCO coatings discussed
in Sections 2.3.3 and 5.4.4. Using REBCO as a beam-screen surface coating is actively researched [122,
125, 265, 323] and this research contributes to the effort [A1].

Figure 6.15: Left: Dependence of exergy on operating temperature as calculated for the LHC BS. Temperature windows
for LHC-type copper-colaminated beam-screen with marked operating points for LHC. Note the forbidden temperature
windows. The high impedance-induced heat load to the copper BS becomes a concern when approaching 100K. Right:
Adsorption isotherms adapted from V. Baglin [324], based on Hoonig&Hook [325].

Meanwhile, higher temperatures are beneficial for the cooling efficiency at cryogenic temperatures, as
seen on the left side of Fig. 6.15. The cooling efficiency is basically dictated by the Carnot efficiency,
which approaches 0 as the evaporator temperature Tevap approaches 0K. Hence, the Carnot efficiency
relation drives the exergy loss to unacceptably high values and a beam-screen operated around ambient
temperatures would be ideal from the point of view of cooling efficiency. Therefore, unlocking a high-
temperature operation window would be greatly advantageous from the cryogenics standpoint and, by
extension, from the operating cost standpoint [326].

However, for the LHC BS as is, the second aspect that places a soft upper limit on the BS temperature
is the heat ingress from BS (5∼20K) to the cold bore (1.9K) due to an imperfect thermal decoupling of
the two. This effect is responsible for the exergy loss above ∼80K, along with the impedance-induced
heat load that also increases with temperature.

Finally, an appropriate window for BS operation needs to be identified, such that common residual
UHV gases either do not yet cryosorb on the beam-screen and are already cryosorbed on the cold bore.
As a result, small but inevitable operation-related temperature excursions will not result in the thermal
desorption of significant gas quantities, translating into high-pressure excursions.

The plot in Fig. 6.14 shows BS temperature windows for the HL-LHC. The inner triplets in the 60–
80K and then the BS in the cold arcs held in 5–20K, representing most of the machine. Note the cluster
of gases in 20–40K temperature region that forbids the BS operation here and puts an upper limit on the
BS temperature. The 40–100K window only contains the CO2 isotherm, which does not necessarily pose
a problem. Firstly because CO2 is not abundant in high quantities, especially at cold, see Figure 5.24.
Secondly, because the irradiated CO2 is effectively reprocessed into CO. Another such window exists in
the 80-100K region, as visible in the usual Hoonig&Hook [325] saturated vapour pressure plot, right side
of Fig. 6.15.

Meanwhile, the newly installed inner triplet magnets house a new (radiation) shielded beam-screen
[30], which is designed to operate at higher temperatures. The 60–80K temperature window was selected,
as published in the HL-LHC design report [4]. The experimental TPD data demonstrate that the 60–80K
temperature window is feasible on all studied surfaces ranging from bare copper (LHC BS baseline) to
thin and thick carbon coating. Given the presented data, this window is optimal to minimise temperature
swing-induced pressure excursions for all studied surfaces and coatings, as visualised in Figure 6.14 along
the horizontal axis. In this 60-80K temperature window, all typical UHV residual gases have already been
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Figure 6.16: Temperature windows achievable with different refrigerant liquids, operating either above (orange) or below
(blue) atmospheric pressure. The critical temperatures (at zero B-field and electric currents) are plotted as red lines for
different superconductors. The HTS (YBCO) significantly overlaps with N2 and Ar temperature windows. Image adapted
from CERN-TE-CRG, based on [327]

thermally desorbed and pumped away. The CO2 and H2O make an exception and are still cryopumped
at these temperatures.

The overall preference for higher beam-screen temperatures gave rise to studies with HTS-coated
beam-screens, [125, 323]. From the beam-impedance perspective, the REBCO application to the BS
opens up the feasibility of BS operation at liquid N2 and Ar temperature windows. Note the Figure 6.16
that plots temperature windows for different cryogenic fluids. The LHC BS temperature is in fact outside
of the plotted region, because the beam-screen He circuit operates in the supercritical state, as opposed
to the classical liquid-vapour evaporation regime considered in the plot. Note that the HTS critical
temperature (red line marked YBCO; at zero B-field and electric currents) significantly overlaps with N2

and Ar temperature windows. This makes the HTS and nitrogen combination a promising candidate for
future superconducting machines operating at elevated cryogenic temperatures.

6.8 Chapter summary

The theoretical understanding summarised in the State of the art Chapter 2 was combined with the
acquired experimental data from Chapter 5 and gave rise to a number of semi-empirical parameterizations
for SEY and ESD as a function of energy, dose, angle, composition and a combination of thee. In turn,
this chapter demonstrates examples of the immediate applicability of the experimental findings and the
derived models.

The acquired data on SEY, ESD and TPD are inspected, bearing in mind the real-life application to
CERN’s High-Luminosity LHC. Yet, a significant overlap exists with other warm and cryogenic storage
rings. Indeed, operation-related issues like the electron cloud and dynamic vacuum effect are strongly
linked to the nature of a given beam-screen surface, which determines not only the electron cloud activity
but also the dynamic vacuum effect and the scrubbing rate observed during an operation. This was
illustrated by modelling the ESD-induced energy-resolved gas load for different multipacting conditions.
The TPD results acquired on copper and carbon coating with cryosorbed gases were discussed in terms of
suitable temperature windows for the accelerator operation in terms of pressure rises during possible BS
temperature excursions. Finally, the SEY and ESD studies performed on mixed cryosorbed gases offer a
significant overlap with other technical disciplines and applications.
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Summary and conclusions

Summary of the dissertation

This dissertation presents applied research in the vacuum science of physical phenomena relevant to the
electron cloud and the dynamic pressure rise observed when circulating the bunched proton beams in the
CERN’s LHC. This mainly includes the secondary electron yield (SEY), the determining parameter for
the electron cloud (EC) activity and possible electron multipacting. The electron stimulated desorption
(ESD) yield then determines the amount of gas electrodesorbed due to the electron irradiation coming
from the EC. The temperature programmed desorption (TPD) then serves to characterise the amount of
cryosorbed gas, its binding energy and the specific surface of the substrate.

To begin with, Chapters 1 and 2 review the problematics underlying the electron cloud and the dy-
namic vacuum effects. A survey of operational observations, simulations and measurements is presented,
preferably done on the LHC’s cold arcs where a beam-screen protects the LHe-cooled cryogenic magnets
from heat generated by the circulating proton beam. The key parameters of the LHC’s beam-screen
are identified to aim the research efforts better. This includes achieving low temperatures below 20K,
high imparted doses of (very) low-energy electrons, and the presence of cryosorbed gases on the studied
surfaces. Contrary to the LHC, the magnetic field is omitted not to interfere with the slow electrons’
trajectories.

Having set the target parameters and research objective and identifying (many) research niches, a
new laboratory-based cryogenic experimental setup is conceived and optimised to reproduce the relevant
parameters in a controllable manner, see Figure 6.17. Chapter 4 describes in detail the commissioning
and calibration procedure of this setup, essentially to correctly count electrons and gas molecules in the
setup. In this setup, the electron cloud irradiation is mimicked by an analytical-grade thermionic electron
gun tuned to deliver a narrow beam with a flat-top profile of low-energy electrons in 0–1.5 keV. With
high accumulated doses up to 10mC.mm−2, this electron source encompasses the range of beam screen-
relevant conditions. A custom-made collector is then characterised to fully contain the primary electron
beam, and to capture the secondary electrons and neutral gas molecules leaving the studied sample
surface as a direct result of electron irradiation. An in-situ calibrated quadrupole mass spectrometer
with a secondary electron multiplier measures the most subtle changes in the residual gas composition in
the UHV chamber. The now-calibrated experimental setup measures the SEY and ESD at high precision
and resolution in the range of energies 0–1.5 keV. Particular focus is laid on the 0-50 eV region, where
the majority of EC energy spectrum resides. The SEY and ESD yields were measured as a function of
environmental conditions (temperature, residual gas composition), irradiation parameters (energy, dose,
angle) and the material surface state (cleaning, storage, treatments, etc.). The experimental data were
acquired, analysed, discussed in detail and compared to the relevant literature. This was a key step
enabling further research work at an appropriate precision, repeatability and accuracy.

A systematic approach was employed in Chapter 5 to battle the combinatorial explosion and sys-
tematically explore this large parameter space: always varying only 1 experimental variable at a time
and observing how it manifests on the observable parameters. Various technical-grade metal surfaces,
such as Cu, Al and SS, currently used as a baseline for construction, and functional surface coatings
and treatments were studied under application-relevant conditions. The electron irradiation effect onto
the SEY and ESD phenomena was investigated in unparalleled detail and hinted new insights into many
technical applications. The TPD method was also developed in synergy with SEY and ESD measure-
ments provided more holistic information. The SEY and ESD yields of cryosorbed gases and their binary
mixtures were also investigated in the 0-30ML range as they are omnipresent in devices operating under
cryogenic conditions.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents an overview of semiempirical parametric models developed or modified
from the existing ones to capture the SEY and ESD yields as a function of energy, dose, angle and
temperature. The composition dependence of SEY and ESD was also studied in cryosorbed binary gas
mixtures and enabled the formulation of combining rules for binary mixtures of real gases. Although
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Figure 6.17: The Multisystem setup developed and commissioned for this research work, and many others to come. The
photo captures the current state at the time of writing.

a particular focus is on understanding the electron cloud and dynamic vacuum phenomena in CERN’s
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), where possible, the research results tend to be interpreted rather generally
to remain relevant to other accelerators and technical applications.

Ultimately, this dissertation presents a state-of-the-art, theory-backed, yet comprehensive understand-
ing of the physical phenomena underlying the low-energy electron-induced emission of electrons and
molecules from technical-grade metal surfaces and functional treatments.

Conclusions of the research

A particular focus is on understanding the electron cloud and dynamic vacuum phenomena in the LHC,
which is characterised by cryogenic temperatures below 20K, low electron energies in 0–1 keV range and
high electron doses up to 10mC.mm−2. Moreover, additional supporting data were collected in this
parameter range of energies, doses and at temperatures that directly envelope the LHC’s beam screen
operating conditions. Where possible and necessary, the dataset was extended to better understand the
underlying behaviour and/or broaden the applicability spectrum outside the LHC scope.

The electron condition effect was studied and confirmed at cryogenic temperatures for the first time.
Although the ESD yields and gas amounts differ from ambient temperatures, the SEY conditioning
process led to results indistinguishable from the ones obtained at ambient temperatures. The presented
data, backed by XPS analyses, clearly demonstrate that electron conditioning works equally well at
cryogenic temperatures, including electron-induced graphitization of surface-bound carbon-containing
contaminants. Another remarkable point is that the amount of electrodesorbed gas does not necessarily
correspond to the surface roughness factor and, in fact, most of the studied surfaces electrodesorbed a
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very similar gas quantity. Moreover, an intense electron-induced cracking of cryosorbed gas molecules
was observed, reprocessing the parent molecules into fragments with vastly different electrochemical and
vacuum dynamics behaviours.

Having studied the SEY, being at the electron cloud’s origin, and the ESD, giving rise to the dynamic
vacuum effect, the attention was shifted to the influence of cryosorbed gases on both SEY and ESD. The
conclusion is that the SEY of metal surfaces, particularly the low-energy SEY region, change with the
thinnest coverages of cryosorbed gas. Both increase and decrease in SEY are observed, depending on
the particular system. This behaviour carries on to the studied porous surface treatments and coatings,
albeit at much higher coverages.

By introducing the TPD method, one could quantify the amount of cryosorbed gas, the governing
adsorbate-substrate interactions and corresponding binding energies, and determine specific surfaces of
samples. Porous surface treatments have a higher specific surface and generally higher binding energies,
which translates to delayed thermal desorption of gases and possibly even a different desorption order. The
surface roughness factor was assessed via a series of TPD, and this roughness factor roughly corresponds
to the amount of gas necessary to induce SEY and ESD changes similar to those on flat metal surfaces.

Finally, the SEY and ESD measured on cryosorbed binary gas mixtures exhibited a highly non-
linear composition-dependent behaviour. Combining rules were developed to predict the SEY and ESD
yields for a given gas composition from values of pure compounds. This presents an important step
in getting realistic extrapolative predictions in real-world scenarios since, for instance, gas overlayers
are typically cryosorbed from the residual gas that is a multi-compound mixture. Perhaps the data on
mixed cryosorbed gases presented here can also outreach to astrophysical realms, where intense electron
irradiation bombards ice grains or icy moons.

The measured SEY and ESD data were approximated by a series of semiempirical models that allow
grasping the underlying trends and interpolating across the scarcely populated dataset. Generalising the
experimental observations and grasping the emergent patterns is an important step in refining the under-
standing and generating knowledge from the acquired data. These parametric models that approximate
the SEY and ESD allow further use in the field by, for instance, coupling to an electron-cloud simulation
at the input and/or to vacuum dynamics calculation software on the output.

Figure 6.18: Outreach of this applied research work to other applications and domains. Ranging from engineering appli-
cations and surface analysis, past high-energy physics, to astrophysics. All these fields deal with electron irradiation of
possibly cold, ill-defined surfaces.
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Assessment of achieved dissertation objectives

The dissertation objectives outlined in Chapter 3 were successfully achieved on all fronts, effectively
expanding the current knowledge in the field of science and engineering.

• Innovative experimental methodology was developed and enabled a detailed combined study of
low-energy electron impact-induced electronic and molecular emission (SEY and ESD parameters)
from technical surfaces at cryogenic temperatures and with adsorbed gases.

• Uniquely detailed study was performed for various technical-grade surfaces held at cryogenic temper-
atures and resulted in a detailed investigation of the electronic and molecular emission phenomena
as a function of material (metals, coatings, treatments), irradiation (electron energy, dose, angle)
and environmental (substrate temperature, adsorbate composition) properties.

• Large amounts of acquired data allowed the formulation of parametric models that well approximate
the data (both original and external), and generalisation of the findings and observations. This
includes parametric semiempirical models that capture the energy, dose, angle and composition
dependence of SEY and ESD yields for various technical surfaces, and can be directly used in
further research and engineering practice.

• The newly collected SEY, ESD and TPD data and the derived knowledge was immediately con-
fronted with practical applications and scenarios. For instance, linking the electron cloud activity
(its energy and dose dependence) to the dynamic vacuum effect in the LHC, or considering suitable
temperature windows for a beam-screen operation.

Personal contribution and achieved scientific results

To begin the research, I elaborated an extended literature review of the studied phenomena and surveyed
the diverse applications that may benefit from this research. While continuously expanding this knowl-
edge background, I proceeded to commission the laboratory-based experiment and develop an innovative
experimental methodology for the collector-based cryogenic SEY, ESD and TPD measurements. I was
privileged to build, commission, calibrate, and iteratively improve the experimental setup, originally de-
signed by V. Baglin and B. Henrist, based on their extensive prior experience. This innovative top-class
analytical Multisystem setup is designed for a combined collector-based measurement of ESD, SEY, TPD
and possibly others. The multi-domain experimental capability enables unique research and resulted in
a number of articles produced in recent years.

The applied research work yielded an experimental methodology-oriented article [A3] and an article
with the first results [A2], which I both wrote as the main contributing author. Still, as the main author, I
led the collaborative work between three institutes on a future-focused article [A1] dealing with applying
high-temperature superconductors in high-energy physics. The research work even overlapped to an
astrophysics-relevant publication by R. Dupuy et al. from the Sorbonne University [A4], which I co-
authored, and deals with the irradiation of thick cryosorbed ices. Given the newly available experimental
data, work is underway on a follow-up article focusing on thin cryosorbed ices. I further presented the
research project at a number of conferences [A5-A8], where it triggered the interest and response of the
scientific community and received an IUVSTA Elsevier Student Award. This includes conferences such as
the 16th European Vacuum Conference [A7], the 35th European Conference on Surface Science [A6], 18th

International Conference on Thin Films & 18th Joint Vacuum Conference [A8], and the 2022 Electron
Cloud workshop [A5].

Future developments and research directions

The developed experimental setup could be further improved by increasing the sensitivity and resolution
of instruments or decreasing the static and dynamic backgrounds. Faster DAQ and pulsed electron-beam
measurements could unlock the direction of SEY measurements in dielectrics. However, expanding the
experimental capabilities would be the most beneficial to understanding the studied problems. This can
be the addition of analytical instruments, such as an XPS or a Kelvin probe, or devices, such are ion and
photon guns, or additional chambers for thermal or non-thermal surface treatments.

The large space of parameters influencing the SEY, ESD and TPD inherently produces many re-
search directions. Insofar, each direction was merely probed by a simple measurement. Although this
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concentrated research effort contributed much data, the parameter space is still very scarcely populated.
For instance, metal surfaces and their treatments can be investigated ad libitum. The same applies to
cryosorbed gases, their mixtures, sandwiches, crystallographic structures, etc. The studies on cryosorbed
gases could also be enriched by TPD measurements done on binary mixtures, which would bring another
window on the cryosorbate-substrate systems. Moreover, researching simple systems would build up
confidence and would enable studying systems of growing complexity.

Correlation to other, possibly simpler, experimental methods could lead to developing a more acces-
sible proxy for the SEY and ESD determination. This builds on the fact that ESD, PSD and ISD yields
correlate as they all scale with the species’ surface concentration. TPD to temperatures high enough
to thermally desorb chemisorbed species could perhaps lead to interesting comparisons to the presented
ESD data.
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The authored publications and conference participations related to this dissertation topic are marked as
[A1]-[A8] in the manuscript. The first-author articles are attached in the Appendix.
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Appendix

Uncertainty analysis

The uncertainty analysis was performed for all the measured quantities: SEY, ESD yield, electron dose
and electrodesorbed gas quantity. The approach is equivalent for all these quantities, so it only will be
illustrated on the ESD yield uncertainty analysis and the remaining quantities are summarised in Table
6.5.

Starting with the expression to calculate the ESD yield η, as derived in the Experimental section 4
and used throughout the manuscript:

η =
C(i− iBG)

kBTk
/
IC + IS

qe
(6.21)

The common approach to uncertainty propagation uses partial derivatives as sensitivity factors to
weight the partial uncertainties according to their actual influence on the output value, here the ESD
yield ηj . Hence, the uncertainty derivation starts by taking partial derivatives ∂η/∂xi of the calculated
quantity ηj with respect to all the input quantities generalised as xj , but is in practice the currents on
sample IS and collector IS , RGA currents (prop. to partial pressure) ij and ij,BG, temperature T , RGA
absolute sensitivity kj and collector conductance Cj . Indeed, the calculation is to be done for each given
gas j, but the gas index j is omitted here for clarity in order to bring focus on the uncertainty calculation.
The partial derivatives of η with respect to all the input variables derive as follows:

∂η
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kBTk
/
IC + IS

qe
∂η

∂i
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C
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/
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∂η

∂IC
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−C(i− iBG)

kBTk
/
(IC + IS)

2

qe

(6.22)

Systematic and stochastic uncertainties of each measured value are calculated separately and then
added into the combined uncertainty. The square summation formula 6.23 applies to summations when
calculating both systematic and stochastic uncertainties. For completeness, linear summation leads to
overestimating the uncertainty.

s2η,comb. = s2η,syst. + s2η,stoch. (6.23)

The systematic and stochastic uncertainties, sη,syst. and sη,stoch. are calculated separately, but in
exactly the same manner. The uncertainty sxi

of each input variable xi is weighted by the square of
its partial derivative ∂η/∂xi, listed amongst eqs. 6.22, evaluated at the working point, i.e. around
the typical value, as listed in 6.5. The contributions of all uncertainties are weighted by their partial
derivatives squared and added using the square sum, as in eq. 6.24:
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s2η =
N∑

i=1

(
∂η

∂xi
)2s2xi

(6.24)

Having the analytical solution, the following information is necessary to evaluate combined uncertainty
on the η. First, the typical value of each variable is needed, along with systematic and stochastic
uncertainty representative of this input variable. Second, the partial derivatives to take into account the
weight of each variable’s contribution to the final uncertainty.

Table 6.5 lists values of each input variable that are typical for an ESD measurement. The listed are
used to calculate the numerical value of each partial derivative around the working point. The collector
conductance Cj is derived and taken from the Experimental section 4.14. The background subtraction of
sample and collector currents, IS and IC is avoided, as it can be considered negligible in this experimental
arrangement. The table lists uncertainties in % values to maintain clarity (at 1σ confidence interval) but
absolute numbers are indeed used for the calculations.

Typical Uncert. % of

Quantity values Syst. Stoch. Comb. sηj,comb.

Temperature T 300K 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 0.2%

Conductance Cj 21.8 l/s 20% 20% 44.4%

RGA current ij 10−9 A 5% 5% 3.4%

RGA curr. BG ij,BG 10−10 A 5% 5% 0%

RGA sensitivity kj 0.5A/mbar 20% 20% 44.4%

Sample current IS -1.10−6 A 1.5% 5% 5% 0.8%

Collector curr. IC 2.10−6 A 1.5% 5% 5% 6.8%

Diameter d 3mm 7% 7% 10%

ESD yield ηj 0.1molecule/e− 28% 10% 30%

SEY δ 2 e−/e− 3% 3% 5%

e− dose D 1 mC/mm−2 7% 10% 13%

Desorbed gas Qj,des 1.1015mol./cm−2 23% 10% 25%

Table 6.5: Typical values of variables in an ESD measurement. Uncertainties are listed in rounded % values for clarity and
taken at 1σ confidence interval, i.e. at 68%. See text for a detailed discussion.

The resulting notion of ESD yield ηj of a gas species j, along with the corresponding uncertainties is
written in the following way, see eq. 6.25. The bracket contains the stochastic and systematic uncertainty
interval evaluated at 1σ (68%), while the combined uncertainty is refactored in front of the bracket. The
3 significant figures are only kept to illustrate the finesse of the calculation, but 1 significant figure suffices
when dealing with such large uncertainty levels.

ηj = 0.100 ± 0.030 (±0.010, ±0.029) molecule/e− (6.25)

The uncertainties calculated here for the ESD yield are for a single measurement under nominal
conditions. The main uncertainty driver is the desorbing gas flux measurement Qdes,j = Cj(ij−ij,BG)/kj .
More precisely, the systematic uncertainty is driven by the RGA absolute sensitivity kj and the collector
conductance Cj . A signal-to-background ratio of 1:10 was chosen for illustration, but in practice, all
ratios appear from the 0∼100 range. The uncertainty increases as the SNR diminishes. Hence, this fact
is accounted for during data evaluation, and the plotted errorbars are proportionally increased when the
SNR is low, as is typically visible on the infamous H2O yield. The stochastic error, originating in the
RGA’s ij and ij,BG, increases in importance at low SNR, especially as it is amplified by a factor of 2x
due to the (noisy) background subtraction. Conversely, the systematic error, represented by the collector
conductance Cj and RGA absolute sensitivity kj , is noise-independent and cancels out in a background
subtraction, so zero is taken for the systematic error on Cj and kj .
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Figure 6.19: Interpretation of the uncertainty analysis on the precision
versus accuracy chart. Terminology according to Joint Committee for
Guides in Metrology. Scheme adapted from [328].

The chart in Figure 6.19 interprets
the uncertainty analysis in a visual way,
as it plots a precision versus trueness
and shows how both combine into accu-
racy. The stochastic uncertainty, as a
measure of precision, was calculated to
be ∼10% at 1σ confidence level. The
systematic uncertainty, as a measure
of absolute trueness, was evaluated as
∼28% at 1σ. Minding the necessity
of quadratic summation , the quadratic
sum of these values is a combined uncer-
tainty of ∼30% at 1σ, which is equiv-
alent to 68% probability of having the
true value within the confidence inter-
val. The uncertainty is clearly domi-
nated by the systematic uncertainty and
not by the instrumental precision or re-
peatability. Shall an absolute reference
be available, the DAQ chain could be
calibrated accordingly against this standard, which would reduce ESD yield uncertainty to a ∼10% level.

Figure 6.20: Relative contributions of measured quantities to the combined uncertainty on the measured ESD yield.
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Overflow of experimental dataset

Electron-induced phosphorescence

High energy (hundreds eV) and intensity electron beam irradiation of thick layers (100+ML) of quench-
condensed N2 gas resulted in electron-induced luminescence, see left side of Fig. 6.21. The luminescence
persists for seconds after the beam is cut off, which more precisely is a sign of phosphorescence, i.e.
electron relaxation via a ’forbidden transition’ through an intermediate electronic state. The green colour
observed in the experiment most likely corresponds to Nitrogen lines cluster around 523 nm. This effect
has been long known since its discovery in 1927 [329] and well-described, including the assignment of
wavelengths to the corresponding electronic transitions [330]. For a possible reference, this large surface
coverages of quench-condensed N2 gas is an amount comparable to the one suspected to be the cause of
fast UFO-induced beam losses in 16L2 [331, 332].

Figure 6.21: Left: Nitrogen (150ML on Cu/SS) electron-induced phosphorescence under 2 keV electron irradiation. Right:
104 ML of N2 condensed on Cu/SS create a barely visible opaque tint.

Further measurements with extremely thick N2 ices also demonstrated that it takes about 104 ML
of N2 quench-condensed over Cu/SS to create a barely visible opaque tint. This tint is visible in the
series of photographs taken during a TPD of the 104 ML thick N2 coverage. The opaque tint gradually
disappears as the coverage decreases.

ESD of technical-grade titanium

ESD energy dependence curves in linear and logarithmic scale, as measured on as-received Ti sample held
at 265K. The Ti sample was UHV-cleaned at CERN and stored in aluminium foil prior to analysis. The
displayed uncertainty intervals are calculated at at 1σ for a single datapoint at its maximum value, hence
its position at Emax. Note the systematic and stochastic components of the combined uncertainty. The
high uncertainty on water is due to a high background and low SNR. The electron energy is referenced
to the sample vacuum level. See text for more details.

Figure 6.22: ESD energy dependence curves measured on as-received Ti sample held at 265K.
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Additional experimental details

System bakeout

Pressure and temperature profiles measured during the maiden bakeout lasting 1.5 days brought a factor
of 150x improvement of the base pressure, as compared to the pre-bakeout state. The bakeout was later
optimised to avoid cold-spots, and the time increased to 3 days. The NEG cartridge activation and
conditioning was introduced at the end of the bakeout plateau. The NEG is kept in a conditioning mode
until after all the gauges were degassed. Then, the entire system is brought back to ambient temperatures
and pressures in the low 10−10 mbarN2eq. range.

Figure 6.23: Pressure and temperature profile measured during the maiden bakeout lasting 1.5 days.

SEY measurement robustness against collector misalignment

The following measurements in Figure 6.24 were performed to verify that the used experimental arrange-
ment is robust when subjected to small variations to the experimental parameters. Imposing a small
biasing voltage on the collector had little effect on the measured SEY and, by extension, on the ESD.
The same observation applies when increasing the gap between the sample and collector and introducing
angular misalignment (not shown).

Figure 6.24: Left: SEY measurement performed on the same target but with small variations to the collector bias voltage.
Right: SEY measurement performed on the same target but with variable distance between the sample and collector.
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Collector Molflow+ simulation

Monte-Carlo particle tracing numerical simulation in Molflow+ [227] of gas propagation inside the collec-
tor. A simplified geometry is used without sacrificing the accuracy. The gas desorbing from the studied
sample is set to be the only gas source in the system. This is a reasonable simplification, since pressure
profiles in an UHV system abide by the law of superposition, i.e. a linear combination of solutions.

The simulation results indicate that the pressure profile is uniform across the entire inner volume of
the collector, the tube and the endcap included.

Figure 6.25: The GUI of Molflow+ Monte-Carlo simulation software package [227]. Note the wireframe of the collector
and the colormap corresponding the particle density, as calculated from the green particle trajectories intercepting the
mid-plane.
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Abstract: Particle accelerators with superconducting magnets operating at cryogenic temperatures
use a beam screen (BS) liner that extracts heat generated by the circulating bunched charge particle
beam before it can reach the magnets. The BS surface, commonly made of high–conductivity copper,
provides a low impedance for beam stability reasons, low secondary electron yield (SEY) to mitigate
the electron–cloud (EC) effect, and low electron–stimulated desorption yield (ESD) to limit the
dynamic pressure rise due to EC. Rare–earth barium copper oxide (REBCO) high–temperature
superconductors (HTSs) recently reached technical maturity, are produced as coated conductor tapes
(REBCO–CCs), and will be considered for application in future colliders to decrease the BS impedance
and enable operation at around 50 K, consequently relaxing the cryogenic requirements. Aside from
HTS properties, industry–grade REBCO–CCs also need qualification for EC and dynamic vacuum
compatibility under accelerator–like conditions. Hence, we report the SEY and ESD measured at
cryogenic temperatures of 12 K under low–energy electron irradiation of 0–1.4 keV. We also verify the
sample compositions and morphologies using the XPS, SEM, and EDS methods. The energy and dose
dependencies of ESD are comparable to those of technical–grade metals and one sample reached
SEYMAX = 1.2 after electron conditioning.

Keywords: REBCO; HTS; SEY; ESD; SEM; EDS; XPS; cryogenic temperatures; electron conditioning

1. Introduction

High–temperature superconductors (HTSs) constitute a class of highly correlated
anisotropic systems that theoretically have proven to be extremely difficult to address.
Since their discovery in 1986 [1], numerous studies have been conducted to describe these
materials, as well as to produce them at a scale suitable for large–scale technical applications.
The general interest lies in the fact that the critical surface of HTS is significantly higher
than that of low–temperature superconductors (LTSs), as visible in Figure 1a. Consequently,
work gradually proceeded on technical applications, leading to large–scale HTS–based
prototype devices over the years, and demonstrating the possible performance advantages
over devices based on conventional LTS [2] or even normal–conducting technology.

The most promising industry-grade method available for a large–scale HTS application
is by coating a thin layer of rare–earth barium copper oxide (REBCO) material on flexible
metal tapes, in a complex–layered structure containing buffering metal oxide underlayers
and stabilizing and protecting Cu and Ag overlayers. This technology is known as a second-
generation coated conductor (CC), as depicted in Figure 1b, and is already commercially
available in kilometer–lengths from several manufacturers. These second–generation
REBCO–CC tapes promise high–performance properties, such as high current densities
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and compatibility with high magnetic field applications, and their matured technology and
mass production make them an affordable and viable engineering solution.

Aside from the imminent application in high–temperature superconducting magnets,
in the next–generation, particle accelerators [3,4], passive microwave devices (not generat-
ing power) will be equally strong candidates for eventual HTS–coating commercialization.
A HTS can have lower microwave surface impedance compared to pure metal [5]. Subse-
quently, this could allow the design of high–performance RF devices, such as high–quality
factor (Q–factor) resonators, narrow–band filters, and antennas with improved functioning
over conventional normal–conducting devices. Additionally, such complex microwave
signal transmission and signal–processing systems could be designed to be more compact
and more efficient [2,6]. For instance, a potential application lies within future space–based
communication systems with a more effective strategy by producing fewer and lighter
high-performance satellites with the reduced weight of cavities and filters. Furthermore, the
feasibility of coating curved walls with REBCO–CCs enables manufacturing high Q–factor
RF cavities, such as the one developed within the relic axion detector exploratory setup
(RADES) [7]. Here, the detector sensitivity scales linearly with the Q–factor of the 9 GHz
resonant cavity held at 4.2 K, and REBCO is the essential technology enabling operation in
a strong magnetic field of 11 T while maintaining a high Q–factor.

(a) Critical surface of LTS and HTS. (b) Layers of the REBCO–coated conductor tape.

Figure 1. (a) Comparison of the critical surface phase space for LTS and HTS formed by the three
interdependent characteristic parameters of a superconductor, i.e., the critical temperature, critical
magnetic field, and critical current density. Superconductivity can only occur below the critical
surfaces, which are unique for each material. The figure is inspired by [8]. (b) Structure of a complex–
layered REBCO HTS–coated conductor tape. Note the substrate and buffer layers residing under the
REBCO coating, the silver and copper stabilizing, and protecting overlayers.

In particle accelerators with magnets operating at cryogenic temperatures, a beam
screen (BS) inserted into the cryomagnet apertures is used to intercept the heat and radiation
generated by the circulating particle beam before it can reach the superconducting magnets.
The BS can equally be considered an RF device due to the time–variant electric field induced
by the passing bunched charged particle beam. Taking the BS in the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) as an example, its steel structure is co–laminated with Cu to reduce the surface
impedance at its operating temperatures of 5–20 K [9]. The flat geometry makes REBCO–
CC a feasible alternative coating material for BS to potentially reduce the resistive-wall
impedance at operating temperatures of ∼50 K [10]. Decreasing the impedance reduces the
beam instabilities [11] and heat load to the BS [12].

Electron multipacting can occur inside the BS when certain resonant operating condi-
tions are met [13]. The electric field wake created by passing bunches repeatedly accelerates
electrons and results in avalanche–like electron multiplication and the formation of a stable
and self–sustaining electron cloud (EC). The precondition for EC emergence in a BS, or
another RF device, is a sufficiently high value of a secondary electron yield (SEY), defined
as the number of secondary electrons leaving a surface after the incoming primary electron
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impact. If this ratio is above unity, the electrons can multiply, while a surface with a SEY
below unity acts as an electron absorber, therefore, hindering EC build–up. The EC is a
phenomenon commonly observed during the operation of storage rings [14–17] and RF
devices [18,19] and is detrimental to the accelerator operation in many regards, such as
EC–induced beam instabilities, leading to emittance growth [14], EC–induced heat–load
deposited into the cryogenically cooled BS [12], and electron–induced gas desorption [20]
that deteriorates the ultra–high vacuum (UHV) conditions in the BS. The EC–induced
gas load is characterized by the electron–stimulated desorption (ESD) yield. The EC has
a characteristic energy spectrum known from calculations, in situ measurements, and
simulations [13,15,18,21,22], mostly consisting of low–energy electrons below 20 eV, and a
smaller population of electrons accelerated by the electric field to hundreds of electron volts.
Fortunately, both SEY and ESD yields decrease during electron irradiation to acceptable
levels. This effect is leveraged in so–called beam–scrubbing [17,23], i.e., in situ electron and
photon conditioning by circulating a beam when gradual decreases in EC activity and the
dynamic vacuum effect are observed during the accelerator operation. These effects mainly
pertain to accelerator storage rings, which aim to circulate bunched, positively charged
beams at high intensity and high energy while maintaining a low emittance to generate
high luminosity for physics research [24], such as the Future Circular Hadron Collider
(FCC–hh) led by CERN [10] and the Super Proton–Proton Collider (SPPC) led by IHEP and
CAS in China [25].

Previous studies [26–29] done on REBCO–CC samples (of the same type and provider
studied here) produced experimental evidence for compatibility from the RF and supercon-
ducting perspectives across the necessary temperatures, fields, and current densities. This
makes them potential candidates that are currently being investigated for BS construction
to be used in future accelerators [27].

Hence, this manuscript investigates the compatibility of REBCO–CC surface properties
linked to the dynamic vacuum effect and electron cloud at conditions representative of an ac-
celerator application. This includes cryogenic temperatures and electron irradiation similar
to that of an actual EC, i.e., with a focus on the entire 0–1 keV energy region. The following
measurements use various electron beam–based methods to infer the sample’s response
to electron irradiation. First, the surface morphology and composition were investigated
to verify that the REBCO coating was actually exposed and matched the manufacturer’s
specifications. The analytical methods we used were X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), conducted on a device equipped with an
energy–dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) function. Second, the SEY was investigated
as the main EC–driving property. SEY is a strongly surface–dependent property mostly
derived from surface electronic properties that unwind from the chemical composition
and surface state. Third, the ESD yield was measured as a function of energy and dose to
estimate how the REBCO–CCs would react to an EC irradiation in an accelerator. The ESD
yield is proportional to the amount of desorbable surface–bound contaminants that are
normally present, even on UHV–grade cleaned surfaces.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Samples Preparation

The two investigated samples of REBCO–coated conductors came from two different
manufacturers, SuNAM and SuperOx. The samples were stored in a plastic box filled with
air dehumidified by silica beads. Prior to measurements, the REBCO tapes were scissor–cut
into 1 cm2 large pieces, glued to flag–style copper sample holders with a silver–filled epoxy,
and cured to 80 ◦C under a high vacuum.

The tapes have a layered structure deposited over a Hastelloy C276 used as a substrate,
as visualized in Figure 1 on the right. There is a range of deposition methods [30], from
which SuNAM uses RCE–DR (reactive co–evaporation by deposition and reaction) [31] and
SuperOx uses PLD (pulsed laser deposition) [32]. Hence, the samples will be referred to as
PLD–deposited and RCE–deposited to best represent the surface. The REBCO layer itself,
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i.e., the Gd–Ba–Cu–O, was deposited with 1600 nm and 900 nm thickness for RCE and PLD,
respectively, and was grown on buffer underlayers [27]. Moreover, these studied samples
were not the typical off–the–shelf REBCO tapes because they lacked the micrometer–sized
protective overlayers typically present on industry-grade tapes. Indeed, this is done
because the application in RF requires the HTS coating to be exposed, minding the small
micrometer–sized skin depth. The RCE–deposited sample had its usual Ag overlayer
removed by the manufacturer so effectively that it lacked Ag traces in the XPS spectrum,
unlike the PLD–deposited sample. The protective micrometer–thick Ag overlayer had to
be etched away from the PLD–deposited sample using a solution of NH3:H2O2:CH3OH in
1:1:5 proportions, as detailed in [28], which inevitably affected its surface chemical state.

2.2. Sample Analysis

The SEM imaging, EDS analysis, and XPS analysis were acquired in this order after
the SEY and ESD measurements were taken (in order to not interfere with the SEY and ESD
results, which are both highly surface–sensitive).

2.2.1. Surface Morphology Imaging via SEM

Figure 2 presents the SEM images of the two different REBCO tape samples, PLD–
deposited (left) and RCE–deposited (right). The apparent surface texture and morphology
differences can be attributed to the different deposition methods. The high contrast of
nanocrystals against the Gd–Ba–Cu–O substrate in the background is likely due to a
combination of relatively higher atomic mass (higher Ba and Gd content) and a localized
charging effect due to the dielectric nature of the oxide nanocrystals.

Figure 2. SEM images of REBCO samples with the well–visible nanocrystal–covered surface. Crosses
represent the EDS measurement positions. Left: PLD–deposited, a wide range of crystal sizes.
Right: RCE–deposited coating, uniformly sized crystals. Details in the text. The SEM images were
taken on FE–SEM Zeiss Sigma.

The RCE coating process produces sharp uniformly sized and spaced nanocrystals,
while the PLD coating process gives a wide range of oval–shaped nanocrystal sizes spaced at
irregular intervals. These nanocrystals uniformly cover the entire surfaces of both samples.

2.2.2. Composition Analysis via EDS

The energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry analysis was performed on both studied
samples to verify the surface chemical composition. EDS utilizes the X-ray spectrum
emitted by a solid sample bombarded with a focused electron beam to obtain a localized
chemical analysis. We identified the specific energy of the X-ray peaks characteristic for
each element. The relative intensity of an X-ray line is approximately proportional to the
mass concentration of an element. In a quantitative analysis, the concentrations of the
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elements present are determined by measuring the relative intensities for the lines identified
in the spectrum for each element. The resulting concentrations of the identified elements are
compiled in Table 1. However, the EDS analysis depth of ∼5µm also incorporates all buffer
layers and part of the Hastelloy substrate, which offsets the composition measurement.

For the RCE–deposited sample, the EDS spectrum was measured in an area with
a nanocrystal and an area without, i.e., the substrate. The locations analyzed by EDS
are marked by crosses in the insets of Figure 2. The precipitates segregated at the RCE–
deposited surface may be Cu–O or Cu–Ba–O, resulting from the liquid process of RCE–DR
to grow the Gd–Ba–Cu–O [31]. The PLD–deposited sample was analyzed in the same way,
and the measured compositions derived from EDS spectra are listed in Table 1. Given the
PLD growth method, the segregated precipitates at the surface are droplets of the same
composition as the REBCO layer [32].

Table 1. Weight concentrations in percentage (%) of elements detected by the EDS method on the
surface of PLD-deposited and RCE-deposited samples, at spots indicated in Figure 2. Analysis depth
in ∼5µm range.

Sample C O Cu Ba Gd

PLD–deposited: precipitate 4.5 13.0 21.0 33.5 28.0
PLD–deposited: Gd–Ba–Cu–O film 5.7 13.2 21.0 33.3 26.8
RCE–deposited: precipitate 6.6 17.4 62.0 9.4 4.6
RCE–deposited: Gd–Ba-Cu–O film 4.4 13.1 19.1 29.2 34.2

2.2.3. Composition Analysis via XPS

The surface chemical analysis by XPS was performed in a room temperature UHV
system equipped with a monochromated Al Kα X-ray source and a hemispherical electron
energy analyzer collecting photoelectrons at normal emission angles. The energy scale
was calibrated by setting the Cu 2p3/2 and the Au 4f7/2 states of sputter–cleaned metals
to 932.6 and 84.0 eV, respectively. A mild charging effect was observed (deformed C 1s
line) for the RCE–deposited sample. No charge compensation was applied. The atomic
concentrations of the present elements were obtained assuming a uniform material and
weighting the respective peak area of the XPS spectrum after background subtraction by the
corresponding sensitivity factors. Table 2 lists the main elements found on the surface of the
two REBCO samples. Elements such as Cl, P, F, Zn, and Ca were also detected, amounting
to less than 10 atomic % in total. These elements likely come from post–production sample
handling; for instance, Cl is introduced by epoxy–gluing. Meanwhile, the carbon, also
observed in EDS spectra, is a common and dominant surface contaminant that has a
naturally low SEY value if present in the sp2 state.

Table 2. Atomic concentrations in % of elements detected on the surface of as–received PLD–deposited
and RCE–deposited samples by the XPS method. Analysis depth in the ∼nm range.

Sample C O Cu Ba Gd N Ag Si

PLD–deposited: 33.2 42.7 2.8 8.0 0.9 2.1 1.2 0.0
RCE–deposited: 49.3 36.3 1.7 1.9 0.4 1.4 0.0 5.3

The analysis depth in the nanometer range renders the XPS highly sensitive to the
oxidized surface layer, making it challenging to infer the bulk REBCO composition. Still,
the XPS surface chemical composition analysis, such as the EDS, could identify the main
chemical constituents of the Gd-Ba-Cu-O coating. The chemical states of the different
elements are known to greatly influence the SEY of a surface [33,34]. This is particularly
the case for barium, which shows a maximum SEY below unity for the pure metallic state,
while BaO displays a maximum SEY beyond 2 [33]. From the XPS spectra, the position
of the Ba 3d5/2 core level at a binding energy of 780.1 eV for the PLD–deposited sample
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is compatible with the presence of BaO oxide [35]. The additional shift of the Ba 3d5/2
line to 780.4 eV for the RCE–deposited sample can be explained by a mild charging effect.
Hence, in the presence of BaO with intrinsically high SEY, it is likely the elevated carbon
surface concentration on the RCE–deposited sample that is responsible for the low SEY
reported below.

2.3. Experimental Techniques
2.3.1. Experimental Setup

A newly developed analytical system was used to acquire the SEY and ESD data.
The corresponding methodology for cryogenic measurements was described in detail in
preceding articles [36,37].

The studied sample was mounted on a cryogenic manipulator installed in a baked
UHV µ–metal chamber held at room temperature, with a base pressure in the 10−10 mbar
range. A Kimball ELG–2 electron gun irradiated the sample at normal incidence with a
focused beam of 0–1.4 keV electrons at sub–nA to a few µA beam currents and a 2–3 mm
wide flat–top beam profile. A custom–designed collector held at 300 K formed closed
geometry over the studied cold sample and captured the emitted secondary electrons and
neutral gas species.

The sample was biased to −28 V to impose a retarding potential that slowed the
primary electron beam down to 0 eV. By doing so, both SEY and ESD energy dependence
measurements started from 0 eV, as referenced in the sample vacuum level. Conversely, the
electron conditioning was performed at a +46 V sample bias to minimize the gas desorption
caused by the secondary electrons. Indeed, the electron energy was always corrected for
the used bias.

2.3.2. SEY Measurement

The SEY, denoted as δ, is defined as the ratio between the primary electrons impinging
the sample and the secondary electrons leaving the sample, irrespective of their physical
origins. The collector current IC and the sample drain current IS were directly measured
in our experiment. The beam current was recollected as a sum of the sample drain cur-
rent and the collector current IB = IS + IC. Then, the SEY was directly calculated from
the observables.

δ =
ISecondary

IPrimary
=

IC
IB

=
IC

IC + IS
(1)

The SEY and ESD energy dependencies were measured point–wise, starting from
0 eV. The SEY data points were spaced 0.25 eV apart at low energy and up to 50 eV apart
around 1.4 keV. The beam current of ∼0.5 nA preserved a signal–to–noise ratio (SNR) of
∼50 on the measured currents, while avoiding a significant conditioning effect during the
measurement.

2.3.3. ESD Measurement

The same collector also captures the electro-desorbed gas and directs it toward a cali-
brated quadrupolar mass spectrometer (QMS). The QMS absolute sensitivity k j [Aj/mbarj]
is known for each gas species j of interest by an in situ calibration, so the partial pressure
can be measured as ∆pj = k j · ∆ij. Knowing the pressure differential ∆pj and the geomet-
rically fixed collector conductance Cj allows measuring the electro-desorbing gas flux of
each monitored species. Finally, the ESD yield [molecule/e−−] is given by the ratio of gas
molecules, leaving the sample to the impinging primary electrons.

ηj =
Cj · ∆pj

kB · T

/
IB
qe

(2)

In an ESD energy dependence measurement, the data points are spaced at 1 eV in the
low–energy region and up to 300 eV around 0–1 keV. The beam current of∼2µA is sufficient
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to create a measurable pressure rise on the QMS, but low enough not to significantly damage
the sample, as discussed in [36].

2.4. Measurement Procedure

The SEY and ESD analyses were performed first, as they were the most sensitive to the
sample surface state. All SEY and ESD measurements were taken at cryogenic temperatures
below 20 K and were done on intact as–received spots of the same REBCO sample. An
XPS analysis subsequently followed the SEY and ESD measurements to investigate the
surface chemical composition of the studied samples. An intact spot was chosen to capture
the as–received surface state. Finally, the SEM and EDS analyses were done to study the
sample surface morphology and localize in–depth bulk chemical composition. The XPS,
SEM, and EDS were performed ex situ at ambient temperatures, as they were temperature–
independent in this case.

The two REBCO samples mounted on a flag–type sample holder were inserted into
the UHV system via a load lock. Once the system was cold, the sample was rapidly heated
to ∼100 K to desorb gases that could cryosorb from the background during the cool–down.
Care was taken during the second and final cool–down from 100 K back to 12 K to ensure
that the sample cooled down as the last, once again, mitigating the possibility of residual gas
cryosorption. The sample was then ready for data–taking after the final cool–down when
the system stabilized around TS = 12 K. Multiple SEY curves were acquired at different
locations on the as–received sample to study variability within the sample itself. Measuring
the SEY at the same locations at ambient temperatures prior to cool–down showed no
tangible difference, as discussed below. Following the non–destructive SEY measurements,
the ESD energy and dose dependencies were measured on two separate as–received spots
of the same sample. The ESD energy dependence was measured first and was followed
by a dose–dependent measurement at 300 eV to acquire a so–called conditioning curve.
The SEY and ESD energy scans took about 5 min to finish, and the electron conditioning
measurement took about 90 min. Once the ESD conditioning measurement was done, the
SEY curve was acquired once again to capture the conditioned sample surface.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Secondary Electron Yield

The secondary electron yield measurements reported in Figure 3 provide a few impor-
tant findings. First, there are no charging effects, even at ambient temperatures, despite
the thick REBCO layer. This is essential since charging effects (often on dielectric surfaces)
are detrimental in many technical applications, including applications in beam screens
or RF devices.

Secondly, similar to technical–grade metals, the SEY of a REBCO-CC sample decreases
under 300 eV of electron irradiation, a phenomenon known as electron conditioning.
As most UHV–cleaned metal surfaces exhibit high SEY in their as–received air–exposed
states [36,37], they typically condition during electron irradiation to reach SEY values at
around 1, which are low enough to prevent electron multipacting.

The first stage of the SEY decrease is dominated by the ESD process, while graphitiza-
tion of carbon-containing surface–bound contaminants dominates in the later stages, as
proven independently by Cimino [38], Nishiwaki [39], and Scheuerlein [40], who linked
the SEY decrease to graphitization. The conditioning process is mostly done at a dose of
a few mC·mm−2 and further electron irradiation at 300 eV does not lead to a significant
SEY decrease. The SEY of the RCE–deposited sample conditions to an acceptable value of
δmax = 1.2 at 1 mC·mm−2 dose. Conversely, the PLD-deposited sample only conditions to
around δmax = 2. The XPS analysis reveals two factors that explain the significant difference
in SEY. Firstly, barium, which is present in BaO oxide form, is known to have a high SEY.
Secondly, carbon contamination, when graphitized under electron irradiation, can reduce
the SEY of surfaces close to unity. The RCE–deposited sample showed a higher atomic
concentration ratio of carbon to barium than the PLD–deposited sample. This may partially
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account for the lower SEY observed after irradiation of the RCE–deposited sample. How-
ever, even after conditioning, the SEY of the PLD–deposited sample is too high for technical
applications, and further SEY–reducing treatment is necessary to prevent multipacting.

Puig and Krkotić et al. [26] and Leveratto et al. [41] also reported high as–received
SEY values of δmax ≈ 2.9, as measured at ambient temperatures.

Figure 3. SEY energy dependence of REBCO samples held at 12 K measured in as–received and
electron–conditioned states using 300 eV electrons at a few mC·mm−2 doses, as indicated in the
legend. The measured data points (not shown) are smoothed with a Savitzky–Golay filter [42] and
plotted as a thick line, while the Furman–Pivi approximation [43] is the thin line.

The shapes of the SEY curves also closely resemble classical technical metals, as de-
scribed by the Emax and δmax values. This is somewhat unexpected given the surface
roughness observed in the SEM images that could point toward a more flat energy de-
pendence that is typical for rough surfaces. The energy of maximum SEY δmax, the Emax,
is important for the following reason. The typical energy spectrum of an electron cloud
developed in an RF device consists of a high–energy peak at hundreds to thousands of
eV [15,18,21,22]. The multipacting conditions can be better mitigated if the high–energy
peak of EC is offset from the SEY peak position Emax, as is visible in the simulations
done in [21].

Similar to the other technical–grade metals characterized in this setup, such as Cu,
Al, and steel, the SEY of the studied REBCO coatings is temperature–invariant within
the experimental precision and conditions in the investigated 12–300 K temperature and
0–1.4 keV energy ranges. Hence, the secondary electron emission seems to be agnostic to
cryogenic temperatures, including around the superconducting transition around 90 K. The
tentative explanation for the SEY stability in HTS under electron irradiation lies in the fact
that electronic excitations have an energy range of units to tens of eV, while the binding
energy of superconducting pairs is on the order of tens of meV, as theoretically calculated
for HTS cuprates [44]. Recent measurements conducted at cryogenic temperatures [28] and
further reasoning in [45] show that high–energy synchrotron radiation does not impair the
superconducting properties in any way. This suggests that electron irradiation, which also
decays into electronic excitations, is unlikely to impair the HTS performance. Therefore,
the SEY can also be expected to remain unaffected by the conducting state of the HTS.

The experimental SEY curves can be fitted using a multi–component semi–empirical
model, given in Equation (3), as implemented in PyECLOUD code [46] to facilitate further
application. The three main components to fit the entire SEY curve, marked here as δTOT ,
are the following: The true secondary electrons (TSE) part δTSE that dominate at primary
energies above ∼20 eV and are fitted with a classical Furman–Pivi fit [43]. The elastically
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backscattered (EBS) part δEBS that dominates at sub ∼20 eV energies is approximated by a
fit reportedly derived by Blaskiewicz [47]. Meanwhile, the inelastic backscattered (IBS) part
δIBS starts at 0, but swiftly increases to the r value, reaching 63% at 10 eV. An exponential
function was chosen here for simplicity, but the low–energy SEY region generally deserves
greater care given its crucial role in EC build–up.

δTOT = δTSE + δEBS + δIBS

δTSE = (δmax − rBSE) ·
s(E/Emax)

s− 1 + (E/Emax)s

δEBS = r0 ·
(√

E0 −
√

E0 + E√
E0 +

√
E0 + E

)2

δIBS = rBSE · (1− e−E/10)

(3)

The parameters that best approximate the measured data are listed in the legend of
Figure 3 and correspond to those suitable for technical metals. The following parameters
were used here to accurately represent the measured SEY curves: reflectivity at 0 eV
r0 = 0.75, EBS cutoff at E0 = 150 eV, skewness parameter s = 1.65, and IBS fraction r = 0.3.
Lastly, the values of δmax and Emax of the fitted curve have to match the measured values.

3.2. Electron Stimulated Desorption
3.2.1. Energy Dependence

ESD measurements were performed on both investigated samples at 12 K in an intact
as–received state. Similarly to the SEY, the ESD curves acquired here for the two REBCO–
CCs, displayed in Figure 4, also resemble regular metal surfaces. This applies to comparing
the electro-desorbed gas composition, desorption thresholds, and nominal ESD yields and
their maximum to technical–grade UHV–cleaned metals, such as Cu previously studied on
this cryogenic setup [36,37] and other technical metals studied by other authors at ambient
temperatures [48–53]. The energy thresholds for desorption are in the typical 5–10 eV region
characteristic of technical–grade metals, such as Cu measured on the same setup [36], or
extrapolated by Billard et al. [50]. The energy Emax of the peak desorption yield ηmax of
both samples lies in the 300–500 eV region. H2 has the maximum yield and is followed
by CO, CO2, CH4, and other UHV–typical (but less abundant) species. A sample storage
more suitable for UHV components would likely lead to significantly lower ESD yields but
similar energy and dose dependencies.

A semi-empirical fit was used to approximate the acquired experimental data for
ESD yields and energy dependencies. The fit consisted of a log-normal distribution with
an energy offset and cutoff at the desorption energy threshold Ethr, as described by the
following equation.

η(E) = ηmax · exp

(
− ln2((E− Ethr)/Emax)

2σ2

)
, for E ≥ Ethr (4)

The peak ESD value ηmax at energy Emax was used to normalize the energy distribution,
whilst the σ parameter determined its width. The legend in Figure 4 lists (for all measured
gases) the relevant parameters necessary to reconstruct the energy dependence in the
studied 0.1 keV region: Ethr, ηmax, Emax, and σ. In practice, a constant was added to the
parametric fit to model the non–zero background, which represents the detection limit of
the used experimental setup.

The uncertainties were evaluated for ηmax, as well as Emax values, and are plotted
in Figure 4 at the ESD yield peak value ηmax. The bars represent a combined uncertainty
of ∼30% at 1 σ confidence interval, corresponding to 68% probability of containing the
true value.
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Figure 4. ESD energy dependence of as–received REBCO samples. The RCE–deposited sample (right)
is characterized at 12 K and PLD–deposited at 19 K (left). Note the high uncertainty for water on the
right plot, partially due to the high background and partially due to the low signal–to–noise ratio.
The best–fit parameters for Equation (4) are listed in the legend. More details are in the text.

3.2.2. Dose Dependence

The conditioning curves, i.e., the ESD yield decreases with the electron doses, were
acquired during a 300 eV electron irradiation performed at 12 K and are reported in Figure 5.
The initial yields η0, although slightly higher for the RCE–deposited sample, are character-
istic of UHV–cleaned metal surfaces. The conditioning rates are just as rapid as for bare
technical–grade metal surfaces and represent gas desorption from a non–porous surface.
The slope of 0.3∼0.4 is typical for water electrodesorption from technical–grade metals.
It is most likely the reason for a dynamic balance between electron stimulated water des-
orption and electron irradiation–induced synthesis. This is commonly observed in water
electrodesorption because the H2O molecule is known to act as a chemical attractor [54]
due to its high binding energy.

The irradiated RCE–deposited surface showed discoloration following the 300 eV
electron conditioning at 12 K, as seen in the inset of Figure 2. Going from a dark to a light
shade is unusual and the opposite of what happens to metals due to electron–induced
surface graphitization. Instead, this bleaching effect could indicate a reduction of surface
oxides and hydroxides.

The ESD conditioning curves measured here for the studied REBCO coatings also
reveal no significant departure from the expected behavior when compared to the technical–
grade Cu, Al, and steel previously measured using the same methods [36,37]. The data
equally well compare to data from other authors who conditioned metals held at ambient
temperatures in terms of the electro–desorbed gas composition, initial ESD yields η0,
inflection point location D1, and conditioning rates α. This includes work by Gomez–
Goñi and Mathewson [52], Billard et al. [50], Achard [53] from CERN, Suzuki et al. [51],
Kennedy [48], and Malyshev [49].

The fact that both the SEY and ESD decrease during electron irradiation has severe
implications for applicability. As outlined in Section 1, the electron conditioning is leveraged
in accelerators during beam–scrubbing [17,23] to bring down the EC activity by decreasing
the SEY and mitigating the dynamic vacuum effect by conditioning the desorption yields.

An empirical fit, initially proposed by Malyshev [49] for photodesorption, was used
here to approximate the ESD yield dose dependence and possibly extrapolate to higher
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electron doses. The fit builds on a classical power law whose exponent α controls the slope
in the log–log plot at high doses D ≥ 0.1 mC·mm−2. Parameters D0 and D1 are added to the
fraction to extend the applicability toward low doses in a way that the curve asymptotically
approaches the constant initial ESD yield η0 as D → 0. The parameter D0 represents the
dose imparted at the lowest measurable data point (here, it is the first displayed data point).
Parameter D1 is solely used to position the end of the initial plateau.

η(D) = η0 ·
(

D + D1

D0 + D1

)−α

(5)

Values for η0, D1, and α parameters in Equation (5) can be read directly from the
legends in Figure 5 and plugged into the presented parametric fits for the ESD yield dose
dependence. The same uncertainty analysis leading to ∼30 % at 1 σ confidence interval
applies to the ESD yield values presented here too, although not plotted.

Figure 5. ESD dose dependence measured at 300 eV for PLD–deposited (left) and RCE–deposited
(right) REBCO samples held at 12 K starting from an as–received state. Best–fit parameters for
Equation (5) from [49] is listed in the legend. More details are in the text.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This electron beam–based laboratory investigation of REBCO–CCs aims to character-
ize surface properties related to electron clouds in accelerators, including the secondary
electron yield (SEY), which is a determining factor for electron multipacting, and electron
stimulated desorption (ESD), which links dynamic pressure rise to EC activity during
operation. The presented results are applicable to other types of RF devices that use HTS,
such as radio–frequency waveguides and cavities, which may also suffer from electron
cloud or multipacting effects.

We first identified the surface morphology and composition using SEM imaging with
an EDS capability. SEM imaging showed a flat surface structure covered with segregated
nanocrystalline precipitates with characteristic sizes in the micrometer range. The ESD
conditioning rate and the shape of measured SEY curves generally resemble those of bare
technical–grade metals, which supports the SEM observation of a flat, non–porous, surface
structure covered with micrometer–sized precipitates. The EDS measurement is bulk–
sensitive at the micrometer range, and considering the characteristic micrometer–sized
skin depths, the EDS results are relevant to the HTS properties. Meanwhile, the XPS
measurement with a probe–depth in the nanometer range makes it highly surface sensitive,
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rendering the XPS results relevant to the SEY properties. Both EDS and XPS analyses could
identify the main chemical constituents at the surface of the Gd–Ba–Cu–O film.

Knowing the morphology and composition of the samples and that the REBCO was
directly exposed on the surface, we held the samples at 12 K and studied their response
to electron irradiation. The energy range of 0–1.4 keV was chosen to cover the entire
relevant EC spectrum [13,15,21]. Meanwhile, 300 eV irradiation was selected for electron
conditioning studies, as it represents the high–energy part of the EC, which is responsible
for the conditioning effect [38], i.e., the decrease of SEY and ESD yields during electron
irradiation commonly observed during beam–scrubbing of an accelerator [20,23]. We
measured the SEY energy dependence in the 0–1.4 keV range both before and after the
300 eV irradiation with a clear conclusion that the SEY decreases in the entire studied range.
The SEY of the RCE–deposited sample decreased to a value of δmax = 1.2 at 1 mC·mm−2

electron dose, which is a value acceptable for many applications. Conversely, the PLD–
deposited sample SEY only conditioned to δmax ≈ 2 at a 4.5 mC·mm−2 dose. The reason
for this is unclear, but based on the XPS analysis, it can be hypothesized that the etched
PLD–deposited sample lacks surface–bound carbon contaminants that would graphitize
into a sufficiently thick graphitic overlayer with intrinsically low SEY values. The XPS
spectrum seconds this hypothesis since the RCE–deposited sample had 49% carbon content
whilst the PLD–deposited sample only had 33%, resulting in a smaller SEY reduction.

The electron conditioning was studied up to a few mC·mm−2, which is an electron dose
rapidly achievable during an accelerator operation. The RCE-deposited case represents a
proof-of-concept capability of REBCO-type coatings to electron condition to SEY values
sufficiently low not to trigger electron multipacting, resulting in EC build-up in the beam
screen. Parallel studies by Puig et al. [26] also consider depositing a thin, anti-multipacting,
low-SEY layer of amorphous carbon coating atop the REBCO-CCs to alleviate the need
for beam scrubbing. Therefore, future SEY and ESD studies could focus on characterizing
carbon-coated REBCO-CCs at cryogenic conditions.

The acquired ESD data represent a link between the EC and the dynamic vacuum
effect caused by EC electron-desorbing gases from the cryogenic BS wall. Hence, the ESD
yield measurements also covered the energy and dose dependencies similar to the SEY.
Irradiation with 300 eV electrons at a dose of a few mC·mm−2 resulted in a decrease in all
measured ESD yields by about 2 orders of magnitude for both studied REBCO-CCs held
at 12 K. The ESD yields were also measured for the two samples as functions of energy
in the 0–1 keV range. The acquired ESD results are similar to the usual technical-grade
UHV-cleaned metals previously studied in this setup [36,37] and by other authors under
similar conditions [48–53], in terms of desorption thresholds, nominal ESD yields, and
conditioning rates of all UHV–typical gases. Hence, the dynamics of the beam–induced
gas desorption from REBCO–CCs can be expected to be very similar to the technical-grade
metals currently used as the baseline [55]. Moreover, the ESD yield reported here can be
considered as a proxy for photon– and ion–stimulated desorption yields that are known to
correlate with the ESD [36,56–58].
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Collector-based measurement of gas desorption and secondary electron 
emission induced by 0–1.4 keV electrons from LHC-grade copper at 15 K 
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A B S T R A C T   

CERN’s Large Hadron Collider cryomagnets embed a 1.9 K UHV chamber lined with a 5–20 K beam-screen (BS) 
that intercepts the synchrotron radiation and electron cloud (EC). The low–energy EC irradiates the BS and 
desorbs gas, creating a dynamic vacuum effect. A novel setup controllably reproduces this by irradiating an 
unbaked as-received BS copper sample at 15 K with 0–1.4 keV electrons, representing a slice of the EC spectrum. 
This collector-based setup is qualified using a HOPG reference for secondary electron yield (SEY) and 15N2 as a 
tracer in low-energy electron stimulated desorption (ESD) measurements. Measurement at 15 K revealed sub-10 
eV ESD thresholds and a maximum around 300 eV of 0.18 H2/e− and 0.13 CO/e− . Irradiation with 300 eV and 1 
keV electrons at ~ 8.10–4 C.mm− 2 conditioned ESD and SEY alike. Similar dose at 17 eV only caused minor SEY 
reduction and no ESD decline. The as-received H2 and CO2 yields at 300 eV decreased 5-150x between 15 and 
265 K, respectively..   

1. Introduction 

In storage rings, accelerators and light sources, the circulating 
charged particle beam may provoke a large pressure increase by up to 
five orders in magnitude above the base pressure. This dynamic pressure 
rise, potentially limiting the machine’s performance, has been long 
observed in room temperature machines but only recently at cryogenic 
temperatures in the CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1], or the 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, RHIC in the USA [2]. Large accelerators 
are designed considering the dynamic vacuum effect. This includes 
machines currently under construction, such are the electron–ion 
collider, eRHIC [3] or the heavy ion synchrotron SIS100 in Germany [4], 
as well as the next large colliders such as Future Circulars Colliders 
(FCC-ee and FCC-hh) in Europe [5,6] and the Circular Electron Positron 
Collider, CEPC, or Super Proton-Proton Collider, SPPC in China [7]. This 
effect is mainly attributed to non-thermal gas desorption stimulated by 
particles, such as photons, electrons, ions and beam-loss particles, 
impinging on the inner surface of a vacuum vessel. In particular, the 
electron stimulated desorption (ESD) is of major importance for modern 
machines that exhibit electron cloud (EC), a phenomenon originating 
from closely spaced dense bunched beams. 

The LHC is a proton storage ring of 27 km circumference designed to 

collide proton beams at 14 TeV in the centre of mass [8]. It consists of 
superconducting magnets with a 1.9 K cold bore. A beam–screen (BS) 
cooled to 5–20 K, is inserted into the cold bore to extract the heat 
generated by the circulating beam via resistive wall heating, synchro-
tron radiation (SR) and by electron cloud (EC) [9,10]. At the nominal 
beam energy of 7 TeV, the relativistic proton beam emits synchrotron 
radiation of 44 eV critical energy that is intercepted by the BS. As 
observed during the beam energy ramp-up above 2 TeV [1], the energy 
of the emitted SR photons surpasses the ~4 eV work function of the 
copper surface to extracts photoelectrons. Slow photoelectrons are then 
accelerated by the electric field of the passing proton bunches [11], 
impinge on the beam-screen surface again, multipact and form an EC 
[12]. Under the conditions when the EC prevails, a self-sustaining 
electron population continuously irradiates the BS surface, desorbing 
gas. The closed geometry of the beam tube inherently limits the 
pumping speed and makes the gas sources mitigation even more 
important. Similar to room temperature machines, while operating the 
LHC, the electron-cloud activity and the dynamic vacuum diminish [1], 
a phenomenon systematically observed during LHC’s Run 1 [13–17] and 
Run 2 [18,19]. This is due to the decrease of the secondary electron yield 
(SEY) and the surface conditioning (decrease of ESD) under electron 
bombardment. As a result, the dynamic vacuum effect gradually 
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attenuates with operation time to an acceptable level but remains a 
concern when pushing up the accelerators’ performance [20]. During 
the LHC commissioning, this non-thermal electron desorption mecha-
nism was confirmed as the predominant gas source. Hence, the rela-
tionship between EC and the dynamic pressure rise calls for a systematic 
investigation, as it plays a crucial role in an effective operation of the 
LHC and its upcoming high-luminosity upgrade, the HL–LHC [21]. 

Available problematics overviews [22], including simulations [23] 
and even recent measurements [24] taken on the LHC’s long straight 
sections, have shown that the electrons energy distribution of an EC 
resides mainly in the low energy, with a major peak below 10 eV and 
half of the population below ~20 eV. When the EC establishes a stable 
population, the major peak of secondary electrons is followed by a minor 
peak of beam-accelerated electrons at hundreds of eV. This electron 
energy distribution indeed varies with the actual beam parameters and 
the geometry, magnetic fields and surface state of the beam-screen. 
Therefore, we have designed an experimental setup to investigate ma-
terial samples representative of the LHC’s beam screen under the con-
ditions it experiences in LHC cryomagnets. The setup controllably 
reproduces the relevant conditions in terms of: cryogenic temperatures 
under 20 K, ultrahigh vacuum in the 10− 11 mbar range and low-energy 
and high-dose electron irradiation. Our present research focuses on 
developing a new measurement procedure to study the ESD and SEY in 
the sub-keV energy region at cryogenic temperatures, which is partic-
ularly relevant for the dynamic vacuum effect, but equally experimen-
tally challenging. 

Technical-grade metal surfaces are prevalent in industrial-scale in-
stallations, such as particle accelerators and impose a technical chal-
lenge due to their ill-defined surface state. Indeed, the employed UHV- 
grade cleaning procedures effectively reduce outgassing, both thermal 
and stimulated, as demonstrated by Mathewson [25]. Still, a technical 
surface exhibits statistical nature in terms of crystal orientation, chem-
ical composition, oxide layer thickness, micro-porosity and texture, due 
to various air–exposure times, contamination, stains and batch-to-batch 
variation, differences in machining, cleaning and storage. The hereafter 
investigated surface was sampled from an LHC-grade metal sheet; an 
industrially produced technical-grade polycrystalline oxygen-free elec-
tronic “OFE” copper colaminated onto a stainless-steel sheet and ther-
mally treated to 900 ◦C in a H2 atmosphere. After cutting, the copper 
sample was cleaned for UHV in a warm ultrasonically agitated iso-
propanol bath, packaged in a plastic foil and then briefly exposed to an 
atmospheric air prior to insertion into the UHV chamber via a load-lock 
system. Hence, we study copper sample in an unbaked as–received 
surface state, as it is in the LHC cryomagnets. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Setup description 

The experimental setup developed to study the ESD and SEY at 
cryogenic temperatures mainly consists of a μ–metal vacuum chamber, a 
4-axis cryomanipulator, a low-energy electron gun and a quadrupolar 
mass spectrometer (QMS) fitted inside a collector. The setup is further 
equipped with a storage chamber and a load-lock chamber to introduce 
unbaked samples into the baked experimental chamber, allowing us to 
study the LHC BS in its actual as received unbaked surface state. 

The vacuum chamber is constructed of μ–metal that shields off stray 
magnetic fields by a factor of 100, preventing deviation of the primary 
electron beam and altering trajectories of low-energy secondary elec-
trons. A base pressure in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) range of 10− 11 

mbar is achieved by a combination of turbomolecular, getter-cartridge 
vacuum pumps, cryo-pumping and a bakeout to 150 ◦C for 3 days. 
This ensures a monolayer (ML) formation time in the range of hours, 
such that the studied cold surface is not altered during a measurement, e. 
g. not altered following cryosorption of residual gas from the 
background. 

The studied flag-type sample is inserted into the cryomanipulator 
which uses an open-cycle liquid He circuit that is vibration-free and 
capable of approaching a temperature of 10 K, as measured by a diode 
sensor mounted directly inside the sample holder. The sample holder is 
mounted onto the cryostat via a sapphire plate for a good thermal 
contact but electrical insulation, allowing the sample biasing and cur-
rent measurement. The cryostat itself goes below 5 K, generating a 
strong cryopumping effect that reduces the base pressure from 10− 10 to 
10− 11 mbar range. 

A Kimball ELG-2 electron gun is used to imitate a monoenergetic 
slice of the energy spectrum of the LHC’s electron cloud, allowing us to 
decouple contributions of different primary electron energies. According 
to specifications, the gun provides a stable, focused (<1 mm2), mono-
energetic (ΔE < 1 eV), low energy (2 eV – 2 keV) and low intensity (0.1 
nA – 10 µA) analytical beam. The electron gun is equipped with a 
Faraday cup (FC) for a direct current measurement of the emitted 
electrons. The focused beam irradiates the studied sample with 
perpendicular incidence from a focal distance of ~ 5 cm through circular 
openings in the collector. 

As schematized in Fig. 1, the setup features a collector tube made of 
0.1 mm thick stainless-steel sheet custom-designed to contain the sec-
ondary electrons and desorbed gas species. The collector geometry 
composes of a 75 mm wide and 750 mm long tube with an QMS on one 
side and an endcap on the opposite side. The endcap has two concentric 
4 mm diameter openings that are in a line of sight with the e− gun 
nozzle, allowing the primary electron beam to reach the studied sample. 
The closed geometry formed by the collector positioned 0.25 mm from 
the sample effectively captures most of the emitted and backscattered 
secondary electrons, which we have evidenced experimentally and by 
simulation. Both the sample and collector are electrically insulated from 
the ground (>100 GΩ at 500 VDC), by a sapphire plate and a ceramic 
interpiece, to allow biasing and net current measurement of electrons 
arriving and leaving the system. Electric battery cells are used to bias the 
sample, chosen for their long-term stability and low intrinsic dark cur-
rent. The collector is held at the ground potential for all experiments, 
whereas the sample bias VS is set at − 28 V for all energy-dependent SEY 
& ESD measurements and at +46 V for electron conditioning measure-
ments using monoenergetic beams. The sole exception is conditioning 
using low-energy electrons, where a retarding bias set at − 28 V is 
required to reach such low energies. For electron energies above 70 eV, 
the +46 V bias has the advantage of smaller dynamic background at the 
expense of no simultaneous SEY measurement. 

The SEY is measured solely via the electron currents captured on the 
sample and collector. However, the ESD yield measurement can be 
subdivided into the current measurement of the primary electron beam 
and the measurement of the desorbing gases. For clarity, these will be 
treated separately, starting with the beam current measurement fol-
lowed by a SEY measurement of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite 
(HOPG) reference sample. 

2.2. Beam current measurement 

The closed geometry of the sample–collector system effectively forms 
a Faraday cup, so that the sample current IS and the collector current IC 
sum up to the primary electron beam current IB that interacts with the 
studied surface. The nozzle of the electron gun is also equipped with a 
rotating Faraday cup, whose reading equals to the net current gathered 
by the sample–collector system across the investigated energy range. 
The data acquisition (DAQ) chain consists of two Keithley 428 ammeters 
that typically provide a gain of 106 V/A and 109 V/A for ESD and SEY 
measurements, respectively. We use a built-in function of 100 ms inte-
gration time to suppress noise before directing the amplified signal into 
a DAQ card with a 16-bit wide A/D converter. The proper calibration 
and the nominal current reading are regularly verified across the DAQ 
chain. Coherent current reading across our system, from the e-gun 
Faraday cup to the sample–collector system, is also checked regularly 
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and brings confidence in our electron current measurements. 
The negative bias of VS = − 28 V imposed on the sample creates a 

retarding potential that decelerates the primary electron beam before 
impact. The potential gradient also repels the emerging secondary 
electrons away from the negatively biased sample towards the grounded 
collector, where they are measured as the collector current Ic. The scan 
across the energy spectrum is realized by incrementally ramping up the 
electron gun energy from 25 eV up to 1.4 keV, being the energy interval 
feasible in our arrangement. Doing so, the measurement of both SEY and 
ESD effectively starts from 0 eV electron kinetic energy as referenced to 
the vacuum level Evac of the biased sample. When the kinetic energy of 
primary electrons lies below the electrostatic potential of the sample, the 
entire beam is reflected towards the collector, as measured in our setup 
and illustrated in Fig. 4. Once the kinetic energy surpasses the retarding 
potential, the primary electron beam begins interacting with the sample 
in various ways and all secondaries are recollected and sum up to the 
collector current IC. 

To obtain a uniform electron dose across the irradiated spot, we 
under-focused the electron beam from an originally Gaussian transverse 
profile (≈Ø1 mm) to a circular shape with an approximately flat-top 
profile. We first visually tuned the beam profile at different energies 

using a fluorescent target and then verified the transverse profile by 
cross–scanning it in two directions using a Ø 10 mm Faraday cup 
mounted on the cryomanipulator’s rear side. To ensure that the probe 
beam fits into the conditioned spot, we used a Ø 3 mm wide beam spot 
(7.1 mm2) for conditioning, but only Ø 2 mm wide beam (3.1 mm2) to 
probe the ESD and SEY energy dependence. We also verified the spot size 
post-mortem by measuring the diameter of the discolored spot that 
appeared on the conditioned sample. The Fig. 2 schematizes the use of 
the knife edge scan technique for an e− beam profile measurement of a 
260 eV beam spot. The FC current IFC increases, as the beam gradually 
crosses the edge and enters the FC. Finally, the width of the ramp de-
termines the beam size to be Ø 3 mm (6.5–3.5 mm) wide, as marked in 
the plot. The same result is obtained in both horizontal and vertical 
directions, marked X and Z. 

Table 1 lists the typical electron beam parameters used in our mea-
surements. The beam current used for a SEY measurement is about 0.5 
nA and surpasses by a factor of 50 the dark current of the data acqui-
sition electronics. A SEY measurement is considered non-destructive, as 
it does not desorb gas from the sample, nor does it chemically alter the 
surface. Conversely, an ESD scan over the feasible energy range (0–1.1 
keV) is by definition destructive as the surface gas coverage is depleted. 

Fig. 1. Schematized arrangement for SEY and ESD yield measurements in the sub-keV region. See the text for detailed description.  

Fig. 2. Left: Cryomanipulator far side with concentric Faraday cups and annotations. Right: Scan of e− beam transverse profile in X and Z directions using a knife 
edge scan technique on the Ø 10 mm wide Faraday cup. 
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Typically, a beam current in the µA range is necessary to generate a 
significant change in partial pressure of the studied gas species. In an 
effort to minimize the conditioning effect, i.e. electron dose per area 
imparted by an energy scan for ESD measurement, we minimize the 
irradiation time, the beam current and the number of datapoints. We 
also under-focus the beam to Ø 2 mm to increase the spot diameter, as 
compared to the focused ≈Ø 1 mm Gaussian profile. Besides that, most 
measured datapoints reside below 20 eV, as the datapoints are dense in 
this dynamic low-energy region and sparse above that. As a result, an 
ESD measurement with a dose in the mid 10–5 C.mm− 2 range has a minor 
conditioning effect, which is limited, in the worst-case scenario, to some 
tens of % on an as-received surface. We verified that the curve preserves 
its shape when doing the energy scan in a reverse direction, hence ruling 
out a possible conditioning effect. We also obtain the same shape on a 
conditioned surface, where electron dose imparted by the energy scan 
can be neglected. Finally, we calculated a combined uncertainty of 10 % 
on the imparted dose per unit area. Indeed, the combined uncertainty is 
evaluated via the square sum of uncertainties weighted by the respective 
partial derivatives squared. 

2.3. SEY measurement 

In engineering practice, the SEY is defined as the average number of 
electrons emitted from the sample per incoming primary electron, 
regardless of the scattering mechanism. In our setup, the SEY can be 
directly evaluated from the currents measured on the collector and 
sample, which allows the acquisition of a full SEY curve during a single 
routine. This helps in avoiding uncertainties linked to the e- gun stability 
when the SEY is acquired in a two-step mode (e.g. when modifying the 
sample bias or inserting a Faraday cup to measure the primary electron 
beam). We estimate a combined uncertainty of about 5 % on the SEY 
value across the studied range. 

The sample current IS is a sum of arriving primaries and escaping 
secondaries. The SEY of the surface renders this net current either pos-
itive or negative. The collector current IC contains all secondaries and is 
always positive. Normalizing the collector current IC by the beam cur-
rent IB allows us to calculate the SEY, denoted δ, as follows in eq. (1): 

δ = ISE/IB = IC/(IS + IC) (1) 

The SEY evolves with the primary energy and so do the relative 
proportions of reflected, backscattered and secondary electrons. The 
incoming electrons can either be elastically backscattered at the original 
energy, inelastically backscattered at an intermediate energy, or create 
true low-energy secondary electrons. The electron energy distribution of 
secondaries was calculated [26] and also measured [27] for the exact 
same technical-grade polycrystalline copper as in our present investi-
gation. Reflected electrons, i.e. elastically backscattered, are predomi-
nant for primary energies below ~ 20 eV, and true secondary electrons 
dominate above. 

We used a HOPG as a calibration reference to validate our current 
measurement method, which is crucial for SEY and ESD measurements. 
The HOPG sample with a 0.8◦ mosaic spread was air–cleaved and 
load–locked into the UHV, where it was conditioned by 300 eV electrons 
to remove the surface contaminant overlayer. The HOPG sample was not 
baked nor high temperature annealed. Fig. 2 shows the SEY curve 
measured on the HOPG sample and its inset zooms into the low-energy 
region. 

The inset clearly shows the work function edge of the SEY curve, 
where the primary electrons just make it over the potential barrier of the 
studied surface. The sample current is nil below and non-zero above this 
value [28]. We used this edge as a reference to calibrate the energy scale 
and set the vacuum energy level Evac = 0 eV, thereby excluding the work 
function and its possible changes from our studies. The exact position of 
0 eV is verified for each sample in each run and used as a reference also 
for the ESD energy scans. 

Above this edge, the SEY curve exhibits a fine structure across the 
studied energy range but is especially visible at energies below 40 eV. 
The ability to detect this fine structure substantiates the energy resolu-
tion we achieve with this setup. These findings, along with the peak 
value δmax are in excellent agreement with the HOPG SEY measurements 
of Gonzalez, Cimino et al. [29,30] and Bellissimo et al. [31]. 

2.4. Desorbing gas flux measurement 

When positioned at only 0.25 mm away from the studied sample, the 
collector also acts as a Feulner cap [32], directing the desorbed gas 
species towards the QMS positioned inside the collector. Hence, the 
desorbed species are analyzed before being pumped from the collector’s 
inner volume through the geometry-restricted opening that is the only 
pumping port, i.e. with no additional pumping on the collector. The 
collector’s closed geometry creates a conductance-limited system, which 
restricts the pumping speed, decouples the collector’s inner volume from 
the heavily cryo-pumped chamber and invariably defines the pumping 
speed across all experiments and irrespective of possible variations. The 
differential pumping also rules out possible sample contamination by 
electron source degassing. Aside from the QMS, the collector houses a 
Bayard-Alpert Gauge (BAG) that only serves the described calibration 
purposes and is switched off during regular operation to reduce out-
gassing and prevent possible gas fragmentation, pumping, and a mem-
ory effect. A bakeout combined with electron conditioning of the inner 
surfaces ensures low thermal outgassing [33] and low stimulated gas 
desorption of the collector [34], further minimizing the residual gas 
background, as detailed in the next section. For completeness, the col-
lector used here was recently redesigned towards the current Feulner 
cap style since our last publication [35]. This upgraded design enhanced 
the sensitivity of desorption measurements, for both ESD and Temper-
ature Programmed Desorption (TPD), by more than 2 orders of magni-
tude by reducing the cryopumping of desorbed molecules onto the 
cryostat. Given the collector’s geometrical proportions, cryopumping on 
the cold sample can only lead to an underestimation of the measured 
ESD yield by a factor of 2 in the upper limit. This factor is given by the 
ratio of pumping to cryopumping speeds, both given by the two 4 mm 
holes. We indeed observe this transient effect in the early stage of 
electron conditioning, and it is in line with the observations made by 
Anashin [36] and Malyshev [37]. 

The gas load Qj [mbar.l.s− 1] of a species j desorbed in the collector is 
calculated from the known pumping speed of the collector Cj [l.s− 1], 
from the measured change in the QMS current Δij [A] and QMS absolute 
sensitivity kj, [A.mbar− 1] to a gas j. Both the conductance and the QMS 
sensitivity are calibrated in-situ by a gas injection at room temperature, 
as follows. 

To determine the collector conductance Cj, a constant flux Qj of a 
single gas species is injected alternately through the collector conduc-
tance Cj or through a reference conductance Cj,ref (not shown ins Fig. 1). 

Table 1 
Typical electron beam parameters used to measure the SEY and ESD energy dependence and for electron conditioning.   

IB 

[A] 
Spot diameter [mm] Dose per measurement 

[C.mm− 2] 
Dose per datapoint [C.mm− 2] Time per measurement 

[min] 

SEY energy scan 0.5nA 2  2.10− 8  2.10− 10 5 
ESD energy scan 2 µA 2  7.10− 5  2.10− 6 5 
Conditioning ~2µA 3  5.10− 3  – 90  
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This reference conductance is calculated analytically, corrected for the 
Clausius factor and the result checked against a simulation. Since the 
flux Qj is kept constant, the resulting pressure differences Δpj and Δpj,ref 
are in the same proportion as the conductances Cj and Cj,ref. The H2, CH4, 
N2 and Ar gases are injected to measure the conductance Cj as a function 
of molar mass Mj, uniformly covering the relevant mass/charge range 
from 2 m/q to 40 m/q. The measured conductances Cj are then fitted 
with a scaling factor inversely proportional to the molar mass (1/Mj)1/2 

to obtain a function of Cj = f(Mj) used for gas load calculation. This 
calibration procedure for Cj = f(Mj) results into a pumping speed of 21.8 
ℓ/s for H2 with a systematic uncertainty of ~20 % for all masses. Such 
approach provides a more robust estimate of the collector conductance 
than one would achieve by simply measuring and scaling the H2 
conductance by (2/M)1/2 for heavier gases. 

Since the QMS calibration is essential for partial pressure measure-
ment of individual gas species present in the collector, we performed an 
in-situ calibration by injecting gases of interest, i.e. dominant residual 
gases: H2, CO, and CH4, C2H6 as well as N2 and Ar. The absolute sensi-
tivities for CO2 and H2O were adopted from ex-situ measurements due to 
their challenging nature. An ex–situ calibrated BAG served as an abso-
lute pressure reference to determine the absolute sensitivity kj of the 
Pfeiffer QMG700 QMS to a partial pressure of a gas species j. A gas in-
jection creates a single gas-dominated atmosphere, that allows us to 
reference the QMS current reading at the corresponding mass/charge to 
the pressure read by the BAG, corrected for the relative sensitivity to N2. 
The QMS sensitivity kj is referenced to an ex-situ calibrated BAG (SVT 
type) that has an estimated 10 % uncertainty on the absolute pressure 
reading. We calculated a systematic uncertainty of QMS partial pressure 
pj measurement of 20 %, induced by long-term variations, but consid-
ered constant throughout a run. The noise-induced statistical uncer-
tainty is measured around 10 % for the partial pressure change Δpj. 

2.5. ESD yield derivation 

The measured ESD yield ηe,j of a given gas species j is calculated by 
dividing the gas flux of each desorbed gas species Qj by the total electron 
flux impinging on the sample surface IB/qe, as seen in eq. (2). The flux of 
desorbing gas is calculated knowing the gas-dependent pumping speed 
Qj(Mj) and the partial pressure rise Δpj measured by a calibrated QMS. 
The change in a partial pressure Δpj is calculated as the change in QMS 
current Δij divided by the absolute sensitivity kj[A.mbar-1] of the QMS to 
a given gas species j. The temperature T is estimated to be 300 K, as any 
desorbing gas quickly thermalizes in the room-temperature collector 
before reaching the QMS, hence no need to correct for thermal tran-
spiration. The electron flux is obtained from the total current of the 
primary electron beam IB=IC+IS divided by the electron charge qe. The 
input variables uncertainties propagate to about 30 % combined un-
certainty at 1 σ confidence level for the calculated ESD yields across all 
relevant conditions. The statistical uncertainty contributes with about 
10 % and leads to a repeatability and precision of the same magnitude. 

ηe,j =
Cj.Δij/kj

kB.T
/

IB

qe
+

Cj.Δij,BG/kj

kB.T
/
IC

qe
≅

Cj.Δij/kj

kB.T
/

IB

qe
(2) 

The second term in the eq. (2) stands for the parasitic gas desorption 
originating from the collector’s inner surface, which recollects reflected, 
backscattered, and true secondary electrons emitted by the sample. This 
irradiation creates a so-called ’dynamic background’ that manifests as a 
non-zero value of ESD yield around 0 eV energy and below, where the 
molecular desorption threshold from the sample itself is nil (see Fig. 4). 
Since the dynamic background intensity scales linearly with the primary 
beam current IB, it cannot be avoided by optimizing the beam current. 
Instead, we reduced this dynamic background by about one order of 
magnitude by electron conditioning the collector’s inner surface. This 
was done by holding a dummy sample at –200 V with respect to the 
grounded collector and irradiating it with a high current and high en-
ergy primary beam. The reflected and secondary electrons escaping from 

the dummy sample effectively conditioned the stainless-steel surface of 
the collector in direct view of the sample. Following this procedure, the 
dynamic background is conditioned and currently limits our instru-
mental sensitivity to about 10− 3 H2 /e– and 10− 4 CO/e–, depending on 
the biasing scheme. However, it is only a limiting factor for measuring 
highly conditioned metal surfaces with low ESD yields, typically around 
threshold energy and at high electron doses. In all other cases, i.e. above 
the threshold energy and at moderate electron doses, the strong signal 
from the high-yielding sample dominates over the dynamic background 
signal. The true ESD yield is then measured, as represented by the right 
term of eq. (2). 

2.6. ESD threshold derivation 

The ESD yield energy dependence can be measured point-by-point at 
discrete values of primary electron energies. The top-left side in Fig. 4 
plots a time series of square wave modulation of the beam current, as 
measured in the sample-collector system. Each peak is measured with 
incrementally larger primary electron energy. For this ESD measure-
ment, the datapoints are spaced by 1 eV below 16 eV and progressively 
more above this low-energy region. The bottom-left side shows the QMS 
readout, which is also modulated in direct response to the electron 
beam. Each displayed datapoint is sampled during a 5 s long irradiation 
interval, allowing a stable QMS reading interleaved with a 5 s long idle 
time with no e− beam to recover the background pressure and retune the 
e− gun. We began with the QMS sampling through all channels at 1 Hz 
rate and later increased it to 10 Hz for higher temporal resolution at the 
cost of marginal noise increase. To speed up the acquisition time of an 
ESD energy scan, as well as to minimize the imparted electron dose, we 
later decreased the modulation period to 4 s and tuned down the beam 
current to units of µA. This optimized measurement routine is now 
automated in LabVIEW with postprocessing in Python to ensure repro-
ducibility. As denoted for the QMS channel at 2 m/q, corresponding to 
H2, the signal consists of a static background (1 nA) coming from the 
residual gas, then a dynamic background (0.25 nA) originating from the 
electron-irradiated collector, and finally, the signal from the sample it-
self that interests us. 

To calculate the ESD yield, the static background is subtracted from 
all measured datapoints, as denoted by the Δij in Eq. (2). Only the dy-
namic component is kept, illustrating the detection limit imposed by the 
dynamic background. Hence, the right side of Fig. 4 plots the ’uncor-
rected’ ESD yield is for 15N2, H2 and CO as a function of the primary 

Fig. 3. SEY measured as a function of primary electron kinetic energy on an air- 
cleaved HOPG reference sample held at ambient temperature. The inset zooms 
into the low-energy region. The energy is referenced to the vacuum level. 
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electron kinetic energy referenced to the sample. To capture the 
approximative trendline behind the scattered datapoints, we used a 
Savitzky-Golay (S-G) smoothing filter [38], that effectively removes 
noise while preserving detail of the dynamics behind it. 

We used an isotopically labelled 15N2 as a tracer gas to commission 
this measurement method by obtaining an easily and unambiguously 
interpretable data. A thin pre-coverage of 15N2 (1 monolayer, ML) was 
quench–condensed over the semi-conditioned copper substrate held at 
15 K. The gas dose equivalent to a 1ML coverage was determined by 
analysing a series of TPD curves, a method described earlier35. The 
sample is then irradiated with electrons of increasing energy that would 
eventually surpass the energy threshold and start desorbing the cry-
osorbed 15N2. As opposed to the 14N2 that resides at a highly polluted 
peak 28 m/q of a residual gas spectrum, the 15N2 isotope resides at a 
peak 30 m/q, which is a clean channel with little natural background. 
This makes our 15N2 signal clearly distinguishable from the static and 
dynamic backgrounds, so the desorption threshold can be clearly iden-
tified. We measured the threshold energy for the 15N2 desorption to be 
around 6 eV. This corresponds to Rakhovskaia’s [39] measurement for a 
50 ML thick N2 coverage that gives 7.6 eV, referenced to the vacuum 
level. This is reasonably close to our result and the observed difference 
can be either a sensitivity limitation imposed by the dynamic back-
ground or a substrate-related effect linked to a single- versus multilayer 
coverage regime. 

Despite the 1 ML-thick adsorbate overlayer, the electron beam in-
teracts with the copper substrate, desorbing the hereafter studied H2 and 
CO. The noisy and elevated background renders it difficult to identify 
the signal coming from the copper sample, but, knowing what to look 
for, the same threshold behaviour can also be identified for H2 and CO. 
The dynamic background maintains a quasi-constant value across this 
low-energy region. Once the primary electron energy surpasses the 
desorption threshold, the ESD yield rises about linearly with energy and 
ultimately the signal of the high-yielding sample rapidly dwarves the 
background. To locate the threshold energy, one can characterize the 
dynamic background by its mean value and standard deviation. The 
threshold can be defined as the first datapoint that surpasses the back-
ground’s mean value and standard deviation. Indeed, this experimental 
approach works well for relatively high-yielding samples but cannot 
detect energy thresholds below this noisy background. Following this 
method, one can estimate the energy threshold for H2 to be around 9 eV 
and 8 eV for CO, as indicated in Fig. 4 and discussed in detail in Section 
3.2. 

We carried out a series of complementary measurements to support 
the correctness of our threshold identification from our experimental 

data. First, we tested the energy threshold moves accordingly when 
imposing a small variation to the sample’s retarding bias. Second, we 
dosed multilayer pre-coverages of other gases, such as 15N2, CH4 and Ar 
over Cu and Au substrates, to verify that these cryosorbed gases exhibit 
similarly high yields and low energy thresholds around 10 eV and 
irrespective of the used substrate. Further tests performed with as- 
received copper samples held at ambient temperatures did not show 
any measurable difference in the energy thresholds as compared to the 
cryogenic conditions. These experiments unambiguously link the 
desorbing 15N2 gas, and by extension other gases, to the source at the 
cold sample, demonstrating that the chosen experimental approach is 
correct and provides valid and reproducible data in agreement with the 
literature. 

3. Results and discussion 

With the presented experimental methods, we obtained the 
following results for an unbaked as-received OFE copper surface held at 
15 K, sampled from an industrially produced LHC sheet. All measure-
ments, i.e. electron conditioning, ESD and SEY energy scans, were per-
formed at 15 K. Each electron conditioning and subsequent ESD and SEY 
energy scan was measured on a previously intact spot of the same copper 
sample. The sample was heated to 100 K and cooled back down to 15 K 
before each ESD measurement to desorb gases that could cryosorb from 
the residual gas background. For clarity, we commence with measure-
ments of SEY energy dependence and its dependence on electron irra-
diation. We then add energy scans of ESD yields for the same 
conditioning states. Finally, we investigate the influence of temperature 
on ESD yields when going from ambient to cryogenic temperatures. 

3.1. SEY measurement 

We measured the SEY curves of each surface state before and after 
each electron irradiation, see Fig. 5 The as-received surface state of the 
LHC-grade copper again serves as the baseline, having a high δmax = 2.9 
located at Emax = 250 eV. 

First, we measured that 300 eV electron irradiation most effectively 
decreases the SEY curve across the entire studied energy range. Electron 
dose of 8.4 .10–4 C.mm− 2 conditions the SEY to a peak value δmax = 1.1, a 
value below the multipacting threshold in dipoles, quadrupoles and 
field-free regions in the LHC that have thresholds of 1.3, 1.1 and 1.5, 
respectively. A similar dose of 1 keV electrons only conditioned the SEY 
to δmax = 1.25, but further irradiation proved that 1 keV can also 
decrease the SEY to δmax = 1.1. Furthermore, 1 keV irradiation does not 

Fig. 4. Low-energy ESD yield measurement of partly conditioned copper surface held at 15 K with a 1 ML precoverage of 15N2 used as a tracer. Top-left: Time series 
of e− beam, sample and collector currents, all modulated to a square wave. The kinetic energy is incremented by 1 eV each cycle. Bottom-left: QMS currents for 2, 28 
and 30 m/q modulated in response to the e− beam current. Right: Datapoints and S-G smoothed trendlines for H2, CO and 15N2 yields as a function of primary e−

kinetic energy. Arrows mark the desorption threshold energies for each gas. Note the noise and dynamic background levels of 15N2 compared to H2 and CO. 
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condition proportionally faster than 300 eV, but is less performant 
instead. This, along with the general shape of SEY curve, suggest that it 
is the near-surface true secondary electrons responsible for the condi-
tioning effect. 

Irradiation with 17 eV electrons at this moderate dose manifested as 
a limited decrease of SEY to δmax = 1.8 . The slight decrease seems to be 
linked to a limited removal of contaminants. As for the peak position 
Emax on the energy axis is shifted from 250 eV to about 200 eV when 
conditioned with 300 eV and 1 keV, but remains unchanged after the 17 
eV irradiation. Note that the HOPG from Fig. 3, representing a graphitic 
surface, peaks out around Emax = 200 eV. The inability to approach δmax 
= 1.1 and no Emax decrease both point to the lack of graphitization of 
surface contaminants when irradiated with 17 eV electrons. Increasing 
the 17 eV electron dose up to a 5 mC.mm− 2 does bring a more tangible 
conditioning effect, achieving δmax ≈ 1.5, but never reaches the ultimate 
efficacy of higher energy electron irradiation. 

Our SEY measurements taken at cryogenic temperatures correspond 
with the results presented in literature, typically taken at ambient 
temperature. We observe the same effect as, Nishiwaki [40], or 
Scheuerlein [41], who linked the SEY decrease to surface graphitization 

and Cimino et al. [42,43], who demonstrated the limited conditioning 
effect of low-energy electrons. Our experimental observations agree 
with the general understanding of SEY conditioning developed at 
ambient temperatures and seen as well at cryogenic conditions by 
Cimino et al. [27]. More SEY curves taken at ambient and cryogenic 
temperature were published for technical-grade Cu, Al and SS [44], 
which exhibit similarly positioned Emax but different δmax. Though these 
results are inconclusive due to an unspecified surface state in terms of e−

conditioning and cryosorbate precoverage. 

3.2. ESD yield energy dependence 

We then studied the energy dependence of H2 and CO ESD yields in 
the 0–1.1 keV energy range using the measurement procedure and data 
analysis detailed above. Similarly to SEY scrubbing, the primary elec-
tron energy plays a major role in the ESD conditioning. Fig. 6 shows H2 
and CO yields measured as a function of primary electron energy for an 
unbaked LHC–grade copper in several conditioning states. Other gases, 
such as CO2 and CH4 were also measured and exhibit the same general 
behaviour but are not depicted for simplicity. The ESD curves were first 
measured for an as-received surface state and then again after irradia-
tion with an electron dose of ~7.10–4 C.mm− 2 at energies of 17 eV, 300 
eV and 1 keV. The discrete scattered datapoints are smoothed with an S- 
G filter to facilitate reading the general trend. To illustrate the statistical 
uncertainty of the measurement, we plot the raw datapoints around the 
smoothed curve of the as–received state. 

This investigated energy range contains the following regions of in-
terest for H2 and CO. We will discuss these regions separately and also 
interpret the acquired data in the framework of the IMGR model [45–47] 
as Desorption Induced by Electronic Transitions (DIET). 

First, it is the desorption threshold, where the ESD yield of each gas 
rises significantly above the dynamic background once the primary 
electron energy surpasses the threshold energy necessary to trigger the 
desorption. As the initial step of the gas desorption process, the elec-
tronic transition brings about a threshold behaviour that we observed 
for both physisorbed and chemisorbed gas species. We measured the 
threshold energies around 6 eV for cryosorbed 15N2, and higher for 
chemisorbed gases: 8 eV for CO and 9 eV for H2. This indeed agrees with 
the theoretical framework, as stronger-bound species should have 
higher thresholds and lower yields. The threshold energy lies just under 
10 eV, remarkably close to the anecdotal ’10-Volt effect’ from Redhead’s 
memoirs [48]. Besides this, the only closest dataset is that of Billard et al. 
[49], who measured desorption from a technical-grade copper surface at 
ambient temperature and only extrapolated towards the low energy. 
Their extrapolated energy threshold lies in the 10 eV region for both H2 

Fig. 5. SEY of a Cu surface held at 15 K as a function of primary electron kinetic 
energy and surface state. Note that the effective SEY decreases when condi-
tioned with 300 eV and 1 keV instead of a limited conditioning effect of 17 eV 
electron irradiation. 

Fig. 6. H2 (left) and CO ESD yields for LHC-grade copper surface held at 15 K at different conditioning states measured as a function of primary electron energy. 
Datapoints measured on an as-received Cu are scatter-plotted around the smoothed curve to illustrate the statistical uncertainty. Mind the log x-scale to capture the 
low energy region and different vertical scales for H2 and CO. 
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and CO, which compares well to our values. There is no other available 
data regarding the low-energy ESD from unbaked technical-grade 
metals, especially at cryogenic temperatures. 

Beyond the energy threshold, the ESD yield increases monotonically 
until about 300 eV, where the ESD yield peaks out. In this energy region, 
the ESD yield is proportional to the net energy deposited by the primary 
electrons within the electron escape depth, i.e. ‘close’ to the surface and 
therefore available to stimulate desorption. The primary electron energy 
is deposited in electronic excitations that may further dissipate by 
triggering either electron or molecular emission, manifesting as SEY or 
ESD phenomena. This common origin places the peaks at about the same 
energy for both ESD and SEY curves. Once more, the experimental ob-
servations support the DIET interpretation. 

As the primary electron energy increases, the energy deposition 
depth also increases, and fewer electronic excitations reach the surface 
to promote gas desorption (or secondary electron emission). We have 
recently illustrated this argument in detail for the case of thick adsorbate 
layers [35]. Consequently, the ESD yield either levels off or even peaks 
out at few hundreds of eV. 

When further increasing the primary energy, the peak is followed by 
a slow decay with a generic 1/En energy dependence, as the energy 
deposition depth penetrates deeper into the bulk [50], below the escape 
depth of electronic excitations [51]. Such general behaviour was also 
measured for technical copper by Achard [52] in an open–geometry 
experimental arrangement similar to ours. By contrast, Malyshev 
devised a closed-geometry experiment [53], more similar to an actual 
beam–screen, and measures a knee, where others detect a peak, followed 
by only a less steep increase at few hundreds of eV. This dissonance of 
results taken in different experimental arrangements is to be better 
understood. 

As for the electron conditioning effect, i.e. ESD decrease during 
extended electron irradiation, the exposure to 300 eV and 1 keV elec-
trons efficiently scrubs off gas prone to desorption and gradually de-
creases the ESD yield across the investigated energy range. The result of 
conditioning strongly varies when comparing the conditioning effect of 
17 eV, 300 eV and 1 keV electron irradiation. A moderate dose of 300 eV 
and 1 keV electron effectively reduced the yield across the investigated 
energy range by a factor of 20 for H2 yield and the CO yield by about a 
factor of 5. It is worth noting here that 1 keV irradiation does not con-
dition proportionally faster when compared to 300 eV, similarly to what 
is observed for SEY. As opposed to 300 eV and 1 keV, irradiation with 17 
eV electrons had no measurable effect on the ESD yield at this moderate 
electron dose and needs to be further investigated at much higher doses. 
The limited conditioning effect of low-energy electrons was indeed 
observed for ESD yield of stainless steel at ambient temperatures by 
Malyshev et al. [53] and is in line with observations made on SEY of 
copper by Cimino et al. Hence, the primary electron energy significantly 
influences the electron conditioning efficiency. 

3.3. ESD yield temperature dependence 

Since the cryomanipulator allows active control of the sample tem-
perature, we also investigated the ESD yield temperature dependence 
between 15 K and 265 K, see Fig. 7 The transition to cryogenic tem-
peratures strongly influences the ESD yield as measured on another as- 
received copper sample irradiated by 300 eV electrons. Notably, ESD 
yields of all followed gasses decreased at cold on average by a factor of 
10, with the sole exception of CO2 yield which plummeted by 2 decades. 
No hysteresis or conditioning was observed, as the same ESD yields were 
measured during a cool-down and warm-up phase. When decreasing the 
temperature, the ESD yield drops first for heavier molecules, such as 
H2O, and at lower temperatures for lighter ones, such as H2. However, 
the molar mass alone does not explain all the variability. 

This measurement suggests that the ESD yield’s limiting step is the 
recombination rate and/or surface mobility, which are both strongly 
temperature-dependent. This phenomenon is to be studied better to 

understand the origin of this decrease at low temperatures. A similar 
trend was observed by Baglin and Jenninger in COLDEX [54], when 
exposing a semi-conditioned copper BS to a synchrotron radiation of 
194 eV critical energy while varying the temperature from ambient 
down to 5 K. The PSD yield from the studied technical-grade copper had 
notably similar behaviour, i.e. also dropped at cryogenic temperatures 
by a similar factor as we observed here for the ESD. This is no coinci-
dence, as the DIET theory also encompasses the PSD, as practically 
illustrated by Schumann et al. [55]. 

4. Summary and conclusions 

We have designed and commissioned an experimental approach to 
measure the SEY and ESD yield of metal surfaces held at cryogenic 
conditions, in order to investigate the low-energy electron irradiation of 
LHC-grade copper beam screen material held at cryogenic temperatures. 
This includes the ESD yield evolution with energy and temperature, 
measurement of the desorption threshold energy, and assessing the 
scrubbing efficiency of different electron energies. 

To reach this objective, we use a combination of a low-energy 
monochromatic electron source and a retarding sample bias, which 
enables the study of the 0–1.4 keV energy range. In combination with 
electron conditioning of the dynamic background, a newly designed 
molecular collector in a Feulner cap style [31] increased our experi-
mental sensitivity to 10–3 H2/e− range. We used a Highly Oriented Py-
rolytic Graphite as a reference sample to validate the SEY measurement 
against existing data. We then used an isotopically labelled 15N2 cry-
osorbed onto the copper sample, which enabled us to discriminate the 
signal from static and dynamic backgrounds, thus validating the low- 
energy ESD measurement. The newly commissioned setup delivers 
reproducible results in agreement with the general understanding of the 
problematics and comparable data, whether for SEY [27,43] or ESD 
yields, thresholds and conditioning [52,49,56]. 

With this new instrument at hand, we present the first direct labo-
ratory measurement of ESD yield in the sub–keV energy range of LHC- 
grade copper held at a temperature of 15 K. We demonstrated that the 
post-irradiation ESD yield and SEY both strongly depend on the primary 
electron energy used for irradiation, as shown for 17 eV, 300 eV and 1 
keV at doses around 7.10–4 C.mm− 2. The presented data further dem-
onstrates that the electron conditioning equally works at cryogenic 
temperatures in a manner similar to ambient temperatures and drives 
the SEY below the multipacting limit of LHC quadrupoles δmax < 1.1. We 
then substantiate the importance that surface temperature has on the 

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of ESD yield as measured at 300 eV energy on 
an as-received LHC-grade copper surface. 
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ESD yield by varying temperatures between from 265 K to 15 K and 
back. 

Our experimental results are particularly relevant for understanding 
the relation between the electron cloud activity and the dynamic vac-
uum effect systematically observed in LHC’s cryogenic beam tube dur-
ing Run 1 [1,10,13–17] and Run 2 [18,19], or other accelerators 
operating at cryogenic temperature [57], including the future ones 
[3,4,6,7]. Considering that the energy spectrum of an electron cloud lies 
mostly below the desorption threshold [24], the data we present can be 
used to better understand the dynamic vacuum effect or optimize the 
beam-scrubbing strategy toward faster conditioning rates [58]. Insofar, 
our experimental data indicate that the beam scrubbing effect can be 
partly attributed to the decrease of SEY and partly to the ESD yield 
decrease, also in the cryogenic temperature region that was previously 
uncharted. We also demonstrated that the primary electron energy is of 
major importance in this low-energy region and needs further investi-
gation. Therefore, we intend to continue the research to refine the un-
derstanding of ESD problematics for various technical-grade metal 
surfaces taken under a range of environmental and irradiation 
conditions. 
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A B S T R A C T   

In the superconducting magnets of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, most of the beam-induced heat 
load is intercepted by a beam-screen (BS) cryogenically cooled to 5–20 K. When circulating the bunched proton 
beam, an electron cloud (EC) can form and bombard the BS copper surface with high doses of predominantly 
low-energy electrons, which desorb gas and consequently increase the pressure. The beam-induced pressure rise 
decreases during operation as the electron irradiation diminishes the secondary electron yield (SEY) and the 
electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) yield, a phenomenon referred to as ‘beam conditioning’. Low ESD and SEY 
values achieved rapidly are requisite to mitigate EC and maintain UHV in storage rings. We report data on ESD 
and SEY electron conditioning completed at cryogenic temperature with 0–1 keV electrons up to an electron dose 
of 5.10− 3 C mm− 2. Our results show that SEY conditioning depends on the primary electron energy and also that 
ESD yield significantly decreases with temperature. At 15 K, the amorphous-carbon coating and laser-treated 
copper present SEY below 1.1 and have initial ESD yields 3–6 times lower than OFE copper. Our results 
conform to the SEY and ESD’s general understanding and extend it towards cryogenic temperatures.   

1. Introduction 

The CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and other present or future 
cryogenic storage rings [1–6] develop an electron cloud (EC) when 
circulating a bunched particle beam. Inside the LHC beam-screen (BS) 
the circulating 7 TeV proton beam emits synchrotron radiation (SR) at 
critical energy of 44.1 eV [7], which irradiates the technical-grade 
copper surface of the BS and extracts photoelectrons [8,9]. These 
mostly low-energy electrons gain more energy from the electric wake-
field behind passing proton bunches and impinge on the BS surface again 
while extracting secondary electrons. If the secondary electron yield 
(SEY) is sufficiently high, a positive feedback loop can form that is 
known as electron multipacting. The EC activity also leads to a pressure 
rise via electron stimulated desorption (ESD). High EC activity triggered 
by high SEY values imposes additional heat load on the BS cryogenic 
cooling, while high ESD yield values ultimately lead to a large dynamic 
pressure rise when circulating the proton beam. Hence, low values of 
ESD and SEY achieved in a short time of operation, are an imperative to 
maintain UHV conditions, to mitigate EC and to limit the heat load on 
cryogenics of storage ring. As a remedy, both the SEY and the ESD yield 
of the BS decrease to sufficiently low values when subjected to extended 

electron irradiation, which is a commonly observed effect in LHC 
[10–13] and other accelerators [3,14–16]. In fact, dedicated 
beam-scrubbing runs were performed in the LHC to quickly reach high 
electron doses on the BS, leading to low SEY and ESD values that enable 
operating the machine at its full performance [17]. In-situ measure-
ments performed at the LHC Vacuum Pilot Sector (VPS) by E. Buratin 
[18], as well as EC simulations by G. Iadarola [19], and other in-
vestigations [20], demonstrated that low-energy electrons below 20 eV 
dominate the EC energy spectrum with a minor peak of 
beam-accelerated electrons at few hundreds of eV. New accelerators 
operating at cryogenic temperature are designed with techniques in 
mind to mitigate the EC and the dynamic vacuum effect [21–23]. For the 
High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade, novel low-SEY surface treat-
ments are developed to effectively suppress electron multipacting 
leading to an EC formation and doing so also suppress the dynamic 
pressure rise caused by the ESD [24]. 

We present new ESD and SEY data measured at room and cryogenic 
temperatures for a technical-grade OFE copper in an as-received 
unbaked state cleaned for UHV by a warm ultrasonic isopropanol 
bath. The copper we used in this study closely represents the current 
state of the LHC beam-screen surface [8,9], which is made of an OFE 
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copper, colaminated onto a stainless-steel sheet and heat-treated under 
H2 atmosphere. We didn’t measure a notable difference between these 
two within our instrumental precision. This OFE copper surface serves as 
a baseline for comparing the two new low-SEY surface treatments 
studied for the HL-LHC: amorphous-carbon (a-C) coating [25] and 
laser-treated copper [26]. 

The amorphous-carbon was proven to lower the SEY below the EC 
multipacting limit, even at remarkably thin coverages [27]. We inves-
tigate the same 50 nm thin a-C coating that was recently deployed in one 
LHC quadrupole magnet during Long Shutdown 2. This is not to be 
confused with a much thicker version of 400 nm that was tested with 
LHC-type proton beams at CERN’s SPS machine [28,29] and at cryo-
genic conditions inside the COLDEX experiment [30,31] and recently 
deployed in the CERN’s SPS [32]. The samples tested here were created 
as witness samples when coating the COLDEX BS with a 50 nm a-C prior 
to installation for future tests in the framework of the HL-LHC upgrade. 

The laser-treated surface was also successfully tested at cryogenic 
temperatures with LHC-type proton beams in the COLDEX [33,34]. The 
OFE copper samples investigated here were laser-treated with the 
following COLDEX-like parameters: 532 nm wavelength, 5 μJ pulse 
energy, 10 ps pulse duration, 240 pulses. s− 1, 200 kHz repetition rate, 
13 μm beam width, 24 μm hatch distance, 10 mm s− 1 scanning speed 
and under N2 atmosphere. The laser settings indeed influence the 
resulting SEY, as reported [35], and presumably also the ESD. The same 
laser treatment also generates equally low SEY for stainless-steel and 
aluminium [26]. 

2. Material and methods 

The experimental setup aims to reproduce in a controlled way the 
relevant HL-LHC conditions (UHV, temperature below 20 K, unbaked 
sample) of its cryogenic system and to study the ESD and SEY. Detailed 
technical description is given in a dedicated paper [63], so only briefly 
(see Fig. 1). At cryogenic temperatures, residual gases cryosorb on the 
cold surfaces, including the studied sample. Hence, the UHV is a must, 
corresponding to a Langmuir monolayer formation time in the order of 
few hours, giving enough time to study the intact surface. The pressure 
range of 10− 10 mbar is achieved by a combination of a turbomolecular 
pump, a non-evaporable getter pump and a bakeout at 150 ◦C during 72 
h. The μ-metal chamber houses a 4-axis cryomanipulator capable of 
cooling the studied flag-type sample down to 15 K by an open-cycle LHe 
cooling. Samples are inserted via a Load-lock, hence unbaked samples 
can be studied. 

Yet another experimental target is to reproduce the low-energy 
electron irradiation in the form of a monoenergetic slice of the elec-
tron cloud energy spectrum. This implies high accumulated doses, up to 
few mC.mm− 2, of low-energy electrons in the sub-keV range. A Kimball 
ELG-2 electron gun irradiates at a normal incidence the studied sample 
surface in a way that the EC in an accelerator would. The gun generates 
an electron beam with a low-energy (0–1.5 keV), low-intensity (0.1 nA - 
10 μA), small spot size (3–7 mm2) and with a flat-top profile, as 
measured by a Faraday-cup. A custom-designed collector is positioned 
0.25 mm away from the sample and creates a closed geometry that 
captures the electrons and molecules that escape the studied sample as a 
result of the primary electron bombardment. The collector is spot- 
welded from stainless steel sheets, forming a geometry essentially con-
sisting of a 75 mm wide and 750 mm long tube extending toward the 
QMS and an endcap with two 4 mm circular holes left for the primary 
electron beam to pass through the collector to the sample. Both the 
sample and collector are electrically floating, insulated by a sapphire 
plate and a ceramic interpiece, respectively, which allows measuring the 
electron currents and imposing a retarding sample bias. In addition, the 
collector acts as a Feulner cap [36] that protects the sample from any 
parasitic contamination originating from the setup and restricts the 
pumping speed to guide the desorbed gas molecules towards the quad-
rupole mass spectrometer (QMS) prior to being pumped. The 
conductance-limited pumping speed on the collector’s inner volume, 
where the QMS is located, is invariably fixed by the geometry and does 
not change with the pumping speed inside the μ-chamber, that can vary. 
The pumping speed of the collector, with one hole covered by the 
sample, was calibrated against a known reference conductance by 
injecting gases alternately through this known conductance and into the 
collector. The measured conductance is 21.8 ℓ/s for H2, with an un-
certainty of 20%, and scales proportionally to (2/M)1/2 for other gases of 
molecular mass M. This conductance is higher than expected for a 4 mm 
hole alone, because of gaps in the welded sheets. The collector is held at 
an ambient temperature, so the desorbing gases readily thermalize to 
300 K, ruling out the need to correct for cryopumping and thermal 
transpiration. Meanwhile, the cryostat reaches ~5 K during a cooldown 
and the sample temperature remains around 15 K. The collector was 
redesigned since our last publication [37] towards a Feulner cap design, 
to mitigate gas recycling on the cold cryostat. Using this new experi-
mental arrangement and methods, we measure the SEY and ESD yield of 
material surfaces as a function of energy and dose, at ambient and 
cryogenic temperatures, as follows. 

Firstly, the Sample-Collector system acts as a Faraday cup that 
geometrically captures all the incoming electrons, as we have experi-
mentally verified. The sum of collected currents equals the beam current 
IB = IS + IC. This beam current IB is then taken to calculate the SEY and 
ESD yield, as all these primary electrons do interact with the sample in 
some way. We set the sample bias to − 28 V to measure the SEY and ESD 
as a function of primary electron energy. The low-energy electron beam 
in combination with the repulsive bias enables the energy sweep to start 
at 0 eV, as referenced to the sample. In this setting, the secondary 
electrons produced at the sample are repelled towards the grounded 
collector, where they form the collector current IC. Dividing the collector 
current IC by the beam current IB gives the SEY, denoted δ, as follows: 

δ= ISE / IB = IC / (IS + IC) (1) 

Secondly, the differentially pumped collector enables measuring the 
ESD yield ηe,j of a gas species j as a result of primary electron irradiation 
of the studied sample. The yield is calculated from the calibrated vac-
uum conductance Cj of the collector and the pressure rise Δpj, as 
measured by the in-situ calibrated QMS. 

ηe,j =
Cj.Δpj

kB .T
/ IB

qe
+

Cj.Δpj,BG

kB .T
/ IC

qe
≈

Cj.Δpj

kB .T
/ IB

qe
(2) 

The measured ESD yield of a gas species ηe,j has two terms. The first Fig. 1. Schematized arrangement for SEY and electron desorption measure-
ments in the 0–1 keV region. See the text and Ref. [63] 
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term corresponds to the gas desorption from the studied sample stimu-
lated by the primary electron beam IB. The second term represents the 
dynamic background stimulated by electron current IC impinging on the 
molecular collector which itself is a source of electrodesorbed gas. The 
collector is made of a 0.1 mm stainless-steel sheet that was UHV-cleaned 
and baked to achieve low degassing [38], followed by an in-situ electron 
conditioning. Hence, this dynamic background, captured by the second 
term, is generally much lower than the first term that comes from the 
high-yielding as-received sample under investigation. The static back-
ground from the residual gas is subtracted, as expressed by the Δpj term 
in Equation (2). However, the dynamic background is not subtracted 
and its level is visible in the 0–10 eV range of Fig. 4. When measuring the 
ESD yield conditioning in Figs. 5 and 6, we use a +46 V sample bias to 
further minimize the dynamic background by attracting the secondary 
electrons back to the sample (in this case, the beam current IB is still 
calculated as a sum of IS + IC, but SEY cannot be measured). The dy-
namic background level measured in Fig. 4 is used to remove the dy-
namic background from the data in Figs. 5 and 6. 

The ESD yield is monitored for H2, CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6, which are 
the main gases desorbing as a direct result of electron irradiation. The 
energy dependence is measured on the same spot and acquired point by 
point, increasing the primary electron energy, as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 for 
the SEY and Fig. 4 for the ESD yield. The energy step is set to 1 eV and 
0.25 eV for ESD and SEY energy sweep, respectively, to capture the 
detailed dynamics of the low-energy region. This energy step is then 
spaced further apart, to minimize the electron dose imposed on the 
studied surface. In an SEY energy sweep, the beam current of 0.3 nA 
integrates to a dose of 10− 8 C mm− 2, making the SEY measurement a 
non-destructive routine. For an ESD curve, a similar energy sweep is 
done with a μA beam current that integrates to a few 10− 5 C mm− 2. 
Although this current is received mostly at low energy, measuring ESD is 
destructive by definition, as some molecules are removed from the 
studied surface. Indeed during an ESD energy sweep, we observe a 
conditioning effect of a few tens of percent. A smoothed curve is fitted 
into the data to guide the eye by capturing the trend behind the scattered 
datapoints. 

The conditioning effect achieved by extended electron irradiation 
can be measured at room and cryogenic temperature, as shown in Fig. 5, 
which plots the ESD yield against the accumulated electron dose. The 
same irradiation with 300 eV primary electrons is done at 260 K and 15 
K for comparison. Fig. 6 shows the ESD yield conditioning curves of low- 

SEY surface treatments under 300 eV electron irradiation at 15 K. 
The setup enables the study of SEY and ESD yields of material sam-

ples as a function of energy and dose. We typically measure the SEY and 
ESD energy dependence of an as-received surface state of each studied 
sample. Then, another intact spot is chosen on the same sample that is 
irradiated with electrons at a given energy. We chose the 300 eV primary 
energy as a baseline as it provides the most effective conditioning effect. 
During this irradiation, the ESD yield of the main gas species is measured 
and plotted as a function of the impinging electron dose. At last, another 
SEY curve is measured on the conditioned surface to describe the final 
surface state. The SEY measurement is also used to reference the primary 
electron energy scale with respect to the sample. Thereby, all electron 
energies are taken with respect to this vacuum level Evac, as localized by 
the inflection point of the work function edge of the sample. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. SEY measurements 

Using this experimental method, we have measured the effect of SEY 
conditioning for various surfaces held at 15 K. The effect of varying 
primary electron energy is illustrated on an OFE copper. The surface 
state of an as-received unbaked OFE copper that we studied featured a 
maximum SEY, δmax = 2.8, peaking around 300 eV. The presence of 
contaminants on the intact surface not only manifests by a large δmax, but 
is also evidenced by the presence of ~7 eV peak visible in the inset of the 
left graph on Fig. 2. Electron conditioning was then done for three 
different primary electron energies. The 300 eV electrons at a dose of 
2.3 mC mm− 2 condition the δmax to 1.1 and shift the peak towards 200 
eV. Conditioning with 1 keV electrons at the same dose achieves almost 
the same conditioning effect. This conditioning process is well under-
stood and described at ambient temperatures [39–41]. The low SEY and 
peak around 200 eV is assigned to precipitation of graphitic carbon 
overlayer on the copper surface. Conversely, 23 eV electrons do not 
condition the SEY nearly as well as, not even at twice the dose. The δmax 
does not decrease below 1.45 and the peak does not shift towards 200 
eV. Such limited conditioning effect that low-energy electrons have on 
copper was also measured by Refs. [39,42], in these cases at room 
temperature, and was linked to the lack of surface carbonization. 

The right graph in Fig. 3 shows the SEY conditioning effect measured 
for the case of 50 nm thick a-C coating and for laser-treated copper 

Fig. 2. SEY curves of OFE Cu measured at 15 K as a function of primary electron kinetic energy, which is referenced to the vacuum level of the sample. Left graph 
zooms into the low-energy region and shows the contaminant removal and surface graphitization. 
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surface, both of which are in an as-received unbaked state and held at 
15 K. Both surface treatments are designed to have intrinsically low SEY 
[25,26] well below the LHC multipacting limit of δmax = 1.35 in dipoles 
(or 1.1 in quadrupoles) for 6.5 TeV protons beams [43]. 

The data show that the SEY is further reduced by 300 eV electron 
irradiation. When exposed to an electron dose of 4 mC mm− 2, the δmax of 
a-C drops from 1.15 to 0.85 and the peak shifts closer towards 200 eV, 
corresponding to the lack of contaminants on the graphitic surface. This 
corresponds to results obtained for amorphous-carbon in an as-received 
state with the δmax in the 1.15 to 0.85 range. The obtained δmax was 
demonstrated to vary with the surface state, achieved by specific coating 
process parameters, storage methods and thermal treatments [25, 
44–46]. 

Owing to its microgeometry, the laser-treated copper surface exhibits 
a characteristically flat SEY curve with only a flat peak and intrinsically 

low δmax [35,47–49]. We measured that the δmax further decreases, from 
0.73 to 0.5, when irradiated with 300 eV electrons at a dose of 3.3 mC 
mm− 2. The overall decrease can again be ascribed to the 
electron-stimulated removal of surface contaminants, as evidenced by 
the reduction of the 7 eV peak. Likewise the bare copper and a-C coating, 
the general shape of the SEY curve does not evolve during an e− con-
ditioning, but only scales down towards lower SEY values. 

It is remarkable to note that cooling down both studied low-SEY 
treatments to a cryogenic temperature does not strongly modify the 
δmax as compared to room temperature studies [25,50]. Our data for 
laser-treated copper agree with SEY measurements done at cryogenic 
temperatures [51]. 

3.2. ESD yield as a function of primary electron energy 

Similarly to the SEY, the ESD yield can also be measured as a function 
of energy, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The ESD signal only consists of the 
dynamic background in the 1–10 eV energy region. As the primary en-
ergy ramps up, the signal from the studied sample eventually surpasses 
the dynamic background level and rapidly becomes the predominant gas 
source. We interpret this discontinuity to be the desorption energy 
threshold, as described in the framework of the classical IMGR model, 
developed independently by Ishikawa [52], Menzel & Gomer [53] and 
Redhead [54]. This is remarkably close to the 10 eV effect mentioned in 
Redhead’s memoirs [55] and the values extrapolated by Billard et al. for 
room temperature OFHC copper [56]. As much as the data scatter and 
dynamic background allows us to draw conclusions, the energy 
threshold is similar for all monitored gases and lies below 10 eV. Beyond 
this energy threshold, the ESD yield increases linearly due to the primary 
electron energy being deposited within the secondary electrons (SE) 
escape depth. The yield reaches a flat peak at a few hundreds of eV and is 
followed by a slow decrease. This decrease at higher energies is partly 
due to electron conditioning done during the energy sweep itself and 
partly due to the primary e− depositing energy deeper within the bulk, in 
a depth comparable to the SE escape depth. The ESD yield of all moni-
tored gases follows a similar trend across the entire energy range. 

3.3. ESD conditioning 

Extended electron irradiation decreases the ESD yield of all desorb-
ing gas species, i.e. H2, CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6, in an effect called 

Fig. 3. SEY curves measured at 15 K as a function of primary electron kinetic energy, referenced to the sample vacuum level. The SEY curves for 50 nm amorphous- 
carbon and laser-treated copper show the as-received and conditioned states. 

Fig. 4. ESD yield as a function of primary electron energy, as measured for an 
unbaked as-received OFE copper at 15K. The energy threshold is marked by an 
arrow around 10 eV and is similar for all chemisorbed gases. Below this 
threshold lies the collector’s dynamic background signal, which is highest for 
H2 and CO. 
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conditioning. Subjecting a surface to a continuous 300 eV electron 
irradiation desorbs molecules, depletes their surface coverage and de-
creases the ESD yield. The ESD yield can be plotted as a function of 
accumulated e− dose, as illustrated in Fig. 5 for unbaked copper at 260 K 
and 15 K. Fig. 6 shows 300 eV conditioning for amorphous carbon and 
laser-treated copper both unbaked and held at 15 K. 

In the ambient temperature case, the conditioning curve of an ESD 
yield for all species typically starts with a plateau which holds the initial 
ESD yield for about a decade of electron dose until a few 1015 e− .cm− 2. A 
steady decrease then follows at higher doses. The conditioning rate 
asymptotically approaches a constant decline that can be fitted by an 
inverse power law with an exponent typically in the 0.5–1 range. The 
conditioning rate approaches a slope of 1 for copper at ambient and 
cryogenic temperature. The ESD yields of CH4, C2H6 and CO2 and by 
extension their conditioning rates are less conclusive at high electron 
doses, as we are approaching the sensitivity limit of the experimental 
setup. 

The ESD yield of all monitored gas species behaves differently, when 
comparing the ambient temperature to the copper at 15 K. The cryogenic 
temperature causes the initial yield to decrease, presumably due to 
lower recombination rate/mobility on the surface or diffusion in the 

bulk. The initial H2 yield is the least affected and drops only by a factor 
of 4. The initial yield of CH4, C2H6 and CO decreases by a decade, whilst 
the CO2 yield drops by almost two decades. The formation of CO2 on the 
surface and a subsequent desorption seems very ineffective at 15 K for all 
the studied surfaces. By contrast, the H2 and CO yields, approach their 
room temperature counterpart at high electron doses. 

The CO and CO2 yields exhibit a transient maximum before starting a 
steady decrease. We ascribe this maximum to the fact that at 15 K, we 
measure a recycling ESD yield in our conductance-limited collector. 
Hence, the measured signal is a superposition of the primary desorption 
and secondary desorption of gases cryosorbed into a sub-monolayer 
coverage, similarly to the case studied in Refs. [57,58]. Indeed, we 
observe vacuum transients similar to the above references where the 
upper-limit of the recycling yield is given by the quasi-static gas density 
in the collector, that is determined by the ratio of the collector 
conductance to the cryo-sample pumping speed. In our case, this upper 
limit value equals 2. Hence, the initial ESD yield we measure in our 
experimental arrangement can only be underestimated by a factor of 2. 

The same measurement of ESD yield conditioning was performed on 
a 50 nm amorphous-carbon and the laser-treated copper, both held at 
15 K while irradiated with 300 eV electrons. The a-C exhibits an initial 

Fig. 6. ESD conditioning curves measured for 50 nm amorphous-carbon (left) and laser-treated (right) copper surface. The studied surfaces are unbaked, as-received, 
held at 15K and conditioned with 300 eV electrons. 

Fig. 5. ESD conditioning curves measured for OFE copper held at 260 K (left) and 15 K (right). 
The copper surface in an unbaked as-received surface state was irradiated with 300 eV electrons. 
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ESD yield lower by a factor of 3–6, as compared to copper at 15 K. There 
is no transient maximum and after the initial plateau, the ESD yield 
declines for all gas species. Similarly to the a-C, the laser-treated copper 
exhibits lower initial ESD yields. However, a transient maximum is 
observed, especially for CO and CO2, this time at a higher electron dose 
than for copper, which can be linked to the large specific surface. 

Table 1 gives the ESD yields for different stages of the conditioning 
process and serves to compare the a-C and laser-treated sample against 
bare OFE copper at 15 K. For clarity, we focus on H2 and CO as the 
predominant desorbing gases. The copper at 260 K is used to substan-
tiate the different behaviour of ESD yield evolution with electron dose at 
ambient and cryogenic temperatures. 

When comparing the a-C and laser-treated samples against the bare 
copper at 15 K, they exhibit overall lower initial ESD yields. In fact, the 
as-received copper at 15 K requires a dose of 1017 e− .cm− 2 to reach the 
same H2 yield as amorphous-carbon has ab-initio. At a dose of 1018 e− . 
cm− 2, the copper conditions to similar ESD yields as the laser-treated 
surface, but the a-C already has by almost a decade lower ESD yields. 
The reduction of H2 and CO yields can be calculated between doses of 
1017 and 1018 e− .cm− 2. The copper surface, regardless of the tempera-
ture, reduces its ESD yields by a factor of 5.5–10 per decade of electron 
dose. This is a characteristic observation for a clean metal surface, where 
the decrease approaches a factor of 10. By contrast, both surface treat-
ments reduce their ESD yield at about half the rate, even at high e−

doses. Hence the electron conditioning seems less effective here and is 
likely linked to the surface porosity. 

The integral amount of gas desorbed during a conditioning can also 
be evaluated. For an electron dose of 1017 e− .cm− 2, there are only 
marginal differences in the H2 and CO desorbed from copper, regardless 
of temperature, and including the laser-treated copper. The desorbed gas 
corresponds to 5–11 .1015 molecules. cm− 2 for H2 and 0.7–3 .1015 

molecules. cm− 2 for CO. At the same electron dose, the amorphous- 
carbon desorbs about 6 times less H2 and CO than bare copper at 15 K. 

4. Conclusions 

We have developed and validated a methodology for measuring SEY 
and ESD yield at cryogenic temperatures and in the low-energy range of 
0–1 keV. The new setup produces data in excellent agreement with 
values found in literature taken under similar parameters. This includes 
the SEY measured at ambient [40] and cryogenic temperatures [59] and 
of ESD yields and conditioning rates measured at ambient temperature 
[56,60,61] as well as the effect that varying primary electron energy has 
on the SEY conditioning process [39]. We first studied an OFE copper 
representing the LHC beam-screen to establish a reference at both 
ambient and cryogenic temperatures. We then proceeded with studies of 
novel low-SEY surface treatments to directly compare their SEY, ESD 
yields and electron conditioning effects. 

We report the first laboratory measurements of electron conditioning 
of both SEY and ESD yield performed at a cryogenic temperature of 15 K. 
We showed that the primary electron energy has a major influence on 
the SEY conditioning efficiency. We evidence this by incomplete SEY 
conditioning when irradiating the OFE copper with 5.4 mC mm− 2 of 23 
eV electrons that only resulted in δmax = 1.45. This is to be compared to 

the full conditioning effect, i.e. δmax = 1.1, achieved by exposing copper 
to 300 eV electrons at a dose of 2.3 mC mm− 2. The lack of conditioning 
efficiency of low-energy e− was previously demonstrated for copper at 
room temperature [39], and we evidence this effect at cryogenic con-
ditions. Our results complement the existing data on SEY conditioning 
measured in the cryogenic temperature region by Cimino & Collins [59]. 
Here we further investigate the effect of primary electron energy on the 
OFE copper conditioning. 

The ESD yield from OFE copper at 15 K was also studied as a function 
of primary e− energy, revealing a ~10 eV threshold, below which the 
electron-stimulated desorption yield is nil. This observation compares 
well to the values extrapolated by Billard et al. [56] for as-received 
OFHC copper at ambient temperature. The energy dependence of ESD 
is linear for all monitored gases until reaching a flat peak at a few 
hundreds of eV. Unlike for the SEY conditioning which is rather 
temperature-independent, the ESD yields are substantially lower for 
copper at 15 K. The cryogenic conditions lead to about a decade lower 
initial ESD yield for CH4, C2H6 and CO, whilst the initial H2 yield drops 
by a factor of ~3 and the initial CO2 yield decreases by 2 decades. The 
ESD conditioning curves also exhibit a very different behaviour at 
cryogenic temperatures, when compared to copper ambient tempera-
tures. The CH4, C2H6 and CO2 yields remain lower at high electron 
doses. By contrast, the H2 and CO yields ultimately converge to the 
values obtained for a room temperature copper. The conditioning rate at 
high electron doses remains unchanged at 15 K and approaches a slope 
of 1 for copper and about half of that for the studied low-SEY treatments. 

We also report the first results taken at cryogenic temperatures on 
electron conditioning of HL-LHC-relevant low-SEY surface treatments. 
We demonstrate across the studied energy range that both surface 
treatments preserve their low δmax even at cryogenic temperatures. 
Indeed, the SEY of as-received unbaked amorphous-carbon (50 nm) and 
laser-treated copper do remain well below the multipacting threshold 
for LHC cryodipole, i.e. δmax < 1.3. The SEY further decreases when 
exposed to 300 eV electron irradiation at 15 K. The δmax of amorphous- 
carbon conditions from 1.15 to 0.85 at a dose of 4 mC mm− 2, whilst δmax 
of laser-treated copper conditions from 0.73 to 0.5 at a dose of 3.3 mC 
mm− 2. 

The initial ESD yields of both low-SEY surface treatments are lower 
than of an as-received unbaked OFE copper. The ESD yield of copper 
only conditions to comparable ESD values at an electron dose of few 
10− 4 C mm− 2. Compared to the copper, the amorphous-carbon coating 
lower by almost a decade at an electron dose of few mC.mm− 2. Contrary 
to the copper surface, both amorphous-carbon and laser-treated copper 
exhibit a slower ESD conditioning rates that approach a slope of 0.5 
rather than 1. The conditioning curves produced at a cryogenic tem-
perature do complement the observations made by Hannah et al. for a 
laser-treated copper at ambient temperature [62]. The conditioning 
rates at high electron doses are similar to Hannah’s, but the initial yields 
are overall lower at 15 K, which is expected knowing the substantial 
decrease of copper ESD yields in Fig. 5. 

The presented experimental results link the e− cloud activity, the 
dynamic vacuum effect and the beam conditioning, all observed in the 
LHC’s cold arcs. These new insights into the LHC vacuum system are 
especially relevant with the HL-LHC upgrade under way [24]. The data 

Table 1 
Comparison of H2 and CO yields of the studied surfaces as sampled at the initial as-received surface state and at doses of 1017 e− .cm− 2 and 1018 e− .cm− 2 during the 300 
eV conditioning.   

OFE Cu at 260 K OFE Cu at 15 K 50 nm a-C/Cu at 15 K Laser-treated Cu at 15 K  

H2 CO H2 CO H2 CO H2 CO 

Initial Yield [molecule/e-] 6.2E-1 8.3E-2 2.3E-1 7.9E-3 4.1E-2 2.8E-3 7.4E-2 2.7E-3 
Yield at 1017 e¡.cm¡2 [molecule/e-] 3.7E-2 1.4E-2 3.7E-2 8.4E-3 7.0E-3 1.5E-3 3.0E-2 6.5E-3 
Yield at 1018 e¡.cm¡2 [molecule/e-] 3.8E-3 1.9E-3 4.4E-3 1.5E-3 1.1E-3 4.0E-4 7.4E-3 2.9E-3 
Reduction factor in 1017-1018 e¡.cm¡2 [-] 9.8 7.1 8.4 5.6 6.6 3.8 4.0 2.3 
Desorbed gas at 1017 e¡.cm¡2 [mbar.l.cm− 2] 4.5E-4 1.2E-4 3.7E-4 5.1E-5 5.7E-5 9.1E-6 1.9E-4 3.0E-5  
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can also serve other cryogenic machines [3] and provide an input for 
design and simulations of new accelerators, such as the FCC-hh [5,23]. 
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